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Chairman’s Message

It is my Privilege to address you at this Two-Day National conference on
Impact of Digital Technologies and Social Media in Education 29-30
January 2019. I am glad to share that we have taken care of strengthening
all the four pillars for good education in a College . These are
curriculum, faculty, methodology, and evaluation/ supervisory tools. We
wish to achieve excellence in each of these areas of Teachers’
development.
We are running into the 21st century where technology knows no bounds.
This is the phase of radical development where technology is taking over every niche and corner.
Smart phones, laptops, and tablets are no more unknown words. During this phase the education
system is evolving for the sake of betterment, as this generation's students are not born to be
confined by the limits of simple learning; their curiosity is vast and cannot be catered with
educational systems that were designed earlier. If we kept on teaching our children the way we
taught them yesterday, we would deprive them of their tomorrow. Our old educational system
lacks the capability to stand a chance in the 21st century. So we are compelled to use digitization
in our educational system,along with that we have to think about Environment also.With the help
of Technology connecting across the boundaries and campaigning against social evils.
I appreciate Dr. D.Y. Patil College of Education to put forward a step towards Impact of Digital
Technologies and Social Media in Education, by arranging a conference on this burning theme. I
hope that this two day conference will bring out the potential to promote Digital Technology in
Education among all Participants.

Hon’ble Dr. P.D. Patil
Chairman
Dr. D.Y.Patil Unitech Society, Pimpri, Pune

Vice Chairman’s Message

My Heartiest Congratulations to Dr. D.Y.Patil College of
Education,Pimpri,Pune-18 for organizing the National Level
Conference on Impact of Digital Technologies and Social Media in
Education 29-30 January 2019
With a high increase in the student population in recent times,
pedagogy is being compromised. Because of that, online resources are
being developed in a way that makes them always available to teachers
to educate the masses. Which, in turn, improves the quality of education
and increases the number of literate students.
Digitization has no doubt changed our education system, but we cannot say that it has diminished
the value of our old time classroom learning. Neither do we want something so priceless to turn
into dust. The best part about the digitization of education in the 21st century is that it is
combined with the aspects of both; classroom learning and online learning methods. Walking
hand in hand both act as a support system to each other, which gives a stronghold to our modern
students. Digitization in education has also proved to be the right method for saving resources.
I am sure this conference will help in creating awareness use of multimedia and use of
Technology among all participants.
I wish all the best to the entire staff, students and the organizing committee of the conference and
wish the conference a great success.

Mrs. B.P. Patil
Vice Chairman
Dr. D.Y.Patil Unitech Society, Pimpri, Pune

Trustee’s Message
Nowadays, social networks incessantly influence the lives
of young people. Apartfrom entertainment and
informational purposes, social networks have penetrated
many
fields
ofeducational
practices
and
processes.Connectivity or interactivity offered by social
media is an enormous attribute that attracts an audience to
their websites. The key concept of sharing and posting in social media may serve
as an instructor and facilitator of learning one's' topics are being posted, shared and
worked out.
The virtual system of social networking websites encourage information exchange
and creates a platform for expression of thoughts, suggestions, reflections and
comments also to resolve limitations of time, distance and even learners
shyness.Research efforts have been increased during the last decade so that
successful aspects of socialnetwork use for educational activities could emerge.
Research has put forth both the positive and negative impact of digital technology
in the education field. A good effort has been made by college, to explore the
impact of social media on education and enable educators and students to use the
social networking technologies (SNT) sites wisely and constructively.

Hon’ble Dr. Smita Jadhav
Trustee
Dr. D.Y.Patil Unitech Society, Pimpri, Pune

Principal Message

It Gives me great Pleasure to extend to you all a very warm
welcome on behalf of have accepted our Invitation to convene this
conference on the Impact of Digital Technologies and Social
Media in Education.
First and foremost, I would like to thank our Hon’ble Chairman
Dr. P.D.Patil for his valuable guidance and encouraging us to take
up this global issues of environmental awareness and conservation
also my sincere thanks to Respected Vice-Chairman Mrs.
Bhagyashree Patil, Respected Secretary Dr.Somnath Patil and
Respected Trustee Dr. Smita Jadhav for giving us Such an
opportunity to organize national Conference on the Topic “Impact of Digital Technologies and
Social Media in Education”. and for their continuing Support. I also extend my thanks to
respected Dr. Bhushan Patil( Coordinator Dept. of Education and EXT ,SPPU) I’m Grateful
B.U.D, Savitri Phule Pune University for Sponsoring the conference and the H.O.D Dr. Sanjeev
Sonawane for their Voluble inputs regarding the Conference.
It is an opportune time to renew contacts and discuss problems of mutual interest with delegates
from various states of India. It is gratifying to note that the agenda of the conference covers a
wide range of interesting sub themes relating to Impact of Digital Technologies and Social
Media in Education
The Study of Digital Technologies and Social Media helps in developing proper mind set and
favorable attitude for improving method of teaching in education and this is the challenges in
real sense and making society proactive for acting it, upon, this is the genesis of this conference.
Thanking You

Dr. Rekha Pathak
Principal
Dr.D.Y.Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune

From the Editor’s Desk

Welcome to the National Conference on the Impact of Digital
Technologies and Social Media in Education, which is being held on 29
and 30th jan 2019.The purpose of the conference is to provide a forum
for Teachers, Researcher, Students and Citizens in the field of Digital
technologies and Social media.
In this Conference we Received Very good papers and Editor has
Selected the Best Paper out of it and we will publish the selected
papers. I’m grateful to our Principal for Extending Support to make this
Conference Possible.
I’m really Thankful to our entire team to make this conference successful.
Thank you all. We hope that the Proceedings will serve the purpose of generating awareness
among the students.

Dr. Preeti Shrivastava
Assistant Professor
Dr. D.Y.Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune

MAIN THEME OF THE CONFERENCE

Impact of Digital Technologies & Social Media in Education

About the Theme:
The overall aim of the seminar is to critically analyze an emerging field of educational
technology at the intersection of multi-disciplinary understandings and other disciplines by
bringing together seminar participants from different disciplines such as Science and technology,
Engineering, Sociology, Philosophy, Psychology, Commerce, Media Studies as well as
Education and Cultural Studies.
The growth of social media over past few years has changed the ways in which the
internet is experienced by most end users. Social media is built on the idea of how people know
and interact with each other.highlight how social media influenced our population there is a need
to know for the good and bad impacts of the social media on our education sectors well as on our
next generation and make a proper plan for future in all aspects.

SUB THEMES:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Supporting digital Technologies & applications
The role of social media in child development.
Transformation of society through Social Media
Digital tools for supporting Classroom management
Digital technologies for development of learner empowerment
E-content (Educational Audio-Video, PPT) development using computer software
Origin and use of Massive Open Online courses (MOOCs) andOpen Educational
Resources (OERs)
8) Online learning v/s child digital safety issue
9) Using multimedia in Education
10) Social media and E-commerce
11) Any other topic related to main theme.
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The role and functions of social media in socialization
Dr. Rekha Pathak
Principal
D.Y. Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune
E-mail: rekha.rapathak46@gmail.com

Abstract:
Social Media is a strong medium of social development. It also needs some etiquette
during using it. It is a facilitator for promoting cultural development of learner. Holistic
development of learner depends on possible directions of social, cultural situation of our
society. This paper discuss about challenges, benefits of social media. It is an exploratory
research. It is based on available literature and personal experience of researcher. Here some
suggestion has given for better use of social media for future direction of thinking of common
peoples.
Introduction
Human civilization is highly depends on quality of education. Present education was
enforced by foreign rulers and today main aim of formal education was to create
acculturation in society. All educational system striving for creates homogeneity in culture. It
is all about life building process of learner. The contemporary emergence of social media is
being noticed in every sphere of human life including teaching and learning system. Amidst
new type of information transformation and growing with highly accelerated tech-savvy
young mind, the educational organization are excepted to catch up with these type of world of
social media applications and know more about social media user.
Social media is mix up of two words one social and other media. it becomes popular
after development of all forms of newer electronic communication and technology like
power of internet, website for networking, Micro blogging, Face-book, Twitter and
‘Instagram’ etc. after become popularity of ‘WhatsApp’, online video call, snap-chat,
everyone is habituated with it.
As we know that these technological development create confusion between different
form of digital and information media like internet and social media is not make any sense of
distinctive. Emerging mobile, television, watches which multi-features of smart-world change
the meaning of social media.
Social media and social Health:
This Media is not only a strong medium of connecting different groups of peoples but
it make easier also the gap of distance, rural urban divide etc. it also provide an excellent
platform for news sharing, creativity display and more learning. Researchers suggest that on
average 50-75% of the teens around the word have online connectivity via computers or
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phones and 73% of them used social networking or regular basis(Saravan,2018). It has
created one type of addiction for all learners specially school going students. We all are
always expecting that every solution must available on as instant as possible because social
media provide most of answer asked by anyone like ‘WhatsApp’, ‘youtube’, website etc. .
This type of situation has created because our society faces less peer contact, degradation of
social institutions.
Main cause of this type of alienation, greedy, self-centered thinking is the result of no
any clear cut direction about teaching and learning in the environment of social media and
less effort about counter technological development.
We find that there is huge gap between theory and practice of behavior of people. And
we are facing old fashioned thinking that newer technological development is creating
tension in society but many social scientists suggested that social media and its uses depends
on our thinking pattern.
There are many social values which has mentioned in our constitution also like
cooperation, fraternity, tolerance, sense of belongings, etc. these type of values can promote
with the help of social media. The question arises that why we spread these types of social
values? We always think that it is responsibility of police, government officials, and policy
planner only but we forgot that it is the responsibility of every persons of society.
Some positive impact on socialization:
Social media provide a sound platform for all learners to extend familiarity with
stranger, friendship in different regions of the world, making small group like sports, fun
groups etc.
It also helps new type of experiences like break the narrow mind thinking of cast,
creed, religion, create motivational ideas etc. it also create feeling of empathy with
marginalized communities. Social media promotes prevention from social evils like drinking,
bad habits of actions with foreigners, other cultures. People who using social media feel more
independent because they realize others ideas well.
Some challenges for socialization:
Social media creates extra competitiveness, provoking feelings of other communities,
endless usage, get influence easily with Blue whale game, cyber bulling, feel depressed,
feeling loneliness after disconnection of close friends, etc.
Some suggestions for socialization:
It increases social-wellbeing in spite of absence family members. It builds and
deepens personal sense of community because we know the difficulties of others. It makes
more popular in larger society, this group chats make easy access without any barrier of
distance weather etc. it brings personal empowerment because we can learn more according
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to own pace without time and limits of personal help of others. Social media can also getting
in touch with needy peoples and get support in unpredicted situation like floods, illness etc.
We must follow some common netiquettes, which prevents us uneven action by others.
We should stop comparing with others; it will affect our mental health. We can find role
model for better career development.
Conclusion:
In the advent of vibrant technological development we must aware of our role and
responsibilities which make me more civilized citizen of our nation. In spite of blaming
social media, we should search our basic human values, social skill etc. we must respect
others feeling during chatting with others.
References:
Chitra, A.P. (2018). Social Media and Mental Health, ‘ National Seminar on Strenthening
Adolescents’ Mental Health and their suicide prevention,June, 2018Annamalai University,
Annamalainagar, T.N.
Prasad, J. (2008). Panorama of Indian Education, New Delhi. Kanishka Publishers.
Saravan, D.P.(2016).International Conference on Developing Thinking and Learning with
ICT: Changing Education for Future Needs, 29th and 30th March 2016, Department of
Education, Osmania University,(379-382), Volume-1, Hyderabad: Compendium of Abstract.
Vineetha, V. (2014). Enhancing the Quality of Higher Education Through information and
communication Technology, Dr. Barathi C., Dr.. Vadivu, P, Lawrence . A.S. (Eds)(pp- 280284)New Delhi: APH Publishing.
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Effectiveness of social media for Development of Vocabulary in English language at
Junior College Level
Shri. Hegade Navnath Dharmaji
Assistant professor
New English School & Junior College of Science,
Bhalawani , Pandharpur Dist-Solapur
Email-navnathhegade@155gmail.com
Abstract: Internet has affected the preferred learning styles of young people wanting to learn
English around the world. Teachers, to remain relevant and effective, need to use 'learning
technologies' to help students to reach the world outside the classroom. Teachers now adhere
to innovative practices in teaching- learning process and have changed their roles into
‘facilitators’. The role of teacher demands to promote more group tasks and stress- free
learning environments. Social media is emerging in various forms to bring people together as
communities. It is not denied that there is also a controversy on using new Social Media such
as Face book, ‘Whats app’ or Web Chat. But in the present global scenario, when millions of
live and breathe on social media, teachers are learning how to incorporate the medium into
the classroom successfully. The social media tools help the language teachers to stay
connected with their peers around the world and stay updated about their fields. Moreover,
these online buttons give the language teachers the chance to help others in their fields and
find solutions to their problems and improve their language teaching careers. This paper
focuses on the influence of social media in teaching and learning English language.
Keywords: Social media, Social Networks, Language, Teaching Process.
Introduction
English language vocabulary development is easy nowadays because, a learner may
get help from online sources. According to Huyen & Nga (2003) there are different
online games which improve the vocabulary of English language learners in a flexible
and relax atmosphere. These online games enhance the interest of English language
learners towards the language learning process. Thus, the development of English
vocabulary is important and plays a dominant role in language learning process as
compare to structure learning. Now it is also clear from the above mentioned
discussion that social media sources provide a lot of opportunities to the English
language learners so that they may improve their language learning skills and
competences in a systematic manner. Similarly, so for as the nature of words and
kinds of meaning is concerned then there are four points according to Shahid that
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except for highly technical words, no two words in different languages have the same
area of meaning.
Techniques: to engage the students on social-media.
FacebookMany students use Facebook, a social networking service, as part of their daily lives.
This use, out of college, can foster and maintain relationships and add to greater
cohesion and dynamic when back in class which, in turn, can have a positive effect
on their attendance and retention on the course. Create a Facebook page that your
class can 'like'. Facebook can be used by the instructor to share course resources, fire
up discussions, promote collaboration, improve relationships between students,
incorporate an array of learning tools (such as videos, images, boards, chatting and
private messaging), and use it in conjunction with other social media platforms,
Facebook has endless advantages that solidly prove its social learning value.
Facebook Advantageous:
1. Create closed groups.
Participants will enter only by invitation and no one else will be able to see the
contents, discussions, posts etc. inside the group. It’s a great and safe way to interact and
bond.
2. Create open groups
If the target is a wider audience to a specific course, domain, application or even
school. Many MOOC programs have Facebook pages. With millions of FB users
around the globe, the number of people that might be interested in your courses will
be surprising.
3. Create polls to receive feedback about a course or a program you are thinking of
implementing, to request the opinion of your audience on a specific topic, or even to
generate statistics. Possibilities and options are endless.
4. Create questionnaires to comprehend the likes, dislikes and interests of your
current or future students and build the course around them
5. Upload course contents material and resources in your account or the closed group
you created. Think of the advantages. Everything will be available 24/7, if a mistake
is made it can be corrected and re-upload. The user will get immediate feedback and
safe receipt confirmation, your material can be remotely accessed no matter where your
students are, and you will effectively minimize classroom time.
6. Tell your students to connect their smart phone to Facebook, so they can receive
instant notifications about all new messages and activities related to your course.
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Facebook’s notification system allows everyone to keep track of anything new that
happens; new groups, requests, discussions, comments, tagging, material, links etc.
7. Urge your students to introduce themselves, connect and collaborate. You can also
create group assignments to further promote collaboration and improve relationships
between them and you. It's true that hierarchy might be lost in the beginning, but you
can always restore it, by setting the right tone, mood and style to your groups,
discussions and applications.
8. Start posting updates to your timeline, but not in English. Ask your pupils to
translate the text using Face book’s in-line Bing translation tool and ask them to
gauge its accuracy.
Twitter -Twitter is an online social networking service that enables users to send and
read short 140 character messages called "tweets”. Registered users can read and post
tweets, but those who are unregistered can only read them. Users access Twitter
through the website interface, SMS or mobile device application.
1. Create an Informative List
things you want to provide as
interesting, engaging and re-tweet
that you keep the interest of your

of Resources - Before you begin, create a list of
information to your learners. Think what will be
able. Break apart the content and post regularly, so
learners.

2. Create Learning Hash tags - Come up with a hash tag with the help of which
learners will be able to feedback and communicate on your materials.
3. Create Learning Topics - Create topics, making use of the hash tags. In Twitter
you can also create regular Twitter chat events. Don't forget to encourage your learners
by liking, re-tweeting and commenting on relevant tweets they share.
4. Create Learning Lists - You can create your own learning list which basically is
a curate group of Twitter users. This way you and your learners will be able to see
the stream of your group’s tweets.
5. Learn How to Search - Twitter has a powerful and accurate search engine that
will help you get the information you need most. Get familiar with the Twitter trail.
6. Follow the Influencers - Get in touch and follow interesting people from your
field of study – eLearning Developers, Instructional design etc.
You Tube -.
YouTube is one of the most popular websites on the planet and a vast resource for
educational content. The site is home to over 10 million videos tagged as educational,
many of them submitted by your fellow teachers. Create a YouTube account. Ask each
of your pupils to record a video blog, of their hobbies, thoughts or opinions on topical
news stories, but speaking only in English language. Those who want to have their
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video uploaded should send it to you first. 1. Bring in videos to the class. - Lessons
can be enhanced with the right video. Something visual and entertaining that speaks to
the subject you’re teaching breaks up the monotony of a lecture, brings some fun into
the lesson, and keeps the students more engaged and interested in the subject
Create YouTube playlists as student assignments - Some people learn better by
watching than reading, so providing video alternatives to the reading homework
assigned could really pay off for some students. Create playlists, either to supplement
the other work you assign or as an alternative, and simply send the link to the
students for viewing. A playlist puts it all into an easy, well organized format for
their using up.
Record Class lessons or lectures and save them for future viewing. - YouTube can
become a storehouse for saving and sharing any lectures you record. Once the video is
created, YouTube makes it easy to send the link to any student that missed class, or
keep track of the different videos you have in case you want to review them before
giving the same lesson next year.
Blogs - Create a blog.
A blog is a self-published, web based collection of writing and photos. Blogs differ
greatly in focus, sophistication of topics and popularity. The culture of blogging calls
for regular updates, exchange of comments, and short posts. Blogs offer a hugely
exciting platform for learners to express themselves in a new language. The fact that
posts are generally short, and that new content is added frequently, make them
attractive and exciting for classroom adaptation.
Skype It is a proprietary voice-over-Internet protocol service that can be used to encourage
students to communicate with their teacher and with each other. The studies conducted
by ESOL says that previously hesitant speakers in lower level ESOL groups were
encouraged to talk in greater depth when they were using material which they had
created themselves as opposed to using textbook pictures. Sony PSPs were found
useful for this, because personalized visual prompts can be recorded whilst capturing
still images and videos, the vocabulary level can be fixed, and it uses simple buttons
and direction mechanisms which require only a little pre-teaching.
Other applications - The facilities provided by mobile devices can offer a highlyvalued level of independence to the user and help to provide a bridge with society at
large. Much of this is related to the user being able to search the internet for
information or the use of mobile applications like Dictionary, grammar and spelling
applications Encyclopedias, such as Wikipedia Text translation tools, such as Google
Translate etc. Journey planners and map applications offer greater independence to the
user, allowing them to find out information for themselves, often accessed whilst they
are on the move.
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Objectives of the Study
The following were the main objectives of the study
1) To study the effectiveness of social media in vocabulary development at Junior
college level.
2)To make implementable suggestions for integrating social media in vocabulary
development of English language at Junior college Level.
Hypothesis of the research study:
The students learn the vocabulary with the help of various social media tools.
Null hypothesis
1. There is no significant difference between mean scores of the achievement of students
form controlled group and experimental group in pretest
2. There is no significant difference between the mean scores of achievement of students
from control group and the experimental group in post test
Key Questions of the Study
The following key questions were examined in the study
1) What is the effect of social media in vocabulary development of English language
at Junior college level?
2) What implementable recommendation the study make to include social media role
in vocabulary development of English language at junior level?
Research Methodology
The study was descriptive in nature which attempted to make an analysis of social
media role in vocabulary development of English language at junior college level . The
population consisted of all students who are learning English at junior college level at
different colleges in Pandharpur Taluka. The sample of the study in hand comprised
50learners who are currently studying English at junior college level. The researcher
used experimental research method in the present a research study. There are 10 junior
colleges in Pandharpur Taluka but among them only one New English School And Junior
College of Science Bhavani is selected by simple random method total 50 students in the
class of 11th standard was selected randomly the pretest was provided and two equivalent
groups where made the control group of 25 students was created with the conventional
method for teaching vocabulary in English experimental group of 25 students was created
within various tools of social media for developing vocabulary in English vocabulary. The
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tools of social media were used in following points such as information transfer and tourist
leaflet.
The research prepared and achievement test and try to collect the data of research study the
achievement test was included with two questions of 8 marks the collected research data was
analyzed and interpreted with the help of statistical measures to test the hypothesis and
tabulated for further calculation.
Significance of difference between means in post test
Measure

Control Group

Experimental Group

N

25

25

M

37.12

44.56

S.D.

2.46

2.82

D- Means

7.44

t value

10.19*

df

48

Null hypothesis

Null hypothesis is rejected

(Accepted/Rejected)

*Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 level of significance
The researcher stated the major findings and democrat the recommendation on the
basis of Data Collection.
Findings of the research study
The Finding are stated on the basis of null hypothesis in the present a research study with the
data collection:
1) The null hypothesis number one is accepted. There is no significant difference between the
achievement of students from the control group and experimental group in pretest.
2) The null hypothesis number to be rejected. There is significant difference between the
achievement of students from the control group and experimental group in post test
Conclusion
In the current context it is important that teachers keep abreast of technological
development and are aware of the skills, both literacy and IT, that each learner possesses–
these need to be harnessed and developed further to both engage learners and improve their
English language skills. Thus, it is suggested that the integration of social media into
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classroom practice entails a reconfiguration of roles: the teacher is no longer the sole source
of content, and the students are able to shape their learning in ways which align closely with
the need s of their daily lives. All the above encourage the user to engage within formation in
English, reading and writing both formally and informally. The use of these techniques can
act as a bridge to facilitate communication inside and outside the classroom.
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Abstract
This paper is trying to enlist on the issue of the online safety and security of business
communities, by helping to deliver resources and expertise from the educational sector to
support both domestic and international law enforcement agencies and their governments, in
their task of reducing harm from cyber & high-tech crimes,A well-recognized & registered
'Not-For-Profit' (NGO) organization with single mission of spreading nationwide awareness
programs on new age technological crimes & frauds and safeguard people. With single
motto, ‘Ensuring Secure & Safe netizens of Cyber Space of India’, facilitating and organizing
multiple nationwide awareness programs, workshops, awareness trainings in association with
the supporting bodies like from the Govt. of India, State Police Organizations, International
Cyber Security Protection Alliance (ICSPA), National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA),
Computer Society of India, National Security Database (NSD) & Internet Safety Society
(ISS).
Keywords: Cyber safety, Cyber security
Introduction:
Web safety, or online safety or Internet Safety and cyber safety, is the knowledge of
maximizing the user's personal safety and security risks to private information and property
associated with using the internet, and the self-protection from computer crime in general.
A well-recognized organization are as follow:
A well-recognized & registered 'Not-For-Profit' (NGO) organization with single mission of
spreading nationwide awareness programs on new age technological crimes & frauds and
safeguard people. With single motto, ‘Ensuring Secure & Safe netizens of Cyber Space of
India’, facilitating and organizing multiple nationwide awareness programs, workshops,
awareness trainings in association with the supporting bodies like from the Govt. of India,
State Police Organizations, International Cyber Security Protection Alliance (ICSPA),
National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA), Computer Society of India, National Security
Database (NSD) & Internet Safety Society (ISS). Such known organizations also provides
training for teachers.
Impact of a well-recognized organization are as follow:
A highly reputed Indian organization in the field of Cyber safety & security.
- Deliver training programs to schools, colleges, academic institutions, law enforcement and
judicial officers on the issues of cyber crimes, investigations and forensics.
- Go-To-Campus in School programs covers training students, teachers & staff people on
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various cybercrimes, privacy & safety-Guide the investigators on technical issues pertaining
to investigations.- Also address the concerns of the cyber security in various e-gov initiatives
of the government and organize appropriate training programs.
Cyber safety Resources:
For schools-a) e-Smartb) Cyber smart
For parents: a) Parents Cyber safety Toolbox b)Cyber safety
For students: a) Cyber Smart Kidsb) Cyber smart c) Cyber safety
Cyber Safety for Teachers:
It is also now a fundamental resource and educational tool students use for projects,
assignments and investigations across all key learning areas and the entire student body. But
the internet, as we know, does not come without its risks. Helping children have positive
online experiences requires sound support and education—not only by teachers but also by
parents, careers and library staff.
As teachers we have to follow some netiquettes:
“Netiquette” is the term used to refer to the do’s and don’ts when communicating on the
Internet, which includes the various avenues of social media. It covers both common courtesy
and the informal rules of cyberspace. In other words, netiquette refers to the rules for
behaving properly online!
I) Respect the privacy (and time) of others. Do not quote or forward email without the
original owner's permission. Be sure what you are saying is worth the time it takes to read
and respond. Acknowledge and return messages promptly.
II) Copy (cc) with caution. Only copy people who need to know the information.
III) Use appropriate emoticons (emotion icons) to help convey meaning. Text cannot convey
the nonverbal clues we give when speaking directly to another person. The use of "smiles"
can help.
E-Educational Impact of Bullying and Cyber bullying
Bullying and cyber bullying is becoming a major issue that has gotten increased attention
over the last few years, as more and more teens are facing the issue. The results have been
devastating. With teen suicide on the rise, acts of violence increasing, and more victims being
identified, it has affected not only their personal lives, but their education as well. According
to the 2011 survey results from the Center for Disease Control (CDC):



More than 15,000 students did not go to school because they felt unsafe.
Almost 15,000 students carried weapons to school.
Over 7% were threatened or injured with weapons on school grounds.
At least 20% reported being bullied on school grounds.



Over 16% were victims of some type of cyber bullying.
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At Cyber inPune (Published at 08-09-2015) Organization: - 'Cyber Safe India', is a not-forprofit unit of, 'Cyber Safe India Alliance', in association with 'Code Decode Labs Pvt. Ltd' &
'Government of India', are organizing multiple cyber safety awareness campaigns, seminars,
workshops & educative sessions in our 'Go-To--Campus' programs, where require a very
enthusiastic team & dynamic volunteers.
Ways to Ensure Cyber Safety
I) Secure Your Network, 2) be Responsible, 3) make Internet Child-safe
Conclusion:
As teachers, being aware of these issues is important but not enough. It’s our responsibility to
keep our students safe and gently show them how to do the right thing, whether it is in the
classroom, school yard or the internet. We can’t fix the fact that these comments are
anonymous, but we can help our students realize what the consequences of their actions are.
Children (and adults) need to be aware of the effects of their actions and self-monitor their
behavior to truly contribute to the rich conversations that can happen online when everyone
contributes positively. We also need to know how to make life as difficult as possible for
criminals trying to exploit our information.
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ABSTRACT
The Present study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of interactive
multimedia instruction for teaching educational technology for M.Ed. students of Solapur
University, Solapur using experimental Method. Two groups were taken for the study as
Experimental and control group. The experimental group was taught with interactive
Multimedia instruction where as control group. The taught through traditional method of
teaching. The t test was used to find the significance of differences between the academic
achievements of two groups. The Result indicated that computer mediated Multimedia
instruction based teaching is on effective way for teaching educational technology subject as
compared to traditional method for Master of Education students.
(Key words: Multimedia Instruction, Educational Technology)
Introduction:
This millennium is characterized not only by population explosion but galloping
advancement of science and technology. Information technology is progressively invading
each and every area of modern civilization, Integration of information and communication
technology in education is essential to meet challenges of the new decade. In the present
scientific and technological age the conventional method was not sufficient to arouse interest
among the students and does not needs up to the intellectual, Psychological and emotional
needs of the students in the new millennium. (Kala 2007)
The Traditional method of teaching is based on giving information as bits it includes
rote memorization of concepts oats and principles, which is unable to realize objective of
teaching in true sense teaching strategies play an important role in enhancing the learning
abilities of the students it has to be lamented student participation and does not needs up to
the intellectual psychological and emotional needs of the students in the new millennium
(kala 2007)
Multimedia can be used to develop active and mastery learning. In this learning in this
learning situation there is active participation on the part of the learner as opposed to evasive
tearing listening to lectures and demonstrations it greater promise in enhancing learning as
well as in improving the quality of education multimedia enables students get a live vision of
life s aspect and scientific factors (Lu 2008) multimedia ensures flexible learning Flexibility
is recognized in the level of access to courses, the place of entry to, exit from course, the
place time and place of study the form and pattern of interaction among learners, teachers and
resources, the type and variety of resources to support study and communication the goal or
outcome of the goal or outcome of the educating process and the method used to measure
achievements and success.
The effectiveness of classroom teaching always depends upon the variety of the
methods adopted by the teacher the teacher should be able to use permutations and
combinations of various methods, devices and instructional package for teaching strategies
and Electronics Communication mode at M.Ed. level the effectiveness of developed
multimedia instruction was determined on the basis of pre and post test of experimental group
and also by comparing the post test score of both the group ie. Experimental and control.
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Objectives


To develop interactive multimedia instruction for teaching educational technology
subject for M. ED students.
To study effectiveness of multimedia instruction in terms of achievement of M.Ed.
student for teaching educational technology subject.
To compare the academic achievement score of M. Ed student studying through
multimedia instruction and with those traditional method of teaching for educational
technology subject.




Hypotheses
1)
2)

There will be no effects on interactive multimedia instruction learning on academic
achievement of M. Ed students for educational technology subject.
There will be no significant different between mean achievement score of M. Ed. student
studying through interactive multimedia instruction with those studying through
traditional method of teaching for educational technology subject.

Limitations
This study was limited to M.Ed. students of Solapur University, Solapur. Only the
interactive multimedia instruction material was developed in English the study was limited to
teaching strategies and Electronics Communication mode of education technology subject.
Sample
The 50 students studying educational technology subject at M.Ed. Level of Solapur
University, Solapur were selected through purposive random sampling method the students
were dived into two groups control and experimental comprised of 25 students each.
Design
The pre test post test control group design was used the study the control group was
taught with traditional (lecture) method where as the Experimental group was taught with the
interactive multimedia instruction comprised of power point presentation, video, films and
short documentary the developed interactive multimedia instruction on the topic teaching
strategies and Electronics Communication mode was used as independent variable where as
developed criterion reference test was dependent variable for the study to know the
effectiveness of developed multimedia instruction in terms of achievement of students the
self prepared criterion reference test on the selected topic was used as pre and post test for the
study.
Analysis of the Research objectives
Objective – 1
To develop study material based on interaction multimedia instruction the entering
and terminal behavior was decided and proper content analysis was done based on content
analysis power point presentation on the topic of teaching strategies and Electronics
Communication mode was developed for M.Ed. students the information on teaching
strategies and Electronics Communication mode were presented using colorful pictures,
videos, films and short documentary.
Downloaded from the internet was used for preparation of multimedia instruction.
Objective – 2
To study the effectiveness of multimedia instruction in terms of achievement of M. Ed
students for teaching educational technology subject the scores obtained from the pre and
post test of experimental group were analyzed & interpreted using t test
Table 1 pre & post test Scores of Experimental group
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S.D.

Pre test

25

3.42

1.6

Post test

25

7.26

3.3
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‘t’ Value

4.8

Interpretation
Table 1 shows pretest & post test scores of experimental group calculated mean of test
is 3.42 of post test is 7.26 the calculated‘t’ value was found to be 4.807 which is significant at
0.01 levels the group taught through interactive multimedia instruction has shown a
substantial progress.
Objective -3
To compare the academic achievement score of M. Ed students studying through
multimedia instruction & with those traditional method of teaching for educational
technology subject to achieve the above objective calculated mean standard deviation of post
test of both the groups was compared comparison of post test score of experimental and
controlled group were done using test
Table 2 showing the post test scores of experimental and control group
Group

Test

No of students Mean
(N)

S.D.

Experimental

Post

25

7.52

1.42

Control

Post

25

5.45

1.59

‘t’ Value

5.11

Observation
Table 2 shows post test scores of controlled group calculated mean of controlled
group is 5.45 & experimental group is 7.52 the calculated ‘t’ value was found to be 5.11.
Which is Significant at 0.01 level.
Conclusion:
The experimental group taught through interactive multimedia instruction has shown
a substantial progress from the above observations it is clear that students taught through
interactive multimedia instruction scored higher marks and performed better as compared to
students taught through traditional Class room Teaching. Interactive Multimedia Instruction
is more effective than traditional classroom teaching. Interactive Multimedia instruction
helped to retain the learned Knowledge and had help students to show great interest in
learning.
Educational Implication
The above analysis, interpretation and conclusion of the present study indicates that
modern teaching strategies of techniques should be used in Indian classroom, The study will
help to create the awareness about interactive Multimedia instruction, The study will help to
understand the complex concepts in an very easy way and with interest. All the teaching
strategies and Electronics Communication mode information can be taught by using
interactive Multimedia instruction. Use of computer will develop interest in teaching-learning
process.
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ABSTRACT
The development of the information society and the widespread diffusion of ICT have
given rise to a demand for new digital skills and competences that are necessary for education
& training. It is difficult to imagine a future learning environment without some sort of ICT,
at the forefront or in the background. As we commit ourselves to the post-2015 education
agenda, ICTs will have to be fully utilized to strengthen access to education, particularly to
support teaching and learning for strengthening education system. In other words, it will help
us to shape the contours of a desirable future.An attempt is made through this article, to
contribute to the ongoing discussions on the issue of integrating ICT in the teaching-learning
system. It shares by reflecting on the emerging trends and technologies will drive educational
change. The challenges that we need to consider and how can we strategize effective
solutions through ICT technology for transforming education.
Key Words: Education, Teaching-Learning, ICT Tools, Teachers
1.0 OVERVIEW
In the preceding years, Indian economy has undergone a dramatic shift. One of the
major contributing factors is the demographic advantage of a growing number of young
people compared to other developed regions.Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) has become one of the basic building blocks of India’s modern society. ICT is a
remarkable catalyst for stimulating collaboration, creativity & innovation and brought
dramatic changes in the world of work,providing opportunities that would have been
impossible to imagine just a few decades ago. The new developments in ICT embrace many
technologies and have opened fresh prospectivetoteaching and learning. Integrating ICT
towards better quality teaching and learning is gaining prominence and thereby creating a
new learning culture in the educational institutions. ICT is helping innovative teachers to
engage their students in rich learning experience with new technologies. Adopting
appropriate ICT tools and techniques, keeping in view pedagogy-technology integration will
play a key role in this transformation.
The Indian education system has witnessed a consistent growth due to increase of
access for learning opportunity created due to growing use of technology in the recent years.
While formal education continues to be necessary, planned interventions through ICT based
teaching-learning will have also to be infused to advance the knowledge, skills and attitudes
among the New age learners as well as practicing educators. Technologies, especially ICT
have a significant role to play in realizing these changes. It is very decisive for all institutions
to keep pace with ICT and to anticipate future needs to match the demands for skilled
workforce with the huge job requirement, foreseen a few years from now.
2.0 EMERGENCE OF ICT FOR TEACHING- LEARNING
There are new forms of digital tools that have entered into the teaching-learning
process. Many institutions are on a swift path to integrate learning technologies into
classroom practices. Individual institutions and teachers are increasingly making ICT tools &
technology as learning a priority. There are varieties of ICT tools such as, Blended Learning,
Web-Based Learning, LMS such as MOOC, Podcasting, Blogs, Wiki, e-learning, m-learning,
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u-learning, Digital storytelling, e-books, Social Networking, use of iPad, BYOD, etc. being
integrated and adopted diversely into the present system.
The widespread diffusion of ICT gave rise to new digital skills and competences that
are necessary for employment, education and training, self-development and participation in
the society. In this inclination, there is an urgent need for change, not only to maintain
existing levels of education, but also to develop the new skills and competences required to
remain competitive and grasp innovative ideas. As we think about the future of learning in
the inclusive society, a new vision of “ICT for teaching- learning” is needed that takes into
account the shifts and trends that are transforming the way people live, work and learn in a
digitalized, networked society.

Figure 1.0 Emerging ICT Tools for Teaching-Learning
The advances in ICT have created new forms of instructional systems available for
teaching- learning. ICT will be able to support and include a variety of programmes and types
of education, such as regular education, adult education, formal education, non-formal
education, initial education, continuing education, distance education, open-education, and
special needs education, etc. The learning experiences of educator will inspire further
development in new ways for approaching teaching and learning situation. Consequently, the
capacity of educators will have to be enhanced to make them aware of the potential of ICT
for teaching- learningin preparing the new agelearners.
3.0 NEW TRENDS DRIVING TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING-LEARNING
With regard to shaping teaching and learning in the near future, thereare six technological trends
(short-term to long-term) per Annual Horizon Report, 20152 .The major trends driving technology in
the education systemare shown in the following figure.
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Next Five or
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• Advancing the
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Innovation and
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Cross-Institution
Collaboration

Figure 2.0:Trends Driving Technology in Education System
Looking to the new technology trends, for transforming teaching learning through
ICT technology, teachers will have to develop innovative approaches and programs that
stimulate top-down change and can be implemented across a broad range of institutional
settings. Addressing these changes, the program offering ought to have relevance, fit for
purpose, flexible and adaptable, lifelong learning and needs to be futuristic in nature. As a
corollary,we need to transform teaching learningthrough ICT, outlinedin the following figure.

Figure 3.0: Transforming Teaching-Learning through ICT
In this perspective, dedicated efforts will be needed to make sure that everyone is able
to acquire the necessary digital competencies and to learn and develop other key competences
via ICTs for participation in the networked society.At the same time, many different areas in
the realm of ICT enabled learning need specific research on how to address challenges of the
system. The evolving requirements in education and training, as well as the changing patterns
of work will serve as key guideposts in undertaking future initiatives for ICT integration in
shaping education for such challenges in the country.
4.0 ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION INEDUCATION:
CHALLENGES & PRIORITIES
The use of ICTs in teaching learning is yet very inadequate in many areas across the
country due to demographic diversity. There are a few common challenges being faced with
the harnessing full potential of ICT by the present system likeanadequate ICT Policy Support
and Infrastructure; b) Lack of Trained ICT Teachers; c) Obsolescence of software and
hardware; d) Upkeep of facilities and resources; e) Lack of institutional, technical and
administrative support; f) Inadequate teacher knowledge to resolve technical problems
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etc.Some of the priorities that needs to be addressed are capacity development, access &
connectivity issues, localization, customization and content development.
5.0 WAY FORWARD
The ICT era opened new horizons for innovations, especially in the field of education.
Transformation of teaching learning through ICT holds promise for the improvement of the
learning among diverse learners. Effective use of ICT can go a long way towards enhancing
quality of teaching learning, but requires long and sustained efforts.
Finally, in the age of rapid technological changes, teachers will need to adopt changes
to keep pace with new methods and technology. It is emphasized that the professional
development of teachers and administers is the key to harness the potential of ICT in
education system. We need to realize that the ultimate goal is to create a learning
environment in the institution. The next generation educators will have to be creative and
innovative in managing and developing appropriate ICT tools and techniques.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT:
This paper describes the development of multimedia package for geography. This paper
argues for the development of multi-media package for secondary level students from
different classes. Further, it has suggested that at school level the various program are made
for teachers, students, trainees to integrate ICT and e- learning in the system of education,
administration, learning, teaching, management, evaluation controlled by electronic media.
As multimedia presentations is an important and use full for the dynamic subject like
geography, researcher he selected the present research problem for the study.
Keywords: development, multimedia package, teaching, geographical concepts etc.
Introduction
Today’s age is known as information communication technology age and it has an important
aspect of the revolution of computer technology. Government’s decision to introduce
computer and the students of 1st to 12th standard is due to the need of ICT in teachinglearning process. Computer training is also included now a day in syllabus computer assisted
teaching. Software’s are widen the student’s competency, computer education etc. are
included in formal education.
Teaching is an art & science as well. It is a complicated process. Grasping and
spreading of knowledge is very important in teaching – learning process. Human sensory
organs have very important process of grasping the knowledge different type of senses reach
to human brain through various sensory organs and hence these senses become meaning full.
The various actions take place on them.
Grasping the knowledge is dependent on human beings sensory organ’s strength.
Each sensory organ has its own specific grasping power. These sensory organs are the places
of acquiring knowledge. We remember for long time this experience only due to actual
looking, hearing, touching or smelling the things.
II. Significance of the study:
The significance of the present study is as follows:
1. The present research will be use full for all the elements of education and it will also
contribute to the knowledge of teacher and students.
2. The present research will make teaching & learning more effective.
3. The present research study will increase the curiosity and interest among the teachers.
It is also a path for the scholars in this area.
4. The present research is important to increase computer literacy in society.
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5. The present research is helpful to increase student’s audio and visual competency.
6. It will correlate the study in geography subject, concepts and related day today
teaching.
7. The present research also important as the multimedia package, to be used to acquire
the knowledge and the interest in geography subject.
8. The system will be helpful for the distance learning mode and in-service training.
III. Statement of the Problem:
Development of Multimedia Package in Teaching Geographical Concepts at Secondary
Level.
IV. Operational Definitions:
1. Development:
The term development includes the planning, designing, constructing & testing of
an instructional system.
2. Multimedia E book:
A book designed for and dedicated on multimedia technology. It is an electronic
book which includes visual imagery, text, video, sound and animation on the selected
concepts of geography learning & teaching.
3. Geography Subject:
A compulsory subject at secondary level.
4. Secondary Level:
Linkage for primary and higher secondary level.
V. Objectives:
1. To study the problem while teaching geographical concept at the secondary level with
traditional methods.
2. To develop multimedia package to teaching geographical concept at the secondary
level.
3. To study the effectiveness of multimedia package in geographical concept at the
secondary level.
4. To compare the effectiveness of traditional teaching method & teaching with
multimedia package for geographical concept at the secondary level.
VI. Hypothesis:
 Research Hypothesis: There is significant difference geographical students’
performance by teaching geographical concepts with the help of multimedia e book.
 Null Hypothesis:
1: There is no significant difference between the performance of the students from control
and experimental group in pre- test.
2: There is no significant difference between the performance of the students from
control and experimental group in post- test.
3: There is no significant difference between the performances of the students from
control group in pre over post- testing.
4: There is no significant difference between the performances of the students from
experimental group in pre over post testing.
VII. Scope and Limitations:
1. is related only secondary level.
2. The present research is related only geographical concepts at the secondary level.
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3. The present research is related to the development of Multimedia package to Marathi
medium school only.
4. The study is limited to the some geographical concepts from geography subject at the
secondary level.
5. The present research is limited only IX std. students only.
6. The development of multimedia package is included for designing, developing and
evaluating stages.

Research Tools:
Questionnaire, Pre- test, and Post - test.
Preparation of Tools:
i. Questionnaire:
To find out the problem in traditional teaching method, the researcher will give the
teaching geography subject at the secondary level. In this Questionnaire, the questions will
be related to the problems while teaching geography subject.
ii. Achievement Test (pre and post- test) related to geography subject:
Two tests i.e. pre and post- test prepared by the researcher geography subject in the
present research. These tests covered basic knowledge in few geographical concepts for IX
STD.
Each test consists of 20 items. These items were of multiple choice types. Each question
carries 1 mark for correct alternative and 0 marks for incorrect alternative.
IX. Research Methodology:
In present research the researcher has been used a survey and experimental
method. The researcher made two equal groups for pre- post- test.
Research Procedure
i. Study the problems while teaching geographical concept; Survey:
The researcher, will survey the traditional teaching methods to teach geographical
concepts, although researcher will find out the problems in traditional teaching method to
teach geography subject. The researcher will give questionnaire to 30 teachers to teach
geography subject for secondary level.
ii. Development and Implementation multimedia package by researcher:
The researcher will develop multimedia package with instructional system for
geography subject of IX STD. To solve these problems in multimedia package there will be 5
concepts of geography subject.
X. Analysis and Interpretation of the Data:
Frequency distribution of total score obtained by students in the pre and post - test
regarding effectiveness of multimedia package is as follows:
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Table No. 1
Total score obtained by all student in Pre and Post Test
Observation and Interpretation:
Measure
Number of Student (N)
Mean (M)
S.D
D- Mean
t value
df

Control group
30
9.43
1.22

Experimental group
30
12.13
1.91
2.7
6.525*
58

The findings are stated on the basis of null Hypothesis, there is no significant
difference between two groups so null hypothesis should be rejected as the value is greater
than the value at 0. 01 significance level is remarkable.
XI. Conclusions:
 The most of student have below average level of achievement in geography subject.
 The developed multimedia package related to geography subject was quite effective.
 The developed multimedia packages create the curiosity and interest among the
learners.
XII. Recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The modern methods should be used for teaching geographical concepts.
The teaching of geography should be a creative work.
It is necessary to create proper learning atmosphere in class at secondary level.
Teacher should develop modern and recent methods for teaching geography subject.
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Abstract
Traditionally education is based on blackboard method, lecture method in schools,
and colleges. The learners reached to the information sources by enrolling with schools,
teachers and libraries. Prior to the digital era, information was not accessible by the majority
of people, and even those accessed were unable to obtain current information with respect to
today’s context. Technology is blooming rapidly, year to year, and the young generation is
the one caught in this rapid change. It is crucial to determine the impact of social media on
the academic performance of students. The modern society wants to know the information as
it happens and when it happens, and the world is moving from an information society to a
knowledge society. Thus education is given the highest priority and brainpower is becoming
the most valuable asset of an organization. Advances in digital technology have opened up
many avenues of learning. Technology has made information accessible from anywhere to
people. Education has reached most parts of the world and ICT method of learning is
becoming an integral part of human life. The birth of the digital age has opened the wide
opportunity for users to explore various kinds of information and get connected through the
use of Internet. Connectivity or interactivity offered by social media is an enormous attribute
that attracts an audience to their websites. Present paper reveals impact of social media on
education.
Key words: ICT, social media, digital age.
Introduction
Earlier formal education was traditionally centered on schools at village level while nonformal education was centered in libraries at central places in the form of newspapers and
books. Teachers delivered the formal education either following a textbook or notes prepared
using books and their experiences. The learners enrolled and visited the places that offered
formal education. The libraries offered supplementary reading material to enhance their
learning as well as reference facilities. Then we witnessed the electronic era which
commenced with the use of wireless electronic communication over 100 years ago.
Transmitting telegraph messages and the radio are among the important applications of this
technology. The messages were passed through the air, invisibly, on radio waves. Since then
the technology use has moved from radio, to recordings, to movies, to television, to
computers, to CDs, CD ROMs & the Internet. This technology was very useful to convey
instant urgent messages and well as to make people be aware current local and international
news. This has become an informal but effective form of education. All educational subjects
have been affected by technology, from mathematics and science to music and art. But
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perhaps most dramatically changed is the instruction of literature within secondary
classrooms. With the introduction not only of the accessible Internet, but also of e-readers
and social media, the way students look at, interpret, and understand literature has changed
drastically.
In the wake of the technological revolution, is it important to understand these changes and to
harness these new technologies? Or would it be best for educators to continue their
instruction in the tech-less way of their predecessors? In an age when teachers are expected to
work side-by-side with technology on a daily basis, when teachers are made to become nearly
a cyborg, or to become part machine and part human, it is important to note the effects of
technology upon modern education. Classrooms today seem to exist within a sink-or-swim
scenario with technology: they must learn to get along with technology and use it to the best
of their ability, or they must do without it and suffer the technologically unskillful students as
a result.
Methodology :
1. Digital learning methodologies- Project based-learning; Problem based learning;
Digital stories; Online learning environments; Digital Moments; Technology
integrated teaching methods; Digital storytelling; Educational games; Authentic
learning.
2. Digital learning contexts - Collaborative Communities; Cooperative learning; Digital
combinational system; Collaborative learning; Flipped classroom using digital media;
Moving from fixing to online space; Experiential online development; Open
educational practice.
3. Tools and Simulators- Web-based video; Computerised environments; Spatial science
technology; Slow motion: Narrated stop-motion animation; Generic modelling
language; Digital video; Augmented reality; Design based research; Gamification;
Learning manager; Virtual Simulation; Computer based teaching; Library webinars.
4. Support Systems for Digital Learning - eLearning; Mobile learning; Learning object
repository; Blended learning; Blackboard; Moodle Learning Manager; Twitter;
Videoconferencing; MOOC – massive open online courses.
Discussion
In today’s world of connected learning, the impact of social media on education is
becoming a driving factor. The world is getting smaller, and through the use of technology
such as social media, the way we deliver instruction is changing.Thus, Social media has
become the future of communication. It includes an array of internet-based tools and
platforms that increase and enhance the experience of sharing information. This interactive
medium has a multitude of interesting things like forums, micro-blogging, social networking,
social bookmarking and wikis. Studies show that online social networks like Twitter,
Facebook or WhatsApp have a great impact on youths’ lives. It was found that almost 41% of
American professors used social media as a teaching tool in 2013. In India, the National
Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and e-learning engineering courses
were viewed by 110 million people on YouTube till 2014.
Teachers are now beginning to tap into the market of social media. Students too have
realized its power. Social media has become a platform for common-minded people coming
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together which includes multiple online discussion groups like asking doubts, opinions about
universities, new ideas, etc Social media helps to get both audience and sponsorship. Students
can spread knowledge by sharing PDFs and links. Many universities use social media to
market their courses online and make studying easier for children. Distance learning models
have an edge over campus-based learning methods. They are the future of university
education and keep pace with new technologies. It is easy for students to collaborate on
various team project using social media. They can create Facebook groups or even just use
Twitter hash tags to communicate about a project and share ideas. But students now spend
more time online and end up wasting time.
There have also been many cases of fraud institutes providing bogus degrees online
and children fall into this trap. The new online fever has taken a hit at their inter-personal
skills and made them averse to real communication. The physical and emotional imbalance
caused by social media makes students irritable and dull. Thus, considering these pros and
cons, it is necessary for parents to have certain regulations over the use of such social
networking sites, especially for high school and college students. Students should think about
what they are doing and decide how much time they want to spend on social media. The
negative aspects should certainly not influence students’ education.
Results
This method led to more and deep learning. Effective relation developed between students
and teacher and also between students with themselves. They can share their ideas,
experiences and investigations. This method is effective for all students especially for student
with low learning speed and even for those with high learning speed. Traditional classrooms
were place and time bound but asynchronous digital class has no limitation in time and place.
In other hand, in traditional class source of knowledge and learning was only teacher but now
it is beyond the teacher, beyond the school and even beyond the country. The other benefit of
digital classroom is that in this method education is open and flexible which cause
opportunity for deep learning. The process of learning in traditional class was: listen,
remember, synthesize and interpret knowledge which was drudgery but with digital tools it
will be effective because there is a chance to repeat, practice and fail. In digital classroom,
efficiency increases since students attention is 100% on learning rather than on his notes and
spellings.
Conclusion
This paper identified the main digital learning methodologies, context and tools which have
been emerging from the literature review. Our contribution is to fill up the lack of
understanding around digital learning methodologies and our focus was on higher education.
In summary, the results of the present study show that the use by teachers of digital learning
methodology is increasing in education, as we can see in all the study’s made in the last few
years. These technologies can enhance the engagement of the students and innovations such
as mobile technologies, tablet and smart phone applications become more and more popular
among the higher education students. As the main methodologies, tools, systems and contexts
in digital learning our finding point out for an increasing mix of those in education with the
goal to prepare students to think critically and solve complex problems, work collaboratively,
communicate effectively and have more autonomy an independence in the learning process.
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Digital learning uses technology to strengthen the student’s learning experience with a
mixture of tools and practices, including, among others, online and formative assessment; an
increase in the focus and quality of teaching resources and time; online content and courses;
and applications of technology in the course curricula. Finally, digital learning promotes
deeper learning allowing personalized competencies development of the students with deeper
learning possibilities and extended access to information and knowledge.
Over the last few years ICT techniques have been introduced to most educational institutes
although its ratio to a student is very high. By making the educators aware of the available
technology and taking some initiatives to implement them, some forms of reforms may take
place which will drive the pace of teaching learning process to newer heights. With more
reforms in technology the world will be flooded with information and some people will use
them effectively.
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ABSTRACT
The traditional approach of learning system that had been used for the last generation
had proved to be helpful. However, with the help of multimedia, it can help enhancing our
educational system and make learning to be more interesting and fun. The problem with the
traditional approach of learning is that it is lack in creativity and often hard to understand.
This tends to make learning a bit difficult and boring. Traditional learning also lack in
resource. This will make learning harder as students tend to be confuse and unable to
understand the topic that they learn. With the help of multimedia which provide a lot of
resource, learning could be fun and exciting experience. It will also help students to fully
grasp and understanding of the subject that they learn. With the help of multimedia element,
the educational system could evolved into that is much better that the traditional system.
I) INTRODUCTION :Multimedia is defined as any combination of text, graphic, sound, video and
animation. Multimedia can be delivered to user via electronic or digital manipulated means.
In order to create a good multimedia project, you need to be creative, technical organizational
and business skills. When the user is allowed to control what and when these element are
delivered, it become an interactive multimedia. Interactive multimedia can be called
hypermedia. This happened when a user is provided with a structure of linked elements for
the use of navigation. The development of multimedia also help to ease learning by enabling
students not to just learn in just school but also at home. This will potentially help students to
improve their learning skill. With the help of multimedia elements, which is text, graphic,
video, sound and animation, can create an interactive learning environment that can help
teacher and students teaching and learning.
II) THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH IN LEARNING
The traditional education also known as conventional education is a long-established
customs found in school that society has traditionally deemed appropriate. In the traditional
learning, students are a passive absorbers of information and authority. They are less active in
class and lack in problem solving skill. Furthermore, the traditional ways of learning are
much more linear with factual accumulation and skill mastery while the new approach with
the help of multimedia are non-liner, with one idea linked to another, allowing the learner to
choose the path that they want to learn. The traditional approach of learning also lack in
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resource, knowledge can only be absorbed through lecture and textbook. By using
multimedia, they will be much more resource that can be attain especially through the use of
internet. The traditional approach of learning is also less creative. The students are more
passive as they lack in material resource needed in order to express their creativity. Such loop
hole can make children to be less passionate and unmotivated to learn. This is why
multimedia use in education is vital in education.
III) The multimedia approach in learning:Multimedia is vital in our life. This is because it is pack with various elements such as
text, graphic, sound, video and animation. All of this element can be seen in our surrounding
it is also used in various fields such as in education, training, business, games and science and
technology. This is a proof that multimedia is important, in fact, multimedia is changing the
ways of learning itself, instead of just limiting you with a linear presentation such as reading
text from a book, multimedia makes many improvement in learning by bringing various
elements in order to make it more dynamic.
IV) Multimedia elements in education :Multimedia elements can be use for many thing with the help of computer
software such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Flash you can create and
combine various multimedia elements to create a great project. But, you must know each and
every function of those multimedia elements so that you can applied it in your learning.
V) Advantage of multimedia approach in education:There are many advantages in applying multimedia elements in education. One of it is
that multimedia enable students to represent information using several different media. This
prove to be helpful when students need to do their project by using multimedia elements, they
can present their project in a much more creative ways. Moreover, multimedia approach also
provide flexibility of where and when can they learn. This is because by using multimedia
approach such as audio and video, student can record or make connection with one another
for discussion or listening to the previous topic that they have recorded. Multimedia approach
also helps the students to develop a higher order thinking skills. By using the multimedia
elements, students use their own idea and creativity to combine the elements of multimedia to
produce something fresh and new. Furthermore, multimedia approach are also much more
engaging compare to traditional one, with multimedia, interactive learning can be done with
live-action video, feedback, question and answers to keep the student interested and help
enhancing their skills. Next, with multimedia simulation technique can be effectively applied
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by using about the step and producer to make or do a certain project. This can improve their
understanding an also help improving their skill.
CONCLUSION:_
In conclusion, multimedia possessed a lot of advantages to make learning interesting.
With the help of its elements, it can invoke creativity in both teacher and students so that they
can apply it in on order to teach or learn. Learning also becomes much easier with the help of
multimedia. Multimedia can help improve our educational system. This is a must because we
need to keep up our pace with the evolvement of our technology.
References :1. Bates, A and poole, G. (2003) Effective Teaching with Technology in Higher Education
san Francisco : Jossey Bass/Josh Wiley, 2003.
2. Baker, C. (2014) “Blended learning Teachers plus computers equal success” Desert News.
Retrived 3 January 2014.
3. John Blackwell (1997): Multimedia in Education.Retrievedon, 26 may, 2009, from
http://web.viu.ca/- seeds/mm/index.html.
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Abstract: - Man is a social animal and changing nature of society with continuous
transformation takes place with the diffusion of innovations. In digital era where social media
is dominant and peoples are influenced by emerging trends of technology the process of
social transformation is fast. In this process socialization of individual is declined. Fact is we
can’t leave without digital devices because it is a part of our daily routine. Social media not
only impact on individual life but on education field also. It is negative transformation or
positive transformation in society.
Key Words: - Society,Social media, social Transformation,Digitization.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Introduction
The honor of the Godfather of social media goes to Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis in 1979,
invented the world first user net system .Now we experiencing traditional nature of society is
completely change. Social media is highly influencing on each and every sector of society.
Social stratification from lower to higher level is addicted by social media. Now these days
we can’t imagine Man without Mobile, like we always say Man is a social animal likewise
now we can say man is a mobile animal. Social media empower ordinary people within just
few years because of communication, networking and mobilization through mass media.
Now scenario of society is completely changed. In developing country like India social media
act as an equalizer and it helps to bring access to information to anyone in educational
service.
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Today different types of social media

Twitter Quora
Dedicated to Information exchange

Google Instagram
Whatsapp,Facebook
Pinterest, Y-Tube

Social networking-Facebook Linkdein and Google+
Microblogging-twitter
Photo Sharing-Instagram, SnapshotafPinerest
Video Sharing-Y-Tube, Facebook
Social Media transfer culture in society. Now a days diverse nature of society
similarly diverse nature of social media are seen. Because of exposure of diversity through
social media peoples are learn more from each other. Social media is boon or curse. It is a
controversial topic today. Many people’s feels that social media destroyed human interaction
and has also affects on human relationship and some people feel that it is a blessings that we
can connected each other .World in our hand. It means social media is two sides of one coin
and in between society. In digitalized world learners are responsive. The responsive learning
is meaningful when we coordinate and integrate their academic, emotional and skill to create
suitable environment. It means while using social media we must adopt Mahatma Gandhiji’s
education system ie, Head, Heart and Hand. How wisely and efficiently users of social media
generate through education.
Learning Scenario-In the world of social media learning scenario is change. Traditional
learners are converted into mobilized learner. It is called E-Learner. But the question is arise,
Are they responsive toward social media? Are they responsible toward social media? And
Are they resilient towards social media? Today urgent need to provide responsive quality
education and in technical era it is a challenging task for policy maker and educationist. To
provide them learner centric, flexible and personalized learning environment we have to use
student’s cultural knowledge, their experience and their strength to make learning more
effective. Social media is flexible everyday it is transfer in society in new form. We need to
focus amount of change and type of change along with nature of society. Kurt Lewin ideas of
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individual change were in three steps ie Unfreeze, Change and Refreeze. Unfreezing is the
initial part of individual change. In this individual try to learn and adjust they in change and
individual change where he learn new change and process to effect the change. Refreezing is
the adjustment period and becoming comfortable and hay with change, According to Lewin
idea some learners are unfreeze and some are refreeze to face social media
Today we are living in SMS world(Social Media+Society). Bothare influencing one another
by two ways positive and negative. Social growth is possible because of social media. Access
of huge information gaining the knowledge and create knowledge driven society. At the
educational point of view many progressive technological trends are available to make
education system better and better way. In 2005 y-tube, in 2006 face book and twitter and
today tremendous emerging trends of social media like short video and storytelling that
facilitates new creation, sharing of ideas information and other expression is easy for
everyone. It has become integral part of peoples live. It is a positive transformation of social
media.
`

In socialization process we expect every individual must be social but think are you

socialized person in the world of social media?.Name is social but socialization of individual
is less. We can all admit it, we have been a room or any social place where full of people with
us but they haven’t said any single word to anyone. We have been on our phones, checking
messages or playing games. When friends meet after long gap all have been engaged with
their phone without any conversation. This is the picture of society. It is a negative
transformation of social media. Social media is a great tool to connect with others but some
limitations to this.
Users of social media
No doubt the negative transformation of social media in society but popularity and
users numbers is increasing day by day. According to Global Digital Report 2018 include the
number of internet users worldwide in 2018 is 4,021 billion, up 7% year on year .The number
of social media users worldwide in 2018 is 3,196 billion. up 13% year on year and the
number of mobile user in 2018 is 5.135 billion ,up 4% year on year. In India most popular
social media is ‘whats-app’ and ‘face book’ and increasing users in 2019 is 258.27 billion. In
India social media usage especially in rural region has grown people using internet just to
login to twitter and face book. As per the research of Symantec India is second largest in
Cyber attacks through social media sites.78% Indian user s love to watch video content in
their native languages. Age group 18-19 users of social media is 89% and 60% old people are
active on social media.
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Stages of social transformation: In the globalized world cultural changes are evident of
social transformation. Social transformation is evidenced by these two concepts ie; culture
and globalization. Moral, laws beliefs tradition customs art related to culture while in
globalization refer to the standardization of educational policies, ideas, trends, music and
lifestyle around the world. In the process of transformation people are influence from
something and its impact on their lifestyle. For example in digitalization and technological
innovations people are influenced from new devices ,apps and various applications which is
provided by multinational ,international companies and its impact on their daily lifestyle and
nature of work.
Social transformation

Influence
Digital
Transformation

Impact

A massive adoption of digital technology means digitization in which people use
technology, process, and share among them. Telecommunication technology adopted which
allow the remote access of information. The Internet

and its corresponding platform are

widespread in society. Advanced technology with diffusion of innovation is influenced and
highly impacted on community people. Digital transformation takes place with social
transformation through social media. Increasing number of mobile users day by day and it
has seen every sector of society. It means impact on all social stratification. It is positive
transformation or negative transformation but peoples are habitual and socialized to use
digital technology.
Conclusion-Social Media and its emerging trend impact on individual and society we cannot
use social media to impress other but make habitual to use proper and discipline manner.
“Vis io n without Actions
is just a dream.
Act ion without visio n
is passing time
Act ion with visio n can
change the world.”
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Abstract
The future of the e commerce segment in India is quite promising and these numbers
are only expected to grow dramatically in the next few years.Edu-commerce will simplify the
ongoing schooling processes, making it very convenient for everyone specially the parents.
Be it the academic kit or school essential supplies, like uniforms, stationary items, and
fulfillment of all educational needs will be facilitated through the online platform. This will
eliminate major wastage of the parents’ energy and time, reducing the hassles substantially.
One of the biggest changes edu-commerce can bring about is providing information on
multiple skill development courses and other areas of learning for all parents looking for such
services. It will take academics to every home, widening the learning opportunities for kids
and making them accessible to one and all. Skill development is key points to the
development of the society at large providing employability which is very crucial. It will take
academics to every home, widening the learning opportunities for kids and making them
accessible to one and all. Traditional education will move its way into activity-based
learning, helping kids develop an insight into various subjects in a fun and playful manner
with minimum resources.Edu-commerce will further empower the parents to ensure that only
the best products for their kids’ education are bought in the most economical manner. There
is lot of work which needs to be done in the field of e commerce in education and the
challenges have to be overcome to get the desirable results.
KEY WORDS- Social Media, Ecommerce Education

Introduction
E-commerce in India is still in the growing stage and has a great future. A report by
Redseer Consulting predicts India’s 50 million online shoppers will swell to 120 million in
two years. The future of the e commerce segment in India is quite promising and these
numbers are only expected to grow dramatically in the next few years.Edu-commerce will
simplify the ongoing schooling processes, making it very convenient for everyone specially
the parents. Be it the academic kit or school essential supplies, like uniforms, stationary
items, and fulfillment of all educational needs will be facilitated through the online platform.
This will eliminate major wastage of the parents’ energy and time, reducing the hassles
substantially. One of the biggest changes edu-commerce can bring about is providing
information on multiple skill development courses and other areas of learning for all parents
looking for such services. It will take academics to every home, widening the learning
opportunities for kids and making them accessible to one and all. Traditional education will
move its way into activity-based learning, helping kids develop an insight into various
subjects in a fun and playful manner with minimum resources.Edu-commerce will further
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empower the parents to ensure that only the best products for their kids’ education are bought
in the most economical manner.
Ecommerce is at the threshold in India and over the past five years the internet
penetration has increased manifolds to reach the tier 2 and 3 cities. The mobile revolution has
also contributed tremendously towards the internet revolution in the country. Pelet defines elearning as… “An approach to building a knowledge society through creation of knowledge
management systems where learning and learners are facilitated through electronic medium
due to convergence of information, technology and communication” (Pelet, 2014)

Importance of e commerce in IndiaThe importance of e commerce in the Indian education sector, enhances the
connectivity within the educational sector providing immense opportunities for both the
vertical and horizontal integration of key business process (Karl & J.Leon, 2000). Through
forward vertical integration, both distance and full time students are able to connect with
millions of educational resources in the real time, and connect with the online communities
for cooperative and collaborative learning. Through the backward vertical integration,
writers, content generators and suppliers can understand the most widely demanded resources
to increase the production and the revenues which will provide further opportunities to the
business growth and profitability. The reasons for this can be attributed to lack of
infrastructure, conflicts, unavailability of requisite infrastructure or funds, remote locations
and so forth. However this is just one aspect of overall problem, even among those who get
education we often witness. While millions is being spent internationally for the education
sector, its impact and efficiency still remains minimal and just making everyone literate
would simply not meet the core requirement of Education i.e. to be able to live one’s life with
dignity. Technology has always been called a great ‘leveller’ and Ecommerce has a great
potential to transform the education sector just like Gutenberg’s printing press. It can not only
bridge the gap in content quality and resource mobility but also revolutionize the way content
is created, delivered and consumed globally. The speed of developments has increased
manifolds in the recent times, which is riding the dot com era and the ecommerce boom. E
learning in the recent times has become much more accepted, and the online education is now
being provided by almost all the major institutions of higher learning, and the internet has
now penetrated to the nooks and the corners of the world and the remotest of villages will in
the future be able to access to internet. With the advancements of technology communication
has become crucial and a educator from one corner of the world can easily communicate and
teach students who are spread all over the world. All this can be done at the click of the
button, where subject matter specialists can interact with the students very easily and the
online.
The effects social media has on a students could be instrumental or detrimental to
their education as well as future employment depending on how the user utilizes the social
media sites.
Social media has allowed the flow of information come at an all time high. The
information, however, is not always valid, as fraudulent stories are shared all of the time. It is
important to make sure that the information that you are receiving is real and verify that the
source is legitimate. Fortunately, social media sites followed Twitter’s lead by verifying all
legitimate accounts for the researcher to be able to validate their findings.
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Social networking can help students interact if they are working in a group on a
project. This makes it more convenient for students who may commute and are unable to
meet at particular group meetings. Approximately two-thirds of teachers, however, believe
that social media is more of a distraction towards their education than a convenience. A study
showed that students who do not use social media sites end up with a higher grade point
average and higher test scores than a social media user. This is due to the time spent on social
media sites like Facebook and the distractions that may occur while a student should be
studying or doing homework.
Although teachers find social media to be more of an inconvenience, it could have a
positive effect on particular types of classes. Social media has been used as a form of
communication for teachers and students that have been a part of an online course. The
ability to form groups on social media sites have helped teachers connect with students and
students connect with classmates and share valuable information for the class quickly and
easily.
Social media sites are very important to teachers and students who are enrolled in
online classes. When it comes to the use of social media, it can be very helpful for education
and future employment as long as you are smart about what you are posting. It is important to
watch what you post to social networking sites as once you put it on the internet, it is there
forever. And those inappropriate posts can come back to haunt you in the long-term when it
comes to admission into college and future job opportunities. As long as social media is used
for important purposes, it can help be instrumental to educational and future career success.

Players in e commerce education
The e commerce landscape in the field of education has been in focus and many
private players have been eyeing the same. E commerce companies like Udemy, a market
place of online courses, Edmodo – Social learning network, Lynda.com,Udacity,Coursera are
some of the most successful names which are bridging global distances to enable students
learn the best courses. These courses are sought after and linked with skill development,
which is linked to employability. However the technology is still evolving and there are many
challenges in creating an environment which is both open to explore as well as facilitate the
consumption and delivery of new technology products irrespective of location. The question
is not whether Ecommerce has a great potential to the field of education and learning, it has
and it will, the lack of support can only delay the inevitable but technology will transform the
entire education landscape in the coming days.
However the best way forward would be if the governments, academician and
Ecommerce players can come together to build a system which smoothens the delivery and
consumptions of the Education through Ecommerce. The ever phenomenon of globalization,
liberalization has been influencing the higher education commerce in particular. The
technological revolution which India has seen in the last one decade has provided new
avenues. E-commerce, e-finance, e-marketing-banking has been gaining immense importance
all over the World.E-Commerce is manly associated with buying and selling of information,
products and services over computer communication networks. India’s leading e-commerce
companies such as Flipkart.com, Snapdeal.com and Groupon.co.in are offering multiple
online courses and coaching materials, Companies such as Flipkart, Snapdeal and Groupon
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have entered the field of ecommerce in education in the past few months. Online education is
a more than $5 billion market and they are always on the “look out for new opportunities”.
Snap deal has launched online education offerings. Overall, Snapdeal has around 5,000
courses on offer for its over 25 million users. Snap deal aims to earn 20% of its revenue from
service offerings including online education, which will provide the much needed focus and
impetus to the sector.
Though various players have entered the e commerce business in education and there
are several online education content providers but they are fragmented and lack a nationwide
distribution network and some players are trying to organise it. This is a great challenge
which the e commerce in education has to bridge as India is a big country with multiple socio
economic scenario and a huge geographical expanse. The demands of the students vary from
region to region and the expectations need to be set to fulfil the demands of the growing
student population. The traction will come from the distance education and executive
education segments which would bridge the gap between the formal and the informal sections
of education. As correspondence courses shift to paper-less format, this will gain momentum
in the coming future.

E-learning initiativesLearning is going digital and the future is going to be lead by these digital innovations
and interventions by AI, artificial intelligence. Both e-books and digital coursework are
seeing increasing adoption by the student community.
Many schools and educational institutes have started uploading the daily activities on
the official intranet with feedbacks from the teachers, which is checked from time to time by
the students and the parents. This gives a transparent platform to one and all, where the
progress can be monitored. The availability of e-books, certificate courses and online tests, all
on one platform, makes the entire process of buying e-learning material easy. There is a
considerable shift in the mind-sets of the communities to trust these materials and the
importance of updated information is supreme. There also has been a considerable demand of
content generators which are specialist in the fields, and are updating the course contents at
regular intervals. The whole process is very dynamic and has platforms to interact. These
courses are getting very popular with the youth which is providing them with new knowledge
skill sets. Some of the courses being offered are also in the field of design and art, and many
students who could not continue formal education can take advantage of the same and learn
new skill sets from the comfort of their homes. Education sector has always been considered
to be one of the biggest gainers from the Internet boom. Ever since Internet became
mainstream in India, the digital education has taken off. However, in spite of some significant
steps taken in this direction (such as e-learning websites, educational gadgets like tablets and
laptops), the digital education/e-learning segment becoming mainstream as yet. Why ecommerce players are so keen on education is some of the questions we need to answer as
this is the domain of the future. According to India Ratings and Research Pvt. Ltd the ecommerce players want to tap the potential with their customised services and thus the focus
on ecommerce. As India has the largest amount of youth population in the world major
international companies are targeting and setting base in the country which is giving the
much needed boost to the education sector.
E Learning is one of the fastest growing industries and the large players want a share
of that pie. Schooling sector can benefit from ecommerce as all items that the students need
to purchase for the academic session can all be available on the ecom platform, making it
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very easy for the parents and the students to make the purchases. The items can be straight
delivered to the homes comfort at an economical price. However there are very players
operating in this domain in the current scenario and lot of work has to be done in this area.
The similar format can also be introduced for the university students, who can also purchase
books and stationery items from these websites. Many new schemes can be introduced which
could benefit the students at large. These could be making the payments through easy to pay
emi’s which will be beneficial to the students who mostly are studying on educational loans.
Courses which need lots of art supplies and stationary items such as the design courses need
to also introduce the system of value packs, where the students can buy the materials in bulk
and also save lots of money.

Way ahead and the futureStudents can really take the benefits of these schemes whenever they are announced.
This would not only save money but would also allow them to save precious time which they
can utilize in their studies. Lot of work needs to be done in this regard as not many big
ecommerce players are very keen on this and are more happy earning profits by selling
commercial items. Education sector really needs to collaborate with the ecommerce players
to get the desired results as digital is the only future. Academic institutions like the schools,
colleges and the universities need to actively participate not only in the ecommerce of
educational products but also launching online programmes which will be beneficial for the
student’s community at large. As mentioned earlier one of the biggest changes ‘Educommerce’ can bring about is providing information on multiple skill development courses
and other areas of learning for all parents looking for such services. Skill development is key
pint to the development of the society at large providing employability which is very crucial.
It will take academics to every home, widening the learning opportunities for kids and
making them accessible to one and all. Traditional education will move its way into activitybased learning, helping kids develop an insight into various subjects in a fun and playful
manner with minimum resources.Edu-commerce will further empower the parents to ensure
that only the best products for their kids’ education are bought in the most economical
manner. There is lot of work which needs to be done in the field of e commerce in education
and the challenges have to be overcome to get the desirable results.
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Abstract:
Digital technology is now a crucial part of education. The use of digital technology in
education (EdTech) is the next era. With new emerging technological advances in education
the impact is seen on the next generation on both the learners and the facilitators. Whether the
digital revolution is seen as a curse or a blessing in education is an ongoing debate. The
internet is a key aspect of the digital revolution and has provided a vast amount of
educational information that is readily available. It has revolutionized the face of schools and
education on a global scale and hence maximized the learning experiences. Edtech is
suggested by expert as one of the potential means of impairing education effectively and
efficiently. However there is still a level of resistance from many educators, even during this
modern period, and reasons for this should also be examined and even potential dangers
associated with digitization. Every use of digital technology contributes to the degradation of
our planet in ways that education urgently needs to face. The raw ingredients used to make
devices are depleting and are causing environmental pollution. Huge amount of energy is
required for digital transactions as well as the cost for dismantling and disposing digital
hardware. Does education wants to be a part of catastrophic drain on the planet and a
fundamental threat to the living beings and life chances of future generations. Its only
depends on the sustainable use of digital technologies which are really needed.
Key words :Edtech, Digital technology, evolution, online learning, digital tools, positive and
negative impact of digital technology.
Introduction :
Technology is playing a crucial role in the education in the digital era. Emerging
technology such as Augmented reality, virtual reality, simulations are paving the way for the
future of education. This Edtech or digital technology in education is all about access,
learning and collaboration anywhere and anytime with a variety of sources including the
teachers all around the globe. In a country like India most of these technologies are used in
big cities or financially sound schools and institutions. But in smaller towns and villages it’s
still a new concept and unknown to most including the teachers. Unlike the developed
countries where Edtech is commonly used all over. The educators and the learners use all the
digital tools. Every student has their own device, in multiple numbers as well. The same
situation is coming to the developing or poorer countries. Ultimately the education is purely
digital and depending entirely the digital tools and accessibility. In the due course this digital
evolution is leading to another catastrophe in the form of heat energy, increase in global
warming, lots of e waste, pollution, total dependency on machines, no human emotions. This
paper throws light on the advantages of ‘Edtech’ and different digital tools and majorly on
the future threat on environment and the very existence of all living beings.
Revolution of ‘Edtech’ on global scale.
Today’s student wants always-on access to the network and resources, wherever they
are on or off campus, for a deeper and more flexible learning experience. Traditional rigid
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modes of classroom instruction are unlikely to inspire students whose online life outside the
classroom is dynamic and evolutionary.
Digital technologies appear to be appropriate means to improve basic literacy and
numeracy skills, especially in primary settings. These digital equipments, tools and resources
when used effectively and rightly, it raises the speed and the depth of learning for primary
and secondary students. When learners use digital learning at home and at school for formal
and non-formalearningactivities, they have positive effect on their attainment.
Digital technology can supply the framework to support new learning approaches that
engage students, bolster new revenue streams, cut operational costs and preserve highly
valued school and university brands and reputations. Some of the forms are listed below:
 Online classes and Programs. MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses)- Online
courses and full online programs are making it possible for learners young and old to
unite from all over the world at any given moment, and to have easy access to a
course or program from home. Most of these courses are free of cost under different
schemes.
 Digitalized texts :iPad, e-books, iPhones , Smart-phones etc.With the fast-paced
development of online media, e-books, e-readers, and learning programs developed
for iPads, iPhones, and smart-phones, the textbook is becoming “extinct” in some
areas.
 Mobile learning – with a combination of sudden increase in availability of online
courses and programs and wide availability of online resources and e-books one can
study from phone itself. Smart-phones provide all the basic requirements of space and
touch screen. Hence can be read, hear and watch lectures or videos anywhere and
anytime.
 Video based learning, interactive whiteboards- Video lectures got allowed students
to learnsubject syllabi at their own pace and dedicate time spent in class towards
interactions. This will continue to be a trend in the future where students will have
access to rich and interactive content, that will be useful for both formal training as
well as performance enhancement
 Simulations- these are widely used in sciences where the student can feel and
perform the activity of laboratory.
Usage of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)- VR allows students
using e-learning platforms on mobile devices to directly interact with study material. This
keeps their engagement levels high and motivates them to learn more and better. On the other
hand, AR facilitates teachers and trainers in performing tasks; they previously haven't or
cannot, in a safe environment.
 Personalized individual learning and feedback - teachers now have more ability to
personalize lessons, instructions, and projects for each group or child. By using
devices and programs to distribute class-work and assignments, teachers can
personalize lessons and focus on the work of each student. Individualized lessons can
be provided to each student, and learning tools enable students to work, perform, and
excel at their own pace. Teachers can also now provide feedback, grades, and reports
directly to students through online platforms, and online school portals and log-ins.
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 Accessibility of multiple teachers from all over the world- One student can be
present in a multi-cultural online classroom with teachers with origins from all over
the world at the same time. This helps to get in different backgrounds, unique
perspectives, cultures and languages at the same table.
 Collaborative learning with students around the globe- With an increase in access
to online learning, whether part or full instruction is provided online, increased
opportunities for students to collaborate together from a variety of places becomes
possible. Inside and outside the classroom students can work together through online
platforms and portals to exchange ideas. Students can express ideas and communicate
through programs provided by their schools, and also informally through social media
programs such as Facebook, Twitter, and ‘Pinterest’.
 Accurate devices and grading tools. : Data driven instructions and results are
becoming very handy for the teachers. These devices and grading tools can provide
more accurate results regarding student performance, but can also result in a teacher’s
limited ability to judge a student’s performance based on the content of their writing,
classroom performance, and other contributions.
Impact of Digital learning
 Audio-visual explanations make learning fun and enjoyable.
 Instant access to lots of information. Everything is available at a click and information
can be stored at one place in huge amounts.
 More participation by students.
 Interactive and interesting classes.
 Better understanding and analysis of the concepts.
 No geographical limitations. Online courses and e learning make learning possible
from anywhere.
 Grasping power and enhanced memory to a certain extent. Audio and visuals tend
make long lasting imprints on the brain.
 Knowledge deepening where the learner can get into more deeper concepts.
 Repetition of lectures and videos to have better understanding at your own will.
 A boon to students with special needs where the student can hear and feel the
resources.
Challenges of Use of Edtech in India.
The teachers of developing country like India where the major issues are still with
electricity and internet access, it becomes difficult for the teachers and the educational
institutions and the schools to implement digital technology on a large scale. Since the digital
tools come at a pretty good cost many schools or institutions cannot afford the cost for the
same. And due to power failures on large scale and network issues and combined with
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teacher’s inability to know to proper usage of the digital technologies, traditional teaching
methodology is widely used as default. Some challenges are:






Huge power cuts in rural areas. Voltage issues.
Limited or no access to computer hardware and software in educational institutes.
Lack of time in school schedule for projects using technologies.
No proper teacher training process to learn and use the digital tools
Access to network especially in rural area not available or very poor to use these
technologies.
 The under privileged class is not able to afford any of the digital devices.

Consequences or threat of Edtech in future
 On learners :
 The copy paste Syndrome- Majority of the students use readily available material
from websites and make their assignments without knowing the concept or the
consequences of not citing.
 Distortion of reality- The students use search engines to get any information on the
websites. This gives a ranked list of often incredibly many search results. It is not
necessary that the top ranked has to be authentic as they are usually paid for getting
the top position.
 Blind trust on the information discovered- majority of the times the student trust
their search engines for the information they have found out. Even the trust on
teachers is secondary. The sources are reliable and hence have no justification to
accept the information at face value.
 Loss of privacy and profiling- majority of the websites ask for all personal details
for the users like location, email ID etc. the service providers use this data to sell or
use for different purposes which may be harmful at some stage.
 Potential risk of distraction and cyber-bullying- students are more into using their
social sites and hence waste lot of time and also get influenced. Now mobile addiction
for social sites and playing games is common. Students get involved unknowingly
into various serious crimes and cyber-bullying. These issues prompt vigorous debates
over the ‘appropriate’ and ‘right’ ways in which technology should be implemented.
At no point, however, is there serious consideration of the long-term sustainability of
digital technology use.
 No discipline in students- Students don’t listen to teachers as they have back up of
learning resources. Discipline comes in physical classroom governed by teachers.
 Source of distraction- students are glued to social sites like Facebook, twitter,
‘Instagram’, ‘WhatsApp’ etc and also many adult sites which are addiction and bad
influence. It leads to various health problems and crimes.
 Less engagement and lower retention level- students are not actively involved in
group activities and due to cut copy paste and getting readily available material,
retention power is lesser.
 Decline in writing skills: spellings and grammar errors- since digital learning
doesn’t require writing the students are finding it difficult to write. They complain of
hand pain and boredom. The short cuts of the social media or what sup language is
widely used which doesn’t have any authentication.
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Increased digitalized cheating: calculators, watches, cameras, ear phones etc.with booming technology in education, it’s also being widely used for malpractices.
Imagination is affected and thinking ability is reduced- Since everything is readily
available nothing is left to imagine.
No physical activity unless forced.-students don’t want to go out and play instead
prefer to play video games or on social sites.
Sedentary lifestyle and ill effect on health – since there is no physical activity the
bodies has no exercise and hence face health issues like obesity, indigestion. One is
wide awake when you look at the screen and hence less sleep. Staring into the screen
for long hours and using head phones leads to vision and hearing problems. Using
devices like laptops, phones and tablets puts pressure on the back and neck causing
severe strain issues. Constant use of fingers, especially the thumb for texting causing
tendon thickening and hence inflammation.
Emotional instability and Emotional intelligence changes - We use digital
technology for communication, learning, business, as well as just leisure time. The
constant use of technology can affect a child’s ability to have empathy for others
Loss of solitary time- the student doesn’t get time or doesn’t not want to give time
for oneself without any gadgets around. This leads to issues related to mental health.
On teacher and the institution/school
Very costly to install and maintain digital devices and tools.
Difficulty in translation due to multilingual nation.
Major issues of connectivity and electricity.
Unawareness of teachers towards the digital tools and hence difficulty.
Time consuming for teachers. Time wasted on technical troubles.
Increased tasks for teachers: Working with technology requires a lot of time,
expertise and equipment. More of online filling up of grades and personalized
feedback. Communication with the parents for the same.

 On Environment : The raw ingredients of digital devices are non-renewable resources. Every digital
device is constructed from dozens of different metals, and numerous ‘rare earth
elements’. From lithium batteries through to copper cabling, EdTech inherently
involves the earth being depleted of non-renewable resources. This extraction causes
serious environmental contamination and pollution. In the longer-term this extraction
is simply non-sustainable.
 Manufacture and production of these devices requires lots of energy and time
along with harmful waste products-Between 70% to 80% of energy expended
during the life-time of a digital device occurs during its initial manufacture. The
production of any digital technology “requires a vast planetary network” to facilitate
the smelting, processing and mixing of raw materials that are shipped halfway around
the world to be assembled. Each of these stages involves the accumulation of harmful
waste products, hazardous chemicals and toxic waste disposal.
 Environmental cost of dismantling and disposing digital hardware Microelectronics is an extremely difficult and costly product to recycle. The recycling
(often simply the dumping) of devices that are deemed to have outlived their
usefulness leads to heightened levels of pollution, contamination and toxic waste in
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some of the poorest regions of the world. In light of all these costs and consequences,
it is difficult to see how education can continue for much longer with its excessive
levels of technology consumption and use. In a near-future of rising sea-levels,
climate mass migration and low-carbon restrictions, much of the current hype that
surrounds EdTech is likely to quickly seem inappropriate if not obscene.
Huge amount of energy required for digital transactions- It is estimated that datacenters consume up to 3 percent of all global electricity production and account for
about 2 per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions. These figures are fast-rising, and
already place the digital data industry roughly equivalent to the airline industry, and
mean that educational internet use takes up a significant amount of energy. . As soon
as a student or teacher does anything ‘online’ the impact is felt around the world.
Exploitation of human labour and illicit trade of rare elements-Big money is
involved in the trade of the high demand minerals like tin, tantalum, tungsten and
gold. And hence illegal trade and over exploitation of human takes place. As Ingrid
Barrington put it, alongside the environmental degradation “there is blood in every
piece of your technology”.
Affecting the aquatic animals, birds and animals- the e-waste dumping in water
bodies and land is costing the lives of aquatic and land animals. The radiations or
waves emitted due to transactions are affecting small organism and the birds.
Excess use of gadgets – many individuals carry more than one smart-phone, a
tablet or laptop. This leads to the need for Wi-Fi and other wireless connectivity.
Due to this wireless technology, radiation exposure is high leading to silent health
problems. Even it is believed that some birds also get extinct in the region of these
Wi-Fi enabled areas.

Conclusion:
Effective digital transformation requires a willingness to adopt technology in new
ways, beyond administrative process. It must be continual and evolutionary in order to
enhance teaching and learning, support business processes and improvesefficiency.
Thereare controversies that no-one in education should be comfortable being implicated
in.
Hence we urgently need to start rethinking the sorts of digital technology use that
are really needed in education, and how these might be achieved in more sustainable
ways. We have to combine ‘edtech’ (education technology) with great teacher training,
content and a greater understanding of pedagogy. We can overcome the above issues by
thinking about strategically merging technology with other traditional methods.
Logically it now makes sense to prepare for a near-future where there are
insufficient natural resources to produce and sustain the educational use of digital
technologies at the levels we have come to expect. The digital technology is handy and
helping learning become easy but at the same time we need to draw a line and consider
ourselves and our environment. Till what extent do we need to depend on these
technologies and use them for our betterment and health.
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Abstract
In the current scenario of educational institutions, multimedia has dig up its own kind of
space in some or the other way as a tool of educational technology. Multimedia has overcome
the barriers of time and space and provides evidence to be accepted as an anytime and
anywhere tool for educating multi-disciplinary masses. The process of knowledge acquisition
becomes more efficient when the learners experience an event through a multimedia
simulation. Multimedia technology empowers the educational process by means of increased
interaction between teachers and the students. Apart from the fact that multimedia can
provide educators and students with endless possibilities of quality teaching and learning,
taking vital considerations of the pedagogical strengths and limitations of Multimedia, it can
be used to its fullest potency, and reach the eminence of excellent education. This study deals
with tools of multimedia used to enhance the overall experience of education.
Key words
Education, Technology, Multimedia, Learning experience
Introduction
Human kind has been the subject of a fast changing process he has never seen or
experienced before. The most effective factor in this process is high probably technology and
its influence in societies. This fast changing process has caused welfare level, prosperity,
production, development and life conditions to be improved in the countries where it exists.
The development and generalization of technology development has affected the function of
educational institutions and a need to raise technology-user individuals for many fields with
industry at the top has emerged (Akpinar, 2003). Also, it is seen that increasing the use of
hardware and software in the field of education positively affected learning environment after
1980s (Akkoyunlu, 1995). In this sense, it is observed that educational environments have
also changed after 1980s with the increase in computer equipment and software (Akkoyunlu,
1995). This change also affected social studies course, whose target is to raise effective
citizens.
“According to 6th and 7th grade Social Studies program prepared by the Ministry of
Education, the Board of Education and Discipline Presidency, it has been recommended that
teachers use technological tools such as CD-ROMs, History and Social Studies simulation
programs,
It could be stated that technology use in Social Studies lesson is positive based on
studies on this subject (Arslan, 2006; Kuş, 2006; Tankut, 2008; Akbaba, 2009; Yeşiltaş,
2010). In addition, technology and computer assisted learning subjects are noteworthy in the
examples Dönmez and Oruç (1994, cited in Oruç and Ulusoy, 2008) give about thesis studies
in the United States of America (U.S.A.), and its reflections in Turkey could be noticed in
recent years (cited in Oruç and Ulusoy, 2008). Based on these, it seems possible to use
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technological feasibilities more to reach information and lead students to information by
integrating them in tech-nological implementations. One of the implementations where
technological feasibilities meet education is multimedia.
Multimedia is defined by Turkish Language Society (TLS) as “the platform where a
material is combined with text, graphs, audio and simulation” (www.tdk.gov.tr). According
to Mayer (2001), multimedia is the multiple introduction of a material with picture or text.
Dinç (2000), on the other hand, defines multimedia as the synthesis of digital platforms such
as text, audio, graph, animation, visual and video. In another explanation, multimedia sources
created by using audio, video, visual, graph, text, animation to explain a subject is expressed
as the use of different data types to explain an idea, an event or a subject (Alkan et al., 2001).
Also, it is introduced as a tool combining different platforms such as written, audial, numeric
graphs and animation (Schwier and Misanchuk, 1993). In parallel with these, Deryakulu
defines multimedia as the use of more than one platform bodily to increase the effectiveness
of instruction (1998).
However, it is generally used to refer to computer-based multimedia today. In the
multimedia definition of Brook (1997), on the other hand, the use of platforms like movies,
slides, music and light for purposes such as education or advertisement are emphasized. In
summary, it could be stated that multimedia is composed of computer platforms where
written media is presented with audial, visual and animation media, and high definition and
graphs are set (Maddux et al., 2001).
Literature Review
Multimedia is called effective in education. Multimedia provides easiness and
facilities in education. Thanks to multimedia practices, students can learn brand new
information. Dwyer states that students can gain the knowledge and information that would
be impossible to get in traditional ways; besides they could find the opportunity to prepare
their own products with multimedia technique (1993, translated by Çeliköz, 1998). As a
result, it could be asserted that the use of multimedia possesses the aim of helping students
with different skills and learning styles. Also, Dwyer points out that multimedia provide the
opportunity for every student to work individually. In other words, a student can work on the
subject(s) she/he believes she/he needs to in the way she/he desires (Dwyer, 1993; trans by
Çeliköz, 1998).
Also, it can be observed that multimedia gains authenticity and variety in learning and
instruction. Semerci (1999) expresses the fact that the message via multimedia reaches the
receivers in various ways and thus, it provides a richer learning environment. The subjects
being taught could be transmitted to the students with web-based audio, visuals, video and
animations in a way that could not be taught in classrooms authentically with other
techniques. This way, closeness to reality could be provided and complete learning could be
achieved (Semerci, 1999). Also, multimedia eases education in terms of data used, storage,
share and transportation of the visual and non-visual written material, graphs, audios and
other materials (Bitter, 1989; cited in Semerci, 1999). Moreover, multimedia creates a
familiar, various, economic and practical environment in education (Uşun, 2000). Another
contribution multimedia makes into education is the increase in academic achievement of the
students. When compared to traditional instruction, multimedia use increases the academic
achievement of the students. The use of multimedia affects education positively when
designed properly compared to traditional instruction, in terms of academic achievement
(Akkoyunlu and Yılmaz, 2005).
From the literature, it could be asserted that multimedia use eases and objectifies
learning as it presents more than one technological factor to the learner and it addresses more
than one emotion of the receiver.
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Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and
improving performance by creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes
and resources [2]. It is most simply and contentedly defined as an assortment of tools that
might prove helpful in student centered learning. It advocates the teacher becoming "Guide
on the Side" rather than "Sage on the Stage"[3]. Educational technology also called 'Learning
Technology', mainly comprise of the use of technology in the process of teaching and
learning. Here the item technology does not only include the use of latest tools and
techniques like laptops, interactive whiteboards, and smart phones; internet, Wi-Fi, and
YouTube etc., although they are massively preferred by today's learners for their learning
potential, but also encompasses efficient and enhanced learning management systems,
schema of information dissemination, effective teaching and management of student masses,
feedback mechanisms and performance evaluation methodologies etc.[4].
Conclusion
Interactive multimedia tools: Think about the subject area you teach. Using any search
engine, identify and list interactive multimedia tools, including digital games, that could be
used in delivering a specific lesson (or lessons) to a group of teachers. You should identify a
number of such tools. Prioritize these tools in terms of usefulness for your specific needs.
What criteria did you use? Research the criteria used by experts on the use of interactive
multimedia tools in education. Now compare your criteria with those of the experts. What are
your observations? Do you agree with the experts’ criteria?
In your list of interactive multimedia tools, can you identify tools that could
significantly alter and facilitate cooperation and discussion in the teaching/learning process?
Why did you choose these tools? How do you think multimedia technologies will allow
students and teachers to interact with information in new ways, change content, and create
their own knowledge?
Online games: Play any free online humanitarian simulation game, such as Peacemaker,
Food Force or Darfur is Dying. How can a computer game help you to creatively think about
global issues? What are the learning outcomes from these games? If there is limited or no
access to the Internet at the educational institution, teachers should be encouraged to access
the material from other public Internet sources. Where Internet access is severely limited, the
teacher can try to acquire games in CD-ROM or DVD format, or use games that have been
pre-packaged on computers. Trainees should be encouraged to:




Do case studies of electronic games in specific subjects, (e.g. language, maths,
geography, etc.) and pilot the use of one or two games in a specific learning context.
Write a report on how the game was used and how it helped achieve the lesson’s
objectives
Develop a lesson plan using an electronic game as part of teaching and learning, to
raise awareness about global issues, such as hunger, conflict and peace. Teach this
lesson and write a short report on teachers’ responses to the issues, noting the
questions they raised and how the games helped to address them

Open educational resources (OERs): Open educational resources (OERs) are learning
materials and tools – including full courses, modules, course materials, textbooks, streaming
videos, tests, software, and any other materials (interactive or non-interactive), or techniques
– used to support access to knowledge, in open-document format, released with an open
license, allowing free use, re-use and customization to the specific needs of given groups of
users (i.e. learners, trainers of trainers, facilitators, etc.). Trainees should be encouraged to:
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Identify several websites that provide access to open educational resources
Identify requirements/criteria for educational resources to be used as OERs
Analyze how OERs are created, used, distributed and adapted to specific teaching and
learning environments and needs
Analyze how, for example, digital games could be made into an OER, and understand
what needs to be done to comply with OER requirements, including copyright laws

Library research and class discussion: Trainees should identify, analyze and critique a
variety of techniques used in electronic games they are familiar with. Contrast electronic
games with traditional or culturally specific games for their educational value and limitations.
Trainees should present their findings through PowerPoint presentations or use charts to
showcase their findings.
Class discussion: Produce a lesson plan and set of teaching activities, including simple
interactive multimedia tools or digital games in the teaching and learning process. Trainees
should examine the pros and cons of integrating digital games into teaching practices. One
group should present the advantages and the other group the challenges and disadvantages of
using digital games
in teaching and
learning.
(See Chapter
3 of
http://ames.eun.org/2009/09/teachers_handbook_on_how_to_us.html for more details.)
TOOLS FOR CREATING AND USING MULTIMEDIA
We know that one learns best by doing. When we are absorbed in constructing knowledge
from a combination of different tools like the Digital Camera, Camcorder, Scanner
,Interactive white board or the Multimedia Projector we more likely to gain a clearer
understanding of concepts and how these different tools are used to
integrate various learning materials sequentially or non-sequentially. Let us learn about how
these tools can be used in preparing Multimedia Learning Material. Please visit the links
given with each tool to learn more
Name of the Tool
1 Digital Camera

Description
A Digital Camera is an electronic device that converts images and videos
digitally and stores them for later reproduction. Most cameras that are used
today are digital and are incorporated into many devices like mobile phones,
tablets, laptops, vehicles and many other. Unlike film cameras, digital
cameras can display images on a screen immediately after being recorded, and
store and delete images from memory. The stored images can be uploaded to
a computer immediately for printing or also stored in an external disc. Many
digital cameras can also record moving videos with sound. Some digital
cameras can crop and edit pictures. You can learn more about it by visiting
the link below.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_camera)

2 Camcorder

A camcorder or a video camera recorder is a transportable electronic
recording device which is used in recording live-motion video and audio for
later playback.
Earlier the Camcorder used to be bulky and heavy using magnetic tape for
the recording but now the digital video camcorders are smaller and lighter and
have better picture quality and longer battery life. The important aspect of the
recorded digital video is that it can be stored and transferred to a computer
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where you can edit with ease which allows you to change the order of shots
and undo edits. This means that you can easily modify, draft and re-draft the
recorded films and use it creatively to prepare Multimedia Learning Material
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camcorder )

3 Scanner

A scanner is an input device that converts an image such as a photograph,
textual document into an electronic digital form by a process called
scanning. Most of the Scanners are flatbed and have a cover that can be lifted
so that magazine, photographs and bulky books can be scanned. They work in
combination of computer software programs which help in the creation of an
electronic version of the scanned document, allows you to view it and edit it
on a computer. Thus you can use and publish the stored image as it is or by
modifying it.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_scanner )

4.Interactive white Board An interactive whiteboard (IWB) is a large interactive display that connects
to a computer. A projector projects the computer's desktop onto the board's
surface where users control the computer using a pen, finger, stylus, or other
device. The board is typically mounted to a wall or floor stand. They are used
in a variety of settings, including classrooms at all levels of education,
in corporate board rooms and work groups, in training rooms for
professional sports coaching, in broadcasting studios, and others.
Examples of the characteristics accessible when using an interactive
whiteboard:
• Add comments
• Highlight text
• Add notes and drawings and then save them to be printed out and shared, or
added to a virtual learning environment.
• Show pictures and educational videos . Parts can be labeled or highlighted.
• Show the content on a website
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interactive_whiteboard )

5.Multimedia
Projector

A Multimedia Projector or LCD Projector is a type of video projector for
displaying video, images or computer data on a screen or any other flat
surface. It is a modern equivalent of the slide projector or overhead projector.
The presentation of visual media through projection is an effective way to
entertain, educate, and communicate with people on a large scale. The use of
Multimedia Projector can give the essence of the presentation in bullet points,
It can bring the audio and visual inputs to the classroom, It can be projected
on the screen allowing everyone to watch the presentation, It can be made
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interesting by using movies and such clippings and inputs planned elsewhere
in the world can be brought into our own classrooms.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LCD_projector )
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Abstract:
Knowledge is power and education is the key mode of acquiring knowledge.
Advances in digital technology have opened up many avenues of learning. The modern
society wants to know the information as and when it happens, and the world is moving from
an information society to a knowledge society. Technology has made information/knowledge
accessible from anywhere to all groups of people. Globally through digitization, educators are
looking at ways in which to empower their students’ learning. Social media literacy is also a
driver for how this can happen in present scenario to stimulate learning. Digital learning is
increasingly influencing both classroombased teaching but more important is leading to new
models or designs for teaching and learning. The purpose of this paper is to review where
social networking and other digital applications has taken today’s students in the personal and
academic lives. It also aims to identify the conditions that lead to its successful
implementation and focuses on how digital technologies can support and contribute to
enhancing parental engagement, and improving the efficiency of the education system. This
literature review is about media literacy education at a time when digital technologies are
overflowing in schools, homes, and globally as means for empowering the digital students.
Keywords: Digitization, Learning, Education, Digital, Technology

Introduction:
This literature review was to explore how the use of digital technology for learning
and teaching can support teachers, parents, children and young people in improving outcomes
and achieving our ambitions for education. This study is designed to help inform the
development of a strategy for digital learning and teaching by providing evidence of how and
why digital learning and teaching can benefit learners, teachers and schools. It also aims to
identify the conditions that lead to its successful implementation and any differences between
primary and secondary settings [1]. In particular it focuses on how digital technologies can
support and contribute to five specific educational priorities: raising attainment, tackling
inequalities and promoting inclusion, improving transitions into employment, enhancing
parental engagement, and improving the efficiency of the education system. A literature
search was undertaken, collecting from academic, governmental and professional sources.
These were reviewed to determine their thematic relevance and the strength of the evidence
they presented. The most useful were then collated and assessed to:
• Identify evidence of relationships between digital learning and teaching activities and the
expected outputs, outcomes and impacts;
• Show the relationships that exist between the digital learning and teaching activities and the
outputs, outcomes and impacts for different beneficiaries (learners, parents, teachers, and the
school); and
• Identify which outcomes are immediate, medium-term and long-term. [2]

Methods:
Digital learning methodologies are new methods of teaching using technology with
the purpose to improve the quality of education and involve students in the educational
process. The review findings leadsto the following methodologies: Project based-learning;
Problem based-learning; Digital stories; online learning environments; Digital Moments;
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Technology integrated teaching methods; Digital storytelling; Educational games;
authenticlearning.
Digital learning contexts are spaces, facts or situations of learning which supports
innovative pedagogical models, and empower learners facilitating and promoting the learning
process. In our research we found: Collaborative Communities; Cooperative learning; Digital
combinational system;Collaborative learning; Flipped classroom using digital media; Moving
from fixing to online space; Experiential online development; Open educational practice;
Network participation.
Tools and Simulators are considered learning tools that utilize technology or the
internet in order to facilitate the learning process, such as computers, mobile phones, tablet
PCs, projectors or electronic books. Our findings lead us to the following tools: Web-based
video; computerized environments;Spatial science technology; Slow-motion: Narrated stopmotion animation; Generic modelling language; Digital video; augmented reality; Design
based research; Gamification; Learning manager; Simulation; Computer based teaching;
Library webinars.
Support Systems for Digital Learning are systems which helps managing the learning
process and have the infrastructure to use interactive features such as threaded discussions,
video conferencing, and discussion forums in order to potentiate students learning outcomes.
In our research we found: eLearning systems; Mobile learning; Learning object repository;
Blended learning; Blackboard; Moodle Learning Manager; Twitter; Videoconferencing;
MOOC – massive open online courses. [3]

Fig 1. Digital Transformation in Education [4]

Key findings
The key findings of the research are presented below, separated into the key thematic
areas which were examined during the review. In the cases wherestudies of similar digital
equipment, tools and resources have been systematically reviewed or where there is a large
body of evidence from different studies which have measured change, it is possible to state
there is conclusive evidence. In other cases where the evidence base is weaker (mainly
qualitative studies drawing on relatively small samples of learners and schools), it is only
possible to state that there is indicative evidence or (where few cases) promising evidence.

Raising children and young people’s achievement
There is conclusive evidence that digital equipment, tools and resources can, where
effectively used, raise the speed and depth of learning in science and mathematics for primary
and secondary age learners. The level of impact is generally similar to other changes to
pedagogies which are effective in raising attainment although the use of digital learning has
other benefits. Additionally, the extent of the effect may be influenced by the level of
capability of teachers to use digital learning tools and resources effectively to achieve
improved learning outcomes.
More effective use of digital teaching to raise attainment happens when teachers are
able to identify how digital tools and resources can be used to achieve improved learning
outcomes, as well as having knowledge and understanding of the technology. This applies in
all schoolswhere learners use digital learning at home as well as school for formal and nonformal learning activities these have positive effects on their attainment.
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Reducing inequalities and promoting inclusion
There is indicative evidence that the use of digital tools and resources can help to
reduce gaps in subject attainment when they are effectively implemented. There is promising
evidence that the use of digital equipment and resources can help learners with additional
support needs to improve their skills and competences in literacy and numeracy. Teachers’
skills and competences in recognising how to use digital tools and resources and applying
them effectively are critical to achieving positive results for learners with additional support
needs or who are disadvantaged in other ways [5].

Improving transitions into employment
There is promising evidence that digital tools can, where effectively used, build skills
in interactivity and collaboration, critical thinking and leadership for secondary age learners.
These are considered to be vital skills by employers. There is promising evidence too that for
secondary age learners, digital resources coupled with digital tools can increase knowledge
and understanding of career pathways, applying for work, and working environments. These
resources can make it easier for employers to provide help and support to learners.
In addition to the skills that teachers require to harness digital tools and resources to
build learners’ employability skills, it is evident that they need to be prepared to develop
learner-centred learning approaches. Support for learners to access digital equipment outside
the classroom is also important [6].

Enhancing parental engagement
There is promising evidence that using digital equipment and tools for direct
communication with parents can improve learners’ and parents’ cooperation with requests
from teachers about attendance, behaviour and support for learning.Teachers are more likely
to do this once they are more competent in using digital equipment and tools, and once
schools use digital tools such as virtuallearning environments to facilitate communication
with parents.

Improving the efficiency of the education system
There is promising evidence that teachers’ efficiency can be increased by using digital
equipment and resources to prepare for teaching. There is similarly some qualitative evidence
that digital tools and resources enable teachers to do their job better in relation to teaching,
assessment and their own on-the-job learning and development.

Primary and secondary settings
While many studies clearly focus on specific learners in terms of age, settings
(primary, secondary, special education) and domestic circumstances, none make any
comparisons between the impacts of digital technologies on educational priorities for
different age groups. As a consequence, it has not been possible to identify any differences in
the use and impact of digital technology in primary and secondary school settings. However,
it is generally the case that the impacts found apply relatively equally to primary and
secondary school learners [8].

Conclusions
Successful utilisation of digital technology depends not just upon sufficient access to
equipment, tools and resources, but also on the availability of sufficient training, and
knowledge and support networks for teachers.Providing teachers with this support will allow
them to understand the benefits and applications of digital technologies and enable them to
use digital technologies effectively. If these needs are met, then the literature provides strong
evidence that use of digital technologies can aid learning and teaching, as well as enhance the
ability of some children to learn effectively. In particular, there is:
• Conclusive evidence that digital technologies can support educational attainment in general
(and in maths and science particularly);
• Indicative evidence that it can support educational attainment in literacy and help close the
gap in attainment between groups of learners; and
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• Promising evidence that digital technologies can provide assistance to overcoming the
challenges faced by some learners; improvements in employability skills and knowledge of
career pathways; improved communications with parents; and time efficiencies for teachers.
The literature also identifies the factors that bring about more effective implementation of
digital learning and teaching. These include:
• Training and support – not only to use equipment but to exploit digital tools and resources
for teaching;
• Overcoming teachers’ anxieties about digital teaching, not just about the use of the
technology but also the use of different learner-centred pedagogies;
• Allowing teachers to experiment with technology;
• Networking with other teachers and schools;
• Maintaining and upgrading equipment and using tools that are compatible across many
systems.
As a consequence, successful implementation of digital learning and teaching requires
support to teachers in the form of opportunities to learn, embedding digital learning in
continuing professional development and initial teacher training, direction and leadership
within a school, functioning digital equipment and tools, and an environment that gives
teachers the flexibility to introduce and use digital learning.
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Abstract:
Every teacher aims to teach his students in the best possible way by adopting proper
ways and means for the effective realization of the teaching objectives similarly every learner
is supposed to organize his task of learning in a best possible way. The use of multimedia
approach represents one of such strategies and approaches to improve the process and
products of teaching-learning. The experiments and researches in the field of teaching learning has established that teaching-learning process is the best organized and facilitated
through the use of multimedia instead of a single or routine type of media. Every teachinglearning situation is a unique opportunity which demands a set of unique preparation and
implementation activities on the part of the teacher and students with regard to adoption of
multimedia approach.

Introduction:Sense of vision , sense of hearing, sense of Smell, Sense of taste, sense of touch are five
senses gifted by god to all human beings. These sensory organs enable us to enjoy the reality
of brilliant colours wonderful landscapes beautiful things that abound in nature including
customs, styles viuaciorness of various people around us.
Some people seem to lack some of these senses. For them this perception of the world
is very different as compared to that of a normal human being. The famous story of five blind
people observing an elephant and giving their own individual different views about the body
of elephant, illustrates this point. One of the blind persons touching the leg of elephant says
that “elephant is like pillar” the second person touching the elephant’s tail describes the
“elephant as a rope”, the third person touching the body of the elephant describes the elephant
as a well similarly according to their own views and impressions about it.
In all the Sense of vision help us acquire 80% of the knowledge from the world
around us, the sense of hearing 15% and the other sense of remaining 5% .Even the
knowledge that we gain through reading books is mainly dependent on seeing the text and
picture. Other sense are rarely utilized in this process.
In 1981, when the first PC comes into the market, a user could interact with the
computer in text mode only. PC simply could not display graphics .Thus user had only one
medium of interact with the computer i.e. Textual Medium. After about a year’s time,
graphics capability was added to the hence it become possible to interact with machine
through text as well as graphics media. The improvement in PC continued and now we have
the powerful machine that are capable of interacting with the user through variety of media
such as text, graphics, animation, sound and video.
Definition of Multimedia:One can more precisely define the multimedia computer as follows
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“Multimedia is a computer based technology that meaningfully combines various
media such as text, graphics, animation, audio and video to communicate ideas and delivers
information.” Multimedia provides powerful ways to educate, entertain and inform human
beings. The Major Components of Multimedia are
Text

Images

Graphics
Multimedia

Video

Animation
Audio

This variety of media of interaction with the computer opens up many possibilities,
which were simply not available while interacting with the computer through single medium
of text.
Multimedia modes of interaction with computers have become very popular. The
rapid development of the internet has given a boost to multimedia technology. In order to use
and apply the multimedia technology, we should understand the basic principles underlying
it.
Multimedia Platform:Computer must interface with the external world to collect and convert text, picture,
sound and Video into its binary coded language of Ones and Zeros. Finally data is
reconverted into some human readable form for viewing. This leads to the requirement of
five basic features of PC






Processor
Memory
Input
Output
Control

Steps and procedure for making use of multimedia
Multimedia technique facilitates the task of attaining desired teaching-learning
objectives on the path of the teaching –learning in a quite effective way.
Following stages and steps for the organisation of the instructional activities with
reference to the different teaching-learning situations are
First Stage: - At this stage teaching-learning activities are to be initiated by the
teacher. A well prepared lesson may be delivered by the teacher on a learning unit by keeping
in view the set teaching-learning objectives. The learning contents may be covered in a global
way through Lecture, question-Answer or lecture-cum-demonstration method etc. He may
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make use of the black-board, charts, pictures, graphs, models, slides, audio and videotapes,
exhibit actual objects and demonstrate experiments etc.
Second Stage:-It is the stage for the demonstration of specific and specialized unit.
This information may be provided to him through well prepared programmed learning
material, tapes and video recorded material, learning guides and work books etc.
Third Stage: - At this stage the learner is provided with the essential help and
individual guidance for the clarity of the steps and activities under taken by him for
proceeding on the path of his independent learning.
Fourth Stage: - This stage is meant for charring out the learning activities on the part
of the learner in details, depth and intensive basis. Here the students may be ask to do study
in library with necessary reference material or to have detailed study with the help of
programmed text books, machines and computer assisted instruction.
Fifth Stage: - This stage is well meant for the integration of the theory with practice
and learning practical use of the curricular experience .For this purpose, students may be
asked to engage themselves in useful laboratory work manual work, field work, workshop
experiences, productive and creative activities, depending upon the nature of the learning unit
subject and availability of the resources
Sixth stage – at this stage the teaching learning activities are arranged on a much
superior level (named as reflective level, co operative group learning or living etc)The
activities of the learner at this stage may therefore be of the nature like.
i)
ii)
iii)

Group discussion and exchange of ideas through seminars symposium, pane discussion
and conferences etc.
Critical thinking and analysis on the basis of independent writing, experimentation and
creative work.
Critical evaluation of one’s own achievement or putting views on the accomplishment of
others in a constructive way.
In this way, different media can be utilized in combination at the subsequent stages
and steps of the teaching-learning activities carried out for the instruction of particular
learning units

The Roll of the Teachers in Using Multimedia:
Question arises what will be the role of the teacher in usual multimedia technique to
teaching and learning. Definitely, there will be a significant shift from the traditional one as
emphasized below:
1.Teacher has to learn the use and application of different media, select and utilize them in
proper combination for the attainment of teaching-learning objective in a particular
instructional situation .He has to gain mastery over the use different audio visual aids,
software material and hardware equipment etc. In terms of their wise selection, proper use
and necessary maintenance and up keep etc. Programmed packages, audio-visual tapes,
coloured slides accompanying tape script, motion pictures and films, models, specimen,
actual objects, etc. Are to be used judiciously as and when required for increasing the
effectiveness of the teaching-learning process.
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2. The teacher has to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills of making use of the
multimedia offered through the software and hardware technology of the computer. He has to
make himself well acquainted with the applications of computer i.e . use of Microsoft office (
word, power point, paint, excel, and other useful programs ), internet and other applications,
as well as the services offered by the educationally useful multimedia software in providing
useful learning experiences through various modes like ,tutorials, simulations, gaming, virtual
reality, practice and drill work etc.
3.The use of multimedia ultimately aims for the creation of such teaching-learning
environment that may prove helpful in making students learning an independent and
individualized activity. Accordingly there is needed a significant change in the attitude and
role of the teacher. His task in multimedia approach is not limited to the imparting of
knowledge and disseminating information to the students. Consequently, there will be a shift
of his role from direct communication of information to guiding students learning. He has to
make his students active participants in the process of learning instead of remaining passive.
The learning experiences are to be designed by him while using multimedia in such a way
that the student may be able to proceed on the path of learning quiet independently. Slowly
and slowly they are to be lead on the path of auto-instruction and self-learning. The role of
teacher thus needs a major shift in the shape of a guide, advisor and organiser in place of
mere communicator, demonstrator or tutor.
4. While using multimedia technique, the teacher on one hand has to lead his students for
independent individualized learning with the use of television lessons, audio video cassettes,
recorded and printed programmed material, teaching machines and computer assisted
instruction etc. On the other hand, he has to make their learning a living and cooperative
process by resorting to the group activities like seminar, symposium, panel discussion
workshops and interacting with like seminar, symposium, panel discussion workshops and
interacting with the people in real work situation.
5. The use of multimedia provides opportunity for integrating theory with practice. In view of
the realization of this aim, the teacher has to play a very constructive role in making his
students learn the things in a quite practical way by going through concrete and living
experiences. The teacher must himself know the application and use of the fact and principals
learnt theoretically in any curricular area .He may be able to plan and organise field work,
laboratory and workshop activities, translate theory into action and practical use in day to day
life then and only then he may be able to utilize multimedia approach for the true realization
of the teaching –learning objectives.
Use and Importance of Multimedia in Education:
The application and use of multimedia in teaching learning has a great potential for proving
its effectiveness in a number of ways outlined below:
1. Making Education interesting, purposeful and effective
Multimedia approach is helpful in making the process of education quite interesting and
effective on account of the following reasons:


While the use of single media audio, video, aids learning or demonstrating etc.
may result in monotony and dullness both to the teacher and learner. The use of
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multimedia, techniques and materials bring life in the process of teaching–learning
.
 Use of multimedia provides opportunity for the utilization of a number of
senses-sight, hearing, smell, touch, and test for gaining the direct and lively
experiences.
 Use of multimedia calls for diversified activities on the part of teacher and
taught. It makes the process of learning quite lively and interesting. Pupils
can gain useful learning experiences by following the principles of learning
through observation and learning by doing.
 Use of multimedia equips the teacher for better teaching and learners for
better learning. The subject matter becomes quite clear, self explanatory and
well digestive to the learners with the help of the application of several media
in proper combination. It makes the task of the teaching quite easy,
interesting, methodical and scientific as the teacher becomes quite capable of
attaining the teaching objectives with greater efficiency and effectiveness.
 Use of multimedia is specially helpful in providing opportunity to the
learners in the learning and teaching of various skills that otherwise can not
be learned by adopting a single media.
 The changes in the effective domain of the behaviour of the learners like
interest, habits, attitudes etc. can be effectively brought with the utilization of
multimedia.
 Whenever the teaching-learning process is followed by the multimedia
approach, the changes in the behaviour of the learners in all the three domains
cognitive, affective and psychomotor can be effectively brought out. As a
result the teaching learning objectives are the best realized through the use of
multimedia.
2. Meeting the needs of the learners

The use of multimedia in teaching learning work satisfactory in meeting the
intellectual and psychological needs of the individual learners. It is quite helpful in
satisfying the instinct of curiosity and urges of constructiveness, creativity and
inventiveness. The students get enough food for though and action on account of their wide
exposure to the field of knowledge and experience through different media. It also helps in
their training their emotions and providing useful channels for the proper release for their
emotional energy. Use of multi-media on account of its diversity is able to meet the needs
of every individual learner. One can pickup the media he likes most or the one which suits
him the most for proceeding properly on the path of learning. It is why, many of the
learners declared backwards, slow learners, problems or delinquent may be properly
brought on the right path after getting exposure to an effective medium suiting to their very
nature and specific needs.
3. Making the learning highly individualized and self-dependent

Use of multi-media in teaching - learning aims towards making the learning as individualized
and self-dependent as possible. Starting from the use of simple software like charts and
pictures the application of sophisticated hardware like computers and teaching machines
aided instruction the multi-media approach helps the individual learner to proceed on his
learningpath with his own place according to his own needs, interests and abilities. Slowly
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and slowly, then it make him to relay on his abilities and pursue his studies independently
with or without the presence of his teacher
4. Reliving teacher from the routine duties
Use of multi-media is capable of reducing the load and the tension of the teachers with
regards to their different roles. It may help them relieved from many of their instructional
duties. Radio and television lessons, slides and audio-tapes, educational films, video
cassettes, programmed packages, teaching machine and computerized instructions all work in
the same direction to take the place of teacher and thus gats the teacher relived from playing
other significant roles from the benefit of students in the capacity of the supervisor, guide,
counselor or advisor.
5.Proper appealing and spreading education to masses

Use of multi-media possesses enough potentiality to cater to needs of messes through the
judicious efforts of mass media like-radio television, video films, news papers, printed
material, nationally circulated magazine and commercial motion pictures, etc. It has
tremendous power and capacity to appeal to the messes as a strong communicator, easy
approachability and low cost to the users.
6. Capable of providing advantages of both group and individual learning
Multimedia besides aiming for the individualization of instruction proves equally
competent for group and corporate learning. It has diversified long list of media in its treasury
while some of them like programmed texts and packaged material, computer assisted
instruction learner controlled instruction, auto instruction received through teaching
machines, tape recorded material, laboratory work and other individual assignment
experiences help the learner to learn individually and independently, the other media
measures like lecturing, demonstrating, T.V. and radio lessons, video and film demonstration,
seminar, symposium, panel discussion, workshop, etc. Facilitate group learning. In this way,
multimedia approach to teaching-learning can be characterized for its inherent advantages of
both individual and group learning

Conclusion:Multimedia approach is helpful in making the process of education. The teaching –learning
process is followed by the multimedia approach, the changes in the behaviour of the learners
in all the three domains cognitive, affective and psychomotor can be effectively brought out.
As a result the teaching-learning objectives are best realized through the use of multimedia.
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ABSTRACT:
Importance of digital technology in today’s scenario is undisputable. Advances in digital
technology have opened up many avenues of learning.
ICT is inseparable part of education and also of human life. Many Supporting technologies
and applications are used for this purpose. It had made our personal and professional life
much easy. But we are also facing the issues such as digital technology and its secure use.
Over usage of social media by young generation is also a cause of concern. Social media has
many useful implications like its use in promoting E-commerce. It is a double edged sword
which when used in proper way can benefit the society. Digital technology is an inseparable
part of education now a days. This along with social media is going to evolve day by day and
going to serve humankind in better way in future provided it be used wisely.
INTRODUCTION:
Traditionally education is centred on sources such as schools, teachers and print media. The
learners reached the information sources by enrolling with schools, teachers and libraries.
Prior to the digital era, information was not accessible by the majority
of people, and even those accessed were unable to obtain current information with respect to
today’s context. The modern
society wants to know the information as it happens and when it happens, and the world is
moving from an information society to a knowledge society. Thus, education is given the
highest priority and brainpower is becoming the most valuable asset of an organisation.
Advances in digital technology have opened up many avenues of learning. Technology has
made information accessible / transmittable from anywhere and by / to all groups of people.
Education has reached most parts of the world and ICT has become an integral part of human
life. This paper describes the process of generation, creation and acquisition of knowledge
through the technology. The use of ICT to manage and organise explicit knowledge is
highlighted. The paper also describes how technology is used to access and apply such
knowledge. The paper relates how these technologies have been used in education and its
impact in general.
E-content:
Oxford dictionary defines E content as - Digital text and images designed for display on web
pages. Here in this study EContent refers to which includes electronic versions of books,
journals, maps, media, and archival materials that can be usedfor teaching and learning.
authoring tools allow authors or e-content developers to integrate or use any array of media
to create professional, engaging and interactive e-content. It has a significant implication for
open and distance learning institutions. Electronic content (e-content) which is also known
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as digital content refers to the content or information delivered over network based
electronic devices or that is made available using computer network such as internet.
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS:
There are a number of technology components available to built knowledge management
systems . Local area networks, Internet and Intranets are the backbones. They provide
transparent speedy transfer of knowledge among people and applications. Internet
applications built using software and tools allow collaborative intelligent access to
knowledge. Appropriate access and authentication layers ensure the security aspect of such
systems. Data and document bases act as the repositories to generate the knowledge.
ROLL OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Social media plays an important role in every student's life. It is easier and convenient to
access information, provide information and communicate via social media. Teachers and
students are connected to each other and can make good use of these platforms for the
working of their education.
ROLL OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN SOCIETAL TRANSFORMATION
Media has always been a significant pillar of society. Media doesn’t just report happenings,
they build public opinion. This puts the media in a powerful position in a democracy. The
media space has changed a lot with the emergence of social media ( SM ). With SM, the
public has eyes and ears everywhere. They are not limited to camera crews of a few TV
channels. SM is a platform that showcases public opinion such that it cannot be easily
doctored. It reflects the pulse of the society. Even conventional media channels also keep an
eye on ongoing SM trends. However, with its potential to bring people together, SM also
holds immense promise as a tool for social change. We have recently seen many successfully
executed protests organized over SM that have made the right impact. Another application of
SM could be to effectively utilize the vast diversity of human resource that India has which is
still lying untapped. For instance, in Volunteer for a Better India, somebody announces a
medical camp in a locality on a date and others join in. Likewise, somebody announces a tree
plantation or a cleaning drive and people support the initiative with their time or resources.
The Women Selfhelp Groups, farmers from rural India are connected through social media
and it definitely help them.
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CLASSROOM
Learning platforms, softwares and digital devices are together creating countless new ways to
modify education. This way, the academic potential, strengths, weaknesses, aptitude and
learning pace of every single student is catered to.
Schools are now providing their students with digital devices like desktop computers, laptops
and tablets. These devices are aiding them in the teaching process while also helping them
understand how students learn and how to enhance their learning process.
1.NetSupport School

ClassDojo

Socrative

Google Classroom
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Stick Pick

In the traditional classroom seating scenario, students are unable to get the individual
attention they need due to time constraints. In contrast, the one-to-one context of learning in
digital mediums currently students to learn through videos and chat with an expert.
The upcoming 'Learning Management System' will continue the two-way communication
model between students and experts. More importantly, it will let students track their
coursework progress, identify improvement areas and offer ways to make the most of them.
Through the help of 'Big Data', experts will be able to capture student feedback within the
framework of the content provided.
MOOCS:
Open digital education resources have commonly been used in distance learning courses.
They consist of freely accessible media for learning, teaching and research purposes. They
are licensed to be revised and disseminated freely by teachers among students. This allows
the latter to gain access to an extensive arrive of study material that is otherwise restricted
indigenously.
Open educational resources also facilitate the creation of a flexible environment where
teachers can customize educational content for individual sessions or classroom sittings.
This is applicable for typical curricular subjects like mathematics, sciences and languages,
as well as business and fine arts.
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are already buzzwords in the technology space.
Their advent in e-learning has massively impacted the efficiency with which it is offered to
students and the way it assesses their performance.
VR allows students using e-learning platforms on mobile devices to directly interact with
study material. This keeps their engagement levels high and motivates them to learn more
and better. On the other hand, AR facilitates teachers and trainers in performing tasks, they
previously haven't or cannot, in a safe environment.
Together, the both of them are engaging students in ways like never before and are poised to
become a lot more widespread in their usage and impact in the future.
Digital learning and child safety:
An increasing number of digital devices and online platforms are becoming available to
children in high- and middle-incomecountries, and increasingly also in low-income
countries. Children already account for 1 in 3 internet users and their proportionwill
continue to grow with the spread of the internet in the global Efforts to make the internet a
safer place for children need torest on a balanced way of addressing opportunities alongside
risks and to reside in a bottom-up approach integrating theviews and voices of children.
Guideline for child safety
 Providing all children with affordable access to high-quality online resources:
 Protecting children from harm online
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 Safeguarding children’s privacy and identities onlineTeaching digital literacy to keep
children informed, engaged and safe online
 Leveraging the power of the private sector to advance ethical standards and practices
that protect and benefit children online
 Putting children at the centre of digital policy
Social Media and E-commerce:
When the World Wide Web first came out, it began as a competitive advantage for every
business that embraced it. Very quickly, the Web became a business necessity. It simply
wasn't possible to remain competitive without having an online presence.
Social media is a powerful tool for e commerce websites. The ability to not only direct
shoppers toward a new product or an attractive deal, but to engage with them and create a
sense of community, is incredibly useful. A complete social media presence also includes
direct sales through some networks, as well as having the back-end tools in place to let
customers shareproductsand recent purchases with friends and followers through just a single
click.
Though a large chunk of this revenue comes directly from social media, with Facebook,
Pinterest and Twitter helping to generate more than $40,000 every 60 seconds. These
properties represent just a tiny slice of the larger social media pie. Moreover, several new
social network technologies, including powerful advertising tools, chatbots and in-app
purchasing, as well as improved design, will make ecommerce easier, and bigger, than ever.
CONCEPT MAP FOR DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY:
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CONCLUSION:
Electronic era commenced with the use of wireless electronic communication over
100years ago. Transmitting telegraph messages and the radio are among the important
applications of this technology. The messages were passed through the air, invisibly, on
radio waves. Since then the technology use has moved from radio, to recordings, to
movies, to television, to computers, to CDs, CD ROMs & the Internet. This technology
was very useful to convey instant urgent messages as well as to make people be aware of
current local and international news. This has become an informal but effective form of
education.
Digital technology is an inseparable part of education now a days. This along with social
media is going to evolve day by day and going to serve humankind in better way in
future provided it be used wisely.
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Abstract: Social media is vital to teenagers’ and children’s social and creative lives. It has
many benefits at different age groups but also some risks. Conversation about social media
use with child is the best way to help a child avoid risks and stay safe online.Written
guidelines about social media use can help the child learn to use social media responsibly,
respectfully and safely without harming self and others.Banning or blocking social media
access usually doesn’t work. Social media has many advantages but on other side there are
number of risks in using this. Social media is affecting on Physical, Mental, Emotional,
Moral, Social and Political aspect of a child’s life. Simply, using of Social Media is just like a
two way sharpened sword. Social media is a rapidly evolving platform for younger people
lately to communicate, express themselves and share content of all kinds. It has given rise to
a new cultural paradigm that drives technology and businesses while changing the way
people interact. As a tool, social media is a double-edged sword; while it has many benefits,
it can also influence youngsters in unhealthy ways.
Key words: Social Media, Child Development

Positive impact of Using Social media on Child’s growingup:
1. Spending time online on social networks is important for the younger generation to pick
up on the necessary technical skills they will need to navigate their way through the future.
It allows them to be competent citizens in a digital age where they can fully
participate in the broader society and learn the social skills of that generation. They will
also learn to adapt to having an elaborate online network of friends and acquaintances.
2. Social media is being used by the youth in positive ways that weren’t thought of before. It
is not just a medium for socializing, but kids and adolescents have found a new way to
express creatively, interact, and learn with a broader audience. Students are using it to
form study groups where they can easily and instantaneously share ideas and learning
material.
3. Social networking has also changed the way kids learn. It has introduced a more peerbased learning method where students are motivated to learn from their peers in the group.
They are always interacting and giving feedback to one another which refines their
learning process. They are also more enthusiastic to learn from each other than from
adults. Learning can now come from newer sources and not just their parents or teachers.
4. Not only is social media a tool to communicate, but it is also an import part of the lives of
adolescents and young adults. It gives them an avenue to stay connected with their peers
from sports teams, activity clubs and classes while also allowing them for networking with
others having similar interests.
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5. It has been observed that social media makes people more empathetic, considerate and
relationship-oriented. They express how they feel by commenting or liking pictures,
videos or status updates posted by their friends. They also wish more people than ever
before on their birthdays.
6. Kids maintain long-term friendships with others by staying in touch with them online even
when they can no longer meet each other in person.
7. It has been observed that virtual empathy shown by youngsters is received positively by
their distressed friends on social media. It is known to improve their moods and find
solutions to problems. The virtual empathy can also spill over into the real world and teach
youngsters how to be more compassionate.
8. Social media offers a platform for youngsters to connect with others with whom they share
similar interests. It can be anything relating to hobbies or professions involving music, art,
games and blogs.
9. They also get to have an influence on their community through their social networking
groups and bring about
positive changes. Some of the examples
being fundraising campaigns and participating in political events and debates.
10.
Social media allows youngsters to network with people from around the globe,
exposing them to cultures and ideas they may not otherwise come across. It helps them
acquire a broader perspective on life and people in general.

Negative impact of Using Social media on Child’s growing up:
1. The most well-known downside of social media is the addiction it creates. Constantly
checking the news feed of the different social media sites becomes an addictive habit.
Experts think that some of the features such as ‘likes’ and ‘shares’ activate the
reward center in the brain. This reward circuitry is highly sensitive during adolescence and
may partly explain why more teenagers are into social media than adults. These features
further influence our moods. Being social creatures, we value interaction and connection,
both of which determine how we think of ourselves. This drives a lot of our behavior on a
day-to-day basis to be centered on social media.
2. Youngsters addicted to social media end up spending hours each day watching videos,
photos and other content posted by their friends and accounts they follow. This addiction
disrupts other activities such as school work, sports, study and other productive routines.
They end up wasting a substantial amount of time every day resulting in poor grades in
school. Some heavy users of social media admit to checking their feeds as many as 100
times a day and sometimes during school hours too. Some of the kids also realize that they
are wasting a lot of time on social media and that affects their mood negatively. It also
builds in them a defeatist attitude.
3. Psychologists have also long observed bad effects of social media on the mental health of
children. One finding suggests that children spending more than 3 hours a day on social
media are twice as likely to suffer from poor mental health. Their immersion in a virtual
world delays their emotional and social development. The effects on teens are much
stronger. One report by the IZA Institute of Labor Economics suggests that spending
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only an hour a day on social media can make a teen miserable. It could be due to the
influence of social comparisons, cyberbullying and decreased person-person interactions.
4. Using Facebook is also known to lead to a decline in subjective well-being in youngsters.
The more they use Facebook, the worse they feel on a moment-moment basis while feeling
less satisfied with their lives in general. Teens are also observed to be suffering from
“Facebook depression” after spending too much time on it or other social networking sites.
Some also become anxious and moody as they see that the lives of their friends are better
than theirs, even though they may know that their representation is idealized. However,
vulnerable teens are more prone to this than their confident counterparts.
5. Screen relationships also detract real-life relationships and building social skills in children
and teenagers. This happens as they grow up without learning how to read non-verbal cues
and facial gestures of people. Social interaction is critical to developing the skills needed
to understand other people’s moods and emotions. Hence children growing up interacting
mostly with social media may turn out non-empathetic and also become poor at
communicating verbally and nonverbally.
6. While some teenagers get affected by the pressure of having to react to posts of their
friends or respond to messages, others fear not being in the social loop. Called FOMO
(fear of missing out), teens obsessively check their media feeds for updates by friends as
they don’t want to miss out on jokes, activities, parties and gossip. FOMO is also known to
lead todepression and anxiety while being a major contributor to teenagers’ heavy use of
social media.
7. Obsession with the self and posting endless updates and ‘Selfie’ on social media is also
known to increase narcissism in youngsters. Their moods depend heavily on how
appreciated their photos are on social media and go into anxiety when they don’t get the
attention they expect. Having their own pages makes kids more self-centered. Some
vulnerable children would then live under the notion that everything revolves around them.
This is a precursor to dysfunctional emotional conditions later in their life and a lack of
empathy for others.
8. Selfies turned into the most popular thing with the advent of camera phones. Taking selfies
every hour and posting it on social media is strongly linked to narcissism and can trigger
obsessions with one’s looks. Some selfie addicts have been known to do dangerous things
such as scale skyscrapers, pose with wild animals or weapons or stand close to moving
vehicles such as trains to get a “cool” selfie which has ended fatally. Risky behavior is also
observed in teens as they participate in mass social media challenges that involve engaging
in absurd or dangerous activities while filming themselves.
9. Facebook and other social media platforms have had a negative effect on the brains of
youngsters. It infantilizes their brains to a state similar to a child that gets attracted to
bright colors and buzzing noises while having a short attention span. It is no surprise this
happens as it barely takes any concentration or thought process to participate in social
networking sites.
10. It is often the case with social media effect on child development that having grown
on superficial stimulus, children lack the ability to engage deeply with others and
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themselves. They end up living for perfect Instagram photos while missing out on the
actual experience of the event, which may be a vacation or having lunch with friends or
family.
Among other dangers of social networking sites for children include cybercrime and
cyber-bullying. Bullying is easier on social media platforms in the form of threatening
messages or subtle posts with offensive content directed at a particular person. Younger
children can also become targets of stalking by predatory individuals who intend to cause
harm. Parents must also be concerned with how social media affects children as it is easy
to gain access to explicit or violent content.

11.

Few Examples/Researches on how Social media is impacting on Growth &
Development of a Child:
A study published May 2014 in the Journal of Adolescent Health“studied 1,563 tenth
graders from five Southern California high schools to determine how much social media
use affects adolescent risk behaviors like smoking, drinking, and doing drugs.” The
researchers’ conclusions were disturbing. They warn: “Exposure to risky online content
had a direct impact on adolescents’ risk behaviors… friends’ online behaviors should be
considered a viable source of peer influence.”
If your A+ child is on Facebook 15 minutes a day to learn about ways to help others, then
congrats, you’re blessed with great fortune! If your child spends an additional 10 minutes
each day online to eradicate famine, pandemics, or chinchilla ranching, you remain a
parent to envy.
Unfortunately, pernicious preoccupations on Facebook are a bit more common. Is your
teenage son cackling at photos of his drunken friends vomiting at parties? Is your daughter
starving herself so her next half-naked “selfie” can match her stick-figured friend’s? Are
your tween twins suddenly losing sleep due to cyber victimization? If you don’t know the
answers, it’s time to ask — and well overdue to establish serious SNS rules. By limiting
hours per day, monitoring content, and openly explaining how SNS habits can negatively
impact their developing brains, you can be on your way to smart, and safe, digital
parenting.
Are there any simple rules for monitoring a child’s technology — whether it means video
games, tablets, cell phones, TV or social media? Unfortunately, there’s still so much we
don’t know about the long-term effects of technology on the brain. But since technology
isn’t going anywhere, parents need to think carefully about the role it plays in our
children’s lives. “Every child is different, so it is difficult to draw hard-and-fast rules, but I
think wise parents go for less tech use rather than more,” concludes psychologist Jane
Healy, author of Failure to Connect.
In the end, it’s vital to remember that your kids are watching you. The old adage “Do as I
say, not as I do” just doesn’t work when it comes to technology. If your face is pasted to
an electronic screen most of the time, your impressionable offspring will consider that
normal — and do the same. Shut off all gizmos regularly and enjoy face-to-face
conversation. Take your children outside, without digital toys, and enjoy the wind,
sunshine, trees, and flowers. Growing brains need the kind of nourishment that technology
— no matter how sophisticated and bewitching — can never supply.
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Abstract:
Now a day’s Digital Technology affects in every aspect of our daily lives. It has shown its
importance everywhere. So in education also it has huge impact. With the revolution in
technology, it is easier to share information and to connect with people across the world.
Digital technology has variety of applications in education system. Right from child
development, their classroom education to the development of empowerment; digital
technology made a large advancement.
Massive open online courses (MOOC) are one of such main application. MOOCs are
worldwide, web based and open to all courses which can engage hundreds or thousands of
students at a time. Huge Open Online Courses, or MOOCs, are online courses that permit
members free access and unrestricted interest to any course of their decision. Other than the
conventional methods of learning such as lectures, videos, recordings and perusing material;
MOOCs also give a stage for interactive forums. With the free courses MOOCs provide an
affordable and flexible way to learn new skills, advance your career and deliver quality
educational experiences at scale.

Introduction:
A Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) is a web-based platform which provides
unlimited number of students worldwide with a chance of distance education with the best
institutes in the world. Millions of people are learning in thousands of MOOCs offered by
prestigious universities worldwide. A MOOC is a free, massive, open, online course, that
allows unlimited participation. Some MOOCs can be relatively small in scale, while some
can be quite large.
MOOCS are asynchronous, open-access, Web-based courses geared toward enrolling
hundreds or thousands of students at a time. MOOCs deliver various degrees of studentstudent and student-instructor interaction.

History:
MOOCs were first started in 2008, created by George Siemens and Stephen Downs,
and was called “Connectivism and Connective Knowledge/2008” or CCK08. It was created
as a credit course for the University of Manitoba.
MOOCs really took off in 2012, when Professors Sebastian Thrun and Peter Norvig
of Stanford University offered the online course called “Introduction to Artificial
Intelligence”. This course had approximately 1,600,000 students participating from 190
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countries. After the success of Intro to Artificial Intelligence, Thrun and Nrovig started
Udacity, a business model for online knowledge sharing.
Thrun founded a company called Udacity in February 2012 which began to develop
and offer MOOCs for free. In April 2012, Andrew Ng and Daphne Koller, two other
Stanford CS professors, started a company called Coursera which partnered with universities
in preparing and offering MOOCs.

How does it works:
Think of it like an online platform where students and teachers come together and
form an online pool of resources, which are readily available for you to utilize. You have the
option of listening to lectures, downloading notes, contributing your own, and most
importantly, sharing your point of view by communicating with your peers. Networking
makes the process seem like a virtual online classroom.
For offering MOOC, interested institutions have an option to go for self-hosted
platforms, or use proprietary platform such as, Coursera, Udacity. When using self-hosted
platform, the providers can choose to 1) develop their own MOOC platform as done by IITK
by developing mooc KIT, or 2) use open-source platform available already.
Indian government always believes in promoting the use of existing open-source platform as
their preference. These platforms may require modification and customization as per the
needs. Currently, NPTEL and IITBX are live examples of such effort working effortlessly
using the open-source technology.

Structure of MOOC:
The common duration of a MOOC is from 6 to 12 weeks. A MOOC is accessible 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. The majority of the content is delivered asynchronously
(meaning students can access it in their own time and at their own pace). However,
sometimes there can be optional synchronous events such as 'live' webinars (interactive
sessions) which require participants to join in at specific dates/times.
A standard class becomes in a MOOC a set of videos of 5-10 minutes each.
The learning of students in a MOOC is usually assessed by multiple-choice questions.
An important component of MOOCs is assignments. Student have to upload
assignment solutions into the MOOC platform. Assignments can be evaluated and graded:
Automatically when possible.
Peer-to-peer: students evaluate and grade themselves.
Another component is the forum, where students post questions that other students
can answer.
Usually, there are no pre-requisites for taking a MOOC, apart from having access to a
computer with an internet connection. Most of the time, the educational or academic
background of students isn't important.
Students usually don't need to buy any books for these courses, because all reading is
either be provided within the MOOC content or is linked to open access texts.

Types of MOOC:
There are two main types of MOOCs: xMOOCs and cMOOCs:
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xMOOCs
xMOOCs are based on coustomary course structures and make use of established
teaching methodologies and materials. Students will watch pre-recorded lectures, complete
required readings, and participate in discussions as produced and curated by the course
instructor or an instructional team from a higher education institution. xMOOCs are regularly
independent and only every once in a long while use content outer to the fundamental
substance conveyance and learning stage.
cMOOCs
cMOOCs are based on connectivist learning models that privilege collaboration as a
form of active learning. Students in a cMOOC will work together to locate, evaluate, and
contribute course content, uploading materials (tweets, blog posts, blogs, wikis, etc.) to the
course using the learning platform. A cMOOC instructor or instructional team facilitates
learning by finalizing, aggregating, and assessing the students’ contributions to the course.
Even as other asynchronous online courses, have been available for decades, MOOCs
are one of the most recent evolutions in online learning, due to their asynchronous nature,
global reach, relationship to college credit, and fully-online design and delivery. Due to their
immediate and ongoing popularity for both current students and lifelong learners, MOOCs
seem to be signaling several important trends that will continue for the foreseeable future.

MOOC’s provider:
There are various notable institutions, both non-profit and commercial, that offer
these courses worldwide with the help of MOOC providers. A few of these are listed below,
• NPTEL (India): Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) and Indian Institute of Science
(IISc.) offer online courses through this platform which require no registration and are free
of cost.
• WizIQ (India and USA): IIT Delhi, India offers this course through this platform which
requires registration and fees to study courses offered by them.
• Open2Study: The headquarters of this platform for online courses is based out of Australia.
• Coursera: The headquarters of this platform for online courses is based out of USA.
• edX: The headquarters of this platform for online courses is based out of USA.
• udemy: The headquarters of this platform for online courses is based out of USA.
Coursera : The topmost provider of MOOCs
Online Courses being a norm now, there are a lot of organizations out there that offer
these MOOC courses, Coursera being one of them. Coursera was launched 4 years ago with
an intention to make courses available for students or anybody who wants to learn, by
offering them online. It offers online courses ranging from the sciences, i.e. Physics and
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Biology to Humanities, Social Sciences and even Digital Marketing, Designing, etc. Coursera
happens to be the top most provider of MOOCs with over 2000+ courses to offer.

The Advantages of MOOC’s:
1. Courses are offered for free
2. Access to courses offered by teachers at the top schools
3. Courses are accessible to an immense and various gathering of people over the globe
4. Students' execution can be observed effectively utilizing the data captured during the start
of courses
5. Both professors and learners get overall introduction, therefore enhancing academic
procedures and learning sharing
6. Can be used as a tool in a blended learning program, where students can access more
information than what is provided in the class

The Disadvantages of MOOCs:
1. Can’t provide for personalized courseware and attention from a guide
2. It is hard to keep track of students’ assignments and involvement
3. Learners with inabilities and a poor Internet connection can’t use MOOCs
4. Language can be a barrier while offering MOOCs
5. MOOCs can’t be used as a credit-earning course at universities

Future scope of MOOC:
As it is being pointed out, MOOC cannot replace the conventional approach of classroom
learning but it can be used as an elective technique to bridge the gap between various schools
of learning. It has been said however that MOOC has certain limitations which are listed
below:
• Although digitalization is a must now, there are many nations that are unable to
provide the basic necessities to enrol for MOOCs hence the spread of MOOCs are limited.
• It is not always certain that all MOOCs provide degrees, certificates and/or diplomas
which limits the number of candidates that enrol for these courses as many companies ask
for records of the education levels achieved and candidates are unable to provide them with
the same.
• A student’s life is confined to one room that has internet access and a laptop or a
computer which allows little or no interaction with the outside world.
• Since MOOCs are web-based, there is no monitoring of the candidates/students,
which conveys a danger of literary theft or swindling.

Employment Opportunities post Online Education:
The new world of online education provides reasonable education of college-level
courses in many fields of study. However, it is said that employers are not completely
persuaded with the level of education and coursework provided by the MOOCs unless the
candidate is looking for jobs in the Technology or Computer Science area.
Generally, it is said that MOOCs are centered around providing instruction that will
enhance skills in specific fields of study, mostly focused on technology, science and
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mathematics. Although some of the online courses provide records of completion of the
courses, the online education concept is relatively new. It is found that students are ready for
this new concept however many employers are still hesitant and sceptical about it.
To summarize, MOOCs are a great platform for higher education not just in India but
all over the world but it comes with its pros and cons when it comes down to the future
prospects of students that have passed out of MOOCs. Since the concept is new and has
garnered praise recently, it can turn out to be one of the best concepts off late.
In spite of the fact that there are a couple of downsides, MOOCs have a great deal of
potential for reexamining the manner in which we learn.

Challenges for MOOC in India :
1) Technological Infrastructure: MOOC needs the high speed internet connections for
accessing the content delivered in their courses. In a developing country like India, Internet
and computers comes under luxury and their availability is confined mainly to the urban
areas.
2) Investment: Offering the MOOC is a costly affair that includes the cost of infrastructure,
platforms, content creation, human resources and many more. In India, the institutions do not
have many capitals to invest in such event so it is not easy for an individual institution to
offer such services.
3) Diversified Needs: India is a widely diversified country having multicultural societies and
different languages spoken. For acceptance of MOOC among the huge domain of audience,
they need to agree upon a common language of speaking eg. English.
4) Adoption of MOOC among learners: Generally in MOOC courses the communication
between a teacher and learner and among learner as well is in written form. It results in the
lack of oral communication skills among the learners and to improve this they need undergo a
traditional program.
5) Quality: To create and deliver quality content in MOOC, quality of teachers and technical
staff is required. India has huge vacancies of teachers not filled, compounded by
infrastructure deficit as the absence of laboratories. Also, it may be possible that teachers are
not technically sound to create course content using the tools.
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‘saaoiSaAla imaDIyaa^M AaOr iSaxaa maoM Youtubeka ]pyaaoga’
p`a.sauima~a idvaaNa
Aisa.p`aofosar
DI.vaaya.paTIla ka^laoja Aa^f [jyaukoSana
(baI.eD.A^ND ema.eD)ipMprI puNao

p`stavanaavaoba 2.0 Sabd saamaanyat: vaoba p`aoga`amaaoM AaOr ePlaIkoSansa ko ilae p`yau@t haota hO.yah
jaanakarI baMaTnao, saucanaaAaoM ko Aadanap`dana krnao,

]pyaaogakta- kI sahjata kao Qyaana maoM r#a kr

banaayaa gayaa hO AaOr yah valD- vaa[D vaoba sao jaaoDnao kI sauivaQaa p`dana krta hO.
vaoba 2.0 saamaga`I isaMiDkoSana AaOr naoTvak- p`aoTaoka^la ka ]pyaaoha krko ga`ahk AaOr sava-r ko
saa^FTvaoAr kI xamataAaoM kao ek saaqa imalaata hO.
vaoba 2.0 ]pkrNa kI ivaSaoYatae^-M
1)

vaoba 2.0 Wara Aa^nalaa[-na saRijat ivaYaya vastu ka inamaa-Na sahyaaoga krnaa, saaJaa krnaa,
[sako baaro mao hO.

2)

[sa tknaIk sarlata ka sao ]pyaaoga krnao ko baaro mao BaI hO.

3)

vaoba 2.0 hO jaao vaoba Wara saucanaa p`aPt krnao ko ilae Aitir@t dur tk phucanaoka

Avasar p`dana krto hO.
4)

ek dusaro ko saaqa Ant:iËyaa AaOr sahyaaoga krnao ka Avasar p`dana krtI hO.

5)

yah ]pBaao@ta inaima-tI ivaYaya-vastu ko inamaa-taAao ko $p mao haota hO.

6) [sasao ivaivaQa ]pkrnaao ka ]dahrNa banaae^M jaata hO.vah inacao maoSocial Networking, saa[T\sa,blaa^ga, ivaDIAao, SaoArIMgasaa[-Dsa, haosTosa saivh-saosa [%yaadI
einaimaTI

T^ga saIDI

eDmaaoD
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TOD
ivakI sposaoja

T\ivaTr
ikD blaa^ga

Social
Networking

Anya laa^ga

yau-Tyauba
mauDla

Dubala
gaugala
AaODaisaTI

maa[--sposa

iSaxaa ko xao~ maoMYoutube1. parMspairk iËyaa(Interactivity)Youtube onlineiSaxaa ko kaya-Ëma str AaOr ivaiQa daonaaoM mao parspairk iËyaa p`dana krto

hO.
parMspairk iËyaa kxaa-kxa mao ivaVaqaI-yaao AaOr p`iSaxakaoM kI ivacaarao ka Aadana-p`dana krnao mao
samaqa- banaatI hO.
2. vaoba iSaxak(The Web Teacher)
vaoba iSaxak ijasanao ApnaI hstklaa kao baiZ,yaa ZMga sao saI#a r#aa hO.vao ApnaI
hstklaaeyoutube kI maaQyamasao Aagao hstaMtrIt kr saktI hO.
3.dursqa iSaxaa
bahut saI yauinavhisa-TI mao [sa iSaxaa kI vyavasqaa hO tba Ca~ao kao saMp`oYaNa krnao ko ilea idSaI
AaOr maaga-dSa-na krnao ko ilaeyoutube videoek pirNaamakark maaga- ho.
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4. svatM~ AiQagama kao calaanaa
Youtube pr ivaivaQa SaOixakvideohaoto hO, ]sao baarbaar do#akr Avalaaokna kr ko iSaxaaqaI- ka

svatM~ AiQagama hao sakta hO AaOr baZavaa BaI imala sakta hO.
5. yaaogyataAaoM ka p`yaaoga(Moulding of Abilities)
Youtube iSaxaa p`iËyaa ko ]ccastr ka Aqa- hO saI#anao mao yaaogyataAaoM ka ivaiSaYTya p`yaaoga krnaa

haota hO.
6. You-tube based teaching & Learning
iSaxaa kI baZtI hu[- maaMga AaOr na[- tkinakI Wara Ca~aoM sao baZtI hu[- AiBapòrNaa kao Qyaana maoM
r#akryou-tube AaQaairt iSaxaNa AaOr iSaxaa maoM p`BaavaSaIlata sao ]pyaaoga kro.
7. SaOxaiNak ivhDIAaoYoutubepr iSaxaNa ko p`%yaok kxaa ko p`%yaok BaaYaa ko hjaarao video banao hue hO [nako ]pyaaoga hma

AQyayana AQyagama p`iËyaa mao krto hO.
8. &ana ka BaMDarYoutube pr Anaokvideohaoto hO.[sako karNa yah ek &ana ka BaMDar hO.Ca~ kaosvayaM-AQyayana

kao ]pyau@t hO.
9. Videobanaanaa AaOr SaoAr krnaa-

Aap ApnaI klpnaaAaoM saovideobanaakr SaoAr kr sakto hO.]sako baadComment BoxmaoM
p`itiËyaa BaI p`aPt kr sakto hO.
AmaUt- ivacaar maUt- haoto hO.
ivaValaya mao iSaxaNa ivaYaya ko Anaok saMklpnaae^M spYT krko ko ilaeyoutube]pyaaogaI haota
hO.
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]da.1) gaiNat ivaYaya ko i~kaoNaimatI maapna-gauNaakar vaaZ [.GaTk AasaanaI sao pZ sakto hO.
2) [.saatvaI iva&ana ivaYaya ko baaro maoM vanasptI Aaraogya [na saBaI ko baaroM maoM jaanakarI
p`dana ik hO.
3) saamaaijak iva&ana [sa ivaYaya ko baaro maoM saatvaI kxaa maRda Aprdna evaM AprNa ko
baaro maoM saBaI jaanakarI hO.
4) [ya%ta- AazvaI kxaa ko AMgaòjaI ivaYaya sao saMbaMQaItwhat is anivakIipDIyaa
[sako baaro mao jaanakarI.
You-Tube]pkrNa ka $bair@sa ko AaQaar pr ivaSaoYatae^-M

1) phu^McaAaja Digitalyauga mao hr vya@tI ko pasa maaobaa[-laGoogleko maaf-t hr kao[u- sekr rha hO [sailae
]sakI phu^Mca savaao-%tma hO.
2) sva$pYou tubeek dRSya -Eaavya saaQana hO.SaOxaiNak AaOr saMdiBa-ya video Aap do#a sakto
hO.Aapko video AaOr ivacaarao Wara saMpòYaNa BaI haota hO AaOr comment Box mao Aapkao like AaOr sauJaava
BaI p`aPt haoto hO.
ivaYaya-vastYoutubemaoM iSaxaa kI hr kxaa AaOr ivaYaya vastu ko video]plabQa hO AaOr ]nakI

SaOxaiNak @laailaTI p`maaiNat kI jaa caukI hO.
AMt:iËyaaiSaxak-iSaxaaqaI-,

iSaxaaqaI--iSaxaaqaI-,

iSaxaaqaI--p`Saasana]nako

drmyaanacommunicationAMt:iËyaa haotI hO.[sailae maoM [sa sava-%tma EaoNaI dota hO.
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Anaup`yaaoga/ AnaukulataAnaup`yaaoga/ Anaukulata [saka Aqa- hO yauka krnaoM mao sahaya%ta.[sa ksaaoTI pryoutubesava%tma hO.baDI sahjata sao iSaxaa maoM [saka ]pyaaoga haota hO.
saMdBa- : [Midra gaaMQaI mau@t ivaVapIz kaosa- 131 dursqa iSaxaNa
vaobasaa[-T :www.wikipedia.com
www.slsd.org
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ABSTRACT
Social media today has found an inevitable place in a person’s daily life ranging from
shopping to networking and education to being used as a business tool. Most of these
available as applications on a handheld mobile device have become an inseparable part of
life. It is to a great extent an extension of one’s own identity on a digitally connected world.
Social media have played a central role in our children’s daily lives. The media has
demonstrated profound effects, both positive and negative, on children’s physical, cognitive,
social, and emotional developments. Children are attached to technology mostly telephones,
televisions and computers/laptops in recent years, which is resulting in major changes in their
physical, cognitive, social and emotional developments. Social media can influence some of
these development features as it changes the way children are communicating, sharing
contents and it also allows them to be connected all times of a day.
Keywords: Social media, networking, education, mobile device, children, physical,
cognitive, social, emotional developments, technology.
INTRODUCTION
Social media today has been an inevitable part of a person’s daily life ranging from
communication, information, shopping to networking and education to being used as a
business tool. The ambit of social media includes social networking websites such as
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter as well as blogs and other platforms of connection such as
Reddit, Snapchat and WhatsApp. Most of these available as applications on a handheld
mobile device have become an inseparable part of life. It is to a great extent an extension of
one’s own identity on a digitally connected world. These apps have become day to day
routine of a person’s life.
Social media has been defined as “forms of electronic communication (such as
websites for social networking and micro blogging) through which users create online
communities to share information, ideas, personal messages, and other content (such as
videos)”.High profile social networking sites include Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Given the emerging popularity of instant messaging services, such as WhatsApp, Facebook
Messenger and Snapchat, we have also explored research on such messaging where available
(Frith, Emily 2017).
Social media has been mainly defined to refer to “The many relatively inexpensive
and widely accessible electronic tools that facilitate anyone to publish and access
information, collaborate on a common effort, or build relationship” (as cited by Siddique,
Sabnoor & Singh, Tajinder). New media and technologies are developing and replacing one
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another at a dramatic pace. As a matter of fact, today’s children and teens are spending more
time with media than in real conversations, sharing and in studies.
Social media is a term that has been common for quite a time. The Oxford dictionary
characterizes the term as "sites and applications that empower clients to make and offer
content or to take an interest in social system administration". Social media are online
technology platforms that help people to connect together, who are far and near. It is used to
build relationship among people. Today throughout the world, social and technological
changes are taking place rapidly. The most well-known social media platforms are Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, Whatsapp. These websites allow you to share, views,
photos, videos and information, organise events, chat, and play online games. Social
networks have become very popular in recent years because of the rapid increasing, access
and affordability of internet enabled devices such as personal computers, mobile devices,
laptops and other innovations such as tablets.
THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON PHYSICAL, COGNITIVE, SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF A CHILD
In child development, a child goes through various stages and transition, where not
only his/her identity formation takes place, but also peer relationships, sexuality and self
esteem are exploited. Today for children social media is place where their issues are being
explored. A transformation is being noted in how children communicate, establish and
maintain relationship and find social support with one another. Furthermore, it has been seen
in various studies that time spent with media decreases the amount of time available for
pursuing other more beneficial activities such as sports, physical activity, community service,
cultural pursuits, family time and other hobbies.
The use of media has an impact on social relationships, social well-being and time
available for sleep. School related study and other activities are affected by social media.
Online-networks provide a platform for social comparison and envy.Social Media is widely
used and boon and bane at the same time. It facilitates global communication in seconds,
connects deserted areas with the civilisation, play an important role in e-commerce and above
all in the participation and democratisation process. But the list of disadvantages and threats
is also long ( Zeitel, Natasha, 2014).
Social Media and Physical Development
The content that the children are viewing may impact important domains of their
development. One of the domains that social media can hinder would be child’s physical
development, which would include any aspects of the human body that one can see. Body
image is the dynamic perception of one’s body. It includes how the body looks, feels, and
moves, and is shaped by perception, emotions, physical sensations, and is not static, but can
change in relation to mood, physical experience, and environment (Croll, 2005). Social media
is a tool where boys and girls can learn about beauty and body standards and ideals,
especially ones within a certain culture, which can impact body image (as cited by Aaron
Bryant, 2018).
Social Media and Cognitive Development
Another domain that social media can affect would be cognitive development in
adolescence. Jean Piaget is one of the most widely known theorists of adolescent cognitive
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development. He believes that they are actively constructing their own cognitive worlds and
organizing their experiences (Santrock, 2015; as cited in Aaron Bryant, 2018). Adolescents
separate important ideas from less important ones and connect one idea to another (Bryant,
Aaron). Social media can have an adverse impact on cognitive development among children
and one of the areas that can be hampered would be academic achievement. Social media can
be an obstruction in the way of a child learning and impact their academic achievement. It
leads to their lower achievement level and negative academic performance. It not only gets in
the way of their studies but also affect other curricular and co-curricular activities adversely.
Social media has various merits but it also has some demerits which affect people negatively.
False information can lead the education system to failure (Siddique, Sabnoor and Tajinder
Singh, 2016).
Social Media and Social & Emotional Development
Social development in children is best described in the contexts in which occurs.
Social development occurs in relation to peers, family, school, work, and the community
(American Psychological Association, 2002). The relationships that children form during this
time is very important, and if anything negative happens it can severely impact social
development. The negative impacts can lead to issues regarding self-esteem, peer pressure,
and cyberbullying, which can possibly lead to depression and suicide (APA, 2002). Social
media can definitely exacerbate the issues revolving around social development. Teenagers
are using social media constantly and remaining in contact at all times, and children can face
peer victimization and rejection. There is construct called cyber-ostracism, which is the
feeling of being ignored or excluded over the internet. This construct has become a threat to
human needs, like belonging and self-esteem. The intended goal of social media is to connect
people, so no one should ever be lonely or disconnected (Bryant, Aaron, 2018).
Negative feedback through social media is likely to occur, which can have negative
effects on adolescent social development, since social acceptance and approval in a peer
group is crucial in the development of an adolescent’s self-concept (Bryant, Aaron, 2018).
Using social media is leading to defective social relationship, spending countless
hours on the internet, children have little or no time for the family and actual friends. This
weakens the family bond and limit interaction with actual people. These children miss out on
real life interaction with different relatives. This results in distorted social skills and also
limited real life social network leading to social isolation (Jacob, Nwannabuike Anioke,
2017).
Using excess of social media may lead to facebook depression, that develops when
children spend more time on social media sites such as facebook and then begin to exhibit
symptoms of depression. Spending long hours on internet, children spend very less time with
family and friends in person. This leads to limited interaction. Children miss out interaction
with different relatives, which is leading to social isolation(Undiyaundeye, Florence, 2014).
Social media does have some benefits. Some development benefits of social media help them to
connect with others on social networking sites. Children make friends not from their own
surroundings and culture but also with others who have different social and cultural background. It
help them create their own social circle, people with same interests, hobbies, same ideas etc. social
media also have some intellectual benefits like developing problem solving and critical thinking
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skills. It helps children in being creative, imaginative, as they go through different types of content on
these sites. Spending time with social media children are sometimes motivated to do things which
interests them like art, craft, music etc. spending time on social media also make children aware of
things happening around the world through news, current affairs and documentaries.
The children also use it for social interaction, social identity, peer interactions status
enhancement and symbol, communication like email or chat, Face book, Twitter as they mature, they
begin to use Internet for global contact towards career, business networking etc. Social media also
increase reading, writing, and critical thinking skills through using blogs, chat room and help them, to
becoming involved in message boards such as movie and news site. Social media also make children
aware of various technological innovations around us. They are now up to date and more tech savvy.

Social media also has many potential positive influences on young people’s lives, such as
increasing social connections, helping with homework and enabling teenagers to develop
their identities and share creative projects.Making new friends particularly with people with
shared interests; Community involvement, such as charitable or political activism; sharing
new creative projects such as online videos, blogs and podcasts; developing an individual
identity during adolescence.Engaging in various forms of social media is a routine activity
that has shown to benefit children by enhancing communication, social connection and even
technical skills. Social media sites provide multiple opportunities for connecting with friends,
and people with same interests.
CONCLUSION
Social media is part of everyday life now a day. It has become inseparable part of a
person life. Social media has given rise to a new cultural shift. Through social media children
are not only making friends but it also gives them platform to communicate, express
themselves and share their views, content and interests. Children now a day have found a
totally different way to express themselves, interact with one another and use their creativity.
Social networking has changed the way children used to learn. Learning is now available to
them in just a click and that too from different sources. It has changed what children do with
their leisure time.
Social media has become important part of our lives and have much to teach our children.
Now a day children spend more time on social media than in reality. It is affecting their
development in number of ways. Social media is adversely affecting children physical, social,
and emotional development. Sitting with mobile phones, laptops and tablets for long hours
and constantly focussing on screen for a long time affects not only their mental health but
eyesight and physical development too. Children now a day love spending time with phones
rather than playing out with friends in the ground. They are getting away from nature and are
spending more time confined in the four walls. Due to this their academic performance is also
deteriorating. Social development occurs in relation to the people around us like, peers,
relatives, neighbours. But now a day children are making more friends on social networking
sites rather than in real life. They don’t have time to make real friends, meets relatives,
neighbours etc. this is affecting their social and emotional development badly.
In other words, social media is changing the way people view themselves, and that
can be negative. Social media may affect an adolescent’s development physically,
cognitively, or socially, which can possibly lead to issues with their overall psychological
well-being, such as stress, anxiety or depression.
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Introduction:
Origin of Massive open online course (MOOCs):A massive open online course is an online course aimed at unlimited participation
and open access via the web. In addition to traditional course materials, such as filmed
lectures, readings, and problem sets, many MOOCs provide interactive courses with user
forums to support community interactions among students, professors, and teaching
assistants, as well as immediate feedback to quick quizzes and assignments. MOOCs are a
recent and widely researched development in distance education, first introduced in 2006
and emerged as a popular mode of learning in 2012.
The term MOOC was coined to refer to a course developed by Stephen George
Siemens. Their intention was to exploit the possibility for interactions between wide varieties
of participants made possible by online tools so as to provide a richer learning environment
than traditional tools would allow. 25 students attended the course on the campus of the
University of Manitoba, and a further 2300 from around the world participated online.
MOOCs with an emphasis on interactions and connectivity are now called cMOOCS.
In the fall of 2011, Stanford offered three courses for free online. Peter enrolment
of over 160,000 students from around the world. Over 20,000 students completed the
course. These xMOOCs focused less on interaction between students and more on
exploiting the possibilities of reaching a massive audience.
Thrun founded a company in February 2012 which began to develop and offer
MOOCs for free. In April 2012, Two other Stanford CS professors, named Andrew and
Daphne started a company which partnered with universities in preparing and offering
MOOCs.
MIT developed the MITx platform for offering MOOCs, which was renamed edX
when a partnership with Harvard was formed. The non-profit edX which develops and offers
MOOCs now has over 30 university partners including McGill. The consortium has made
available an open source version of the platform which can be used and developed by other
institutions and individuals. The consortium also carries out research into learning using new
technologies by analysing data it obtains from students in the courses. Indeed, the consortium
is an outgrowth of an earlier MIT project engaged in such research.
More than 4 million students have enrolled for Course MOOCs; both Udacity and
edX have enrolled over a million students in their MOOCs. Udacity partnered with Sam
Jose State to
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offer for-credit courses which were not free but were very low cost and blended
MOOCs material with support from on-campus professors and teaching assistants
Technical Principal
The technical pillar of MOOCs is, of course, related to distance learning. The history
of distance learning is itself intimately linked to technology. From the postal system to the
radio, the television, and eventually the internet, each of these technological advancements
paved the way for distance learning.
Ideological Principal
The idea of “Education for All” is the second founding pillar of MOOCs. Nikolai
Frederik Severin Grundtvig of Denmark was the first to theorize about what would later
become known as the folk high school. These schools aim to provide theoretical and practical
skills to anyone who wishes to attend, regardless of their age, financial means, or social
background. This movement continued to be popular throughout the 20th Century in Europe.
With the arrival of the internet, other movements supporting the democratization of
education have also emerged.
Uses of MOOC
 College Readiness –In early 2013, news spread about the University of
WisconsinLacrosse creating an open online course to help pre-college students prepare for
the challenge of a college-level math course. The first goal listed for the College Readiness
MathMOOC is to help high school students, “assess their current readiness to pursue math
courses at the post-secondary level.” A similar effort is in place at Boward College‟s Skills
Academy, a grant-funded pilot to offer college readiness courses in reading, writing and
math. There are dozens of these college readiness MOOCs available to high school students,
and we can expect to see more of them. Not only do they meet a real need but they serve as
way for Universities to address retention issues by helping students better prepare for the
challenges of college coursework.
 MOOC as a the Foundation for High School Blended Learning Courses –collegelevelMOOCs as part of their middle school STEM programming, mixing the MOOC content
with face-to-face activities. This trend is expanding quickly, especially in informal ways,
with individual high school teachers having groups of students sign up together for a MOOC
as a resource or supplement to what they are doing in class. In many cases, the teacher is still
meeting with students each day or several times a week, using the class time to offer
individual and small group help, engaging in supplemental discussions, or building upon
what was taught in the MOOC, or adding new concepts and activities.
 AP Preparation MOOCs –Consider the 1-year free trial through Amplify MOOC,
wherestudents take a MOOC that prepares them to take the computer science AP course. In
addition, they design a model where high schools can sign on and get more resources to
supplement the online learning with some face-to-face support.
 Career Exploration MOOCs offer high school students with a chance to experiment
withand explore potential careers in any number of specialized areas that are typically not
examined on the high school level.
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 High School Credit –More high schools are experimenting with offering students
thechance to earn high school credit in courses that are not offered in a traditional
format.
a. Self-blended Learning –Even as high school teachers and administrators are
exploringthe possibility of using MOOCs, more students are doing so on their own. These
self-motivated students are learning about the power of using MOOCs to learn something
that interests them, even if it is not offered by their local high school. Some high school
students have also discovered that they can take a MOOC version of a high school course
that they are taking and using the MOOC as a sort of study or support group for the
traditional course.
7) Differentiated Instruction and Meeting Needs of Individual Learners –Suppose
aperson who took two MOOCs through the University of Edinburgh. It is an interesting
perspective on a role that MOOCs can play to help increase access and opportunity for
different types of learners.
 Shared Courses across High Schools –If growing conversation and interest among
highschools and high school teachers about co-developing MOOCs or smaller open courses
to have a shared learning experience for students in high schools around the world. This
allows teachers to collaborate around common courses/topics, and students get to experience
connected learning and a more diverse student body. Teachers plan and prepare the blended
or entirely online learning experiences for their students. Everything is in place for this to
happen with minimal costs. education, namely that education today is larger than schooling.
Learning to learn in an increasingly
 Developing Connected Learning Competencies –Other high schools or individual
highschool age people recognize the rapid change taking place in contemporary connected
and digital world is a 21st century skill, and MOOCs are one of many excellent ways to
experience and develop such competencies.
The Advantages of MOOCs:
 Courses are offered for free
 Access to courses offered by professors at the top schools
 Courses are available to a vast and diverse audience across the globe
 Learners‟ performance can be monitored easily using the data captured during the start
of courses
 Both professors and learners get world-wide exposure, thus improving
pedagogical techniques and knowledge sharing
 Can be used as a tool in a blended learning program, where students can access
more information than what is provided in the class
The Disadvantages of MOOCs:
1. Can‟t provide for personalized courseware and attention from a tutor
2. It is difficult to keep track of students‟ assignments and involvement
3. Learners with disabilities and a poor Internet connection can‟t use MOOCs
4. Language can be a barrier while offering MOOCs
5. MOOCs can‟t be used as a credit-earning course at universities
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Why MOOCs are taking over the world?
First, we now have bandwidth and easy access to content from any device.
Most of companies are now gone because bandwidth was a problem and frankly we
had two recessions to deal with. It was too expensive and IT departments often blocked the
content. We also had to deal with Flash technology (which didn't always work correctly) and
there were no mobile players.
This time you can find a course, register, and start it anywhere. The videos play from
any device and you can start a course at home, continue it at work, and finish it over the
weekend. From anywhere.
Second, we now have Freemium business models that work.
The second problem that plagued online learning companies before was the need to
charge a lot of money for courses. Most of their content for free, as a trial or free offering - and
then they charge for higher-end content, accreditation, or a more complete integrated offering.
So you can try a course, learn something, and then decide later how much you want to pay. So
much easier to get started, and eventually you do find that it's worth spending the money.

Third, the value of education is now higher than ever.
As in today's economy "The Learning Curve is Earning Curve." Today our skills
drive our earnings. The radical expanding of the job market to contract, contingent, and
global workers has made it easier than ever for an employer to hire "just the right person" for
every job. That means that you (or me) as a professional better stay current on what's going
on!
Everywhere I go I run into people who are re-educating themselves. Software
engineers are learning how to develop on mobile platforms. HR professionals are learning
about statistics and behavioral economics.
Fourth, the content is fantastic. And we can easily rate it.
The quality of the content itself. The fears of professors giving away IP are over
What's next?
MOOC platforms get better. Finally, the MOOC platforms, while good, can be
better.Think about an entire learning experience, social network, assessment platform,
and continuous learning experience online. The MOOC platforms are mostly course
delivery systems.
The day is coming when anyone with a computer or phone can learn just about anything.
Sure, online learning will never fully replace face to face education but for many of the things
we want to know we CAN learn them online. And it can be quite enjoyable and recreational
as well.
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Open Educational Resources (OER
“Open Educational Resources are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the
public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their
free use and repurposing by others. OER include full courses, course materials, modules,
textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools, materials, or techniques
used to support access to knowledge.”
The term OER was initially adopted at 2002 UNESCO Forum on the Impact of Open
Courseware for Higher Education in Developing Countries to refer some related
contents such as “open courseware”, “open learning resources” and “open teaching /
learning resources”.
The often used definition refers to OER as teaching, learning and research materials in any
medium that reside in the public domain and have been released under an open license
that permits access, use, repurposing, reuse and distributed on by others with no or limited
restrictions .
These resources include materials of different granularity levels such as full courses, syllabi,
course materials, textbooks, lessons, assessment, and simulation software; furthermore, these
can have different formats such as web pages, documents, presentations, video streaming,
images, and podcasts. In the case of full courses, these can include resources in many
formats that can be used in a separate way.
GOALS
Support the development of effective, standards-aligned open educational resources for
teachers and students and promote OER as a way to increase educational access and equity
in the developing world.
Reduce the cost of college and increase the quality of pedagogy by ensuring that OER,
including open textbooks, are freely available for postsecondary courses, and that OER based degree pathways are widely accessible in community colleges.
Support people and institutions promoting OER, research on OER effectiveness, and the
technical basis for OER, including policy and advocacy, research, open licenses,
interoperability, and accessibility standards.
Benefits in using OER
1. Saves costs for students
OER can offer drastic savings in the cost of education. Some of your students who otherwise
cannot afford to buy expensive textbooks or other course materials will enjoy this affordable
option when taking your course.
2. Grants access to more quality choices
There are many online courses .Students in low-resource environments can enjoy the
recorded lectures and video tutorials developed by other institutions. Many other universities,
colleges, and other educational institutions in higher education are preparing to offer open
online courses to the public. Educators are happily sharing their life work with more students
and enjoying the greater influence their materials have on larger audiences.
3. Helps preparation for course and retention of knowledge after course
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If an instructor opens his/her own course materials, and shares them with the public it
greatly enhances opportunities for learning for both students who already took the course
and the prospective students.
Students often would like to check out the course materials before the term begins. If
students have that opportunity to take a look at the course materials it will help them make an
informed decision in choosing the right course, and preparing themselves for the class.
Students also would like to revisit their course materials after the quarter/semester is
over to refresh their memories or to further study the topics. Open course materials will help
them reinforce what they have learned and further develop their level of understanding in the
area.

7. More clarity and/or certainty regarding reuse of materials
If you’re re-using someone else‟s materials, the most notable reason for using OER
is peace of mind. The resources are licensed to allow the sharing of content and so you will
not need to contact the author about making use of his or her work provided that what you
want to do falls within the „open‟ license. OERs are free at the point of use, so you will not
need to provide monetary compensation for using them. Then there is the opportunity of
discovering alternative ideas for presenting and teaching your subject matter or being able to
point your students to the alternative explanations for further study
5. Other benefits
1. Showcases research to widest possible audience
2. Enhances a university‟s reputation, teacher or researcher
3. Social responsibility – provides education for all
4. Shares best practice
5. Allows for peer review
6. Maximizes the use and increases availability of educational materials
7. Raises standard of educational resources by gathering more contributors
Open education is an attitude, a practice, and a method of teaching that inspires inquiry, equal
access to course materials, and sharing lessons and materials with the wider community.
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‘AaQauinak iSaxaa maoM ivaikipDIyaa ]pkrNa ka ]pyaaoga’
p`a.imanaaxaI paTIla
Aisa.p`aofosar
DI.vaaya.paTIla ka^laoja Aa^f [jyaukoSana
(baI.eD.A^ND ema.eD)ipMprI puNao
p`stavanaa :
Aajakla dUr AiQagama ko iSaxaaiqa-yaaoM ko ilae [--- AiQagama ek p`BaavaSaalaI ivaklp bana cauka
hO. [--AiQagama saMsaaQanaaoM maoM ivaiBanna p`kar hO, ijanamaoM sao ek hO vaoba-AaQaairt saMsaaQana. [samaoM
saimmalaIt hO - vaOba AaQaairt ePlaIkoSansa yaa saovaaeM ijana tk eca.TI.TI.pI.yaa
eca.TI.TI.pI.esa.ko ]pyaaoga Wvaara phu^Mcaa jaata hO . vaOba AaQaairt saMsaaQanaaoM maoM vah p`%yaok
vastu Saaimala hO jaao iksaI BaI p`kar sao mau#ya $p sao vaOba maoM yaa iksaI BaI p`kar sao mau#ya $p sao vaOba maoM
yaa iksaI BaI naOTvak- maoM saUcanaa p`NaalaI maoM phcaanaI, naaimat, saMbaaoiQat AaOr inayaMi~t kI jaa saktI hO.
[sako ]dahrNa hO - Aa]TlaUk, vaOba e@saosa AaOr Anya vaoba AaQaairt [--- maola, p`aoga`amsa, vaOba
paoT-lsa, kaOrpaoroT [MT/anaOT AaOr maanak vaOba sava-rsa.
naoiTva ep AaOr vaOba AaQaairt ep ek AaOr samaana hO. ek naoiTva ep vah hO jaao ek ivaSaoYa
maMca ko ilae banaa haota hO - jaOsao - Aa[faona yaa enD/aeD, ]nakI kaoD laa[baòrIsa ka ]pyaaoga AaOr
]nako ]plabQa haD-vaoAr ivaSaoYataAaoM tk phu^Mcanaa. dusarI AaOr vaOba-AaQaairt A^p vah hO jaao vaOba pr
haosT ikyaa gayaa hO AaOr maaobaa[-la yaM~ pr ba`a}jar Wara e@saosa ikyaa jaata hO.
]d\doSya 1) ApnaI psaMd ko iksaI vaoba 2.0 ]pkrNa kI ivaSaoYataAaoM kao spYT kroMgao.
2) vaoba 2.0 ]pkrNa ko p`yaaoga ko Apnao AnauBava ko AaQaar pr AaQaairt Aaklana hotu $bairk ka
Anaup`yaaoga kroMgao.
vaoba 2.0 ]pBaao@ta Wvaara Aa^nalaa[-na saRjaIt ivaYayavastu ka inamaa-Na krnaa, sahyaaoga krnaa, saMpadna
krnaa AaOr saaJaa krnao ko ilae ËaMitkarI trIkaoM ko baaro maoM hO .
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ivaSaoYatae^ yah tknaIkI kao sarlata sao ]pyaaoga krnao ko baaroM maoM hOM @yaaoM ik tknaIkI ka ]pyaaoga hO.
1) gaOr-ro#aIya inado-Sa pazyaËma Wvaara p`dana ike jaa rho &ana kI puit- hotu iSaxaaiqayaaoM kao saamaga`I ko saaqa gaOr ro#aIya
ZMga sao prspr iËyaa krnaoM maoM saxama banaanao ko ilae yah pyaa-Pt ha[pr ilaM@sa p`dana krto hO.
2) sahyaaogaa%mak iËyaaklaap yah saamaga`I, cacaa-, faormsa, sahyaaogaa%mak iËyaaklaap Aaid ko maaQyama sao AiQagama p`iËyaa maoM
saiËya sahBaaigata AaOr ivacaaraoM ko ga`Mqa na AaOr saMgazna ko ilae Avasar p`dana krtI hO.
3)phu^Mca saamaaiyak phu^Mca p`dana krtI hO, p`itidna 24 GaMTo 7 idna saPtah ko saBaI kao ilaMga, Aayau,, jaait,
SaairrIk AaOr saamaaijak Aaiqa-k baaQaaAaoM ko par.
4)saiËya AiQagama ga`aif@sa, Aa^iDyaao, fa[lsa, vaIiDyaao fa[-lsa, einamaoSana, Flaao caaT-\sa Aaid ko ]pyaaoga Wvaara
vyavaisqat saMgaizt AaOr Ëmabad\Qa ivaYaya-vastu kI AakYa-k ZMga sao p`stut ikyaa jaae.
5) ekaiQak pirpòxya p`stut ivaYaya-vastu saaMsÌitk $p sao inaYpxa AaOr vastuinaYz haotI hO tqaa ivaiBanna iSaxaaiqa-yaaoM ko
ilae ]nako &ana ko AaQaar pr ]pyaaogaI haotI hO .
6)samasyaa samaaQaana ]pagama kaya- jaao vaastivak saMsaar iËyaaklaapaoM ko samaana hO tqaa samasyaae^M yaa p`Sna iSaxaaiqa-yaaoM ko Apnao
svayaM kI saMrcanaa ko yaaogya banaa sakto hO .
7)vaoba AaQaairt iSaxaaqaI- sahayata -
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AavaSyak sahayata AaOr maaga-dSa-na hotu vaOba AaQaairt yauTsa- ka p`avaQaana haonaa caaihe. Anya
kmPyaUTr maQyasqata vaalao kmyauinakoSansa (saI.ema.jaI.) jaOsao ca^T $msa cacaa- faorma, naaoiTsa baaoDAaid kao BaO vyavasqaa haonaI caaihe.
]pkrNa - ivakIipDIyaa
ivakI ek sava-r saa^FTvaoAr hO jaao ]pBaao@ta kao iksaI BaI vaOba ba`a]jar kI sahayata sao mau@t
$p sao vaOba poja ivaYaya-vastu ka saRjana AaOr saMpadna krnao ka Avasar p`dana krta hO .ek ivakI, ek
vaOba saa[T hO jaao [sako ivaYaya vastu AaOr saMrcanaa ka sahyaaogaa%mak sauQaar saIQao vaOba ba`a]jar sao p`dana
krta hO. ek ivakI kao ivakI saa^FTvaoyar Wvaara saMcailat ikyaa jaata hO jaao ivakI [Mjana khlaata
hO. k[- dja-na ivakI [Mjana ]pyaaoga maoM hO jaao daonaaoM Alaga-Alaga hO AaOr ek dusaro saa^FTvaoAr ko
Baaga $p ko maoM hO, jaOsao: baga T/OikMga isaisTma\sa kuC ivakI [Mjana mau@t s~aot hO jaba ik Anya maailakanaa
hO. kuC ka inayaM~Na ivaiBanna kayaao-M maoM haota hO.]dahrNa ko ilae, saMpadna ko AiQakar saamaga`I maoM
pirvat-na, jaaoDnaa yaa hrama Anya ibanaa bahuu^Mca pr inayaM~Na lagaae saamaga`I tk phu^Mca p`dana krto hO.
[sa tkinakI kI ek ]llao#ainaya ivaSaoYata hO - sarlata ijasako Wara pojaoja ka saRjana AaOr
Aptna ikyaa jaa sakta hO.ivakI ha[prilaM@sa ka samaqa-na krta hO .
ivakIimaDIyaa AaMdaolana ko ilae ek saamaUihk naama hO jaao prspr saMbaMiQat piryaaojanaaAaoM ko
samauh ko ilae r#aa gayaa hO.[samaoM saimmalaIt hO : ivakIipDIyaa, iva@SanarI, ivakIkaoT AaOr Anya.
[saka mau#ya ]d\doSya saBaI p`kar ko &ana ko saRjana AaOr mau@t $p maoM saaJaa krnao ko ilae [MTrnaoT kI
sahyaaogaa%mak Sai@t AaOr ivakI AvaQaarNaa ka ]pyaaoga krnaa hO.
saMdBa- : [Midra gaaMQaI mau@t ivaVapIz kaosa- 131 dursqa iSaxaNa
vaobasaa[-T :www.wikipedia.com
www.techopedia.com
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परी ा चता,अ याससवयी,
शै िणकसंपादनयासाठीतं

ानावरआधा रतमागदशनवसमुपदेशनकाय मकाळाचीगरज
ा. िवकासबापूहंबीर

शरदचं जीपवारबी.एडकॉलेज, कोरे गाव, भीमा
ा.रमेशअ णगुजर
जय ीरामबी.एडकॉलेज, िश ापूर

आज या पधा मकयुगातिवदयाथ िम ांनाअनेकसम यांनात ड ावेलागते.
अ यासकसाकरावा,

परी े िवषयी चता,

शै िणकसंपादनवाढीसाठीकायकरतायेईल?यासम याभेडसावतात.

मगअशावेळीिवदयाथ िम ांनाकोणा यातरीमागदशनाचीवसमुपदेशांचीगरजभासतेमगतीगरजिव ाथ
१)मु णमा यम२)इले

ॉिनकमा यम३) सामािजकमा यम

या ारे शोध याचा य करतअसतो.

१)िलिखतमा यम-

२)इले

ॉिनकमा यम३) सामािजक(सोशल) मा यम

अ) वतमानप अ) रे िडओअ) मेलइ) इं टा ामवइतर
ब) पु तके ब) टी हीब) फे सबुक
क) िनयतकािलके क) संगणकक) हा सअँप
ड) इतरिलिखतसाधनेड) मोबाईलड) ि वटवर
आजिव ाथ िम ांना येक े ातमागदशनाचीगरजिनमाणझालीआहे.
अगदीइितहासाचाआधार यायचाझालातरमहाभारतातीलएका संगाम येगभगळीतझाले याअजुनालासावर या
साठीके लेलाउपदेशहेएक कारचेसमुपदेशनचहोते.

याच माणेिवदयाथ परी ाची चतादूरकर यासाठी

,

अ यासकर याचीप तीठरव यासाठीवशै िणकसंपादनवाढव यासाठीसमूहसंपकमा यमा ारे आपले वतःचेमाग
दशनवसमुपदेशन वतः कवािश क कवातं

ानावरआधा रतसमूहसंपकमा यमा ारे क नघेतो.

परी ा चता–
िव ा या यामनातपरी िे वषयीअसणारीभीतीदूरकर यासाठीतं

ानावरआधा रतमागदशनवसमुपदेशनकाय

म हणजेपरी ा चताहोय.

अ याससवयीिवदयाथ नाअ यासातगोडीिनमाण हावीव याचीसवयलागावीयासाठीतयारके लेलातं

ानावरआधा रतउप म

हणजेअ याससवयीहोय.
शै िणकसंपादन–
अ यासातगोडीिनमाणहोऊनपरी च
े ी चताकमीहोणेवशै िणकसंपादनातवाढ हणजेशै िणकसंपादनहोय.

तं

ानावरआधा रतमागदशनवसमुपदेशनकाय म

परी ा चता -
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आज याकाळात येकगो मागदशकाकडे कवासमुपदेशकाकडेजाणेश यनाही.अशावेळीिव ाथ घरबस या या
लाजाणवणा याअडचणी वतःिविवधमा यमातूनसोडवतायेतात.
िलिखतसाधने–
मानसशा ीयमागद शका
,पु तके ,मानसशा ीयआरो य याचाअ यासक न वतःच वतःलामागदशनक शकतो.
इले

ॉिनकसाधने-

याम येरेिडओ,टी हीवरीलमागदशनपरकाय म, कॉ पुटर,
गुगलव न कवावेगवेग यावेबसाईटव नमािहतीिमळते,मोबाइलवरीलवेगवेगळे अँपयातूनपरी ेतीलअडचणी
, अ यासातील कसयासवाचीमािहतीआप यालाइले

ॉिनक यामा यमातून यांनािमळते.

सामािजकमा यम–
आजचेयुगसोशलमीिडयाचेयुगआहेअसे हणतात.
मेल,फे सबुक,

हा सअप,

ि वटर,

आज येकमािहतीसोशलमीिडया यामा यमातूनिमळते.

इं टा ाम,या ारे घरीबस याआपणालापािहजेतीमािहतीिमळते.

हणजेटे ॉलॉिजिहएक कारे मागदशकाचीभूिमकापारपाडतआहे.
अ याससवयी"सवय"
लाग यासाठीकृ तीतसात यअसणेआव यकआहे.आपणआपले येयिनि तके लेआिण यादृटीनेमाग मणके लेआिण
आप याला यातीलआवडिनमाणझालीक सवयलागते.असेचकाहीसेअ याससवयीशीसंबिं धतआहे.
अ यासाचेकाही कसफॉमूलेयु

ूबवरिमळतात.बायजूससारखेअँपआप यालामागदशनकरतात.

नवनवीनगो ीिशकायलािमळतात. िशवायआनंददेखीलवाढतो.
शै िणकसंपादन
-यासव २१ ा शतकातील नवनवीन साधने, इले
िव ाथ

ॉिनक साधने, सोशल मा यमयां या वापरातून

नवनवीन गो ी िशक या मुळे यांना अ यासस वयी, परी े िवषयीची मािहती शै िणक

संपादन या म ये वाढ झालेली आपणाला दसून येत.
े आज या घडीला जवळजवळ ८०ट े िव यथ
आप यागरजा तं

ाना या साहा याने पूण करताना दसून येतात.

िव ा याना शालेय जीवनात देखील पु तकां
याचे उ म उदा
िव या याना तं

ित र

मह वपूण मािहती या तं

ानातून िमळते

हणजे महारा ातील पिहली टॅबची शाळा वाबळवाडीची (िश ापूर )पुणे यामुळे
ान हाताळ याचे कौशल अवगत होते व पुढील शतक तं

ानाचे शतक

हणून

ओळखले जाते.

िश कांची भूिमका–
१) िश क हा फ पाठयपु तक िशकवणारा िश क न राहता. िव ा याना तं ान िशकवणारा िश क
हावा.
२) िश क िशि त असावा
३)िलिखत साधने, इले ॉिनक साधने,सोशल मा यम याचा वापर कसाकरावा. परं तु यातील अितरे क
टाळता यावा यासाठी िश काची भूिमका मह वाचीआहे.
४) िश णात नविन मतीचा यासअसावा .यासाठी िश क य शील असावा .

५) परी ेिवषयीचा यूनगंड कमी कर यासाठी परी ाथ साठी मागदशन िशिबरे
, ाखाने आयोिजतकरणे.
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६) अ यास सवयी सुधार यासाठी यातील लु या शोधून िव ाथाना सांगता
येतील.
७) उपचारा मक काय म तयार करणे. उदा. हा य लब, युिझकथेरपी, छंदवग
८) आ मिव ास िश ण िशिबरे आयोिजत करणे.

संदभ थ
ं १) करंदीकर , सुरेश (२००६) शै िणक मानसशा ,आवृ ी सहावी ,फडके
काशन ,को हापूर .
२) जगताप,ह. ना (१९९९) शै िणक मानसशा , संपा दत आवृ ी, िन यनूतन
काशन ,पुणे.
३) गुळवणी, मेघा(२००९) मागदशन व समुपदेशन, िन यनूतन काशन,पुणे.
४) दुनाखे,अर वद (२००६) शै िणक व ावसाियक मागदशन आिण
समुपदेशन, िन यनूतन काशन,पुणे.
५) Chibber, S.K (2009) Educational technology ,roshan offset, printers, Delhi.
६) Agarwal, J.C (2011)Educational Vocational Guidance and Counseling, majjidoffse,
Delhi.
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The Role of Social Media in Child Development.
Mallika Sen
B.Ed. Student
Dr. D. Y. Patil college of Education, Pimpri, Pune
“A friend is one that knows you as you are,
Understands where you have been,
Accept what you have been,
And still, gently allows you to grow.”
------- William Shakespeare
You might be thinking that I am talking about a friend, teacher or a parent, but today
we are talking about Social Media and it’s role as a friend in child development.
Media influences definitely play a major part in shaping a child’s behavior, in today’s
generation. Although the social media isn’t the only source of information for the children—
or the only way to get messages and images. Children are also influenced by their families,
peers, community, mentors and other role models. The presence and intensity of media
influences--- television, radio, music, computers, films, videos and the internet---are
increasingly recognized as an important part of social ecology of children and youth, and
these influences have become more visible and volatile in recent decades. The levels and
effects of media influences calls for measurements of the quantity and character of exposure
to a variety of potentially overlapping media sources.
When novels were first published during eighteenth century, many people were
concerned that readers, especially the young, would be corrupted by the licentious and
immoral behavior described in it. Early Greek philosophers argued about the relative merits
of a focus on rhetoric in the education system. Similarly, the media experiences ecology of
today’s children and youth also represents a new frontier that offers unique challenges for
research studies.
A child born in the 1930s might have spent as much as several hours a week listening
to the radio; reading comic books, newspapers or magazines; or watching a film at a local
theatre. After the television was first introduced in the 1950s, the numbers of hours young
people spend interacting in some way with media have increased far beyond the imagining of
today’s grandparents’when they were young. Children today use electronic media for two to
five hours daily, and infants—even in utero—are regularly exposed to a variety of media
stimuli. This pervasive experience has raised many questions about how media exposure,
content and context influence young children’s health, development and behavior.
Social Media refers to the vast web of communication and entertainment technologies
and services that have become a commonplace and ever-present aspect of modern life. Books
and magazines, movies and television programs, computer programmes, and internet websites
and services are all examples of media, as are the computers, mobile phones and specialty
devices used to access these services.
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In various formats, media have influenced children’s development for hundreds of
years. However, recent decades have witnessed an absolute explosion of new media
technologies, and rapid adoption of these technologies, in particular internet and cell phone
technologies. This adoption of new media technologies has been so accelerated that children
may now be comfortably using forms of media that their parents do not well understand or
may never heard of! While media can enhance children’s education, learning opportunities,
curiosity, creativity, and communication, it can also teach negative life lessons, consume too
much of their time, distract them from exercise, other physical activities, and socialization.
Social media is a rapidly evolving platform for younger people lately, to
communicate, express themselves and share content of kinds. It has given rise to a new
cultural paradigm that drives technology and businesses while changing the way people
interact. As a tool, social media is a double edged sword; while it has many benefits; it can
also influence children in unhealthy ways. There are many kinds of social media like
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.
There is a societal misconception about social media and it is mostly talked about in a
negative way, when it comes to its impact on children. But, there are certain very strong
positive arguments in favour of social media:
1. Spending time online on social networks is important for the young generation to pick up
the necessary technical skills they will need to navigate their way through the future. They
will also learn to adapt to having an elaborate online network of friends and acquaintances.
2. Social Media is not just a medium of socializing, but children have found a new way to
express creatively, interact, and learn with a broader audience. They can easily form groups,
share ideas and learning material.
3. Social networking has also changed the way of learning. Students get motivated through
peer learning. They are more enthusiastic to learn from each other than from adults.
4. Social media gives the children an avenue to stay connected with their peers from sports
teams, activity clubs and classes as nowadays, most of the schools claim to believe in
Activity- Based Learning.
5. Social Media makes people more empathetic, considerate and relationship- oriented.
When they like pictures, videos or status updates posted by their friends, they express their
feelings for each other.
6. Children show virtual empathy on social media for their distressed friends, who improves
the children’s mood and find solutions to many problems as well as making them
compassionate.
7. Social Media offers a platform to connect with others having similar interests and hobbies
like music, art, games and blogs.
8. Children can also help their community through social networking groups like raising
funds, campaigning for a noble cause etc.
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9. Social Media helps the children acquire a broader perspective in life and exposing them to
different cultures.
Alongside, the entire above mentioned positive effects of Social Media; it also has
some negative impacts on Child Development:
1. The most common complaint or negative effect of social media is the addiction it creates.
Experts think that some of the features such as ‘likes’ and ‘shares’ activate the reward centre
in the brain. Being social creatures, we value interaction and connection, both of which
determine how we think of ourselves.
2. Children spend hours watching videos, photos and other content posted and gets addicted
to it. This affects the school work, sports, study and other productive routines.
3. Psychologists have observed bad effect of social media on the mental health of the
children. Their immersion in a virtual world delays their emotional and social development.
4. Nowadays, children are observed suffering from ‘Facebook depression’ when they see the
lives of their friends better than theirs.
5. Screen relationships also detract real life relationships and building social skills in children
and teenagers. Hence, they grow up being non-empathetic and also with poor communication
skills—verbally and non- verbally.
6. Recently, a new term was heard FOMO—Fear of Missing Out, where children fear not
being in the social loop, which lead to depression and anxiety.
7. With the advent of camera phones, selfies have turned into the most popular thing. Risky
behavior is observed in teens as they participate in mass social media challenges.
8. Life has become superficial for the children of today’s generation, instead of enjoying the
actual experience of any personal event; they focus more on Instagram photos.
Regardless of all these negative characteristics we cannot think our life without social
media. A recent study by the Associated Press and NOLC Centre for Public Affairs Research
determined that 76% of 13-17 year olds use Instagram, 75% use Snapchat, 66% use
Facebook, 47% use Twitter and fewer than 30% use Tumblr, Twitch or LinkedIn. People
love Social Media for two reasons--- a love of “sharing” and searching for “entertaining or
funny” content. Social media, like other technology has the potential to provide enormous
benefits or catastrophic damage to your child’s frame of mind. It’s safe in proper doses that
are cautiously monitored, but it can be harmful if obsessively used with wide-open access to
age-inappropriate content.
Since Technology is getting more and more advanced, we have to think about simple
rules for monitoring a child’s technology whether it meant—videos, games, tablets, cell
phones, TV or social media. ‘Every child is different, so it is difficult to draw hard- and –
fast- rules, but I think wise parents go for less technology use rather than more,” concludes
psychologist Jane Healy, author of Failure to Connect.
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As a teacher, we have to depend on social media at times, to stay connected with the
children and nurture our bond and relationship. The effects of technology affect the toddlers
to the teens. We have to take the positive side of the social media, and establish a tech-free
zones and hours when no one uses any digital devices. We can limit the amount of time
spend on the computer. We should help children develop healthy self-esteem and selfcontrol. We can spend quality time with them through social media—like enjoying some
educational or entertaining programme together on TV, or looking for some interesting
videos on YouTube, which will be helpful as well as enjoyable. We can also go for some
movies, which will teach s social message etc. We can also discuss and read some online
blogs of famous personalities which will affect the child in a positiveway.
Television, Advertising, Music Videos also helps the teachers to develop their
methods, theories and findings. It helps the teachers in enhanced interaction, discussion,
collaboration, community, feedback, mentoring and support. Many opportunities and
challenges used in the methodology of teaching skills for a child’s development. A child
definitely enjoys a digital classroom more than a regular classroom. The student teacher
relationship must always be treated with care. Social Media gives an avenue for connecting
with students outside the school day. It is important to establish boundaries; otherwise
communicating with studentsonline may be wise and improves the child’s attachment and
bonding with the teacher at times.
It’s vital to remember that our kids are watching us. The old proverb says, “Do as I
say, not as I do,” just doesn’t work when it comes to digital technology. If our face is pasted
to an electronic screen most of the time, our children will consider that as normal—and do the
same. Sometimes, we should shut off all the gizmos regularly and enjoy face to face
conversation. Take your children outside, and enjoy the wind, sunshine, trees and flowers.
Growing brains need the kind of nourishment that technology—no matter how sophisticated
and bewitching—can never supply.
Education is, our Passport to the future,
For tomorrow, belongs to the people who,
Prepare for it today.
- Malcolm
References:

www. childmind.org,
www.parenting.firstcry.com,
www. mentalhelp.net
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Introduction
There are numerous ways, positive and negative, in which social media impact college
students. Understanding sheer volume of time and the type of activities for which college
students use social networking sites is crucial for higher education administrators.
Researchers have begun to empirically examine impacts on students’ well-being and have
found some preliminary results that call for more research. They and that social media are not
the problem—the problem is the specific use and purpose of social media activities that make
the difference.
Significant Use of Technology by College Students It may seem like all college
students are using technology at all times, and generally speaking, there is truth to that
statement. Most college students come to campus with multiple technology devices, using
their de-vices for reasons both academic and personal. As of 2012, students had a clear
preference for smart, mobile devices: 86% of students own laptops, 62% own smartphones,
33% own desktop computers, and 15% own a tablet. Having access to various devices,
especially mobile ones, means the ability to be constantly connected with social media .
Social Networking Sites/Social Media
Social networking sites are websites that allow users to connect to one another based
on shared interests, activities, or characteristics. Users can post their personal information and
pictures on a profile page, which displays a list of the user’s connections, also known as
“friends” .
Twitter is more commonly used in the classroom because it is a microblogging and
social networking platform that allows users to post 140-character updates to provide for
more discussion (Junco, Elavsky, & Heiberger, 2012). The youngest age demographic (18–29
years) is most represented on Twitter at 29% of their user base (Pring, 2012). Bingham and
Conner (2010) offered support for microsharing, such as in the use of Twitter in 140 character
bursts, as a way to support a healthy culture. By following others who offer value and
controlling the list by eliminating those who do not, a user can participate in the modern
version of “water cooler chat,” which “offers clues to those around us, leading us to know,
trust, and help one another” (p. 84). There is a vast volume of users for these primary social
media sites of Facebook and Twitter, and nearly a quarter of the time Internet users spend
online (22.5%) is in social networking. As of September 2012, Facebook had 950 million
active users and more than 2 billion registered users, compared to Twitter’s more than 500
million registered users, but only 140 million active users. Other popular social media sites
that are available include LinkedIn, which provides for career networking, and Instagram,
which connects users who post photos (Pring, 2012). However, this article will only discuss
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Facebook and Twitter use due to their overwhelmingly popular usage among college
students.
Impact on Academics and Multitasking
Even in academic settings or in settings where studying is taking place, students also
divide their attention among various media sources. One study found that two-thirds of firstyear college students reported using electronic media while in class, studying, or doing
homework (Jacobsen & Forste, 2011). Another study found that college students frequently
searched for content not related to courses, used Facebook, corresponded by e-mail, talked on
their cell phones, and texted while doing schoolwork (Junco & Cotten, 2012). Wood et al.
(2012) found that students who used Facebook during a lecture scored signi  cantly lower
on tests on lecture material than those who were only allowed to manually take notes. This
lack of focus by college students showed a negative impact on academic grades (Jacobsen &
Forste, 2011; Junco & Cotten, 2012; Wood et al., 2012). As previously stated, it is more
important to examine the actual use of the social media site to deter-mine its impact than
merely just the time on the site. For instance, Junco (2011a) showed that how Facebook is
used is a better predictor of academic outcomes than how much time is spent on the site.
Specifically, Junco (2011a) differentiated between using Facebook for merely checking up on
others, as compared to actively interacting with others and engaging in real-world campus
activities.
Student Engagement
Several researchers have analyzed uses of Facebook and Twitter using the Astin’s
construct of engagement, and they have found that there are both positive and negative
outcomes from using these social media tools (Junco, 2011a; Junco, Heiberger, & Loken,
2010; Heiberger & Harper, 2008). Junco (2011a) found a mixed set of predictors: Students
use Facebook in ways that are both positively and negatively related to their engagement,
study habits, and on-campus involvement, depending on the specific activity. Other
researchers have found a positive relationship between Facebook and engagement (Heiberger
& Harper, 2008; HERI, 2007). Other research pointed to positive relationships between social
networking site usage and college student engagement (Heiberger & Harper, 2008; Junco,
2011b). Additionally, Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009) found that civic participation, life
satisfaction, and social trust were related to the intensity of college students’ Facebook use.
Finally, LaRiviere, Snider, Stromberg, and O’Meara (2012) evaluated the role of social media
in campus protests, and they found that while social media acts as an accelerant for student
protests and makes weak ties stronger, social media “may further disconnect students from
understanding the change they seek and the best strategies to pursue” (p. 15).
Conclusion and Recommendations
There is no simple conclusion to draw from the research about social networking sites
and their impact on college students, other than the sites are certainly are a part of today’s
students’ lives. One must remember that technology is merely a tool for concepts that have
been around for decades—communication and connections. How college students use these
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sites makes all of the difference; some researchers have found positive impacts of various
activities, while others have found the exact opposite.
Here are some recommendations for student affairs professionals:
• Make a decision on how much social media will play a part in your personal and
professional life. If you wish to keep your Facebook profile private and not allow students to
be added as friends, which are perfectly fine. However, your department might wish to have a
Facebook presence through a fan page or group, as appropriate.
• Take the time to learn the basics of Twitter. There is much opportunity for professional and
academic interaction in this tool that allows you to keep your personal life separate.
• Enhance student engagement through the use of a common hashtag on Twitter, encouraging
participants to participate virtually. Many modern major events have a unique Twitter hashtag
as part of the added dimension of a “backchannel,” representing individuals of a networked
audience who are connected in real time who are learning with each other, and anyone can
join (Bingham & Conner, 2010). Knowing that most college students own and use a
smartphone regularly, adding a Twitter component to major events such as graduation adds
an additional dimension of participation, focus, innovation, contributions, connections, and
evaluation (Bingham & Conner, 2010).• Understand the usage of social media and other
forms of technology at your campus. There may be survey statistics, but more importantly,
you can simply ask students to show you what they use and how.
• Consider how your resources are offered to those who might seek them out first on the
Internet. Do you have enough information for students available? Is it easy to find? Further, is
your website mobile friendly? Further, would there be value in providing Internet-based
services for those who wish to connect but cannot visit or call? Those barriers may stop
assisting a student who might be seeking help or information but cannot find it easily.
• Educate your students about their privacy, safety, and general best practices about using
social media. The information is constantly changing, and this is something that affects not
only your students, but also your faculty and staff.
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Using multimedia in Education
Asst. Prof. Mhaske Seema
seemamhaske1984@gmail.com
Dr. D. Y. Patil College of Education
Pumpri Pune 18

Abstract:Multimedia integrated with many other media. Text, sound ,videos, animation,
images. In education multimedia of information to deliver learning resources for students
multimedia applications also used to improve the learning process and increase the interaction
between students and teachers of lectures. Multimedia content helps to vary and enhance the
learning process, and leads to better knowledge retention educational video can provide more
opportunities for students to engage with the content video can help instructors overcome
limitations like large class size and limited time. Multimedia is content that uses a
combination of different content forms such as text, audio, images, animations, video and
interactive conent multimedia contrasts with media that use only rudimentary computer
displays such as text only or traditional forms of printed or hand produced material.

Introduction:The world in which we lives is changing rapidly and the field of education is experiencing
these changes is particular as it applies to media services. The old days of an educational
institution having an isolated audio visual department are long gone. The growth in use of
multimedia with in the education sector has accelerated in recent years and kooks set for
continued expansion in the future.
Teachers primarily require access to learning resources, which can support concept
development by learners in a variety of a way to meet individual learning needs. The
development of multimedia technologies for learning offers new ways in which learning can
take place in schools and the home enabling teachers to have access to multimedia learning
resources, which more on being a facilitator of learning while working with individual
students. Extending the use of multimedia learning resources to the home represents an
educational opportunity with the potential to improve student learning
The elements use in multimedia have all existed before multimedia simply combines these
elements into a powerful tool, especially in the hands of teachers and students interactive
multimedia weaves five basic types of media into the learning environment text, Video,
sound graphic.

Definition:Multimedia combines five basic types of media in to the learning environment: text, video,
graphics,sound, graphics and animation, thus providing a powerful new tool for education.
Text
Graphics
Images

Audio
Video

Animations
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History of Multimedia:Multimedia developed in 1972 by Nolan Bushnell (The founder of a then- new
company called Atari) Then 1976 by steve jobs and steve Wozniak founded a startup
company called Apple computer In 1985 Microsoft released its landmark Director program,
Which allowed everyday computer users to create stunning, interactive multimedia
experience, better, faster, and more interesting operation system.

Different types of Multimedia:1. Online :- A product that need to communicate with distant resources and sometimes distant
users (web sites, mobile services)
2. Offline :- A self contained product, does not communicate with anything outside its
immediate environment(C.D., V.V.D., Blue-Ray, Multimedia kiosks)
3. Hybrid- Has elements of both on and offline products such as some computer games.

A multimedia system has four basic characteristics
1.
2.
3.
4.

Multimedia systems must be computer controlled.
Multimedia systems are Integrated.
The information they handle must be represented digitally
The interface to the final presentation of media is using interactive.

Advantages and Disadvantages of multimedia
Advantages

Disadvantages

1. Self-paced
2. Interactive
3. Consistency of content
4. Consistency of delivery
5. Unlimited geographic accessibility
6. Immediate feedback
7. Built- in guidance system
8. Appeals to multiple senses
9. can test and certify mastery
10. Privacy

1. Expensive to develop
2. Ineffective for certain training content
3. Trainee anxiety with using technology
4. Difficult to quickly update
5. Lack of agreement of effectiveness

Role of Teacher in multimedia Approach:1. The teacher has to learn and adopt a number of methods and techniques like questionanswer, demonstrating, problem solving analytic-synthetic assignment depending the
demands of teaching learning situation.
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2. Teacher has to learn the use and application of different medical select and utilize them in
proper combination for the attainment of teaching learning objectives in a particular
instructional situation.
3. Teacher has to gain mastery over the use of different media in terms of method and
strategies, auto instructions, mass instruction media A-V aids, media for gaining living
experiences, teaching and reading materials.
4. He has to make his students active participates in the process of learning instead of
remaining passive.
5. The teacher should design the learning experiences in such a way that the students may be
able to processed on the path of learning quite independently.
6. The teacher has to lead his students for independent individualized learning with the use of
television lesion audio-video, cassette records and printed programmed materials teaching,
machine and CAI etc.
7. The teacher has to make learning a living and co-operative process by giving group
activities like seminar symposium workshops and interacting with the people in real work
situation.
8. The lecturer has to play a very constructive role in making his students learn the things in
quite practical way by giving through concrete and living experiences.

Conclusion:The main purpose of using multimedia technology in language teaching is to promote
students motivation and learning interest in the language. In the language speaking context
this can be a practical way to get them involved in the language learning.
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Strategies to manage a 21st century Digital classroom
Dr Pallavi Shrivastava
Assistant Professor SAM College Bhopal, MP.
One of the top frustrations of classroom teachers is behavior management. Keeping
your little learners engaged, focused, and respectful is a constant process. Easier said than
done though, right? The present research is based on secondary data . It intends to solve the
problem of present day digital classroom.
The main argument for technology in the classroom is that emerging students should
be able to apply classroom concepts to daily life, and a large part of daily life revolves around
technology.
Students today are apt at using technology, and tools such as laptops, smart phones, and
tablets are already second nature to them. Taking technology out of the learning equation
would be alienating an integral part of the students’ abilities. Likewise, even if the student
isn’t already technology-savvy, that’s even more of a reason to embrace the skill.
Understanding technology is becoming more and more important in the workplace and other
areas; competing with peers in the 21st century simply necessitates the need for technological
finesse. But digital innovations can be a source of problems for schools as well.The
TeachThought StaffIdentified some Problems With Technology In Classrooms. They are
discussed as follows:
1. Pace of Change
Not all schools can keep up with the rapidly changing technology.Upgrading
equipment is often costly and schools may not have the manpower to handle the equipment.
Most classrooms contain at least twenty students, which can take up a great deal of internet
bandwidth in the instance that they all must access their laptop or tablet at once. Likewise,
new hires may be necessary for teaching students how to use the newer digital media, yet
another expense to the school. This could be as complex as needing an IT staff to work out
potential glitches in the system to hiring teachers with a comprehension for various software
instead of teachers that are somewhat less skilled with technology. If a student is required to
do homework using the tablet, their parents may not be able to help them with any questions
they may have if they are not familiar with the software or equipment.
2. Different Social Dynamics
Furthermore, an online school doesn’t offer the same social benefits of a regular
school. Without a classroom where students can form friendships and relationships with their
peers, they may not learn the same social cues as regular students. Without any real face-toface time with their teacher, they may take the classes less seriously.
3. Distraction
Many teachers believe that smartphones and tablets, with internet connectivity and
text messaging services, can merely be a source of distraction for students as opposed to a
learning tool. It may be difficult for a teacher to monitor her students so closely in class as to
determine whether they are utilizing educational apps on their tablets or browsing Facebook.
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The teacher must decide whether or not to use filtered browsing on the devices to cut down
on distractions, which might not be an option if the child owns the device.
4. Technology Out-thinking the Instruction
There are also discrepancies as to how much of a crutch technology can be to a
student. Schools once debated about whether or not certain types of calculators should be
allowed in class, as they essentially solved the problems for students that struggled with math.
The same may be true for apps that supply quick, accessible answers for problems that a
student should actually be thinking about in greater depth. (Ed note: This is also an issue of
instructional design than an argument against technology, but it does underscore the need for
revised instructional design in light of technology.)
5. Learning Innovation vs Improved Test Performance
The New York Times article “In Classroom of Future, Stagnant Scores,” discusses a
school in the Kyrene School District that has fully implemented technology in the classroom.
Since 2005, the school has invested around $33 million in technology, par a passing vote.
Children use laptops and tablets for their work and integrate things like Facebook groups into
regular projects. Unfortunately, the school is also suffering from low standardized test
scores. (Ed note: unfortunately, it seems entirely plausible that test scores and actual
learning may not be as tethered as we’d like.)
While statewide test scores have risen, Kyrene School District remains stagnant in the
face of all of their innovation. Teachers worry that while the technology is engaging on a
creative level, the students may be missing out on basic concepts like math and language.
Other proponents of technology point out that standardized test scores may not be the best
gauge of student intelligence and creativity. Still others yet reason that there’s no reason to
spend millions of well-earned tax dollars on a system before knowing whether or not it is
sincerely helpful for educational growth.
It was due to above mentioned concerns that the researcher investigated further on
strategies to manage the 21st century classroom
In a blog by Concordia University Portland, august 7 2018 Nichole Mace, suggested
the following 8 strategies to manage the 21st centuary classroom.
1. Start with your classroom set up
Just as any well-managed classroom, set up is essential. First, configure the desks in
such a way that you can see all or most screens. For example, student desks can face the outer
walls of the classroom in a circular fashion. Or, if rows or pairs work best for your class,
consider setting up your desk at the back of the classroom. You’ll be able to view all screens
and students without being front and center.
Establish, display, teach and repeat your classroom rules and procedures when using
devices. Students should be clear on their expected behavior and how to handle arising
technology use issues. To help create this structure, number each device. Students will have a
sense of ownership, and the numbering assists with technology support communications.
Lastly, have a system for student logins. Any teacher with computer use experience
knows the student login headache. Help students become more independent by creating login
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cards. Each personalized login card should include the device login, then a couple of the main
websites or apps used. Be sure to keep a master list of logins. For the most part, logging in
should be the responsibility of the student — though that does depend on age and whether or
not your students have any special needs.
2. Make digital citizenship a priority
Now that you have the devices in the hands of each of your students, they’re ready to
engage in this type of learning. This is your chance to teach one of the most essential skills
needed in a 21st-century classroom: responsible use of technology, also known as digital
citizenship. Students can’t automatically navigate the internet safely, communicate
effectively and respectfully, and handle other digital dilemmas. These are all skills that have
to be taught.
No matter what grade you are teaching, take the opportunity to guide students so they
become responsible digital citizens. While this can be a daunting task, there’s a vast
depository of lessons, materials, and entire free curriculums online. One of my favorite
resources when teaching digital citizenship is Common Sense Education,which provides
curriculum for each grade level and includes teacher tutorials, materials, and truly engaging
lessons for every classroom.
3. Teach mini-lessons before using devices
The number one mistake I’ve seen in classrooms using devices is the order of process.
Imagine a student-filled room start to vibrate with excitement as the teacher rolls the C.O.W.
(computers on wheels) into the classroom. The teacher hands out the numbered devices to his
students and their fingers punch in their personal logins the moment they get their hands on
them. Relieved that all the devices are in functioning condition, the teacher begins his
directions for today’s lesson and the goal in using the devices. What is wrong with this
picture? What percentage of students do you think are actually listening to the directions or
the lesson’s concepts?
Teaching mini-lessons prior to student access is the key. Students won’t be distracted
and are likely to fully participate because they know that paying attention and demonstrating
their understanding of rules, procedures, and tasks means they will get the privilege of using
devices. Mini-lessons also give you time to make sure students fully understand your
expectations and the assignment involving technology. Even if the lesson is inquiry-based,
students should still know what is expected of them before logging in.
4. Use the power of choice
Traditionally, the teacher is the center of instruction. In a 21st century classroom,
instructional technology provides the opportunity for each student to make choices over their
own learning. Making a choice provides student ownership over what is learned. In each of
the three categories of instructional technology activities (practice, creativity, and discovery),
there are opportunities for students to make choices.
Applications that allow students to practice and advance their skills, such as Khan
Academy, usually allow them to choose what to work on or which game to play when
practicing. A creativity assignment is full of choices for students to show their ability to apply
the concept, to evaluate their own work, and take full ownership of the finished product. A
discovery assignment allows for students to use their natural curiosity as a navigation tool.
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When designing a lesson involving instructional technology, remember to include the chance
for your students to make a choice that appeals to them. To learn more about the importance
of providing choice, check out the research done by Universal Design for Learning.
5. Remember that sharing is caring
Allow time for students to share something they have created or discovered. Knowing
they will have this opportunity encourages focus. In addition to focus, other students will be
inspired by their peers and find value in their own work. Sharing doesn’t have to be done at
the end of a project.
As you are circulating around the room, catch a student who’s doing something well
and point out that student to the rest of the class. Often times students who don’t excel in
traditional class settings don’t have a chance for a lot of praise. Technology changes that
environment, providing opportunities for all students to shine, including English learners,
introverts, and those who may lack proficiency in certain subjects.
6. Conduct teacher check-ins
One of my favorite strategies for managing a complex classroom is conducting
ongoing teacher check-ins. Instructional technologies give our students the chance to have a
more individualized learning experience: working at their own pace, using tools that work
with their learning styles, and learning about topics that interest them.
Although this can create an optimal learning environment, how can a single teacher
manage each student’s learning? Build in time for teacher check-ins to confer with each
student once a week. Or, conduct these check-ins using an online poll such as Google Forms.
Your online survey can include guiding questions related to challenges and achievements.
Feedback is quick and you can use it to create a plan to support and intervene as needed.
7. Build in breaks from devices
Technology can be motivating for students in and of itself. Still, like adults, students’
focus can wander when working online. To have students re-engage with the task at hand,
give them a couple minutes off their devices and have them turn to engage with a classmate
face-to-face. If possible, have students sit away from their devices or use management
software such as Veyon to view and lock their devices for three to five minutes.
8. Software tools are your friend
About five years ago, when the one-to-one (one device for each student) initiative
started to take off, educational technology took a huge turn from teacher-centered tools to
student-centered tools. Many students are now in the driver’s seat learning on their own,
thanks to these educational technology tools. Different types of software were developed to
assist in managing this new landscape. Classroom management software tools have been
created to assist with behavioral management such as Class Dojo and Class Craft. Opensource learning management systems such as Canvas, Moodle, and Schoology have been
designed to assist with course design, assignment submissions, file organization, and digital
grade books. More recently, software tools have been developed to be the “all-seeing eye” on
students’ devices in use. Device management software such as GoGuardian allows teachers to
view, take control, and freeze student devices from one single teacher control panel.
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Our classrooms are finally starting to evolve with the surrounding world and, by
implementing these eight strategies, you’ll create an innovative and successful learning
environment for your technology-hungry students. If you’re interested in taking your
“EdTech” skills to the next level, check out our MEd in Educational Technology
Leadership for a comprehensive program that will help you lead the way as a 21st-century
teacher.
Nicole Mace earned a MEd in Educational Technology from Lesley University and a
professional graduate certification in instructional design from the University of WisconsinStout. She’s spent nearly a decade in education, teaching multiple grade levels in the U.S. and
South Korea and working as a lead instructional designer at the college level. Currently,
Nicole serves as an adjunct online instructor and a freelance instructional designer. Her
website offers key resources for instructors looking to crack the code on quality online
instruction.
Karen Hume in an article called Managing Technology Use In Your Classroom said
Don’t let classroom management concerns prevent you from making effective use of
technology in your classroom Karen further suggested certain ways of managing technology
use in the classroom.


Help students recognize that technology in the classroom has to serve a learning
purpose. Have them complete preparatory work away from the equipment. For example,
storyboarding before creating a video or a PowerPoint/Keynote presentation ensures that
students will know what they are going to do and can get to work right away. According
to presentation experts Nancy Duarte and Garr Reynolds, preparing “offline” also means
that ideas aren’t constrained by the templates provided by the presentation software.



Teacher Kris Odette uses the word Click to indicate that when he or a student is
speaking to the class, everyone needs to turn off their computer monitors or put down
their hand-held devices.



Give each student a colored sticky note. Anyone who is having difficulty with a task can
quietly signal you by putting the sticky note on the top corner of the monitor or desk.



Actively monitor student use of the technology. Walk around the classroom, looking
over students’ shoulders to check such things as windows that have been minimized at
the bottom of a computer screen. It’s good to trust your students, but they need to know
that you expect them to be focused on learning.



Arrange classroom seating so that it is easy for you to move around the room and get to
students quickly. If you have to weave through a path of desks, chairs and bodies, it’s
much more difficult to stop a problem at an early stage.



Post anchor charts that provide technology tips or put them in a binder near the
computers. A teacher of secondary design and technology classes had good success with
providing software instructions in several different forms—as podcasts, screen captures,
and step-by-step instruction sheets.
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Take full advantage of student expertise. Students often know more than we do about a
technology, and teaching someone else what they know is a great way to reinforce their
own learning and foster a caring classroom community. When you don’t have to be the
technology expert in the classroom, your time is freed up to manage your real area of
expertise—the teaching/learning process.



Establish at the beginning of the course your policies for how to name, store and share
files. Many of these policies may already be in place in your school or district; making
sure that you and your students understand them will go a long way toward preventing
mishaps and misuse.

When you have a limited number of computers or hand-held devices available
for group activities and students have to share, consider assigning specific roles to
group members. If everyone has a specific job to do (even though some may not get to
actually touch the device), it’s much easier for students to learn effectively.
In a similar regard , Tech Coordinator Julie Davis in an online article titled ,
‘Classroom Management Tips for the Technology Rich Classroom’ shared her experience .
She said,
“When meeting and listening to classroom teachers I sense and hear their frustration with
misuse of technology being a major problem they deal with daily. I hear many teachers so
frustrated with the misuse that they wish they didn't have to deal with it; to these teachers, the
classroom disruption makes the positives of technology "not worth it" in their eyes.
Here are some things that need to be looked at and can be changed to help teachers have a
more positive experience with technology integration. I have found these through trial and
error of my own and from sitting in on other teachers' classes as they lead lessons”:


“Classroom teachers that don't establish "acceptable use practice" in the classroom
well from the beginning or who don't manage accountability of misuse consistently
have more troubles long term. Spending the first few days discussing and setting
parameters for usage is imperative.



Keywords are not used to help the teachers quickly transition during instruction
time. For instance, using the words: "Flat, Flip, Close, Close apps" on a consistent
basis allows students to quickly follow instructions without repeating what you
want over and over again. For me, I start saying "This lesson is almost over, when I
count down from 5 you are to have all your apps closed out and your iPads flipped
and flat." My students know this is coming and what is expected because I use the
same terms every time I teach them.



“Teachers are not moving around the classroom for monitoring purposes.
Movement=Accountability. If a student has no idea if I might walk past them while
I teach, they are less likely to be off-task. A teacher moving around not only keeps
the student from a glazed over look because their focus can move, but it can also
provide the shy student a voice because the proximity of the teacher to that student
gives them courage to speak.”
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There is nothing wrong with addressing the potential off-task moment when you
are about to share something important as a teacher. If I say, "all eyes on me" and
all eyes aren't immediately on me for the instructions, then I often say, "Ok then,
flip or close your devices until these instructions are over." In this case, they have
learned that they lost a privilege because they didn't immediately respond and that
helps in the future.



For the first couple of weeks of school, remind your students that no apps or
browser windows other than the ones they should be using during THAT classroom
session should be open. As a teacher if you think a student is off-task, walk by and
double click their home button and look for open apps on a tablet or phone device.
If they are on a laptop or Chromebook, look for open tabs. This doesn't have to
slow down your teaching.



“IF you see a student off-task, just take up the device and place it on your desk. If
they are using it to take notes, have some paper and a pencil immediately available
to them in a place in the room that you can just point to. A disruption should
always be a bigger headache to the student than to you as a teacher.



If you have a student that seems to be prone to being off-task, ask them to turn their
notifications off and give them jobs to do during a classroom discussion if they
seem to be wandering. For instance, "Julie, we are discussing pine trees. Can you
please go to Encyclopedia Britannica and find what pines are indigenous to our
state?" This student is now an active participant in the discussion but using their
ability to multitask for your benefit.



Students are allowed to hold and access their devices however they want to. For the
most part, unless students are sitting in the floor, I do not allow students to put their
devices in their laps. 85% of the time I see a student trying to be off-task, they
move their device either closer to them or in their laps. I require students to keep
their devices at desk level.



Desk placement can greatly effect your ability to monitor and feel confident that
your students are on task. If you students are working in groups, move their desks
close to each other and in small groupings so you can observe all devices easily as
you move around. If you tend to be a lecturer, create an alley "stage" with two rows
of desks facing you so that you can easily see each student as you teach and move
along the alley. If you have a student that appears to be off-task, ask them to lay
their device "flat" during the class time if they are using a tablet device. This is a
little bit harder to detect and manage using a laptop device though.



Vary the way you teach. Technology allows you to have access to the world!
Rethink your lesson plans to best utilize the technology. If all your students use
technology for is to read an e-book or take notes, technology will always just seem
like a disrupter to you. Ask a tech coach to help you figure out ways to better use
the tools for a lesson that could use a little "UMPH."
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Being a strict disciplinarian regarding technology does not mean you aren't a fun or
good teacher. It means that expectations are there. Be honest with your students, discuss with
them why you have the rules you have. Have them dialogue with you about ways that might
help them be less distracted. Remember that you have a responsibility for teaching them good
digital citizenship skills. Every moment is a teachable moment, every teacher should be
teaching their students how to harness and expand the power in their hands in productive
ways.”
Our study would be incomplete if we donot include an article by Anita Townsend, An
Educational Consultant and Former Principal at SCDSB, by the title, ‘How To Manage A
Digital Classroom’
Anita says, In a traditional model of teaching, the teacher is the source of knowledge.
Learning is based on one-dimensional materials that are directly connected to curriculum
content and skills. Today’s resources however, are digital, interactive, and visually rich; a
stark contrast to rather lengthy text description of topics and themes. Students are now at the
centre of their learning and use today’s technology and resources in ways very different from
traditional learning materials. They access multiple sources, customize material to suit their
needs, mix various media to create new learning, and then share it with unlimited peers
through their social networking sites.
And as we transition from traditional teaching and learning approaches to digital and
interactive ones, we need to carefully plan and prepare the learning environment. As good
teachers have done for decades, good planning provides learning environments that enable
students to successfully optimize their potential for success. Having a management plan is
essential when using digital learning tools. This plan should cover components such as,
classroom organization, instructional strategies, technology availability, and time. The
following are some suggestions on planning your digital classroom.
Classroom Organization and Management
 All of your students do not need access to devices all the time. Plan and be specific
about what you want the students to use the technology for. What learning goals does
the technology support? What is the best technology for specific learning tasks?
 When you have a limited number of computers or hand-held devices available for group
activities and students have to share, consider assigning specific roles to group
members. If everyone has a specific job to do it is much easier for students to focus on
the learning goal.
 Arrange classroom seating so that it is easy for you to move around the room and get to
students quickly.
 Actively monitor student use of the technology. Walk around the classroom; be aware of
which websites students are accessing and how they are working together.
 Provide students with clear guidelines on school policies and procedures in working
with technology in the classroom. Every school should have an Acceptable User Policy
on what constitutes proper behaviour when using technology. It is important to establish
norms for student behaviour, in your classroom within the context of the project. Have
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students participate in the development of the acceptable use and etiquette guidelines in
your class.
Establish at the beginning of the unit how and where you want students to organize their
data related to the project such as naming files, storing, and sharing files.
Establish a backup plan for those days when the technology or the Internet connection is
not available.
Ensure the websites and learning platforms you recommend to students are secure.
Review which web sites your students are recommending to each other.
Provide students with a rubric or organizer which clearly defines project expectations
and also provides direct communication with parents about the project
Post anchor charts that provide technology tips or software instructions or put them in a
binder near the computers. An evolving list of tips can be generated by the students as
they work through the unit.

Instructional Approaches
















Review the learning material provided from manuals or teacher’s guides, and map the
curriculum to several disciplines, including as many expectations as possible to cover
and evaluate in the teaching of the unit.
The content and the lesson plans are a comprehensive resource, which should enable
you to cover a selection of expectations from two or more curriculum areas.
Use the material to design and implement student learning that extends the curriculum
content where and when possible.
Students are motivated and benefit from working collaboratively with their peers in a
team or pairs. This type of learning requires new skills in cooperative work. Students
need to learn how to get along, share and learn from each other. Forming teams needs
planning. It may be necessary for teachers to consider computer skills and the specific
assignment when pairing students.
Digital learning materials are most effective when integrated into the typical
instructional day as opposed to being used just during scheduled lab times.
As with any other educational resource, the use of the material should be mediated by
teachers. Teachers’ responsibilities are not relinquished; instead, the teacher becomes a
coach and mentor, using the majority of teaching time to provide instruction rather than
large group lessons.
Make connections with the content in the online unit to information from other websites
that are relevant and timely.
Provide specific and descriptive feedback to students as they progress through the online
material, just as you would with traditional material. Integrate assessment tasks, which
provide for formative and summative assessments of the tasks in the unit.
Using interactive online materials will enable learning to become much more student
centred. Leave room in your planning for student inquiry and creativity.
Facilitate and encourage students’ use of primary resources by using online polling,
interviews, and accessing photo galleries.
Take full advantage of student expertise. Students often know more than teachers do
about a technology, and teaching someone else what they know is a great way to
reinforce their own learning and foster a supportive classroom community.
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Even though students will do much of their work independently or in groups, they will
still need to learn the skills necessary to follow schedules and maintain deadlines.
Provide opportunities for students to connect with other students and to connect with
experts around the world and then collaborate.

Just as students today share their expertise and knowledge readily with each other
online, it is beneficial for teachers to form online support groups as well as the traditional
face-to-face connections. Expanding your learning about technology integration can be done
anytime, anywhere, by joining an online educator community. Gone are the days when the
only place to learn new teaching approaches was a workshop presented to a room full of
people.
Different sources of technology will provide different types of access and various
levels of uniformity, good teachers never relied on one teaching resource or one teaching
method, likewise today’s teachers will never use a single technology in a single way.
The present paper is a compilation of views of experts , who after years of experience
have come out with practical solutions to real life problems. It is expected to be beneficial for
both teachers and students and results into effective teaching learning process.
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Social Media: Social media means website and computer programs that allow people to
communicate and share information on the internet using a computer or mobile
phone.(https://dicotionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english)
Child: By oxford dictionary a child means who has a little or no experience in a particular
area.(https://dicotionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english)
Introduction
21st century is considered as information Communication Technology (ICT). Many
media like newspapers, radio, T.V., mobile phones, internet are extensively use in everyday
life and all these are part and parcel our life. The impact of media can be seen in everyday of
our life. The world is shrinking each day as we integrate ICT and more into our lives. The use
of computer in our day-to-day life and the use of social media as an educational tool as well
as entertainment are increasingly rapidly.
Because of Globalization whole world become a small village. ICT’s network of
social media is spread all over world. We cannot go out from it. In today’s life social media
becomeimportant thing in our daily life.
Today, Social media is growing strongly. But still social media is considered to be the
deteriorating agent in academics by some people. Instead of fighting a losing battle, as social
media is here to stay, the problem of web usage can be turned into an opportunity for the
good.
Social media plays an important role in every student’s life as well as his learning
process. It is easier and suitable to access information, provide information and communicate
via social media. Teachers and students are connected to each other and can make good use
of these platforms for the working of their education.
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There are more than 60 social media sites. Some they are Facebook, Skype,Twitter ,
whatsapp, instagram, youtube, google+, Pinterest,Tubir, Quora, QQ Tancent, We-Chat, QZoneTumbler,

Baidu

–Tieba,Skype,

Wiber,SinaWiebo,

LINE,Snapchat,YYCom,LinkedIn,Telegram,etc.
Platforms like Facebook, whats app, you tube, LinkedIn, instagram, google+ and
Twitter are used by almost everyone. Social media is about collaborating, networking,
sharing and generating knowledge and content, and all of these features are of great value in
the context of higher education.Social media become important thing in our daily life. So
sometime it makes the bad effects on our daily life. It depends upon how we can use it? But
if we use it properly it makes our daily life happily and easily. That is why social media can
make a vital role of our child development.
Role of Social Media for development of child:
1. Social media connect students, parents, school as well as his peer group for
communication and help to each other their academic problems.
2. With the help of social media child can develop his personality with the help of online
material such as video of personality development video from YouTube, whats app
and other media.
3. Social media also help their psychological problem with help of guidance from
expert, teacher and psychiatrist.
4. Social media help students (child) for enhancing their general knowledge .
5. Social media helps them to solve mathematical problems. Also from it they get new
technique of problem solving method of mathematics.
6. Social media is the best way to spread knowledge, information and news from one
part of the world to the other.
7. Media educates the students to know about their basic rights and how to use them. It
is also a link between the government and people because all the policies and
activities of government are conveyed through media.
8. From social media the student get information of their scholarship which information
is very useful to backward classes students.
9. Children can develop their skills and intellect by watching social media programs
because audio and visual media makes it quite easy to understand.
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10. Social media help the students for enhancing their subjected related knowledge. Like
as extra information related Geography, History, Economics, Politics, Civics, Marathi
and Hindi Literature, English grammar adopting methods, etc.
11. Social media also helps them for reducing stress. With the help of “Stress
Management Program” students can solve their stress.
12. Social media do the role of mentor for their study habits. From this they can avoid
negative habits of learning.
From above all discussion the social media make the vital role of child (students)
development.
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Abstract
Traditionally education is based on blackboard method, lecture method in schools, and
colleges. The learners reached to the information sources by enrolling with schools, teachers
and libraries. Prior to the digital era, information was not accessible by the majority of
people, and even those accessed were unable to obtain current information with respect to
today’s context. Technology is blooming rapidly, year to year, and the young generation is
the one caught in this rapid change. It is crucial to determine the impact of social media on
the academic performance of students. The modern society wants to know the information as
it happens and when it happens, and the world is moving from an information society to a
knowledge society. Thus education is given the highest priority and brainpower is becoming
the most valuable asset of an organization. Advances in digital technology have opened up
many avenues of learning. Technology has made information accessible from anywhere to
people. Education has reached most parts of the world and ICT method of learning is
becoming an integral part of human life. The birth of the digital age has opened the wide
opportunity for users to explore various kinds of information and get connected through the
use of Internet. Connectivity or interactivity offered by social media is an enormous attribute
that attracts an audience to their websites. Present paper reveals impact of social media on
education.
Key words: ICT, social media, digital age.
INTRODUCTION:
Earlier formal education was traditionally centred on schools at village level while nonformal education was centred in libraries at central places in the form of newspapers and
books. Teachers delivered the formal education either following a textbook or notes prepared
using books and their experiences. The learners enrolled and visited the places that offered
formal education. The libraries offered supplementary reading material to enhance their
learning as well as reference facilities. Then we witnessed the electronic era which
commenced with the use of wireless electronic communication over 100 years ago.
Transmitting telegraph messages and the radio are among the important applications of this
technology. The messages were passed through the air, invisibly, on radio waves. Since then
the technology use has moved from radio, to recordings, to movies, to television, to
computers, to CDs, CD ROMs & the Internet. This technology was very useful to convey
instant urgent messages and well as to make people be aware current local and international
news. This has become an informal but effective form of education. All educational subjects
have been affected by technology, from mathematics and science to music and art. But
perhaps most dramatically changed is the instruction of literature within secondary
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classrooms. With the introduction not only of the accessible Internet, but also of e-readers and
social media, the way students look at, interpret, and understand literature has changed
drastically. In the wake of the technological revolution, is it important to understand these
changes and to harness these new technologies? Or would it be best for educators to continue
their instruction in the tech-less way of their predecessors? In an age when teachers are
expected to work side-by-side with technology on a daily basis, when teachers are made to
become nearly a cyborg, or to become part machine and part human, it is important to note
the effects of technology upon modern education. Classrooms today seem to exist within a
sink-or-swim scenario with technology: they must learn to get along with technology and use
it to the best of their ability, or they must do without it and suffer the technologically
unskilful students as a result.
METHODOLOGIES :
1. Digital learning methodologies- Project based-learning; Problem based learning;
Digital stories; Online learning environments; Digital Moments; Technology
integrated teaching methods; Digital storytelling; Educational games; Authentic
learning.
2. Digital learning contexts - Collaborative Communities; Cooperative learning; Digital
combinational system; Collaborative learning; Flipped classroom using digital media;
Moving from fixing to online space; Experiential online development; Open
educational practice.
3. Tools and Simulators- Web-based video; Computerised environments; Spatial science
technology; Slow motion: Narrated stop-motion animation; Generic modelling
language; Digital video; Augmented reality; Design based research; Gamification;
Learning manager; Virtual Simulation; Computer based teaching; Library webinars.
4. Support Systems for Digital Learning - eLearning; Mobile learning; Learning object
repository; Blended learning; Blackboard; Moodle Learning Manager; Twitter;
Videoconferencing; MOOC – massive open online courses.
DISCUSSION :
In today’s world of connected learning, the impact of social media on education is becoming
a driving factor. The world is getting smaller, and through the use of technology such as
social media, the way we deliver instruction is changing.Thus, Social media has become the
future of communication. It includes an array of internet-based tools and platforms that
increase and enhance the experience of sharing information. This interactive medium has a
multitude of interesting things like forums, micro-blogging, social networking, social
bookmarking and wikis. Studies show that online social networks like Twitter, Facebook or
WhatsApp have a great impact on youths’ lives. It was found that almost 41% of American
professors used social media as a teaching tool in 2013. In India, the National Program on
Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and e-learning engineering courses were viewed by
110 million people on YouTube till 2014. Teachers are now beginning to tap into the market
of social media. Students too have realized its power. Social media has become a platform for
common-minded people coming together which includes multiple online discussion groups
like asking doubts, opinions about universities, new ideas, etc Social media helps to get both
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audience and sponsorship. Students can spread knowledge by sharing PDFs and links. Many
universities use social media to market their courses online and make studying easier for
children. Distance learning models have an edge over campus-based learning methods. They
are the future of university education and keep pace with new technologies.It is easy for
students to collaborate on various team project using social media. They can create Facebook
groups or even just use Twitter hashtags to communicate about a project and share ideas. But
students now spend more time online and end up wasting time. There have also been many
cases of fraud institutes providing bogus degrees online and children fall into this trap. The
new online fever has taken a hit at their inter-personal skills and made them averse to real
communication. The physical and emotional imbalance caused by social media makes
students irritable and dull. Thus, considering these pros and cons, it is necessary for parents to
have certain regulations over the use of such social networking sites, especially
for highschool and college students. Students should think about what they are doing and
decide how much time they want to spend on social media. The negative aspects should
certainly not influence students’ education.
RESULTS:
This method led to more and deep learning. Effective relation developed between students
and teacher and also between students with themselves. They can share their ideas,
experiences and investigations. This method is effective for all students especially for student
with low learning speed and even for those with high learning speed. Traditional classrooms
were place and time bound but asynchronous digital class has no limitation in time and place.
In other hand, in traditional class source of knowledge and learning was only teacher but now
it is beyond the teacher, beyond the school and even beyond the country. The other benefit of
digital classroom is that in this method education is open and flexible which cause
opportunity for deep learning. The process of learning in traditional class was: listen,
remember, synthesize and interpret knowledge which was drudgery but with digital tools it
will be effective because there is a chance to repeat, practice and fail. In digital classroom,
efficiency increases since students attention is 100% on learning rather than on his notes and
spellings.
CONCLUSION:
This paper identified the main digital learning methodologies, context and tools which have
been emerging from the literature review. Our contribution is to fill up the lack of
understanding around digital learning methodologies and our focus was on higher education.
In summary, the results of the present study show that the use by teachers of digital learning
methodology is increasing in education, as we can see in all the study’s made in the last few
years. These technologies can enhance the engagement of the students and innovations such
as mobile technologies, tablet and smart phone applications become more and more popular
among the higher education students. As the main methodologies, tools, systems and contexts
in digital learning our finding point out for an increasing mix of those in education with the
goal to prepare students to think critically and solve complex problems, work collaboratively,
communicate effectively and have more autonomy an independence in the learning process.
Digital learning uses technology to strengthen the student’s learning experience with a
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mixture of tools and practices, including, among others, online and formative assessment; an
increase in the focus and quality of teaching resources and time; online content and courses;
and applications of technology in the course curricula. Finally, digital learning promotes
deeper learning allowing personalized competencies development of the students with deeper
learning possibilities and extended access to information and knowledge.Over the last few
years ICT techniques have been introduced to most educational institutes although its ratio to
a student is very high. By making the educators aware of the available technology and
takingsome initiatives to implement them, some forms of reforms may take place which will
drive the pace of teaching learning process to newer heights. With more reforms in
technology the world will be flooded with information and some people will use them
effectively.
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Introduction
Media is important instrument in present era, social media includes in media. Social
media is a platform for people to discuss their issues and opinions. Social media plays a vital
role in transforming people’s life style. Social media includes social networking sites and
blogs where people can easily connect with each other. Mostly people uses social Media
nowadays, no one can live without having an account on twitter, on facebook on whats ‘up or
on other types of social network, in order to be connected to the whole environment.
Child is a future of our country. Teacher should aware about social media; teacher should try
for social media is useful for child development. Parents should think positive Social media is
important in growing of child .Around the world more than eighty percent of our youths are
spending a large amount of time on internet. For the simple reason that the internet was
introduced at a very young age into their lives, the new generation of children and adolescents
became the first groups to use internet on a large scale and among the first to begin
experiencing problems associated with excessive internet use
In this paper I discussed concept of social Media, types of social media, and positive
impact of social Medias on child development.
Types of social networking
Facebook- Facebook is free a popular free social networking website that allows registered
users to create profiles, upload photos and video, send messages and keep in touch with
friends, family and colleagues.
Twitter-Twitter is a free micro blogging service that allows registered members to broadcast
short posts called tweets by using multiple platforms and devices.
Google+Google+ is googles social networking project designed to replicate the way people interact
offline more closely than is the case in other social networking services. The projects slogan
is Real-life sharing rethought for the web.
Linkedin –linkedin is a social networking site designed specifically for the business
community.the goal of the site is to allow registered members to establish and document
networks of people they know and trust professionally.
Reddit:- Reddit is a social news website and forum where stories are socially curate and
promoted by site members. The site is composed of hundreds of sub communities, known as
subreddits. Each subreddit has specific topic such as technology, politics or music. Reddit site
members also known as redditors, submit content which is then voted upon by other
members. The goal is to send well-regarded stories to the top of the sites main thread page.
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Pinterest-Pinterst is a social curate website for sharing and categorizing images found online.
Pinterest requires brief descriptions but the main focus of the site is visual. Clicking on an
image will take you to the original source,
Wikipedia: - Wikipedia is a free open content online encyclopedia created through the
collaborative effort of a community of uses known as wikipedians. Anyone registered on the
site can create an article for publication registration is not required to edit articles.
Instagram –Instagram is tool of communication, it can be useful in education.
Impact of social mediaSocial media sites allow teens to accomplish certain tasks that are considered important to
them such as staying connected with friends and family, making new friends, sharing pictures
and exchanging ideas. On the other hand, social media participation also can offer
adolescents deeper benefits that extend into their view of self, community and the world. This
becomes more beneficial if adults get involved with children and guide in the use of media
through visit to quality websites by engaging the use of educational software and view of TV
shows that offer extra learning opportunities. When these adults watch TV and movies
together with kids, discussing plot, how children feel about the happenings in the movie and
compare with the real-life consequences of wrong and illegal actions create a balance in the
child’s development into society. Media benefit the individual at various ages in life passage.
For younger children, developmental benefits of media are:
- Literacy skills – For example learning letters of alphabets through programmes such as
play school or educational computer games or Sesame Street.
- Numeracy skills: Learning to count through play school programmes.
- Social Skills: Learning operations of TV programmes and using computer games and
websites like ABC for kids that show cooperative and helping behaviours.
- Intellectual benefits like developing problem-solving and critical thinking as well as paying
more attention to developing morals by comparing family values with those found in fiction
and documentary content
Creative benefits – developing skills in imagination, art and modeling, music and media
through using software to create a picture or being inspired to make something by a TV show.
- Social skills through connecting with others on social networking sites by so doing,
teenagers can develop their skills.
- Values through observing good role models in the media
- Political and social awareness by watching news, current affairs and documentaries.
- Children’s motives: - Children use media for entertainment and relaxation purposes that is
to relieve boredom, to play games or for social interaction and build identity.
- Adolescents’ motive:- They also use it for social interaction, social identity, peer
interactions, status boost and symbol, communication like e-mail or chat, facebook, twitter.
As they mature they begin to use internet for global contact towards career, business
networking and the likes.
- Gender Differences: - The girls have different motives for internet use which are:
I. Boys - for entertainment, more interested in video games, computer games and
opportunities for online games, downloads, acquire news/information from peers
(Beard & Wharf 2001)
II. Girls – To seek information for homework social interaction, keep in touch with
friends by chatting, break new grounds in career and knowledge enrichment, book etc.
(Jochen & Valkenburg, 2008)
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- Reading, writing and critical thinking skills through using blogs, chat rooms and becoming
involved in message boards such as movie and news sites.
Social media gives a way to the students to effectively reach each other in regards to
class ventures, bunch assignments or for help on homework assignments.Many of the
students who do not take an interest consistently in class might feel that they can express their
thoughts easily on social media.

ConclusionIn 21st century social Medias crucial role will be there in developing, growing up of
child. Social media is important instrument for child development. Many advantages of social
media students will be aware social media. Use of social media. Teachers will aware about
social media. Parents will aware about social media. Parents will think positive about social.

References:Blaschke, L. M. (2014). Using social media to engage and develop the online learner in selfdetermined learning. Research in Learning Technology, 22(2014), 1–24.
Delello, J. A., Mcwhorter, R. R., & Camp, K. M. (2015). Using Social Media as a Tool for
Learning: A Multi-Disciplinary Study. International Journal on E-Learning, 14(2),
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Abstract
Multimedia elements in a way which it can be used for educational purpose. The
traditionalapproach of learning system that had been used for the last generation had proved
to be helpful.Multimedia technology empowers the educational process by means of
increased interactionbetween teachers, students, and courseware also innovative ways to
make learning moredynamic, longer lasting, and more applicable to the world outside the
classroom. Multimediahas become very important technique used in teaching and learning in
education process.Multimedia includes using text, images, animation, video and audio to
prepare courses forstudents in various levels of education.
Key word- multimedia, education, multimedia tools.
Introduction
Multimedia must be extremely well designed and sophisticated enough to mimic the
best teacher,by combining in its design the various elements of the cognitive processes and
the best quality ofthe technology. With today's multimedia courseware, once a program has
been designed andbuilt in with the appropriate response, it should be flexible and permit
change and alteration.Although multimedia as a tool cannot replace hands-on learning, it can
enhance and strengthenthe impact of activities in the field and in the science classroom. We
can use new informat iontools, such as podcasts, blogs, and streaming video and audio, to
engage our students andeffectively demonstrate science concepts as well as to reinforce
media literacy technologies.
Wecan also engage students with digital media tools, such as photo-sharing, videopublishing andmap-making programs, to give them opportunities to demonstrate their
mastery of a concept andsimultaneously reinforce their literacy skills by having them create
their own content. Today,almost every university claims to have a strategy to utilize the
opportunities provided by theinternet or digital media in order to improve and advance
traditional education.Multimedia is a term frequently heard and discussed among educational
technologisttoday. Unless clearly defined, the term can alternately mean "a provident mix of
various massmedia such as text, audio and video" or it may mean the development of
computer-basedhardware and software packages produced on a mass scale and yet
individualize use andlearning.
Educational technologies is “the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning
andimproving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological
process andresources”.educational technology is the use of both physical hardwere and
educational theoretic. It encompasses several domains encluding learning theory, computer
based training, onlinelearning, and were mobile technologies are used m-learning.
Multimedia approach in learinng
Multimedia is vital in our life. This is because it is pack with various elements such as
text,graphics, sound, video,and animation. All of these elements can be seen in our
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surrounding. It isalso used in various fields such as in eduation , training, business, games and
science andtechnology.
The various types of multimedia use in education
The various types can be described as follows: text, audio, graphics, animation,
video.Multimedia types can be used for many things.
A. Text
Text are the most basic element in multimedia and it is very easy to use. But, you
must notunderestimate it because text can give the most impact on the quality of the
multimediainteraction compared to the other elements. This is because text contain a lot of
font. A font is acollection of characters of a single size and style belonging to a particular
typeface family.
Ingeneral, text are used in order to provide important information. This is because
text are moredirect and easy to understand rather than the other multimedia elements. In
learning, text are themost commonly used element. But, by using multimedia text, the word
can be much moreinteresting rather that plain text thus increasing the learning effectiveness.
B. Graphic
Graphic are two-dimensional figure or illustration. It is the most creative ways of
learningapproach. It can be either a photograph, drawing or picture. There are many types of
pictureformat such as GIF, JPEG and PNG. Using graphic in education will increase the
studentsunderstanding. It will also enhance their memory skill because picture is easy to
remember.This is because image use a massive amount of cortical skills such as color, form,
line,dimension and imagination. This will help the students to get a clear picture of what they
arelearning.
C. Audio
Audio also case the students by conducting live online discussion via audio tools and
platform.There are a few widely use software that can be use for this such as Wechat,
Whatapps, Line andSkype. This will not only save some time rather than meeting face-to-face
it also frequently usedfor long distance learning. Sound can also be use by teacher to present
a lot of information atonce. This will help teacher to explain the content of the topic in a
much interesting ways whichwill help the students to understand the topic. Learning by using
audio also can help disablepeople such as blind people to learn. This is one of the few ways
for them to learn because theycannot see and read. This shows that the use of sound in
education can benefit a lot of people ifused in the correct way.
D. Video
Video is widely used multimedia element. It also has the highest performance on your
computeror device among the five elements. This type of multimedia element are used
because it canprovide visual stimulation for students so that they can have a better
understanding in learning.This prove to be helpful in surgical training where students cannot
just understand the producerfor surgery just by reading. So, a video of a surgery in action is
needed so that the students canunderstand. Teacher can also ask their students to make a
video project. This is because it canhelp them getting in touch with the real element of what
they are learning and show it to theirother classmate. It also can help to enhance their
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practical skill. This is because, by doing a videothey are expose to the outside element rather
than just sitting in the classroom. So, they can gainmore experience and improve their skills.
E. Animation
Animation are created using continuous motion and shape change combined together to
producean animation.This enable us to see animation the way it is. Animation are different
than video.This is because video is taken from real life event while animation are usually
taken fromdrawing. There are a few animation software that are used in educational field
such as AdobeFlash, Authoware and Director. By using this software, students can use their
own creativity andidea to present a project that they like. this help to improve their creativity
while bringing fun inlearning. Animation also can help students to learn faster and easier.
This is because they canhelp teacher to explain a difficult topic.
Conclusion
Multimedia can help improve our educational system. This is a must because we need
to keep upour pace with the evolvement of our technology. The multimedia community
seems to be theperfect platform for bringing all those researchers and educators with different
backgroundstogether in order to help improve multimedia based education and therefore
teaching andlearning in general.
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Abstract
Multimedia is the multi dimensions of media, which can be amalgamation of text,
sound effect,animated figures, still images, videos and interactive content forms. Multimedia
is simplymultiple collection of audio, sound, text, graphics etcwhich develop in
programs.multimediaplay an important role in assisting students in learning processes. In
present investigation toidentify the role of different types multimedia devices and their
positive influence in early inchildren education.
Key word- Multimedia, education, elements .
Introduction
The growing use of new technology in offices, factories, homes and schools is often
cited as areason for introducing it to children at an early age. Information and
communicationtechnologies (ICT) are valuable tools for learning and playing. Children are
becoming exposed tocomputers and technology at an increasingly early age, besides most of
this technology has notbeen fully integrated in making child–computer and child–child
interaction optimal. While therewere earlier concerns that new technology is too abstract and
difficult for young children, manyeducators now believe that computers can promote learning
and development in earlychildhood education if it is used appropriately.
However, it is generally accepted that childrenneed to be engaged with the uses of
computers in order to meet the challenges presented bythe present and future technological
society. According to Mayer, multimedia learning occurswhen students build mental
representations from words, pictures and voices that arepresented to them. The promise of
multimedia learning is that students can learn more deeplyfrom well-designed multimedia
messages consisting of words and pictures than from moretraditional modes of
communication involving words alone.
Moreover, thereis a growing research showing that children learn more deeply from
well-designed multimediapresentations than from traditional learning. Teacher realizes that
‘to teach is to nourish orcultivate the growing student or to give intellectual exercise or to
train in the horizontal senseof directing or guiding the growth’. The modern teacher sees
education as a process ofinteraction between the student and his environment. Student learns
by doing and learns howto learn in groups and individually, as well. Increase in population
and explosion of knowledgeare affecting the pattern of human life and also inflicting its full
impact on education. Theexplosion of population and knowledge has raised the serious
question of both quantity andquality of education.
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The field has rapidly evolved from audio-visual education througheducational
communications to instructional technology.Venkataiah (1996), describes instructional
technology as The media born of thecommunications revolution which can be used for
instructional purposes alongside the teacher,text book and blackboard’, and ‘A systematic
way of designing, carrying out and evaluating thetotal process of learning and teaching in
terms of specific objectives based on research inhuman learning and communication, and
employing a combination of human and non humanresources to bring out more effective
instruction’. Venkataiah (1996) further stated ‘technologyof instruction can make an ordinary
person capable of superior performance and a means,either printed or electronic, to distribute
that instruction’.
Computers in Education
Indian experiments in taking computers to schools involved the Participation of a
large numberof institutions for tasks such as the supply of hardware and software, the
development ofComputer Assisted Learning (CAL) packages, and the training of teachers. A
project calledComputer Literacy and Studies in School (CLASS)launched in 1984 was a joint
initiative of MHRD, Department of Electronics, and NCERT. Itcovered 42 Resource Centres
and 2,582 schools. It made use of microcomputers provided bythe BBC.
Multimedia in Education
Teachers primarily require access to learning resources, which can support
conceptdevelopment by learners in a variety of ways to meet individual learning needs.
Thedevelopment of multimedia technologies for learning offers new ways in which learning
cantake place in schools and homes. Extending the use of multimedia learning resources to
thehome represents an educational opportunity with the potential to improve student learning.
The elements used in multimedia have all existed before. Multimedia simply
combines theseelements into a powerful new tool, especially in the hands of teachers and
students. Interactive
multimedia weaves five basic types of media into the learning environment: text, video,
sound,graphics and animation.
Fig.:- Key attributes of multimedia.

The Elements of Multimedia in Education
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It is very tempting to use the latest computer wizardry to represent information and
developcomputer enhanced learning materials. For a student, this allows them to test all of
their skillsgained in every subject area. Students must be able to select appropriate
multimedia tools andapply them to the learning task within the learning environment in order
for effective learningto take place.
Text
Out of all of the elements, text has the maximum impact on the quality of the
multimediainteraction. Generally, text provides the important information. Text acts as the
keystone tyingall other media elements together. It is well written text that makes a
multimediacommunication wonderful.
Sound
Sound is used to provide emphasis or highlight a transition from one page to another.
Soundsynchronized to screen display, enables teachers to present lots of information at once.
Soundused creatively, becomes a stimulus to the imagination; used inappropriately it
becomes ahindrance or an annoyance. A great advantage is that the sound file can be stopped
and startedvery easily.
Video
The representation of information by using the visualization capabilities of video can
beimmediate and powerful. It is the ability to choose how to view, and interact, with the
contentof digital video that provides new and exciting possibilities for the use of digital video
ineducation. For example: video images used to demonstrate particular chemical
reactionswithout exposing students to highly volatile chemicals, or medical education, where
real-lifesituations can be better understood via video.
Animation
Animation is used to show changes in state over time, or to present information
slowly tostudents so they have time to assimilate it in smaller chunks. Animations are
primarily used todemonstrate an idea or illustrate a concept. Video is usually taken from life,
whereasanimations are based on drawings. There are two types of animation:Cell based and
Objectbased.
Graphics
Graphics provide the most creative possibilities for a learning session. They can
bephotographs, drawings, graphs from a spreadsheet, pictures from CD-ROM, or
somethingpulled from the Internet. With a scanner, hand-drawn work can be included.
Standingcommented that, “the capacity of recognition memory forpictures is almost
limitless”. The reason for this is that images make use of a massive range ofcortical skills:
color, form, line, dimension, texture, visual rhythm, and especially imagination.
Educational Requirements
All the multimedia formats available: text, sound, video, animation and graphics,
already existin one form or another in most libraries. Students can explore an almost infinite
variety ofinformation. Giving students an opportunity to produce multimedia documents
providesseveral educational advantages. Students work with the same information from
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fourperspectives:as researcher, student must locate and select the information needed to
understand thechosen topic.as authors, student must consider their intended audience and
decide what amount ofinformation is needed to give their readers an understanding of the
topic.as designers, students must select the appropriate media to share the conceptsselected.as
writers, students must find a way to fit the information to the container including themanner
of linking the information for others to retrieve.
Accordingly Lumsdeine, (1964)has classified educational technology in three distinct
types or approaches as below:Educational Technology I or Hardware Approach.Educational
Technology II or Software Approach.Educational Technology III or Systems
Approach.Multimedia like audio, videocassettes, telephone teaching, radio broadcast,
computer learningmaterial etc. are used at home or at the educational institutions in various
parts of the countryto have a face to face contact with educators to cleardoubts. All theses
media are educationally sound and reach to the masses at a greater extent.
M.H. Siddiqui, (2004) has reported that educational technology offers the opportunity
tochange the roles that teachers and students have traditionally played. The level of
effectivenessof educational technology is influenced by the specific student population, the
software design,the teacher's role, how the students are grouped, and the level of student
access to thetechnology. With technology dispensing information, teachers are free to coach
and facilitatestudents learning. With technology monitoring learning, students can become
active learners,working to effectively acquire new skills as they solve problems.Multimedia
approach is one such innovation that is aimed at improving the teachinglearningprocess. It
has been proved by research that multimedia in schools and universities areeffective for
students to learn both "from" and "with" it. The focus is now on media andtechnology
because of their advantages in terms of repeatability, transportability and equity ofaccess.
Multimedia helps students to construct knowledge actively, work in groups and usemultisenses at a time. That media is power is a well recognized fact. However different mediahave
different potentials.
Fig:-Methodology of evaluate

Conclusion
Multimedia’s potential benefits in the educational settings are well documented at
alleducational levels from preschool to higher education. Precisely, multimedia use in
educationcan create new educational environments, provide new teaching methods, change
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thetraditional teacher-student relationship and finally improve the quality of education.
Hence,such technology can be considered as a very important tool in order to enhance
innovation ineducation. Additionally, as technology market is rapidly developing, particularly
the market ofserving early childhood education, the availability and usage of technology for
young children iswidely spread and comes in to serve the youngsters much earlier. Young
children are growingup in a modern world, in which a wide range of new technologies are
used, both at home and inpreschool. As the researchers state, that nowadays even the
youngest children live in a mediasaturatedworld than the previous generations.
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Abstract:
Digital systems are offering opportunities to find select adapt and use digital
educational resources for teaching and learning which are openly available in the Web. As a
result innovative technology-supported classroom-based activities are widely anticipated by
key stakeholders in formal education namely students, parents, education managers and
policy makers. This puts a tremendous pressure on teachers and instructors to powerness
digital resources in their daily classroom activities. Re-using available teaching resources is
currently a major trend worldwide. This creates the need for tools that can support teachers in
finding and selecting appropriate digital resources for populating their lesson plans in school
classrooms. Such tools can facilitate teaching processes to adopt technology-supported
instructional strategies in a cost effective manner. In order to be able to build such tools it is
important to devise and study methods that can support teachers in discovering and selecting
appropriate digital resources like Twiddle,Today’s Meet,Wiki spaces Classroom to populate
their classroom-based teaching activities, taking into consideration important parameters of
classroom-based instruction such as time limit and class population. To end in this paper we
propose a design to time-classroom-based teaching model and a time-adjusted lesson
planning method that incorporates a classroom-constrained selection algorithm for digital
resources available in Learning Object Repositories.
1. Social Media
The term “Social media” is defined as the application that allows users to converse
and interact
with each other; to create, edit and share new forms of textual, visual and audio content, and
to categorize, label and recommend existing forms of content. Social media therefore denotes
to the wide collection of Internet based and mobile services that connect people together to
communicate, participate, collaboratively interact, discuss and exchange ideas and
information on an online community. The kind of Internet services commonly associated with
social media (sometimes referred to as “Web 2.0”) include the following:
Weblog-Weblogs or blogs, as they are branded, areeasily created and updateable
websites that allow authors to publish to the Internet instantly, hence allowing instructors and
students to communicate easily.Basically a blog is an online journal in whichpages are
usually displayed in reverse chronologicalorder. Blogs can be hosted for free on websites
such as WordPress, Tumblr and Blogger.
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Wikis.
A wiki is “a collective website where any participant is allowed to modify any page or
create a new page using her Web browser”. Anyone can add and edit what has already been
published. One well known example is Wikipedia, a free online encyclopedia that makes use
of wiki technology.
Social bookmarking.
Bookmarking sites allow users to organize and share links to websites. This enables
users to produce a searchable personalized internet. Examples include reddit, Stumble Upon
and Digg.
Social network sites. Boyd and Ellison (2007) defined social network sites as public webbased services that allow users to develop a personal profile, identify other users with whom
they have a connection, read and react to postings made by other users on the site, and send
and receive messages either privately or publicly. These web based services allow individuals
to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system. Among the most
popular are Facebook and LinkedIn.
Status update services.
This kind is also known as micro blogging services, status update services such as
Twitter allow people to share short updates about people or events and to see updates tweeted
by others.These are limited list that are certain to revolution quickly, probably could be by
our own contributions to the field.
2. Popular Social Networks and Higher Education
Social media like Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, Google+, LinkedIn, Instagram, and so
on areused daily by millions of people worldwide, especially young people. According to , in
asample consisting of 3000 students in USA, 90% of them use Facebook, while 37% use
Twitter asa communication tool. Another study in this country shows that about 71% of
higher education students are Facebook users Facebook is possibly the most popular among
the social networks for personal and educational purposes . Moreover, students use online
social network (OSN) platforms daily from 10 to 60 min on average , even when studying .
Furthermore, academic institutions make use of social networks for internal management of
educational issues .In our study, we review studies that revealed the positive impact of OSNs
and social networks
on education processes, and mainly on higher education.
More specifically, in 55 articles (71.43%), Facebook was either the only OSN
involved or the basic one along with others; in 9 articles (11.699%), Twitter appeared as the
main educational tool; and a further 9 articles (11.69%) involved other social networks like
Myspace, Google+, LinkedIn, and others. The remaining 4 articles (5.19%) involved all
social networks with no exception.
All articles have been further classified into four distinct fields that aim to group the
positiveinfluence and involvement of social networks in (a) the learning processes (support,
educationalprocesses enhancing, communication and collaboration, academic performance)
from the students’ and instructors’ viewpoint; (b) the user’s personality and learning style
(ways or methods to acquire knowledge, academic culture, effectiveness); (c) the social
networks such as online learning platforms (LMS—learning management system); and (d)
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their institutional use (use of OSNs by faculty for management and educational purposes).
These four fields are presented in more detail in thefollowing paragraphs.
3. Social Networks and Learning Processes
During this decade, new ways to seek knowledge have emerged using social networks
in bothformal and informal learning.Formal learning is defined as a hierarchically structured
educational system organized insequential time periods, from nursery, primary, and high
school to university, including academicstudies, specialized training, as well as vocational
and technical learning programs for all ages .
According to the same authors , informal learning is considered as the learning
process by whicheach person learns and acquires attitudes, values, knowledge, and skills
directly from his/her daily experience and social environment. This is also called learning
based on interaction or lifelong learning.
Many studies show that students use OSNs mostly for socialization purposes, for
exchangingviews or ideas, and for entertainment purposes . However, such kinds of activities
can beincorporated into educational procedures . Thus, while some studies show that students
useFacebook mainly in order to increase their communal presence, some others claim that
Facebook use affects students’ education, either directly or indirectly. Also, in a related study
conducted at Islamia University in Bahawalpur of Pakistan with more than 600 participated
students, nearly 90% claimed that they are using Facebook for their academic activities too .
Furthermore, from 160 researchers in philosophy and social studies at the University of
Delhi, 71.25% stated that they were using Facebook during their research into collaborative
learning processes . As far as Twitter is concerned, an experimental study conducted in the
Pharmacology Department of Boston University revealed that more than 60% of the
participating students use Twitter for increasing their professional awareness and academic
profile .
However, all the above findings conflict with the results of some other studies , in
whichthe positive effect of OSN platforms in educational processes is in question. Authors of
carriedout an extensive literature review and found out that very few related works prove the
positiveimpact of social networks on education. In those cases, when that happens, OSNs are
mainly used for informal learning situations (questions to “friends” for help or for pointing
out some difficult topics). Furthermore, the authors of this study emphasize the lack of
relevant references and wonder whether OSNs may effectively be used as educational tools.
Finally, the research proposed a usability framework so as to make social networks
appropriate as educational tools, mainly by increasing the students’ interest. In our research,
we noticed that this lack of research seems to start to subside.
3.1. On the Side of Students In the research findings so far, students seem to use OSNs in
many ways during their studies to reinforce their educational activities and in attempts to
increase their academic performance.
3.1.1. Support Several studies attempted to investigate the effectiveness of educational
programs when run in Facebook-like environments, while others claimed that the adjustment
to the university culture was smoothly achieved. In study , the authors pointed out that the
socialinteractions the students receive through social networks “help students feel more
connected tothe college, which may subsequently increase the likelihood that they will persist
beyond their first year”. The authors also consider Facebook as the most useful social
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network for supporting students in their educational activities. In a survey conducted in Israel
, more than 70 accounts on Facebook and Twitter were created by several universities in
order to support educational processes. Thanks to this, a supportive network for informal
learning was created and the results concerning knowledge diffusion were quite encouraging.
Furthermore, authors of studied the influence of social networks on students at
GriffithUniversity in Australia in terms of self-esteem. They noticed an improved students’
effectivenessin learning and thus stated that OSNs have become an important supportive tool
for their learning processes. They concluded that “OSNs can support students to develop their
learning to a deeper level.
In another study , more than 160 researchers of philosophy and social studies in Delhi
University in India claimed that they prefer using OSNs for their research purposes (as tools
thatcan facilitate their research). Similar opinions were expressed by pharmacology students
in Boston University . They recognized Twitter as a tool capable of facilitating the growth of
their own learning network, called PLN (personal learning network). According to study , a
PLN is“a collection of resources that individuals use to increase their knowledge and engage
in their own learning”.
3.1.2. Enhancing educational processes
Several studies, such as , claim that OSN create new perspectives in the process
of acquiring knowledge. Mainly, social networking sites allow students to participate in
formal(e.g., study of course material) and informal (e.g., look for useful information
everywhere) learning conditions. Students can match with people with a similar way of
thinking and exchange knowledge in an informal way (e.g., exchange of their educational
experiences) for educational purposes .
For instance, first-year students can get all the necessary information they need about
their faculty by just discussing with older ones, which will help them to get used to their new
academic life. More specifically, the research of pointed out that 20% of students in Germany
exchange knowledge associated with their study through StudiVZ, the German equivalent of
Facebook. The study mainly refers to first-year students who are looking for new friends to
better organize their new lives. Similarly, Hussain noticed that sharing learning experiences
between students via OSNs is linked to developing the virtual community across the world.
Lewis et al. called them “collaborative knowledge building communities”. In addition,
another study that took place in USM (Universiti Sains Malaysia), revealed that 300 students
consider Facebook as a valuable and important tool that could support and enhance their
language skills in English. In the research described in , 20 Australian lecturers from
Management, Arts, Humanities Studies, Information Technology, and Health Services
described educational processes in which students are asked to produce and distribute their
work using social networks. The results revealed that allowing the transparency of students’
work through social networks creates new perspectives in learning, but could also produce
conflicts. Students’ concerns about possible copying appeared.
They felt unprotected when their work was being published online and were quite
frightened about contributing “poor online conduct” from other students. However, authors
concluded that we have to consider “students’ views and to further interrogate the central
issues that can challenge the effective use of social web technologies in higher education” .
However, Mohamad suggests that each instance of Facebook involvement in the education
process enhances student motivation and understanding.
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3.1.3. Academic Performance All the above mentioned studies highlight several positive
issues for supporting and upgrading educational processes through social network use, in
parallel with successful educational outcomes.
They examine the areas the OSNs may affect (e.g., social learning, communication, academic
culture, etc.) and support that social networks can create a more efficient educational
environment and increase (or sometimes expect to increase) educational performance . Fewer
studies have mentioned the positive influences on students’ performance through the use of
OSNs.
However, measurable academic outcomes appear to be missing from the bibliography.
Forinstance, how long a student uses OSNs and what academic performance s/he gets thanks
to that has not been recorded. Our review and personal experience in this field do not affirm
documented conclusions such as the following: Students that use Facebook daily for their
studies have to expect certain positive results in their exams, or, the vast majority of top
students use OSNs for study purposes. Yet, some studies have some reservations on the
positive effects of social networking in higher education , while others present the negative
effects on students’ “academic performance” .
According to Paul et al. , “academic performance is a function of attention span, time
management skills, student characteristics and academic competence”. More specifically,
someauthors raise concerns about whether social acceptance feelings finally prevail when
studentspublish their work in OSNs, or about possible plagiarism or possible rejection of their
views.Furthermore, Paul et al. revealed a statistically important negative influence between
the
students’ academic performance and the time they spend on OSNs. Junco seems to agree in
part with this point as they claim that “time spent on Facebook was significantly negatively
predictive of GPA for freshmen but not for other students” . Grade point average (GPA) is the
only method used in the literature for the measurement of college outcomes and academic
performance .
While Michikyan et al. claimed that there is also the reverse relation; that is,
academic performance could give estimates for Facebook activity level. Their research
indicates that college students who may experience difficulties during their studies and may
underperform (as indicated by lower GPA) use social networks to gain support. Michikyan et
al. also stated that user activity (on Facebook) is more important than the time s/he spends.
However, no significant connection was recorded between Facebook time use and academic
performance .
In accordance with the above, authors of investigated distractions in students during their
study, discovering that low performance (index GPA) is noted by using social networks for
education purposes. To reduce distractions, they recommended small designed “technological
breaks”, in order to enhance students’ concentration.
On their part, students are keen on using social networks within their study hours ,
even ifthat is considered inefficient . According to the results of study , students and lecturers
use free(internet) access during working hours, not only for entertainment but also for
communication, for exchanging views and knowledge, and to support teaching action. As
derived from their work, the key is not making a decision to implement limited access on
OSN sites, rather it is to find an effective way to benefit all involved stakeholders .
Finally, Paul et al. underlined that even if students are fully convinced that OSNs enhance
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their educational opportunities, they still do not use OSNs willingly, but rather they expect
instructors to do so.
3.1.4. Communication and Collaboration
As discussed above, there are conflicting points of view about OSNs and positive
academicperformance. From the other side, there is a greater consensus for their contribution
in communication and collaboration among education providers.Firstly, communication,
using more traditional Information Computer Technology (ICT) ways(e.g., e-mail and instant
messaging) or OSNs (modern way), seems to be independent to users’ previous
“technological adequacy” or digital literacy as it is called in bibliography. Digital literacy is
defined as the ease of use of electronic devices (smart phones, computers, etc.), as well as
their profile .However, only a few years before, it was presented that previous computer use
to communicate with others seemed to help in more easily adopting new computer learning
systems. Particularly, Cho et al. claimed that students involved with OSNs appeared to have
greater flexibility in the use of computer learning systems (computer supported collaborative
learning—CSCL).
One way or another, the majority of research studies agree that social networks and
OSN platforms enhance students’ collaboration, in general . In agreement with this point of
view, another study also presented several positive elements/characteristics as benefits of
using social networks in e-learning environments, such as enhancing students’ motivation and
understanding or identifying methods of collaborative learning by applying the use of
Facebook.
Moreover, Madhusudhan proved that collaborative learning benefits from OSN use
wereconfirmed by the answers provided by 71.25% among 160 students who participated in a
studyconducted in Delhi University in India. As an extra factor, nearly 90% of 600 students
who were involved in a similar study conducted in Islamia University in Pakistan claimed
that the use of Facebook is helpful enough for their academic activities, especially for
exchanging information with colleagues from abroad .
Furthermore, LaRue’s research in the Nursing Department of Pittsburgh’s University
alsooutlined how social networks are of assistance to group-based learning . Similar results
came out in a study that took place in Australia with students who used OSNs in their
empirical research ; they were excited and seemed to be sufficiently motivated about social
learning conditions that they experienced. Thompson and colleagues emphasized that the
social component of learning is just as important as the cognitive component, and these two
elements should not be separated from each other while trying to learn. Additionally, students
can act both autonomously and collaboratively.
For this reason, Sánchez and colleagues strongly recommended that educators should use
socialnetworks to achieve greater levels of co-operation and teamwork in educational
activities.
3.1.5. Synopsis
In conclusion, students enjoy using OSNs in their educational processes. They usually
havesuccessful results, especially in communication and collaboration cases. It seems that
they haveacquired a new supportive tool, or maybe a new “friend” to help them with college
life and theirstudies, although it is not yet clear that it also helps to improve their grades.
3.2. On the Side of Educators In Tess , it appeared that educators do not support social
networking in educational procedures as strongly as do their students. Similar hesitations are
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mentioned in Greece; students are morereceptive to the use of Facebook in education than
their teachers, although they said it is moreconnected to entertainment and information .
Manca & Ranieri also agreed with this point ofview. Similarly, in another study conducted
among teachers from five different countries(Canada, USA, South Africa, United Kingdom,
and Australia), there were only a few who “would consider applying Facebook, as part of
their teaching strategy”; although several studies that had already been published suggested
methods of technological enrichment of educational action and encouraged educators to test
them, promising very positive results . Indicatively, Deng and Tavares suggested to
educators and software developers methods to promote their online courses and how such
platforms for online courses (e.g., Moodle) can become more successful. In the same work,
teachers are encouraged to take advantage of Facebook’s “social nature” so as to improve
communication and cooperation with their students, further aiming at students’ participation
in educational processes.
The research ofWaycott and associates , as referred to previously, was an example of
successful contribution of OSNs to co-operation. It is also a successful example of activating
educators in the direction of exploiting OSNs in educational practice. Educators were
enthused about positive results, despite the recorded concerns from students who were afraid
of losing intellectual property rights or being subject to bad comments about their published
work . In addition, Hew claims that when educators provide more information about their
activities and followed academic processes, students’ expectations about their trustworthiness
are positively influenced and improved.In general, OSNs seem to be another tool that
teachers should invest in so as to bring theirstudents closer, aiming at encouraging them to
make greater use of OSNs for educational purposes.
This is something that will contribute to the improvement of their (students’)
educational experience, will reinforce their motivation for learning, will positively reform
educational reality, and will “expand the learning process beyond the boundaries of a
traditional classroom” . In addition, such a student-centered perspective can offer students an
active role in the learning process , by producing a more flexible and creative learning
environment .
Educators, on the other hand, as mentioned before, appear hesitant. Do they trust social
networks or do they expect more concrete evidence for their successful contribution? Are
they afraid of the new methods and the changes that it brings or do they prefer the safety of
the ‘traditional’ process? In any case, they are “likely in an experimental stage of
implementation as they look for alignment between course activities and the SNS (social
networking sites) applications” . This, of course, is something that always happens when
attempting to incorporate new technological tools into education and curriculum.
4. Social Networks, Personality, and Learning Style
Online social networks (OSNs) seem to affect and be affected by individual temperament
andbehavior. Several aspects have been noted about the ways in which they affect young
people,as mentioned earlier. It is interesting, however, to observe students’ behaviors that are
positively or negatively related to the OSN. According to Skues et al. , “open” personalities
use Facebook more and have more friends, mostly to share their various interests with others .
Also, young people who feel lonely have several friends on Facebook, attempting to fight this
feeling .
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In the same study, however, it was found that self-esteem, narcissism, and neuroticism
did notseem to be sufficiently related to Facebook. In another study , however, it was
mentioned thatthere is a robust association between increasing self-esteem and frequent use
of Facebook. Also, 52.5% of the students who participated in the study conducted by the
University of Delhi in India said that one of the benefits of using Facebook in their research is
the increase of self-esteem and feelings of satisfaction . Meanwhile, in the overwhelming
majority, young people use social networks in their personal lives, for entertainment,
information, and so on. When it comes to more “serious” issues (e.g., educational processes),
it does not seem certain that they would decide to use them. In a related study carried out in
USA concerning the collection of protest requests for the closure of a university, students
chose more traditional ways to be informed. Instead of social networks, they chose to express
their disagreement by writing or speaking to politicians or signing protest memos.
Another aspect of the possible positive contribution of social networks to students’
lives is theapparent upgrading of their cognitive behavior. In a related study , it was found
that regular
Facebook users present better results in cognitive skills tests, which explore verbal skills,
memory utilization, spelling, and so on. They are also more accurate in their statements and
have smaller distraction intervals . Omar et al. presented these effects and indicated ways for
the students to exploit OSNs for the benefit of improving their language expression skills, in
order to be able to better indicate different meanings during their online communication. In
addition, Yu and his colleagues claimed that OSNs contribute to university culture, which,
along with social acceptance, plays a prominent role in improving educational outcomes.
However, according to another research , the use of OSNs for social entertainment (online
games, blogging, chatting, etc.) creates negative effects on text comprehension, while online
search (online newspapers, dictionaries and encyclopedias, general search terms) positively
affects reading efficiency.
Another research proved that all Facebook actions have no negative impact on
learning. Forexample, online chatting or online games may have a negative impact on
curriculum-related activities, but responses in comments, facts presentation, and simple photo
overview seem to have a positive impact on educational processes.
More interesting are the views that integrate social networks into a new (“neomilleneal”)
learning style that incorporates all new means and methods of our technology characterized
period.
That style includes widespread use of multi-technology tools, multi-faceted search,
and synthesis of knowledge, as well as active learning through real but also virtual/simulated
situations.In conclusion, it is not clear whether OSNs affect the personality of the students
positively ornegatively. It seems, however, that they often change their learning style in a
way to fit in more inmodern technological times.
5. Social Networks as Learning Management/Support Systems
Another aspect of social networking education is the support of course management
systems(CMS) or learning management systems (LMS), as they are otherwise called. Some
years ago,Cho and colleagues found that students with previous experience in social
networkingcommunications were more likely to use computer learning systems (computer
supported collaborative learning—CSCL). This enforced them to invent ways to enrich these
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systems with OSN features.Roblyer et al. studied the possibility of OSNs becoming a
dynamic tool to support educationalco-operation between students and faculty, and they
highlighted suggestions for enhancing learning as a result of this combination. Previous
research in this field , presented empirical research data , recording positive results from the
use of Facebook as an LMS.
Increasingly, the research of Cuellar and associates focused on ways to combine OSN
andLMS in order to obtain positive learning outcomes. In particular, they proposed an
environmentwith social network characteristics; this system could draw educational data from
different LMSs and exploit their potential to increase learning resources and generate useful
analyses for educators and learners.A simpler approach was presented by Mohamad ,
according to which the use of social
networks is integrated into an e-learning environment. In this research, positive results
emerge, in terms of increasing learning interest and understanding teaching concepts.
The bibliography demonstrates that there is also a lack of use of social networks as exclusive
learning systems. A relevant study , in the field of Nursing, presented positive results. It
marked
the evolution of the teacher’s role into director/coordinator and the students’ (role) as
producers
and not just consumers of educational information. In this case, Facebook functioned as a
CMS
(computer management software) by which the professor provided her/his students with
information and instructions. Students in turn, had to combine and use all these appropriately,
in an active and exploratory effort to bring knowledge closer.
Finally, a very interesting study not only confirmed the impact of social networks on
computer
learning systems (here, research deals with MOOC—massive online open university courses,
on the Internet), but also claimed to be able to “predict” the particular OSN used by the user
to enroll in a specific university thematic field.
6. Social Networks and Educational Institutions
The work described in Kravvaris et al. stands as one among the few successful and largescale
examples of an educational institution’s involvement in combining social networks with
educational procedures. This is why the tendencies of utilizing social networks in
organizational roles regarding the educational institution appear to be less dynamic. Studies
have documented the languid attitude that faculties have towards integrating social networks
into the organizational functioning of institutions or work in the classroom. They prefer more
conventional ways, such as e-mail .
At the same time, there is an important difference in the notion of Facebook’s educational
utility;
students have much higher expectations than their faculties. Educational institutions
sometimes
prohibit access to social networks during working hours, adopting views supporting that the
use of OSNs has adverse effects on student performance .
However, in a study conducted at three private universities in Indonesia, 60% of participants
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replied that they use social networks during working hours not only for fun, but also for
disseminating information. They establish communication channels that support educational
activities, such as announcements, reprogramming of tasks, communication for exam
questions, and so on . The study concluded that it would be wiser for institutions to adopt
OSNs by designing and establishing appropriate policies for their use within their premises,
always taking into account users’ behavior in these environments. In fact, this has been
attempted in Israel’s universities, which created 47 Facebook accounts and 26 Twitter
accounts, to assist with transmitting educational information to students .These accounts
operated in parallel with the “real” functioning of the institution and were used to transfer
knowledge by facilitating informal learning. Students kept these accounts active, as opposed
to the usual account rejection rate that social networks show. This shows that these
institutions’ efforts were welcomed by the academic community in Israel, anticipating higher
expectations in regard to the interaction between university institutions and social networks.
In conclusion, faculties, such as teachers, do not show similar enthusiasm as do their students
for the use of OSNs in the educational process.
7. Conclusions and Discussion
During this research, we attempted to compare 77 articles, published from 2010 onwards. The
first thing to notice is the great interest in the scientific and academic community for social
networks’educational use. Also, even if a few years ago this particular scientific field was
considered poor , we realized that this seems to be changing.
This research revealed that Facebook dominates in social networks, as well as some
exploitation trends of social networking in educational events. Firstly, these trends are about
learning with all kinds of contributions (e.g., support, upgrading of educational processes, cooperation, performance).
Secondly, they are mostly dealing with users’ learning style and personality, and less with
organizational issues.
DIGITAL CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT TOOLS
1. Creating a Positive Classroom Climate
A positive classroom climate is essential for student success. Teachers can help create this positive
classroom climate by developing and reinforcing classroom rules and norms, promoting positive peer
relationships, and nurturing positive relationships with all students. The Second Step program
contributes to a positive classroom climate by teaching students skills to help them learn, have empathy,
manage their emotions, solve problems, and get along better with others.
2. Tools to Help You Manage Your Classroom Better
An important component of a positive classroom climate is effective classroom management.
Embedded in all Second Step lessons are teaching and management strategies that encourage
student participation and learning and help teachers facilitate lessons. But outside of Second
Step lesson time, there are many opportunities for teachers to foster a positive classroom
climate with effective management strategies. Teachers can use the Second Step Classroom
Management Tools to build and maintain a positive classroom climate and help their
classroom run more smoothly. The tools also help teachers reinforce key Second Step skills,
thereby improving student outcomes.
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3. Why Transitions Matter
Transitions happen often in the elementary classroom. At their best, these transitions are
quick and calm, resulting in a minimal loss of instructional time. They can even be a fun
ritual that helps create a bond between students and their teacher. Chaotic transitions can lead
to behavior issues that carry over into the next activity. This can add up to a significant loss
of teaching time, which, over the course of a school year, can amount to weeks of wasted
learning opportunities. When clear rules and a structure for transition times are established
and all students know what’s expected, classroom transitions can become a joyful, positive
part of the school day
4. About Profweb
What should teachers do with smartphones, tablets and computers in their class? Is it more
sensible to ban them, manage their use or integrate them into learning activities?
For many teachers, the omnipresence of mobile devices raises questions about how to react
when faced with potential distractions. Regardless of your level of experience in teaching, it
can be interesting to explore different strategies.
This featured report on Classroom Management in the Digital Era is divided into 3 parts.
Each one corresponds to a step in the support process that Jean-Luc has developed as a
pedagogical counsellor. Upon reading the different parts, you will be able to:
Set limits for the use of mobile devices by students, while respecting your values and
maintaining
the desired atmosphere in the classroom (Part 1) Determine your approach to classroom
management and identify corresponding tools and teaching strategies (Part 2)
Discover strategies for engaging student learning (Part 3: Translation slated for Winter 2018
semester - see French version) This 2 part of the featured report will allow you to explore
different classroom management approaches with regards to the use of mobile devices. These
approaches can be customized according to the teaching context. Strategies to facilitate their
implementation are proposed along with a selection of resources created by the college
network and useful digital tools.
5. In Educational Practice: Classroom Management
The presentation of classroom management approaches and the examples that are associated
with these are intended to provide a concrete portrait that makes sense to teachers. Each of
the 6 approaches has certain benefits and limitations. It’s by varying your strategies and
adapting them to the context of your classroom that you will achieve an optimal balance that
results in a desirable learning atmosphere whileattaining your pedagogical aims.
6. The exploratory approach
The exploratory approach “refers to classroom management practices built on a range of
approaches, gleaned from professional publications or from conversations with colleagues.”
This approach presumes that you look to outside expertise when confronted with issues in the
classroom.Your objective is to identify tried-and-true situational management strategies that
can easily betransferred into your classroom.
Example You gather some ideas from a situational management strategy theory to govern the
appropriate use of mobile devices in class.
You ask a colleague how he managed to enlist the cooperation of his students to minimize the
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distractions caused by cell phones.
7. Benefits and limitations
This approach provides multiple potential solutions. It is particularly interesting if you easily
adapt to unforeseen situations or if you would like to make a change to your pedagogical
practices, without basing your actions on a particular theory of learning.
Its main disadvantage is that it does not ensure that your approach will be successful
or sustainable in the long term. A large number of variables influence the outcome of an
approach and they will never be identical to those encountered by your colleagues. Although
borrowing someone else’s method can be effective, ensure that it corresponds to your
objectives and the reality of your class.Situations where the exploratory approach is
recommended.You want to base your actions on a tried-and-true approach to integrating
students’ mobiledevices into your learning activities.You are looking for potential solutions
to address the lack of motivation and involvementof certain students.
from colleagues Draw inspirationiePrincipal strateg The Real Life Stories published on
Profweb present projects from college teachers who have integratedtechnology into their
teaching practice in an inspiring way. These stories can be an interesting reference for the use
of mobile devices in a pedagogical context.
Base your actions on research. The CDC (Centre de documentation collégiale) provides
access to documentation produced by the college network. Among the publications that will
undoubtedly inspire you, we recommend the Pédagogie
collégiale journal, the PAREA research project reports, the proceedings of the AQPC
SymposiumAssociation québécoise de pédagogique collégiale) and PERFORMA thesis
essays.
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Impact of Digital Technologieis & Social Media in Education
Aarti H Jadhav
M-Ed Student
Dr. D.Y. Patil College Of Education(M-Ed) Pimpri Pune

ABSTRACT

In the open and distance learning, technologies are used for two contrasting purposes:
to distribute teaching material and to stimulate learning by means of one-way or two-way
communication. An appropriate technology needs to be found to distribute material to
students. In the case of physical teaching material, such as books or audio cassettes, material
has to be carried direct to students or to a point from which they can collect it. It may be
possible to use existing channels of communication with teachers for this purpose, or to rely
on the post, or to set up a dedicated service.. It was therefore important to investigate what we
know about the impact of digital technologies and social networking sites (SNS) on
education.The technology providing quick and easy online access to information and social
activities has undeniable effects on academic lives and study hours. Digital technologies are
now embedded in our society. Focus has shifted from whether or not to use them in teaching
and learning, to understanding which technologies can be used for what specific educational
purposes and then to investigate how best they can be used and embedded across the range of
educational contexts in schools.
Two-way communication is also possible of through face-to-face contact. In making
decisions course, chosen according to their appropriate set of technologies as per their cost
Keywords: Digital devices, educational technology, higher education
INTRODUCTION:
Over the past two decades ,many teachers have successfully prepared student, some
with computers in the classroom and some without. Teacher could avoid computer either
because they chose not to learn how to use them or because they had none in their classroom
or school to use. New communication technologies are being used with four different
functions in teacher education, over and above their use as tools for the writing and
production of teaching material. These four technologies are described below.
Jawa is also foundation for a new environment, that will encompass and go beyond the
capabilities of mosaic and synchronous collaborative features of collage
i)

ii)

Simply to distribute teaching materials; from the educator's point of view it may make
little difference if materials are distributed by post or by the internet, though the
implications in terms of cost and convenience for the user may be very different.
In some cases electronic communications allow simulated two-way communication.
This is the case where a trainee teacher interacts with a computer programmer instead
of with a tutor; much early computer-based learning followed this model but it has
been relatively unimportant for teacher education.
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Third, where computers are networked, or students have access to the internet, then
computer-based Technology in Education
Technical backup and support needs to be in place: it i no good relying on a
technology if it cannot be used b students; many videocassettes sitting on shelves i
remote villages bear witness to this. Maintenance need to be planned for.
The costs need to be affordable for the institution and for the learner.

IMPACT OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIEIS & SOCIAL MEDIA IN EDUCATION
Challenge:
CHANGING TRENDS IN EDUCATION
The challenge is to ensure that technology is used to enable, or make more efficient,
effective teaching and learning practices. With this in mind the findings from the synthesis of
the meta-analyses indicate the following overall trends:
Collaborative use of technology (in pairs or small groups) is usually more effective than
individual use, though some pupils, especially younger children, may need guidance in how
to collaborate effectively and responsibly.
Remedial and tutorial use of technology can be particularly practical for lower
attaining people, those with special educational needs or those from disadvantaged
backgrounds in providing intensive support to enable them to catch up with their peers.
The information age has also brought us a new way of "knowing, researching and using" the
various academic disciplines that we study i school. It has shrunk our world and is helping to
create global village . It has changed business, industry government, and education. This
transformation has bee fueled by rapid progress in computer-related technologies and
telecommunications systems that link computers an1 other machines to each other and to
people. The computer' role as a "mind" tool has further fueled change in th• Information Age.
One person who can use computer effectively can often do the work of several people who
don' know how to use computers. The information age has challenged our educational
system. It has complicated the functions of teacher education and curriculum development. It
has affected school funding and the:. decision-making processes that determine how school
resources are allocated. Our educational system is : massive institution deeply rooted in the
history.
Recommendations
1. The rationale for the impact of digital technology on teaching and learning needs to be
clear:
Will learners work more efficiently, more effectively, more intensively? Will the technology
help them to learn for longer, in more depth, more productively? Or will the teacher be able
to support learners more efficiently or more effectively?
2. The role of technology in learning should be identified:
Will it help learners gain access to learning content, to teachers or to peers? Will the
technology itself provide feedback or will it support more effective feedback from others, or
better self-management by learners themselves?
3. Technology should support collaboration and effective interaction for learning:
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The use of computer and digital technologies is usually more productive when it supports
collaboration and interaction, particularly collaborative use by learners or when teachers use
it to support discussion, interaction and feedback.
Teachers and/or learners should be supported in developing their use of digital technology to
ensure it improves learning.
Training for teachers (and for learners), when it is offered, usually focuses on technology
skills in using the equipment. This is not usually sufficient to support teachers and pupils in
getting the best from technology in terms of their learning. On-going professional
development and support to evaluate the impact on learning is likely to be required.
4. Identify what learners and teachers will stop doing:
The use of digital technology is usually more successful as a supplement rather than as a
replacement for usual teaching. Technology is not introduced into a vacuum. It is therefore
important to identify carefully what it will replace or how the technology activities will be
additional to what learners would normally experience.
5. Micro Learning :
Micro Learning
Micro learning deals with relatively small learning units and short-term-focused activities.
These learning activities last from a few seconds to ﬁfteen min-150 How Will Digital Media
Impact Education?.
The learning activities typically provide subsequent meaning that can continue over multiple
events and over a longer period of time. Some people use microlearning explicitly for
learning, while many others do related activities just for fun or for other purposes. Examples
of micro learning activities are:
1. Reading blogs and following feeds
2. Participating in short message service (SMS) news quizzes
3. Noticing employer’s screensaver campaign on a personal computer
4. Writing and tagging blog postings
5. Making social bookmarks
Micro learning typically takes place in different digital media environments. A typical
characteristic of these environments is that they ‘push’ information to the learners, reducing
the need from learners to actively seek information.
6.Communication Abilities :
The most important aspect is communication abilities, as the needs for communica-tion are
increasing and altering in nature. Face-to-face communication changes as teachers are
becoming more coaches and group work increases, causing the need for efﬁcient face-to-face
communication to increase. Children are already engaged inonline communication with their
friends utilizing various channels, e.g., Facebook or WhatsApp, which is mostly social
communication. Motivational reasons to get engaged in social communication depend on an
individual’s basic needs, which in this case are related to autonomy and relatedness. The use
of social media in educa-tion has been experimented with, but as it was compulsory for
students, it did not work, even though they use it when they are not in school. The reason for
this isthat, when intrinsically motivated people are controlled by extrinsic factors, they lose
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Methodology :
I approached the research problem through a literature review that serves as a source
for deﬁning signals. A ‘signal’ is a small or local innovation or disruption that has the
potential to grow in scale andgeographic distribution. At the time of an identiﬁcation, this
signal is still too incomplete to permit an accurate estimation of its impact and/or to
determine its full responses Signals are useful for anticipating an uncertain future. Using
signals, emergent disruptions can be captured before they become obvious. Trends (“a
general direction in which something is developing or changing” are usual methods to
describe something obvious, and signals could capture a trend before it is identiﬁed and
acknowledged. The identiﬁed signals were used to draft a simplistic scenario for the future of
primary education. The scenario describes a prediction of how the identiﬁed signals are
shaping the world. The goal of the scenario is not to be rich in details, but to be brief and to
present views that can be supported by the identiﬁed signals. To test the validity of our
scenario, a number of expert reviews were conducted. The goal of the interviews was to
gather feedback from media professionals that have made their own predictions regarding the
future. The interviewees were presented with the suggested scenario from this case and asked
to provide their opinions on the scenario and the building blocks of the scenario. The expert
feedback was incorporated selectively: some pieces of the feedback could have been
integrated directly to the proposed scenario, whereas most of the feedback was noted and
possibly used to draft an alternative scenario.
CONCLUSION :
Studies linking provision and use of technology with attainment tend to find
consistent but small positive associations with educational outcomes. However, a causal link
cannot be inferred from this kind of research. It seems probable that more effective schools
and teachers are more likely to use ICT and digital technologies more effectively than other
schools. We need to know more about where and how it is used to greatest effect, then
investigate if this information can be used help to improve learning in other contexts.
With computer and digital technologies there is a recurrent and specific challenge in
understanding and applying the research evidence as it takes time for robust evidence to
emerge in education and the rapid pace of change of technology makes this difficult to
achieve
Collaborative use of technology (in pairs or small groups) is usually more effective than
individual use, though some pupils, especially younger children, may need support in
collaborating effectively.
Remedial and tutorial use of technology can be particularly effective for lower attaining
pupils or those with special educational needs or those from disadvantaged backgrounds in
providing intensive support to enable them to catch up with their peers.
Tested gains in attainment tend to be greater in mathematics and science (compared with
literacy for example) though this is also a more general finding in meta-analysis and may be
at least partly a measurement artefact. In literacy the impact tends to be greater in writing
interventions compared with reading or spelling.
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Training and professional development for teachers is an important component of successful
approaches. At least a full day’s support or on-going professional inquiry-based approaches
appear the most successful. The implication is that such support should go beyond teaching
skills in technology use and focus on the effective pedagogical use of the technology to
support teaching and learning aims.
Overall the key implication is that the technology is solely a catalyst for change. What is it
that teachers or learners actually do which brings about any improvement in learning?
Focusing on the change (and the process of change) in terms of learning is essential in
supporting effective use.
“The best teachers I’ve ever had have used technology to enhance the learning process,
including Facebook pages and events for upcoming projects” – Katie Benmar, Freshman
“We live in a digital ecosystem, and it is vital that educational institutions adapt”
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ABSTRACT:
This paper explores the possible problems that the usage of social media can have on the
physical, social emotional and cognitive development of adolescents. Adolescence is such a
crucial and vulnerable stage in development, where teenagers began to form their own
identity and create meaningful relationships, but social media can have a profound effect on
areas of their development. Social media offers new opportunities and challenges for
adolescents more today as a generation than ever before.
KEYWORDS: Social media, education, younger generation, academic development
WHAT IS SOCIAL MEDIA?
Social media is the collective of online communication channels dedicated to communitybased input, interaction, content- sharing, and collaboration.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOCIAL MEDIA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Social Networks: facebook, twitter, LinkedIn
Media Sharing Networks: instagram, snapchat, YouTube
Discussion Forums: Reddit, Quora, Digg
Bookmarking and Content Curation Networks: Pinterest, flipboard
Blogging and Publishing Networks: Wordpress, Tumblr, Medium

ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY:
Computer use, social media and adolescence seem to be interwined
these days. It is rare to see a teenager without a smartphone or a social media account.
Media use in adolescence is centered on one common theme; staying
connected at all times. It is found that 73% or more of all adolescents use social media. On
average, 11-18 years olds spend over 11 hours a days exposed to electronic media. Social
media can disrupt activities that are supposed to be solitary and even interrupt ongoing face to
face personal interactions.
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL MEDIA:
Another domain that social media can affect would be cognitive
development in adolescence. Jean Piaget is one of the most widely known theorists of
adolescent cognitive development. He believes that they are actively constructing their own
cognitive worlds and organizing their experiences.
Social media can get in the way of an adolescent’s learning and impact their academic
achievement. Adolescent users spend too much time online and less time studying. Since
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students use social media and the internet for sharing, discussing and searching information,
students are often distracted by the entertainment features of the sites allowing for diversion.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL MEDIA:
Social development occurs in relation to peers, family, school, work and the community. The
relationships that that adolescents form during this time is very important, and if anything
negative happens it can severely impact social development of a child. The negative impacts
can lead to issues regarding self-esteem, peer pressure, and cyberbullying, which can possibly
lead to depression and suicide.
Researchers believed that negative feedback through social media
is likely to occur, which can have negative effects on adolescent social development, since
social acceptance and approval in a peer group is crucial in the development of an
adolescent’s self- concept.
MENTAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL MEDIA USE:
Indeed, the misuse of social media could lead to potentially
harmful effects on an adolescent’s mental health. The psychological issues that come from
social media are real and can be severe depending on the individual and the scenario.
Some teens experience anxiety from social media that has to do with
the fear of missing out, which makes the teens try to respond and check all of their friend’s
posts abd messages constantly. The fear of missing out can also start to affect an adolescent’s
self- esteem ad disturb an adolescent’s sleep, which can lead to poor sleep quality, anxiety
and even depression.
CONCLUSION:
Social media has become a part of everyday life. Parents, educators, students
and everyday social media users must understand and be aware of the positive and negative
connotations of social media usage in order to promote the healthy development of the youth
in society.Parents can utilize the strategies, as to talk with their children about social media
usage, and to guide them to making the right decision on the usage.
References:
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Introduction
We are in the 21st century skill of digital citizenship is important; to help students to
learn, communicate and collaborate safely and responsibly. Being a best digital citizen in the
community includes having email etiquette, reporting and preventing cyber bullying, learning
how to protect private information, etc.Education means: The process of receiving or giving
systematic instruction, especially at a school or university.A course of education may be
teaching,Schooling,tution,tutoring,instruction,pedagy,coacing, andragogy, coaching, training,
tutelage, drilling, preparation, guidance, indoctrination,inculcation, enlightenment,edification,
cultivation, development, improvement, bettering.
The word digital is most commonly used in computing and electronics.
Which means a set of 0s and 1s together make a meaning to the system. The word digital
is most commonly used in A digital system is a system that stores data in a discrete way. ...
Larger amounts of data are stored as a string of these bits.Digital Media. Examples of
digital media include software, digital images, digitalvideo, video games, web pages and
websites, including social media, data and databases, digital audio, such as MP3 and
electronic books. Digital technology replaced analog signals for many telecommunication
forms, particularly cellular telephone and cable systems.
Benefits of Digital Technology are
1) Social Connectivity.
Digital technology makes it easy to stay in touch with friends, family, and work remotely,
even if you are in another part of the world.
2) Communication Speeds
The Importance Communication Speed is . In any business, online or off,
your communication with your customers and business associates alike is
extremely important. It isn't just what you say that's the crux of your communications, but
the speed with which it is delivered.
3) Versatile Working
Having many different skills or qualities
4) Learning Opportunities
Learning Apps. Example Byjus, Exam fear, Extra Marks Wikipedia.
TED, Khan Academy, Coursera: Online courses etc
5)Automation
Manual Testing is performed by a human sitting in front of a Computer Carefully Executing
the Test Steps. Automation Testing means using anAutomation Tool to Execute your Test
Case Suite.
6) Information Storage
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A storage device is a physical piece of hardware that is used to store data. In most cases, any
type of file can be added to a storage device. ...
Hard Drive. ...
USB Flash Drive. ...
Memory Card
7)Editing
Arranging, revising, and preparing a written, audio, or video material for final production,
usually by a party (called an editor) other than the creator of the material.
8)Accurate Duplication.
1.To make an exact copy of something: 2. being an exact copy of something: 3. The
documents had been duplicated.
Social Media
Websites and applications that enable users to create and share content or to participate in
social networking. It has its own benefits
1)Build relationships. Social media is not just about brands connecting with their customers.
...
2)Share your expertise. Social media gives you an opportunity to talk about what you know
and what you want to be known for. ...
3)Increase your visibility.
4)Educate yourself. ...
5)Connect anytime.
Social media is a phrase that we throw around a lot these days, often to describe what
we post on sites and apps like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat and others. Some
people
have more of a restricted view of social media, often equating it to mean the same as social
networking .
Disadvantages
1)Information is Overwhelming
2)Privacy Issues
3) Social Peer Pressure or Cyber Bullying
4)Substitution for offline Interaction
5)Affects Lifestyle
Reference
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The Impact of Facebook and Others Social Networks by Daffalla A'lamElhuda and D.
A.Dimetry.
http://www.academia.edu/7489028/Effects_of_Social_Networking_on_Students_Aca
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ABSTRACT
There are varieties of approaches to professional development of teachers in context
of use of multimedia in education. Today we are in the grip of information as tomorrow is
knowledge- oriented period. Our knowledge based modern society looks for technologies as
means to work upon “ something” to generate knowledge that something is information and it
also required communication of that information to the target groups so that a reliable , valid
and flexible knowledge may result through information processing by the learners that is
information and communication Technology( ICT). This paper focuses on the use of
multimedia in B.Ed teacher trainees.
Introduction:
ICT is the most familiar word in the every field. The ICT may be defined as, “ It is
basically information- handling tools a varied sets of goods, application and services that are
used to produce, store, process, distribute and exchange information.” The every teacher
education level is providing the training for the use of ICT. One of the major objectives of the
curriculum of teacher education is to enable student – teacher for use of ICT in the conduct of
lesson, research etc. The teacher education framed curriculum with the one compulsory paper
on ( ET and ICT). Educational technology and information communication and technology.
In this paper teacher educator helps to student teacher to understand the instructional design
and develop basic skills in the production of the different types of multimedia use.
The B.Ed curriculum is prepared in such a way that the students teacher can apply the
theoretical knowledge of internet technology in the various activities in the curriculum. The
B.Ed curriculum has divided in two years. In the whole years the student – teachers are
working individually or in group for creating the work allotted to them such as seminars,
projects, assignments, lesson note etc. ICT helps student teacher in various way, it provide the
basic knowledge of the content, allow to learn at their own pace, provide a chance to express
their thoughts in various forms, communicate or share their study material through the
various sources and also take immediately feedback to their work.
ICT helps student- teacher in each phase of curriculum. The B.Ed curriculum provide a
chance to all B.Ed. student- teacher to get mastery in ICT tools.
Need of the Study:
The B.Ed student – teachers often use the internet technology. It helps student- teacher in
various ways. The present study is needful for answering question regarding the use of ICT.
Title of the study:
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To study the use of ICT in B.Ed course.
Definition:
1) Use of ICT- For the purpose of the present study use of ICT term used for application
of ICT by student-teachers during completion of the seminar, assignments, practical,
projects etc. in B.Ed curriculum.
2) B.Ed curriculum – For the purpose of the present study B.Ed curriculum is the
curriculum provided by Savitribai Phule Pune University.
Objectives of the study:
1)
2)
3)
4)

To identify the use of ICT in B.Ed course activities.
To study the use of ICT in Teaching in B.Ed course.
To study the use of ICT in practice lesson programme in B.Ed course.
To study the use of ICT for learning by the students of the B.Ed course.

Methodology:
The investigators used survey method to study the use of ICT in B.Ed course.
Population:
In the present study the population considered of B.Ed colleges under the area of PimpriChinchwad Corporation. So the population size of the present research is 125 students.
Sample:
The investigators selected 125 students by using purposive method of sampling from 3
B.Ed colleges.
Tools Used:
The study employed a survey method. The instrument used for this study was structured
questionnaire. The instrument which was designed to elicit information on the availability
and use of multimedia for B.Ed course.
Statistical Techniques:
In order to find out the proposition use of ICT in B.Ed course percentage in used as a
statistical technique.
Analysis and Interpretation:
Area wise mean percentage of responses for questions about the use of ICT in B.Ed course.

Use of ICT in B.Ed course
Sr. No
1
2

Area
Use of ICT for Activities
Use of ICT in Teaching
Use of ICT in Practice Lesson
Use of ICT for Learning

Mean Percentage
Yes
No
84%
16%
58%
42%
61%
39%
47%
53%
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Conclusion:
1) Majority of students – teachers use ICT in Activities.
2) Less than half percent of students – teacher use ICT in Practice Lesson.
3) Majority of colleges have facilities related to ICT.
4) Less than half percent of student- teacher use ICT for learning purpose.
ICT has arrived in a big way there is no escape from it. ICT helps in making teachinglearning process learner centered. ICT is effective for the B.Ed course and it is helpful tool
for preparing all activities of B.Ed course.
References:Carlon S. and C.T. Gadio. 2002. Teacher Professional Develpoment in the use of
Technology. Washington D.C.
Lexon Alexis- 199- Fundamentals of ICT, Leon Press. Vikas publishing House pvt ltd, New
Delhi
Mangal. S.K. . 1986. Fundamentals of Education Technology. Prakash Brothers, Ludhiana.
Multimedia Role of Teachers in Higher Education: University News- 47-2009.
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Abstract—In the current scenario of educational institutions, multimedia has dig up its own
kind of space in some or the other way as a tool of educational technology. Multimedia has
overcome the barriers of time and space and provides evidence to be accepted as an anytime
and anywhere tool for educating multi-disciplinary masses. The process of knowledge
acquisition becomes more efficient when the learners experience an event through a
multimedia simulation. Multimedia technology empowers the educational process by means
of increased interaction between teachers and the students. Apart from the fact that
multimedia can provide educators and students with endless possibilities of quality teaching
and learning, taking vital considerations of the pedagogical strengths and limitations of
Multimedia, it can be used to its fullest potency, and reach the eminence of ‘New Educational
Technology tool’.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a comprehensive study of selected papers that are pertinent to the
use of Multimedia in Education, as well as lists down the various proposed multi-disciplinary
educational frameworks and tools for the same. In this paper, a study of most commonly used
methods and issues related to the use of Multimedia as a new education technology tool has
been carried out and reported. It also presents a categorized listing of such papers,
accompanied by annotations that describe the content of the papers and their relevance to the
use of Multimedia in Education.
MULTIMEDIA AND EDUCATION - What Is Multimedia? Multimedia is a melody sung
in harmony with multi-channel and multi-modal bits of knowledge and creation. Sometimes it
is as small as a rotating globe used as logo in an amateur‟s website or is as huge as Xbox 360
games or DreamWorks‟ Shrek series. Its ultimate role is to inform, educate and/or entertain
all. Multimedia is all-pervading, thrilling and involving method of info-edu-tainment with
multiple facets and long lasting approbation. Educational Technology Educational technology
is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by
creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes and resources
1. It is most simply and contentedly defined as an assortment of tools that might prove helpful
in student centered learning, problem based learning or case-based learning. It advocates the
teacher becoming “Guide on the Side” rather than “Sage on the Stage”
2. Educational Technology also called „Learning Technology‟, mainly comprise of the use of
technology in the process of teaching and learning. Here the term „Technology‟ does not
only include the use of latest tools and techniques like laptops, interactive whiteboards, and
smart phones; internet, Wi-Fi, and YouTube etc., although they are massively preferred by
today‟s learners for their learning potential, but also encompasses efficient and enhanced
learning management systems, schema of information dissemination, effective teaching and
management of student masses, feedback mechanisms and performance evaluation
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methodologies etc. C. Multimedia Learning Environment Multimedia provides a technology
based constructivist learning environment,
3. where students are able to solve a problem by means of self explorations, collaboration and
active participation. Simulations, models and media rich study materials like still and
animated graphics, video and audio integrated in a structured manner facilitate the learning of
new knowledge much more effectively.
4.The interactive nature of multimedia provides the room to enhance traditional "chalk-andtalk" method of teaching with more flexibility to learners to adapt to individual learning
strategy. It enables both the educators and learners to work together in an informal setting.
The role of educators and learners are extended. Furthermore, it encourages and enhances
peer learning as well as individual creativity and innovation.
MULTIMEDIA AND ITS PEDAGOGICAL STRENGTHS–
Multimedia facilitates mastering basic skills of a student by means of drill and
practice. It helps in problem solving by means of learning by doing, understanding abstract
concepts, provide enhanced access for teachers and students in remote locations, facilitate
individualized and cooperative learning, helps in management and administration of
classroom activities and learning content, and simulate real life problem handling
environments. Multimedia Technology is used and experimented by various educational
institutions of all levels all over the world in their own designed mode
MULTIMEDIA IN EDUCATION: UNIVERSITIES APPROACH
There are two ways, multimedia education is imparted to the students by various
universities / institutions: a)Teaching methodologies of multimedia content creation, which
include imparting hands-on skills of software packages used for creation and authoring of
multimedia content, and b) Employing interactive multimedia content and technology for
effective teaching, which include the various methods of engaged learning like multimodal
interactive information delivery; and personalized and enhanced anytime-anywhere access of
the content A few initiatives taken by various educational bodies to understand, implement
and evaluate the type of multimedia required in the time to come so that it justifies its
universal acceptance as a major tool of Educational Technology.
Assist educators to choose between numerous educational Multimedia technologies. Knowing
that the technological availability of multimedia resources is possible, the pedagogical
evaluation of multimedia is proposed to be done
5. This paper advocates the need of evaluation of the effectiveness of new multimedia
technologies in class room environment in the light of their contribution in the improved
teaching and learning. The future educational paradigm, the role and extend of the use of
Multimedia in it. Flexible Local independent education (FLiE)
6. This paper proposes that the new futuristic educational Model FLiE, would allow flexible
education and is supported by interactive communication tools authored by both teachers and
students, and indulge them in life-long education. To enable students to ask questions
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electronically and anonymously in class. ActiveClass (A networked classroom technology)
implemented on Undergraduate class in Computer Science known as Active campus.
7. This paper send regrets to the adoption of Active Class seeing unsatisfactory participation
of students with varied reasons such as, unavailability of sufficient laptops, heterogeneous
mass with diverse interests, engaging students into more irrelevant tasks while lectures and
hence could not effectively augment the current classroom behavior as desired. To provide
inter-disciplinary knowledge and skills dealing with visual aesthetic understanding and
communication, integrated with technological knowledge, in order to become effective and
efficient employees in the information age.
8. This paper presents an interdisciplinary approach of Education which in-turn is developed
and maintained by three departments, Art, Computer Science/Information Systems and Mass
Communication to provide students various courses on Interactive digital media, Computer
science programming, new media and visual imaging. The course has been designed with the
industry input considering the upcoming demands and curriculum is modified time to time to
justify its purpose.
MULTIMEDIA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS:
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH -Various Multimedia educational programs have
been designed, developed and implemented as a solution to observed problems in multiple
disciplines. Various combinations of Multimedia content and methodologies are being used
as a try to solve the issues. The various organisations and institutions all over the world are
dedicatedly working towards implementation of multimedia and exploring its multidisciplinary utility.
A critical study of a few Multimedia Educational programs. Authoring level: only
involves creating multimedia content for a given environment. Application level: focuses on
creating the software components of the environments. System level: focuses on empowering
students in creating the complete artificial environments and multimodal systems themselves.
International Journal of Information and Education Technology, Vol. 2, No. 5, October 2012
EVALUATION
PROGRAMS

OF

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY

MULTIMEDIA

EDUCATIONAL

Program Target Users Goals Multimedia Technology used Annotations HEADS UP
(Health Education and Discovering Science while unlocking potential) Inner-City Non-Asian
Minority Middle-School Students in the US To develop their interest in science and
encourage them to enter academic pipeline to careers in health sciences (1) Video career
stories of minority health scientists on DVD or VHS cassette tapes. (2) Graphics and
Animations during hands on activities. (3) Web based Resources. (4) Teacher Resources
following iterative review and feedback design process.
Results assures to diminish the achievement gap between white and non-Asian
minority middle school students by presenting life stories of minority scientists in a
multimedia framework. Instructional Technology Summer Technology student interns
working on faculty proposed projects To develop high quality multimedia based projects to
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be used by faculty in teaching 1) Print Publications to advertise 2)Presentations to share
project experiences. 3) Daily messages on web to announce collection of project proposals. 4)
Digital Story Telling workshops during training. This summer technology program has
successfully proven the use of Multimedia technology in training the interns, and facilitated
the creation of projects that work in classroom teaching. ACALPA (Affective ComputerAided Learning Platform for Children with Autism) Implemented in a specialized school for
people with autism. To examine and facilitate the educational procedure for people with
autism. 1) Everyday use objects, colors and words to help sustain user‟s interest during game.
2) Avatar driven instructions or synthesized speech in autistic person‟s native language. 3)
Feedback through Avatar‟s visual expression of emotions. 4) Personalized instructions and
the various difficulty levels for different users. This Multimedia system provide the
interactive modules to support techniques and methods that are used in autistic persons‟
education such as TEACCH, which involves a structured teaching approach and the use of
visual materials especially targeting to the person‟s visual processing strengths KAD (KinoAni-Drama) and Animation Therapy Implemented on the children and adolescents of south
Korea To reduce stress related problems caused by excessive use of internet, video games and
mass-media
1) Off-line Kino-Ani-Drama Therapy including Dance and Drama Therapy, Music
Therapy & painting therapy.
2) Online Animation Therapy including 2D, 3D Animation, virtual reality,
Augmented reality, hypertext etc. This multimedia therapy program showed therapeutic
results to the mind and body of stressed out Net-generation caused by negative effect of
compulsive use of media by constructively engaging them in media production like videos,
animations etc. 3-10 yrs, old, blind or having severe visual impairment To design, develop
and to adapt computer games for visually impaired children 1) Tactile and Sound Interface
for playing through interactive stories. 2) Use of concept keyboard. 3) Use of Joysticks to
control sound interface. The Multimedia project presented in paper advocate the use of
Multimedia computer games for visually impaired children as an aid for their psychomotor
development and enhanced adaptability to Human computer Interface.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a study has been carried out to analyze the reverence of multimedia in
various disciplines of current education system. From the review of literature in reference
with a variety of university approaches, it has been learnt that multimedia has enormous
potential to impart flexible, multi-modal, life-long education to heterogeneous mass learners.
The Multi-disciplinary nature of multimedia makes it increasingly popular among people
from diverse domains. The literature study clearly demonstrates its qualifications as a vast
source of customized learning environments, to accommodate varied behavioral problems
like confidence building and stress reduction. Multimedia used in right direction has also
succeeded in psychomotor development and strengthening of visual processing of the
intended users. In conjunction with the study of usefulness of multimedia in different
educational scenarios, the important point for future research is that the time to come will
surely promise the availability of multimedia technology to one and all, but its usage should
be limited to and in consideration with its pedagogical strengths. The above studies have
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clearly indicated that even if the networked classroom technology is made available to the
students, there were many other pedagogical issues because of which the students‟ interest
and interaction in the class room could not be increased.
More research work is required in the area of multimedia pedagogy so that the design,
form and content of Multimedia is such that it does not hinder the usual educational process
and supplements it with more info-edu-tainment.
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lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’ku
vpZuk Kkuksck vMlqGs
lkfo=hckbZ Qqys iq.ks fo|kihB] iq.ks
vf‘ouh xqYgkUks
MkW‐ Mh‐ ok;‐ ikVhYk f‘k{k.k‘kkL«k egkfon;kYk;] fIkaIkjh] iq.ks
izLrkou
vktP;k ekfgrh ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr vusd {ks=kr izxrh ?kMwu vkyh vkgs- f’k{k.k
{ks=krgh vR;k/kqfud ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx d#u fo|kF;kZauk v|kor Kku fnys tkr vkgsv/;;u v/;kiu izfØ;k izHkkoh Ogkoh o fo|kF;kZauk R;kaP;k xrhus] Lo;aizsj.ksus f’kdrk
;kos

;klkBh

v/;;u

v/;kiukr

lax.kd

lgkf¸¸kr

vuqns’ku

(Computer

AssistedInstruction) pk okij dsyk tkr vkgs lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’ku %&
^f’k{kd tsaOgk izR;{k vuqns’kuke/;s lax.kdkpk okij djrks rsaOgk ;k ra=kyk lax.kd
lgkf¸;r vuqns’ku


¼Computer Assisted Instruction)vls

Eg.krkr-*

lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’ku ra=kph oSf’k”V;s %&
1- vuqns’kura= gs lax.kd o v/;;udrkZ ;kaP;krhy vkarjfØ;soj voyacwu vlrs2- ;k izdkjkP;k ra=ke/;s lax.kd fo|kF;kZyk vuqns’ku djrks‐
3- ,dk Bjkfod ikrGhi;Zar fo|kF;kZauk us.;klkBh lax.kdke/;s vko’;d rso<s
ekfgrh lkBoysyh vlrs4- fo|kF;kZyk Lor%P;k xrhus v/;;u djrk ;kos v’kh lax.kdkr lks; dsysyh
vlrs-



lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’kukps izdkj
1½ laokn ( Dialogue ) %&
fo|kF;kZauk v/;;u djrkuk goh vlysyh ekfgrh lax.kdkyk fopkjY;koj feGw
‘kdrs ;sFks fo|kF;kZauh lax.kdkyk iz’u fopkjY;koj mRrj feGfo.ks vlk vFkZ vfHkizsr
vlrks- [kj rj ;k izdkjkr v/;;udrkZ o lax.kd ;ke/;s laokn lk/kyk tkr ukgh
dkj.k lax.kd v/;;u dR;kZyk izfriz’u fopkjr ukgh- i.k fo|kF;kZyk dks.krh ekfgrh
goh vkgs gs fopk#u lax.kd vko’;d rs ekxn’kZu djrks2½ mtG.kh o ljko ( Drill & Practice )

%&

fofo/k fo“k¸k ?kVdkrhYk ladYiuk fo|kF;kZaP;k fn?kZdkG Lej.kkr jkg.;klkBh
R;kaph mtG.kh d#u ?ks.ks vko’;d vlrs- R;kapk vko’;d rks ljko d#u ?ks.ks
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xjtsps vkgs- fo|kF;kZaPkh fof’k”V Kkuiqjrh pkp.kh ?ksrY;kewGs R;kaP;k Kkukps n`<hdj.k
gks.;kl enr gksrs- ;k ra=kewGs fo|kF;kZyk R;kP;k xrhus v/;;u djrk ;srs-fo|kF;kZauk
vk/khp f’kdfoysys i.k ljko dj.;kph xjt vlrs v’kh ewyHkwr dkS’kY;s
f’kdfo.;klkBh mtG.kh o ljko ;kpk mi;ksx gksrks3½ pkSd’kh ( Inquiry )

%&

v/;;u dR;kZyk v/;;u djrkuk ;s.kkÚ;k leL;kaps fujkdj.k dj.;klkBh
v/;;udrkZ lax.kdkph enr ?ksow ‘kdrks- fo|kF;kZyk goh vlysyh ekfgrh rks
lax.kdkyk fopkjrks o rh ekfgrh lax.kdkdMwu fnyh tkrs fdaok rh dksBs feGsy rs
lkafxrys tkrs4½ leL;k fujkdj.k ( Problem Solving )

%&

vkdMseksM dj.;klkBh T;kizek.ks x.kd;a=kpk okij dsyk tkrks] useds rsp dke
lax.kd djrks‐ rlsp la[;k’kkL=h; ekfgrho#u fu”d”kZ dk<.;klkBh djkoh ykx.kkjh
vkdMseksM o R;klkBh ykx.kkjk osG lax.kdkeqGs okpow ‘kdrks- gkp osG fo|kFkhZ
nqlÚ;k egRRokP;k dk;kZlkBh oki# ‘kdrks5½

izikB(

Tutorials )%&

ladYiuk] fu;e] lq=s o dkS’kY; fufeZrhlkBh ØekfUor v/;;kps fofo/k ?kVd
lax.kdkr lkBfoysys vlrkr- ;ke/;s lax.kd fo|kF;kZauk iwoZKkukoj vk/kkfjr oLrqfu”B
iz’u fopkjrks- mRrj cjkscj fnY;kl dk;ZØe iq<s pkyw Bsoyk tkrks tj mRrj pqdys
rj vk’k;kph iqujko`Rrh d#u izcyu fnYks tkRks o pqdk lq/kkj.;klkBh lax.kdkdMwu
;ksX; ekxZn’kZu iqjfoys tkrs6½ vfHk#prk ( Simulation ) %&
;k ra=kr ,[kknh ifjfLFkrh] ?kVuk fdaok izlax rlsp fofo/k ¸ka=.ksP;k izfrd`rh
;kapk okij dsyk tkrks‐ [kÚ;k ul.kkÚ;k ;k loZ xks”Vh lax.kdk}kjs fuekZ.k dsY;k
tkrkuk R;keqGs ,[kkns vo?kM dkS’kY; vkRelkr dj.;klkBh gqcsgqc ifjfLFkrhr ljko
dj.;klkBh vfHk#irk ;k ra=kpk mi;ksx gksrks7½ [skG ( Game )
v/;;uklkBh izsj.ksph xjt vlrs‐ [ksGkrwu v/;;uklkBh vko’;d rh izsj.kk
fo|kF;kZauk nsrk ;srs- fo|kF;kZapk d`rh’khy lgHkkx o vo/kku ;keqGs [ksGkrhy dkS’kY;
o izkfo.; ok<fork ;srs- lax.kdkP;k lkg;kus fofo/k fo”k;krhy ladYiuk [ksGk}kjs
ltkowu ?ks.;kl fo|kF;kZayk enr gksrs lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’kukps Qk;ns %&
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1- fo|kFkhZ lrr fØ;k’khy jkgrkr2- fofo/k fo”k;krhYk vewrZ ladYIkUkkaps vkdyu gks.;klkBh vko’;d vlysyh
fp=s o vkd`R;kaph lks; lax.kdkr vlY;kus fo”k;kps vdyu gks.;kl enr
gksrs3- vadxf.krh;vkdMseksM pVdu djrk ;srs- R;keqGs mnkgj.ks LkksMorkuk osG tkr
ukgh4- ,[kk|k eq|kaP;k Li”Vhdj.kklkBh lax.kdkr eqcyd izek.kkr vkd`R;k iqjfoY;k
tkrkr R;kewGs v/;;ukl enr gksrs5- ;ki)rhr rkcMcksc çR;kHkj.k gksrs R;kewGs fo|kFkhZ iq<hy v/;;uklkBh mRlqd
jkgrks6- lax.kdkyk eqnzd tksMysyk vlY;keqGs fo|kF;kZyk vkiY;k uksVl~ ?ksrk ;srkr7- lax.kdkP;k lgk¸;kps v/;;u djrkuk fo|kF;kZuk uouohu ra=kpk mi;ksx d#u
vf/kd le`) vuqHko ?ksrk ;srkr8- lax.kdkP;k enrhus tyn xrhus v/;;u gksr-s
9- fo|kFkhZ vkiY;k xrhus Lo;a v/;;u d# ‘kdrks10- fo|kF;kZyk oS;fDrd ekxZn’kZu feGrs rlsp pqdk >kY;koj iqUgk ljko d#u
v/;;ukP;k mfn~n”Vkai;Zar iksgprk ;sr-s
 lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’kukP;k e;kZnk %&
1- ekuohvkarjfØ;k ?kMwu ;s.;kl ;kr oko ulrks- fo|kFkhZ vf/kd osG
lax.kdkleksj clyk rj daVkGwu tkow ‘kdrks2- lax.kdkojhydk;ZØeke/;s r;kj dsysY;k izfrlknkaiSdhp ,d izfrlkn fo|kF;kZyk
|kok ykxrks- R;kis{kk osxGk izfrlkn fnY;kl lax.kd R;kps mRrj nsow ‘kdr
ukgh3- gs O;fDrxr Lo#ikps v/;;u vlY;kus HkkokRed fodklkl Qkjls mi;qDr
Bjr ukgh4- oxZ v/;kiuklkj[ks fo|kF;kZaP;k ekufld fLFkrhpk fopkj dsyk tkr ukghlekjksi
v’kk izdkjs lax.kdkP;k enrhus fo|kF;kZauk v/;;u vuqHko feGkY;kl fo|kFkhZ
Lo;aizsj.ksus v/;;u djrhy o vkuannk;h f’k{k.kkpk vuqHko ?ksrhylanHkZ
1- txrki]g- u- ¼1992½ f’k{k.kkrhy uoizokg o uoizorZu] iq.ks % uqru izdk’ku2- ns’kikaMs]izdk’k ¼1994½ vuqns’k iz.kkyh vfHkdYi] ukf’kd % ;-p-e-eq-fo|kihB
-
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3- vksd] lqeu ¼1984½ ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku] iq.ks % Jh- fo|k izdk’ku4- ukxeksrh] ia- ih- ¼2008½ vuqns’ku iz.kkyh] ukf’kd % fxz”ek izdk’ku5- txrki] g-uk- & izxr ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku6- ikVhy] iz’kkar ¼2006½ ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku vkf.k O;oLFkkiu] iq.ks% fuR; uwru
izdk’ku5½

izikB(

Tutorials )%&

ladYiuk] fu;e] lq=s o dkS’kY; fufeZrhlkBh ØekfUor v/;;kps fofo/k ?kVd
lax.kdkr lkBfoysys vlrkr- ;ke/;s lax.kd fo|kF;kZauk iwoZKkukoj vk/kkfjr oLrqfu”B
iz’u fopkjrks- mRrj cjkscj fnY;kl dk;ZØe iq<s pkyw Bsoyk tkrks tj mRrj pqdys
rj vk’k;kph iqujko`Rrh d#u izcyu fnYks tkRks o pqdk lq/kkj.;klkBh lax.kdkdMwu
;ksX; ekxZn’kZu iqjfoys tkrs6½ vfHk#prk ( Simulation ) %&
;k ra=kr ,[kknh ifjfLFkrh] ?kVuk fdaok izlax rlsp fofo/k ¸ka=.ksP;k izfrd`rh
;kapk okij dsyk tkrks‐ [kÚ;k ul.kkÚ;k ;k loZ xks”Vh lax.kdk}kjs fuekZ.k dsY;k
tkrkuk R;keqGs ,[kkns vo?kM dkS’kY; vkRelkr dj.;klkBh gqcsgqc ifjfLFkrhr ljko
dj.;klkBh vfHk#irk ;k ra=kpk mi;ksx gksrks7½ [skG ( Game )
v/;;uklkBh izsj.ksph xjt vlrs‐ [ksGkrwu v/;;uklkBh vko’;d rh izsj.kk
fo|kF;kZauk nsrk ;srs- fo|kF;kZapk d`rh’khy lgHkkx o vo/kku ;keqGs [ksGkrhy dkS’kY;
o izkfo.; ok<fork ;srs- lax.kdkP;k lkg;kus fofo/k fo”k;krhy ladYiuk [ksGk}kjs
ltkowu ?ks.;kl fo|kF;kZayk enr gksrs lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’kukps Qk;ns %&
1- fo|kFkhZ lrr fØ;k’khy jkgrkr2- fofo/k fo”k;krhYk vewrZ ladYIkUkkaps vkdyu gks.;klkBh vko’;d vlysyh
fp=s o vkd`R;kaph lks; lax.kdkr vlY;kus fo”k;kps vdyu gks.;kl enr
gksrs3- vadxf.krh;vkdMseksM pVdu djrk ;srs- R;keqGs mnkgj.ks LkksMorkuk osG tkr
ukgh4- ,[kk|k eq|kaP;k Li”Vhdj.kklkBh lax.kdkr eqcyd izek.kkr vkd`R;k iqjfoY;k
tkrkr R;kewGs v/;;ukl enr gksrs5- ;ki)rhr rkcMcksc çR;kHkj.k gksrs R;kewGs fo|kFkhZ iq<hy v/;;uklkBh mRlqd
jkgrks-
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6- lax.kdkyk eqnzd tksMysyk vlY;keqGs fo|kF;kZyk vkiY;k uksVl~ ?ksrk ;srkr7- lax.kdkP;k lgk¸;kps v/;;u djrkuk fo|kF;kZuk uouohu ra=kpk mi;ksx d#u
vf/kd le`) vuqHko ?ksrk ;srkr8- lax.kdkP;k enrhus tyn xrhus v/;;u gksr-s
9- fo|kFkhZ vkiY;k xrhus Lo;a v/;;u d# ‘kdrks10- fo|kF;kZyk oS;fDrd ekxZn’kZu feGrs rlsp pqdk >kY;koj iqUgk ljko d#u
v/;;ukP;k mfn~n”Vkai;Zar iksgprk ;sr-s
 lax.kd lgkf¸;r vuqns’kukP;k e;kZnk %&
1- ekuohvkarjfØ;k ?kMwu ;s.;kl ;kr oko ulrks- fo|kFkhZ vf/kd osG
lax.kdkleksj clyk rj daVkGwu tkow ‘kdrks2- lax.kdkojhydk;ZØeke/;s r;kj dsysY;k izfrlknkaiSdhp ,d izfrlkn fo|kF;kZyk
|kok ykxrks- R;kis{kk osxGk izfrlkn fnY;kl lax.kd R;kps mRrj nsow ‘kdr
ukgh3- gs O;fDrxr Lo#ikps v/;;u vlY;kus HkkokRed fodklkl Qkjls mi;qDr
Bjr ukgh4- oxZ v/;kiuklkj[ks fo|kF;kZaP;k ekufld fLFkrhpk fopkj dsyk tkr ukghlekjksi
v’kk izdkjs lax.kdkP;k enrhus fo|kF;kZauk v/;;u vuqHko feGkY;kl fo|kFkhZ
Lo;aizsj.ksus v/;;u djrhy o vkuannk;h f’k{k.kkpk vuqHko ?ksrhylanHkZ
1- txrki]g- u- ¼1992½ f’k{k.kkrhy uoizokg o uoizorZu] iq.ks % uqru izdk’ku2- ns’kikaMs]izdk’k ¼1994½ vuqns’k iz.kkyh vfHkdYi] ukf’kd % ;-p-e-eq-fo|kihB
3- vksd] lqeu ¼1984½ ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku] iq.ks % Jh- fo|k izdk’ku4- ukxeksrh] ia- ih- ¼2008½ vuqns’ku iz.kkyh] ukf’kd % fxz”ek izdk’ku5- txrki] g-uk- & izxr ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku6- ikVhy] iz’kkar ¼2006½ ‘kS{kf.kd ra=Kku vkf.k O;oLFkkiu] iq.ks% fuR; uwru
izdk’ku-
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Overall Impact of Mobile Phone Usage on Secondary Students of English
Medium Schools in Pimpri Area
Preeti Rakesh Nair
M.Ed. student, D.Y. Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune
Dr. Rekha Pathak
Principal ,D.Y. Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune

ABSTRACT:
In India, the past 10 years has experienced a huge increase in the number of mobile phone
subscribers, with widespread use among teenagers. The aim of this study was to examine the
impact of mobile phone usage on secondary students of English medium schoolsamong
secondary schoolchildren. This study was carried on a sample of 400 secondary students ,35
teachers and 43 parents in English medium schools in Pimpri area. A self-administered
questionnaire form covering, pattern of use of cell (mobile) phone, and attitudes towards its
hazards and effect on social relationship and linguistic skills.
Keywords:Mobile phone, secondary students ,social relationship ,linguistic skills.

INTRODUCTION:
Since late 1990’s, mobile phones have become an almost essential part of
daily life since their rapid growth. It has virtually affected the society’s accessibility,
security, safety and coordination of business and social activities and has hence become a
part of culture of the whole world.Nearly half of all Indians are under 30 years of age
therefore, India appears to be in the forefront of the developing market for mobile phone and
data services to young people. India is the fastest growing mobile subscribed base in the
world around a billion users. 81% of India uses a mobile phone, 10% of India uses a smart
phone where as 9% of India use a multimedia phone.
Surveys and studies from a number of countries indicate that the use of mobile
phones in young people is increasing rapidly and starting at a younger age. Almost half of
the mobile internet users are between 18 and 25 years. Studies show varying frequency of
use at different ages in different countries. Ease to early adoption is a significant merit of
mobile phone. The swift growth in affordability and coverage of mobile telephone services
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and its increasing importance as a means of two way communication are responsible for the
rapid expansion of mobile telephony all over the world.
Many studies have shown that extensive use of social networking, texting and
chatting on mobile phones result in lower grades and poor academic performance of
students. Even though people of various ages find mobile phones convenient and useful,
younger generations tend to appreciate them more and be more dependent on them. The
researches have proven that some students have the habit of keeping their mobile phones on
during classes and studies, even in the library, thereby distracting others. In this context the
study focused on finding the overall impact of mobile phone use on secondary students.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM :
The statement of the research is:
A study on overall impact of mobile phone usage on secondary students of English medium
schools in Pimpri area.

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH :
1.
2.
3.
4.

To explore the usage patterns of mobile phones among the secondary students.
To find the advantages of using mobile phones on the secondary students.
To find the ill effects of using mobile phones on the secondary students.
To examine whether the use of mobile phone is affecting the social relationships of
the secondary students.

5.

To analyze whether text messaging through cell phone is modifying the linguistic
skills like spelling and grammar of the secondary students.

6.

To suggest remedies for the excessive use of mobile phones on the secondary
students.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
RQ 1: What are the usage patterns of mobile phones among the secondary students?
RQ 2. What are the advantages of using mobile phones on the secondary students?
RQ 3. What are the ill effects of using mobile phones on the secondary students?
RQ 4. Does the use of mobile phone is affect the social relationships of the secondary
students?
RQ 5. Whether text messaging through cell phone affects the linguistic skills of secondary
students?

SURVEY AND METHODOLOGY :
This study is based on the survey for collecting the results from the students,teachers,parents
of std IX and X of English Medium schools. The survey questionnaire was distributed to the
students,teachers and parents. A questionnaire was designed for conducting the survey. It
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contained twenty five to thirty two questions which cover sufficient information about impact
of mobile devices on secondary students. In all there were 475 questionnaires which were
distributed in different schools for collecting the survey results. In result, each
student,teacher,parent has given his/her own opinion information about impact of mobile
devices on secondary students.

Method of research :
The researcher had used SURVEY METHOD to conduct the study.
Population :
There are 16 Secondary English Medium Schools in Pimpri Area. The researcher considered
the total number of students, teachers and parents of standard IX and X in the schools of
Pimpri area as population for the present research study.
Sample :
The researcher selected 3 schools which was approximately 20% percent of the population
for the research. The researcher considered this as the representative sample for this research.
Sampling technique :
The researcher selects the sample by Random sampling technique..
Tools:
The researcher had used questionnaire as a tool for data collection.
Statistical technique:
The researcher had used Percentage (%) to analyse the questionnaire for teachers as well as
students.

TOOLS AND DATA COLLECTION :
1. The researcher used questionnaire for the present research study.
2. The questionnaire was constructed by the researcher under the guidance of an expert
related to the subject.
3.Three questionnaire where prepared; one each for students, parents and teachers.
4. The questionnaire included questions on general information of the respondents.

RESULTS:
A total of 400 students ,35 teachers and 43 parents where surveyed. It can be concluded from
the data that majority of students and parents feel that students like the music feature the most
in their mobile phones and spent less than an hour to 2 hours on their mobile phones while the
teachers are of the opinion that games is their favourite mobile phone feature. The students
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and parents agree that the main reason to use mobile phone is for studies and emergency
calling while the teachers feel that is for entertainment.
The students, parents and teachers unanimously agree that internet is advantageous
for students in studies in the form of educational apps, videos and the mobile phones
helps students in staying connected with friends and families through calling and social
apps. Mobile phone also helps students for recreation in the form of music and games. It
helps the students feel safe because of emergency calling availability. Also ,students use
mobile phone to help them in self -study.
The students, parents and teachers unanimously agree that the disadvantage of
mobile phone is the disturbance caused in study due to chatting, calling and social apps.
Also, that the spelling skills are affected by the use of shortcuts in writing spellings as
well as spelling mistakes. Students, parents and teachers are of the opinion that crime
and deviance behavior is promoted with the help of mobile phones. The parents and
teachers are of the opinion that mobile phone has affected the relationship with outer
world .
While the parents and students are of the opinion that mobile phones has not
affected moral values in students or increased aggression, stress, irritation , teachers
believe it has affected all of the following behavior. The students, teachers and parents
unanimously agree that students are aware about hazards of mobile phone usage.
The students, teachers and parents unanimously agree that students should not be
allowed to use mobile phone in schools and suggest that the students must not use phone
in school and the phone must only be used in house under the supervision of the parents.
Hence, it can be concluded that even the secondary students are not overusing mobile
phones and while there are few disadvantages of mobile phone use it is mostly
advantageous for them.Although,it has not affected their social relationship in a negative
way it has affected the students linguistic skills negatively to some extent.
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Digitalization in Education
Mr. Suresh Waghmare
Assistant Professor,D.Y. Patil College of Education, Pimpri, Pune
The twenty first century has been the growth of a range of applications in education
system, including simulations, games and materials delivered by the World Wide Web.
Technological changes & curricular developments are constantly bringing forth new
opportunity for teachers. Technological and computer skills of teachers are important
components for digitalization of education. To digitalize the education system, distribution of
computer is not enough, because integration of computer in education is much more
complicated than providing computers. One of the biggest obstacles to digitalize in education
system is the lack of technology training in teacher’s education programs.
Utilization of technologies for education is crucial in proving the quality of teaching and
learning. Technologies for education may classified in terms of broadcasting media, printing
media and nontraditional including products and services that provide information using
computer, internet. We are running into the 21st century where technology knows no bounds.
This is the phase of radical development where technology is taking over every niche and
corner. Smartphones, laptops, and tablets are no more unknown words. During this phase the
education system is evolving for the sake of betterment, as this generation's students are not
born to be confined by the limits of simple learning; their curiosity is vast and cannot be
catered with educational systems that were designed earlier. If we kept on teaching our
children the way we taught them yesterday, we would deprive them of their tomorrow. Our
old educational system lacks the capability to stand a chance in the 21st century. So we are
compelled to use digitization in our educational system.
Digitalization
Digital content delivery is opening new possibilities in education. Traditional teaching
was delivered in a “one size fits all” manner, which made it easy to leave learners behind.
Digital education, particularly in the form of blended learning programs, is growing. The
education community is already adopting new technologies that support blended learning
environments – such as cloud computing, learning management systems, open content, and
mobile learning.
Digitalization means transformation of all information types i.e. texts, sounds, visuals, video
and other data from various sources, into the digital language.
“Digitization is the integration of digital technologies into everyday life by the digitization of
everything that can be digitized.”
Learning through various advanced techniques:


Simulation:
A simulation is a simplified version of reality in which essential physical or social
elements are represented without hazards, cost or time constraint normally associated with
them. Simulations are representation of real situations with the element of safety, because
some rael equipment cannot be used in the class as they may be too costly or too delicate
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or may be length of time involved in a real exercise would be too great. One of the
marked advantages of effective simulation is increase in student’s motivation and
participation.


Online education
Online education is a type of educational instruction that is delivered via the internet to
students using their home computers. During the last decade, online degrees and courses
have become popular alternative for a wide range of nontraditional students; include those
who want to continue working full-time or raising families. Most of the time, online
degree programs and courses are offered via the host school's online learning platform,
although some are delivered using alternative technologies. Although there are subtle
dissimilarities, the main difference between online and traditional learning is the fact that
online education liberates the student from the usual trappings of on-campus degree
programs — including driving to school, planning their schedule around classes, and
being physically present for each sequence of their coursework.



Online examinations
Online examination is conducting a test online to measure the knowledge of the
participants on a given topic. With online examination students can do the exam online, in
their own time and with their own device, regardless where they life. Digitization gave
way to the online exam, making the examination process convenient for both teachers and
students.



Digital textbooks
now a day digital textbooks are available in the market. They prevalent with other names
like e-textbooks and e-texts, digital textbooks provide an interactive interface in which the
students have access to multimedia content such as videos, interactive presentations, and
hyperlinks.



Animation
Animation is a captivating approach in which students learn in a better manner. By
offering a visual representation of the topic, students grasp the concept in a more
understandable manner. Even the toughest topics can be presented in a simplified way
with the help of animation.

Online Learning Resources:
Online learning resources are freely accessible in the forms of text, pictures and digital assets.
In recent time student population if highly increased, pedagogy is being compromised.
Because of that, online resources are being developed in a way that makes them always
available to teachers to educate the masses.
Internet:
Internet makes digitization possible to all over the world. As per recent survey after the
United States and China, India has been rated as the third largest internet consumer in the
world. The core existence of online education platforms is being possible with the internet.
Most schools and colleges in India make use of the internet and they basically use it
for conducting online exams and quizzes etc.
E library:
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“An electronic library is a type of service that allows users, without actually stepping into the
library, to read library books and conduct research at home, in the office, or at school, using
the Internet.”
e- library provides access to large amounts of information to users wherever they are and
whenever they need it, access to primary information sources, it support multimedia content along
with text

Videoconferencing
Videoconferencingis the conduct of a videoconference by a set of telecommunication
technologies which allow two or more locations to communicate by simultaneous two-way
video and audio transmissions.
Videoconferencing removed time constraint and has increased productivity by eliminating
time and district barriers, meetings can be hold anytime, anywhere with anyone.
Administrative Activities:
In the administration work technology helps in storing records of staff and students,
circulating notices via email, whatsapp, salary records etc. With digital systems being
prevalent in education we are experiencing different levels of ease in online education, but
the administrative part is not off the table. Keeping the records of students and maintaining
their attendance and roll number is a big headache, that too when the students are
outnumbering the administrative heads. So colleges and schools are adopting more hasslefree computerized methods and avoiding the old manual methods of maintaining the records,
it helps to move education system towards paperless offices.
Distance Education:
“Distance education is planned learning that normally occurs in a different place from
teaching and as a result requires special techniques of course design, special instructional
techniques, special methods of communication by electronic and other technology, as well as
special organizational and administrative arrangements. “
An ever growing variety of technologies offers powerful opportunities to support and develop
distance learning. Digitalization plays a vital role in distance Education. One of the core
benefits of integrating digital technologies in education process is that a teacher can control
the practical efficiency of teaching process, the quality of educational material mastering, the
time spent by a student to solve any certain task, the level of new information understanding
etc., whereas traditional control methods ensure “rough” performance assessment.
Conclusion
Students came from various regions, schools and colleges are finding ways to develop an
integrated solution to meet the educational needs of them. By converting the whole of the
educational system to digitization, the use of various techniques like online courses, online
exams, digital textbooks, quizzes, and e-notes are improving the quality of education for the
students.
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Digitalization has no doubt changed our education system, but we cannot say that it has
diminished the value of our old time classroom learning. Neither do we want something so
priceless to turn into dust. The best part about the digitalization of education in the 21st
century is that it is combined with the aspects of both; classroom learning and online learning
methods. Walking hand in hand both acts as a support system to each other, which gives a
stronghold to our modern students. Digitization in education has also proved to be the right
method for saving resources. Online examination platforms have restricted the frivolous
usage of paper, directly confining the cutting down of trees. This way the digitization of
education industry in the 21st century proves to be a boon to our society.
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Abstract
Many technological tools are used in education for making teaching learning process
effective. Use of various educational software, mobile applications, computer assisted
instructions, and various online portal are widespread in field of education. Learning
management system is similar kind of software having various applications in educational
institutions. A learning management system (LMS) is used for providing learning experience,
educational instructions, and feedback to students. It also used to share learning material,
submit online assignment and give grade to that assignment and preparing records of
students.Google classroom is one of most utilizable learning management system, used to
provide course related instructions and assignment to students. In this study, how effectively
this Google classroom has been used by a teacher is explained in detail. One online classroom
was created using this Google application. This tool was proven to be a good platform for
effective communication between students and teacher. Course related matters like giving
noticed, giving assignments, provide guideline for course practical was communicated
effectively and timely using Google classroom. In this paper, I have explained how to use
Google Classroom as LMS. Google classroom was used by me for communicating about the
course assignment, collaborating with students just like it is done in LMS.
Keywords: Learning management system (LMS), online classroom, Google classroom, online
submission
Introduction
Education sector is now changing very fast in terms of use of technology for teaching
learning process as well as evaluation and assessment purpose. Technology is used in many
educational functions starting from taking admissions, providing learning experiences, online
testing and giving grades. Earlier technology in education was a debatable topic amongst the
society. Everyone has their own views on modernizing education and making it technology
aided. But, gradually as technology was embraced by the educational institutions as they
realized importance of technology in education.
Educators in the 21st century realize that students entering the classroom today are
much different from thosewho have come before. Today’s students are demanding a change
in the classroom because of their ability togather information faster than any other generation.
Now a day’s educationhas become more global and students are looking for learning with the
help of internet like submittingassignments, reading lecture notes, giving online exam etc.
(Kulshrestha et. al., 2013).
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There are many technological tools has been designed to use specifically for
educational purpose. Learning management system is such a tool to address real life
challenges ofstudents, faculties and management.The Learning Management System or
popularly known asLMS in the community of higher institutions is an onlineportal that
connects lecturers and students. It provides anavenue for classroom materials or activities to
be shared easily (Adzharuddin and Ling, 2013).
Learning Management System
A learning management system (LMS) is a software application for the
administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of educational courses or
training programs. They help the instructor deliver material to the students, administer tests
and other assignments, track student progress, and manage record-keeping. (Ellis and Ryann ,
2009). Learning,and LMS was originally used to describe themanagement system component
of the PLATOK-12 learning system, content-free and separatefrom the courseware.
The key to understanding the differencebetween LMS and other computer
educationterms is to understand the systemic nature ofLMS. LMS is the framework that
handles allaspects of the learning process. An LMS is theinfrastructure that delivers and
manages instructionalcontent, identifies and assesses individualand organizational learning or
traininggoals, tracks the progress towards meeting thosegoals, and collects and presents data
for supervisingthe learning process of an organization as a whole (Watson and Watson,
2007).
LMS extends the classroom and its activities online, thereby connecting students to
each other and theirinstructors; empowering web-based sharing of research materials, library
resources, and even textbooks; andintegrating learning activities with administrative systems.
Through LMS technology faculty members can nowamplify their teaching with powerful
online tools, and students can use these tools to increase their contact withteachers, fellow
students, and information.
Google Classroom- As LMS
Google Classroom is a learning management system developed by Google for schools
that aim to simplify creating, distributing and grading assignments in a paperless way. It was
introduced as a feature of G Suite for Education on May 6, 2014, followed by its public
release on August 12, 2014.
Google Classroom is Google Drive management. For the teacher, Classroom allows
for setting up a blended environment to assign work and collect digital work. Since it is from
Google, it integrates with Google Drive in amazing ways. Rather than sharing documents
straight from Google Drive, the teacher can attach documents to an assignment or
announcement in the easy to locate stream. Google documents can be shared with view only
access, editing access or each student receives a copy (Keeler, 2015).
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Features of Google Classroom
There are various features of Google classroom one can use for educational purposes.
Google Classroom is associated with Google Drive, Google Docs, Sheets and Slides, and
Gmail together to help educational institutions go to a paperless system. User can also put due
date for submission of assignments using Google Calendar.After creating Google classroom
specific code is generated automatically which can be used to invite students and other
teacher in your classroom. In this manner privacy of classroom can be maintained. Other
features are as follows:
(1) Stream: it is one common home page for Google classroom. Here, students and
teachers can post learning materials, important notices, video based on subject matter.
there is provision for students to make comment about content being posted. This can be
used to elicit discussion about content among student teachers.
(2) Assignments: Teacher can post assignments along with its guidelines on stream using
assignment feature. Due date regarding submission of assignments can also mentioned
as this system is tied up with Google calendar. Students can directly get notifications
about allotment of assignments and its due dated on their E-mails.
(3) Post Questions: Teacher can post questions to your class and allow students to have
discussions by responding to each other’s answers (or not, depending on the setting you
choose). For example, you could post a video and ask students to answer a question
about it, or post an article and ask them to write a paragraph in response.”
(TeachThought Staff, 2015).
(4) Attach a Google Form to a post: Many teachers have been using Google Forms as an
easy way to assign a test, quiz or survey to the class. Now, teachers and students can
able to attach Google Forms from Drive to posts and assignments, and get a link in
Classroom to easily view the answers.
(5) Grading:Google Classroom supports many different grading schemes. Teachers have
the option to attach files to the assignment which students can view, edit, or get an
individual copy. Students can create files and then attach them to the assignment if a
copy of a file wasn't created by the teacher. Teachers have the option to monitor the
progress of each student on the assignment where they can make comments and edit.
Turned in assignments can be graded by the teacher and returned with comments to
allow the student to revise the assignment and turn back in. Once graded, assignments
can only be edited by the teacher unless the teacher turns the assignment back in.
(6) Time-cost:Teachers can add students by giving students a code to join the class.
Teachers that manage multiple classes can reuse existing announcements, assignments,
or questions from another class. Teachers can also share posts across multiple classes
and archive classes for future classes. Students' work, assignments, questions, grades,
comments can all be organized by one or all classes, or sorted by what needs reviewing.
(7) Archive course:Classroom allows instructors to archive courses at the end of a term or
year. When a course is archived, it is removed from the homepage and placed in the
Archived Classes area to help teachers keep their current classes organized. When a
course is archived, teachers and students can view it, but won't be able to make any
changes to it until it is restored.
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(8) Mobile applications:Google Classroom mobile apps, introduced in January 2015, are
available for iOS and Android devices. The apps let users take photos and attach them
to their assignments, share files from other apps, and support offline access
Most of the above mentioned features of Google classroom was used during M.Ed. course.
Following are some screenshots of Google classroom showing its features.
Purpose of this study
The purpose of this action research is to provide a snapshot of Google classroom as LMSs in
order to make educators and students aware about features and functions of LMSs and use of
Google classroom in educational settings.
This study tries to answers following five research questions:
• What are features and functions of Google classroom?
• How users can use it?
• How students reflect upon application of Google classroom?
Methodology
In order to carry out this study, Google Classroom was used for M.Ed. course for semesterIII. This LMS was used for giving course related guidelines like how to do practical work
along with due dates. Separate classroom was created for library notes. Library notes is M.Ed.
assignment given to students for all M.Ed. subjects.
Students were communicated about library notes topic on Google classroom. Later, they have
prepared files for library notes. Students were asked to capture pictures of their file and
upload on classroom stream. They also need to submit it online using turned in function of
Google classroom. At the end of semester-III, student feedback form (rating scale) was
prepared to collect their reflection about this LMS.
Tool
A 5- point rating scale was used to collect feedback from students. In that tool 15 statements
were kept by considering of following aspects:
(i) Communication among students and lecturer as well as between students.
(ii) Assignment related guidelines
(iii) Course related learning activities
Data Analysis
Students’ feedback was analyzed using percentage method on basis of rating they had given
to each of the statements.
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Result
Following table contains reflection of all students.
Sr
Criteria/ feature of
Unsatisfactory Average Satisfactory Good
No. Google classroom
(1) Communication
4
1
12
13
(2) Assignment
1
0
5
15
(3) Learning of course
1
1
16
23
Table 1: No. of responses by students
Sr
Criteria/ feature of
Unsatisfactory Average Satisfactory Good
No. Google classroom
(1) Communication
9%
2%
27%
29%
(2) Assignment
3%
0
14%
42%
(3) Learning of course
2%
2%
30%
43%
Table 2: No. of responses by students in percent

0211

Excellent
15
16
12
Excellent
33%
44%
23%

Students' response for Google classroom
50%
40%
30%
20%

Communication
Assignment
Learning about
course

10%
0%

Graph: 1 Students’ response (In percentage) regarding use of Google classroom
Above graph is represents overall M.Ed. students’ response about how Google classroom was
useful to them for communication, doing assignment and course learning experience.

Finding and conclusion
Research found out that for submitting assignments Google classroom was very useful
to students. About 44% M.Ed. students found Google classroom was useful for assignment
submission. M.Ed. students can submit assignment aswell as students can review another
student’s assignment. They can also see comments and suggestions by teachers regarding
their own assignment.
M.Ed. students found that Google classroom was used for learning purpose as well.
43% of M.Ed. students found that Google classroom can be used for learning content. 33% of
M.Ed. students found that Google classroom is useful for communication purpose.
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This paper found out that overall M.Ed. students are satisfied with of Google
Classroom’s thus show it is effective as an active learning tools and assignment related work.
According to Shaharanee et al. the research effort shows that we are constantly determine
through observations, surveys, and analyses of student demography and course design to what
leads to a greater student’s satisfaction on method of learning.
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lk/kus ;kapk izHkko f’k{k.k izfdz;sr ?kMrks- leqg laidZ ek/;es O;DrhP;k eukoj ,dekxhZ
ifj.kke djrkr- ;ke/;s O;Drhxr izfdz;syk fo’ks”k egRRo ulrs- O;Drhayuh lkeqnkf;dfjR;k
fdao O;Drhxr Lo#ikr dkgh ers lacaf/krkauk dGkfoys rj R;kph uksan ?;koh ykxrs ijarq rks
Hkkx O;oLFkki.kk’kh lacaf/kr vlrks- leqg laidZ lk/kus lektke/;s tk.kho tkx`rh] izcksf/kuh]
euksjatu b- fofo/k dk;Z djrkr-

o`Rri=s
Lokra«; iwoZ dkGkr o`Rri=kaph la[;k Hkkjrkr Qkjp vYi gksrh- iqohZ xzkeh.k Hkkxkr
o`Rri= Qkj’kh tkr uOgrh- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy R;kosGsps fuj{kjrsps eksBs izek.k] viqjh okgrqd
O;oLFkk] f’k{k.klaLFkk o lkoZtfud laLFkk ;kaph vYila[;k ;keqGs iqohZP;k dkGh o`Rri=kapk
izlkj xzkeh.k Hkkxkr Qkjp deh >kysyk gksrks- vkt ek= o`Rri=s gh ,d thouko’;d ckc
>kyh vkgs- yksdkaP;k xjtk] vfHk#ph y{kkr ?ksowu o`Rri=kauh vkiY;k Lo#ikr vkewykxz cny
?kMowu vk.kyk vkgs- R;keqGs lektkrhy loZt.k ygkuFkksj] fL=;k] eqys] o`/n ek.kls] O;kikjh
jktdkj.kh] uksdjnkj] fo|kFkhZ o f’k{kd gs loZt.k o`Rri= vkoMhus okprkr- orZeku i= gh
,d nSuafnu xjt cuyh vkgs- o`Rri=s gh ,d ifj.kkedkjd ‘kDrh vkgs- yksdf’k{k.kkps o
lekt tkx`rhps rs ,d izHkkoh lk/ku vkgs- lektizcks/kukps ,d ‘kL= vkgs

o`Rri=kus

ek.klkph ers vkf.k eus r;kj gksrkro`Rri=kph f’k{k.kkrhy Hkwfedk&
vktP;k dkGkr o`Rri=kph f’k{k.kkrhy Hkwfedk [kwi egRokph vkgs- vkt o`Rri=s
‘kkys; o egkfo|ky;krhy fo|kF;kZalkBh fofo/k fo”k;kalca/kh ‘kS{kf.kd ekxZn’kZu djhr vkgsro`Rri=ke/;s ckydkaP;k o;ksxVkyk vuql#u fofo/k izdkjph ekfgrh vlrs- ‘kkys; fo”k;kaoj
vk/kkfjr ekxZn’kZuij ys[k] HkkSxksfyd ys[k] oSKkfud ekfgrh ;kaps mRd`”V lknjhdj.k dsysys
vlrs- ygku o;ksxVkry ckydkalkBh vkd”kZd jaxhr ^ckyfe=* iqjo.kh ;krhy cks/kkRed dFkk]
osxosxGs midze] lkekU; Kku] ‘kCndksMs b- ekfgrh fnysyh vlrsvktph o`Rri=s gh fo|kF;kZalkBh mi;qDr ekfgrh izdkf’kr dfjr vlrkr- dfjvj o`Rrkus
;ke/;s dfjvjfo”k;h ekxZn’kZu dj.;kr ;srs- vkiY;k f’k{k.kk’kh fuxfMr uksdjhph la/kh]
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O;olk; ekxZn’kZu] izf’k{k.k ;kaph ekfgrh feGr vlrs- R;kpizek.ks f’k{k.kkrhy uouohu
dkslZ] R;kaph mi;qDrrk ;kph lfoLrj ekfgrh izR;sd o`Rri=krwu fo|kF;kZauk feGrs- foKkukrhy
fofo/k ?kMkeksMh] bfrgklkrhy fofo/k ?kVuk] Hkk”kkfo”k;d ekfgrh ;akps mRd`”V lknjhdj.k
o`Rri=kr dsysys vlrs- 10 oh o 12 ohP;k fo|kF;kZalkBh baxzth] xf.kr] foKku] Hkwxksy]
bfrgkl v’kk vusd brj fo”k;kaph r;kjh d#u ?ks.;klkBh o`Rri=s ekxZn’kZd vad izdkf’kr
dfjr vkgsr- o”kZHkj fu;feri.ks fo|kF;kZauk vH;kldzekps Lo#i] v/;kiu i/nrh] iz’uif=dsps
Lo#i] vkn’kZ o uequsnkj mRrjs bR;knhfo”k;kh ekxZn’kZu djrkr- foKkukrhy uO;k ladYiuk]
uos la’kks/ku o uos fopkj fo|kF;kZk ns.;kps dk;Z o`Rri=sp djrkr- o`Rri=s gk ekuoh thoukpk
,d vko’;d ?kVd vkgs- Eg.kwup o`Rri=kyk yksd’kkghpk pkSFkk vk/kkj LraHk EgVys tkrsjkstP;k rkT;k ?kMkeksMh ?ksÅu ;s.kkjs o`Rri=kps LFkku vktgh ekfgrh ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr vusd
osxoku izlkj ek/;es vlrkukgh fVdqu vkgs- fo’oluh; ekfgrh] Kku] izcks/ku vkf.k euksjatu
dj.kkjs fofo/kkaxh etdwj o`Rri=krwu izdkf’kr dsys tkrs- Eg.kwup o`Rri=kyk lekteukpk
vkjlk lacks/kys tkrs-

o`Rri=kaph dk;Z%&
1 ‘kS{kf.kd dk;Z

2- lkekftd leL;kaoj izdk’k Vkd.ks

3- tkxfrd] jk”Vªh; o LFkkfud ikrGhoj nSuafnu ?kMkeksMhP;k ckrE;k ns.ks4- lkekftd vU;k;kyk okpk QksM.ks-

5- tuer r;kj dj.ks

6- dje.kqd o euksjatu

7- lekt izcks/ku o yksdf’k{k.k

1- ‘kS{kf.kd dk;Z%&
o`Rri= gs vukSipkfjd f’k{k.kkps izHkkoh lk/ku vkgs- o`Rri=kpa ‘kS{kf.kd lkeF;Z Qkj
vkgs- f’k{kd] izk/;kid ;kaP;kis{kkgh tkLr izek.kkr fo|kF;kZaph ers cufo.;kP;k dkekr
o`Rri=s izHkkoh Bjrkr- ikB;iqLrds] vH;kldze] ‘kS{kf.kd /kksj.k] izos’k] f’k{k.klqfo/kk
bR;knhckcr okLro ekfgrh iqjfo.ks] vkiys er ekaM.ks o ‘kS{kf.kd fu;kstukr lq/kkj.kk lqpfo.ks
gh dk;sZ o`Rri=s djrkr- brdsp dk; i.k ‘kS{kf.kd Hkz”Vkpkj] f’k{k.k {ks=krhy vukxksanh
dkjHkkj] nIrj fnjaxkbZ bR;knh ckcrhrgh o`RRi=s Hkjho dkefxjh d# ‘kdrkr- izR;{k
v/;;u&v/;kiu dk;kZrgh o`Rri=kaph Hkwfedk egRokph vkgs vkt oqRri=s ‘kkys; o
egkfo|ky;krhy fo|kF;kZalkBh fofo/k fo”k;kalaca/kh ‘kS{kf.kd ekxZn’kZu djhr vkgsr-

2- lkekftd leL;koj izdk’k Vkd.ks%&
lektkr fofo/k izdkjP;k leL;k fuekZ.k gksrkr- /keZ] tkr] iaFk] jktdh; xVckth]
‘kks”k.k] vU;k; o vR;kpkj v’kk vusd dkj.kkao#u leL;k fuekZ.k gksrkr- R;krwup lkekftd
la?k”kZ] dyg o fonzksg ok<r tkrks- lo.kZ yksd nfyrkaoj vU;k; djrkr- lkekftd xaqM o
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lektdaVd fL=;kaoj vR;kpkj djrkr] fganq&eqfLye ;kaP;kr okjaokj naxyh mlGrkr- ckcjh
e’khn] jketUeHkweh v’kk oknxzLr o jk”Vªh; o lkekftd n`”Vhdks.kkrwu egRokP;k leL;kap s
#ikarj fo/oald d`rhe/;s gksrs R;krwu /kkfeZd o tkrh; naxyh ] fglkapkj o izk.kgkuh v’kh
lekt fo?kkrd d`R;s ?kMrkr- Hkkjrh; lektkr vKku] nkfjnz; o fuj{krjrk ;keqGs vusd
vuFkZ ?kMrkr- yksdkae/;s vl.kkÚ;k va/kJ/nkaeqGs yksd nsono”khZ] vaxkjs&/kqikjs] dj.kh]
uollk;kl] Hkwr[ksr] ujcGh bdMs oGrkr- iq=izkIrhlkBh ujcGh ns.kkjs] vktkj cjk
gks.;klkBh nso”khZ ‘kks/k.kkjs ] uol dj.kkjs yksd lektkr vusd leL;k fuekZ.k djrkr- R;keqGs
xqUgsxkjh ok<rs o dk;nk o lqO;oLFkk BIi gksr-s lektkr xksa/kGkps okrkoj.k fuekZ.k gksr-s v’kk
iz’ukapk l[kksy vH;kl d#u] ;FkkrF; o oLrqfu”B ekfgrh feGowu v’kk lkekftd iz’ukaoj
lR;izdk’k Vkd.ks gs o`Rri=kaps dk;Zlkekftd leL;kapk vH;kl d#u] R;kaP;kfo”k;h ekfgrh feGowu] R;kaph lektkyk
ekfgrh d#u ns.ks] R;kauk izfl/nh nsowu R;karhy nks”k lokZaP;k /;kukr vk.kwu R;ke/;s lq/kkj.kk
d’kh djrk ;sbZy ;kfo”k;h ekxZn’kZu dj.ks gs o`Rri=kaps dk;Z vkgs- lektkrhy ladqfpr
izowRrhps yksd /kekZa/krseqGs o tkrh; nqjkfHkekukeqGs /kkfeZd o tkrh; naxyh ?kMowu vk.krkrR;keqGs lkekftd izxrh R;keqGs Fkkacrs- v’kkosGh o`Rri=s jk”Vªh; o lkekftd ,sD;kyk rMk
tkrks- lkekftd izxrh R;keqGs Fkkacrs- v’kkosGh o`Rri=s jk”Vªh; o lkekftd ,sD;klkBh
midkjd dk;Z djrkr- yksdkaP;k eukr ijLijkafo”k;h ln~Hkkouk] Lusg] izse] ftOgkGk o
vkiqydh fuekZ.k d# ‘kdrkr-

2- tkxfrd] jk”Vªh; o LFkkfud ikrGhojhy nSuafnu ?kMkeksMhP;k ckrE;k ns.ks%&
Vkps ekuoh tohu xqarkxaqrhps o xfreku >kys vkgs- ;k vk/kqfud txkr txkrhy loZ jk”Vª
o R;k jk”Vªkarhy yksd ijLijkoyach >kys vkgsr- txkrhy dks.kR;kgh fBdk.kh ?kMysY;k
oSf’k”V;iw.kZ ?kVusps iMlkn loZ txHkj iljrkr- txkr ?kM.kkÚ;k uSlfxZd vkf.k ekuoh
?kVukaph bR;aHkwr ekfgrh vki.kkyk o`Rri=k}kjs lets- o`ri=kr ns’kh] fons’kh v’kk ckrE;k
ns.kkjh Lora= lnjh vkf.k jdkus vlrkr- Hkwdai] egkiwj] nq”dkG ] jksxjkbZ ;klkj[;k uSlfxd
?kVukaps ri’khy vki.kkyk letys ikfgtsr- rjp vki.k lkeuk d# ‘kdw fdaok R;kckcr
;ksx; rh [kcjnkjh ?ksm ‘kdw- ekuoh thoukrhy fofo/k {ks=kae/;s lrr dkgh mYys[kuh; ?kVuk
?kMr vlrkr- R;kapk os/k ?ks.ks o yksdkai;Zr R;kaph ekfgrh iksgkspfo.ks gs o`Rri=kaps dk;Z] dzhMk
{ks=krhy ckrE;k] foKku {ks+=krhy mYys[kuh; la’kks/ku dk;Z] O;kikj {ks=krhy nSuafnu myk<kyh]
d`”kh o vkSn;ksfxd {ks=krhy ukohU;iw.kZ mRiknus ;k lokZaph ekfgrh lektkyk ns.;kps dk;Z
oqRri=s djrkr- tkxfrd O;kikj /kksj.k] vk;kr&fu;kZr] d`”khfo”k;d /kksj.k] d`”kh ekykps
cktkjHkko] lksU;k&pkanhps cktkjHkko] ‘ksvlZ cktkjkrhy p<&mrkj ;klaca/khph ckjhd&lkjhd
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ekfgrh o~Rri=sp nsrkr- dzhMk {ks=krhy rkT;k ?kMkeksMhaph ekfgrh lfoLrji.ks o`Rri=kaeqGsp
feGrs- fdzdsV] Vsful] cWMfeZVu] gkWdh] QwVckWy] OgkWyhckWy] vWFkyWfVDl bR;knh [ksG
izdkjkrhy ukohU;iw.kZ dkefxjhckcrph ekfgrh oqRri=s nsrkr- jktdkj.kkrhy myFkk&ikyFk]
vkarjjk”Vªh;

o LFkkfud ikrGhojhy jktdh; ?kMkeksMh] lRrkarj fuoM.kqdk bR;knhlaca/kh

ri’khyokj ekfgrh o`Rri=s nsrkr-

4- lkekftd vU;k;kyk okpk QksM.ks%&
Lektkr nfyr] nqcZy] fL=;k ;kaP;koj lrr vU;k; gksr vlrkr- vktgh vkeP;k
lektkrhy o.kZO;oLF;k o tkrh;okn u”V >kysys ukghr-

vkt L=h ,dVnqdVh jLR;kus

lqjf{kri.ks tkow ‘kdr ukgh- gh fLFkrh >kyh L=hP;k lektkrhy nq%[kkph- R;kP;kis{kk dqVqckar
fL=;kaP;koj ?kksj vU;k; dsyk tkrks- gqaM;klkBh uoo/kwauk NG.kkÚ;kaph o ekj.kkÚ;kaph la[;k
njo”khZ yk[kksaP;k ?kjkr vlrs- v’kk izdkjs lektkr vU;k; o vR;kpkj pkyysys vlrkrR;kauk pOgkV;koj vk.kwu R;kap;k cqj[kk QkM.;kps dk;Z

o lR; mtsMkr vk.k.;kps dk;Z

o`Rri=s djrkr-

5- tuer r;kj dj.ksYkksd’kkghr tuerkP;k izHkkokyk Qkj egRo vkgs- Lokar«;iwoZ dkGkrlq/nk o`Rri=kauh
ikjra«;kfo”k;h yksadkaP;k eukr frjLdkj] phM fuekZ.k dsyh- xqykefxjhfo”k;h ?k`.kk fuekZ.k dsy
o Lokra«;kfo”k;h tursyk tkx`r dsy-s fczfV’k ljdkjP;k tqyeh] vU;k;h o lkezkT;oknh
/kksj.kkyk o`Rri=kauh dMkMwu fojks/k dsys- yks- fVGdkapk ^dsljh* vkxjdjkapk ^lq/kkjd* ;kauh
lektizcks/kukps o yksdf’k{k.kkps eksykps dk;Z dsys vkgs- fczVh’kkaP;k vU;k;h jktoVhoj
tGtGhr ys[k fygwu R;kauh ljkdkjyk /kkjsoj /kjys gksrs- tuer] la?kfVr dj.;klkBh
o`Rri=kauh tk.khoiwoZd iz;Ru dsysvkt yksd’kgh ‘kkluO;oLFksr ns[khy tuerkyk Qkj egRo vkgs- dks.kR;kgh ‘kkldh;k
/kksj.kkyk vuqdwy vFkok izfrdwy tuer r;kj dj.;kr o`Rri=s vxzslj vlrkr- xWV djkj]
,ujkWu izdYi] ueZnk cpko vkanksyu ;klkj[;k ‘kkldh; ;kstukafo”k;h vuqdwy fdaok izfrdwy
tuer o`Rri=kauhp cufoys vkgs- ‘kkldh; /kksj.k] /kkfeZd leL;k] jktdh; o lkekftd iz’u]
vuf”V #<h] ijaijk] va/kJ/nk] vKku o nkfjnz;] jk”Vªh; o lkekftd ,sD; ;k ckcrhr tuer
r;kj dj.ks o R;kaP;k vk/kkjs ;k leL;k lksMfo.ks gh dk;Z o`Rri=sp djrkr- lektkr uO;k]
iqjksxkeh o lkoZtfud fgrkP;k ckch laca/kh vuqdwy tuer r;kj dj.;kr o`Rri=s iq<kdkj
?ksrkr- foukgqaMk yXu] lkeqnkf;d fookg] uksan.kh i/nrhus fookg] vkarjtkrh; o vkarj/kehZ;
fookg ;klaca/kh yksdkaps er r;kj dj.ks Qkj xjtsps vkgs-
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Hkz”Vkpkj] of’kysckth] dkGkcktkj] vukjksX;] O;luf/kurk] xaqMkfxjh v’kk lkj[;k
fofo/k vfu”V ckchafo#/n yksder r;kj dj.ks gh lq/nk R;kaphp tckcnkjh- Lokar«;] lerk]
ca/kqrk] U;k;] lgdk;Z] lsok] R;kx ;k yksd’kkgh ewY;kackcr vknjkph Hkkouk o iwjd er
cufo.;kr orZekui=s iq<kdkj ?ksow ‘kdrkr- jk”Vªh; ,sD;] vkarjjk”Vªh; lkeatL;] fo’o’kkarh]
fo’o ca/kqRo ;k ewY;kafo”k;h vuqdqy o iks”kd er iz.kkyh r;kj >kyh ikfgts- R;klkBh
o`Rri=s lnSo tkx#d vlyh ifgtsr-

6- dje.kwd o euksjatu%&
dsoG ckrE;k ns.ks o lektizcks/ku dj.ks ,o<sp e;kZfnr dk;Z o`Rri=kaps ukgh FkdysY;k
o daVkGysY;k eukph dje.kwd d#u] R;kauk vkuanh cufo.ks gs lq/nk o`Rri=kps ukghFkdysY;k o daVkGysY;k eukph dje.kwd d#u] R;kauk vkuanh cufo.ks gs lq/nk o`Rri=kps dk;Z
vkgs- vkt o`Rri=s fofo/k lnjs pkyforkr fo’ks”kr% ckydkaP;klkBh euksjatu dj.kkÚ;k xks”Vh]
dFkk] fouksnh pqVds] dfork] xk.kh] lqanj fp=s ] jkaxksGh] i{kh] izk.kh ;kaP;kcnnyph ekfgrh]
,sfrgkfld] /kkfeZd ?kVuk] izlax] fouksnh dFkk&dknacÚ;k ;kaP;krhy fuoMd mrkjs fdaok dze’k%
Hkkx] Fkksjkaph pfj=s] Fkksjkaps fopkj] ‘kwjkaP;k ‘kkS;ZxkFkk] oSKkfudkaph pfj=s R;kaP;k la’kks/ku dFkk]
fo’okps jgL; lkax.kkÚ;k vk/;kfRed ] ikSjkf.kd] oSKkfud dFkk v’kh fdrhrjh mi;qe ekfgrh
o`Rri=s okpdkauk iqjforkr- vkiY;k orZekui=kpk ntkZ o [ki lq/kkjkok Eg.kwu fuR; uos
midze o`Rri=s djhr vlrkr- vktdky fp=iVkaps yksdkauk Qkj vkd”kZ.k okVr vkgs- R;kr
fp=iV rkjs o fp=iV rkjdk ;kaph ekfgrh ] flusekrhy fofo/k izlax lfp= nk[foY;keqGs
o`Rri=kauk vkrk osxGs egRo vksys vkgs- izR;sd o`Rri= iq<kjh] ,sD;] ldkG] dsljh] egkjk”Vª
VkbZEl fdaok baxzth o`Rri=] bafM;u ,Dlizsl] VkbZEl vkWQ bafM;k oxSjs vkiY;k fp=iV
fo”k;d jaxhr iqjo.;k dk<rkreuksjatd ekfgrhiw.kZ dje.kwdiz/kku lkfgR;] Kkuo/kZd] pfj=s] O;Drh os/k v’kk fofo/k
ekxkZauh oqRri=s yksdkaph dje.kwd djrkr- ‘kCndksMh] lkekU;Kku ok<fo.kkjs iz’u dzhMk] laxhr
dyk ;kaP;kfo”k;h euksjatd ekfgrh ns.kkjs jdkus] FkksjkaP;k xrdkGkrhy vkBo.kh] fo’ks”k izlaxh]
laLej.kh; ?kVuk ;k}kjs o`Rri=s yksdkaph dje.kwd djrkr- ekuoh tohukr euksjatu o dje.kwd
;kauk Qkj egRo vkgs- nSuafnu thoukr fuR;kph dkes d#u daVkGysys] Fkdysys ekuoh eu
dqBsrjh fojaxqGk ‘kks/kr vlrs- o`Rri=s ;k daVkGysY;k nq%[kh d”Vh eukyk pSrU;e;] vkuanh o
rktsrokus djrkr o yksdkaps thou vkuanh cuforkr- thoukrhy ejxG nwj djrkruothoukph mHkkjh nsrkr- thoukr

fu[kG fouksnkyk] dje.kqdhyk Qkj egRo vkgs- fouksnkus

o dje.kwdhus eukojhy rk.k&r.kko deh gksrkr- eukrhy uSjk’;d] mnklhurk o la?k”kZ deh
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gksrkr- ekufld vkjksX; pkaxys jkgrs- o`Rri=s euksjatu d#u yksdkauk glreq[k] mRlkgh o
vkuanh cuorkr-

7- lekt izcks/ku o yksdf’k{k.k %&
izR;sd o`Rri=kr laikndh; fopkj Eg.kwu vxzys[k fyfgyk tkrks- gk vxzys[k vxnh
rkT;k jktdh;] lkekftd] /kkfeZd ] oSKkfud ] dzhMkfo”k;d vFkok fo’ks”k ?kVuslaca/kh] rlsp
O;Drhlaca/kh vlrks- LFkkfud] jk”Vªh; o vkarjjk”Vªh; Lrjkoj ?kM.kkÚ;k fo’ks”k ?kVusckcr
laiknd vkiys er vxzys[kk}kjs O;Dr djrks- ,[kk|k eguh; O;Drhps vykSfdd dkefxjh
vlks fdaok vfregRokP;k O;Drhps egkfuokZ.k vlks R;kckcr laiknd iz’kalksn~xkj dk<rksR;keqGs R;k O;Drhpk vFkok ?kVuspk eksBsi.kk yksdkaP;k /;kukr ;srks- jk”Vªh; o vkarjjk”Vªh;
Lrjkojhy egRokP;k ?kMkeksMhfo”k;h laiknd vkiY;k vuqdqy vFkok izfrdqy er ekaMrksR;krwup yksdf’k{k.k ?kMrs- vxzys[kk O;frfjDr o`Rri=krwu d`f”k] foKku] O;kikj] nG.koG.k]
mn;ksx] vkjksX;] f’k{k.k] jktdkj.k] /keZdkj.k o lektdkj.k ;klaca/kh fofo/k izdkjph mi;qDr
o mn~cks/kd ekfgrh iqjfoyh tkrs- rKkaph] fopkjoarkph vFkZrKkaph o f’k{k.krKkaph fofHkUu ers
okpk;yk feGrkr- R;keqGs yksdkaps izcks/ku gksrs- yksdkauk R;krwu f’kd.;kph o lq/kkj.kk
dj.;kph la/kh feGrs- laHkkO; /kksds VkGrk ;srkr- ;ksX; rh [kcjnkjhph mik;;kstuk vk[krk
;sr-s izR;sd {ks=krhy uohu Kku] ladYiuk] i/nrh ra= o lqfo/kk ;kaph ekfgrh yksdkauk gksrslekt ifjorZu o vk/kqfudhdj.k ?kM.;klkBh vko’;d vl.kkjh euksHkwfedk o ik’oZHkweh
r;kj gks.;klkBh yksdf’k{k.kkph o lektizcks/kukph xjt vlrs- vls yksdf’k{k.k o
lektizcks/kukph xjt vlrs- vls yksdf’k{k.k o lektizcks/ku b”V lekt cnyklkBh
vko’;d vlrs- lektkrhy gqaMk i/nrhhP;k yXukph pkyhfjrh] tkrh;rsph ladqfpr o`Rrh
vkf.k va/kJ/nsP;k HkksGlV letqrh ?kkyo.;klkBh yksdf’k{k.k xjtsps vkgs- lektizcks/ku o
yksdf’k{k.kk}kjs vki.k lekt lqK o lqtk.k cuoq ‘kdq- R;klkBh o`RRi=kkauh n{k vlys ikfgts-

lekjksi
v’kk izdkjs o`Rri=s gh leqg laidZ dk;Z izHkkohi.ks ?kMforkr- R;kpcjkscj ‘kS{kf.kd
{ks+=kP;k n`”Vhus o`Rri= egRokph Hkwfedk ctkorkr-

lanHkZ xzaFk%&
1- MkW dqaMys e- ck-% ‘kS{kf.kd rRoKku o ‘kS{kf.kd lekt’kkL=] iq.ks] Jh fo|k izdk’ku]
19942- MkW- ikjluhl u- jk-% f’k{k.kkph rkfRod o lekt’kkL=h; Hkwfedk iq.ks] uwru izdk’ku]
19873- Bhatia K.V and Narang C.L. : A First course on Philosopical and
Sociological Bases of Education Ludhiana Prakashan, Brothers, 1978
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f’k{k.kkrhy tulaidZ lk/kukaph Hkwfedk
lgk- izk/;kid ‘kadqryk Hkkslys
MkW- Mh- ok;- ikVhy dkWyst vkWQ ,T;qds’ku
fiaijh iq.ks&18
f’k{k.k gh ,d lkekftd izfdz;k vkgs- lektkrhy fofo/k laLFkk ckydkP;k f’k{k.kkr
egRRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk ctkor vlrkr- ekuo gk lekt’khy izk.kh vlY;keqGs R;kpk fofo/k
lkekftd laLFkka’kh laca/k ;srks- g;k laca/kkrwup lkekftd vkarjfdz;k ?kMwu ;srkr R;kauk
O;fDrlewg vkarjfdz;k Eg.krkr ‘kS{kf.kd n`f”Vdksukrwu ;k vkarjfdz;kauk egRo vkgs- lkekftd
laLFkk’kh ckydkpk laca/k ;srks o R;krwu ;k vkarjfdz;k ?kMrkr- ‘kS{kf.kdn`”V;k ;k
vkarjfdz;kauk Qkj egRo vkgs- ckykdkapk lkekftd laLFkk’kh laca/k ;srks o R;k laca/kkrwu ;k
vkarjfdz;k ?kMrkr Eg.kwu ckydkP;k f’k{k.kkr ;k lkekftd laLFkkuk egRo vkgs- lkekftd
laLFkke/kqup ckyd fofo/k izdkjps vuqHko ?ksrks o vuqHkolaiUu gksrks ckydkP;k vkpkj
fopkjkaoj ; laLFkk ifj.kke djrkr R;krwu R;kps O;fDreRo ?kMrs
f’k{k.kkP;k fofo/k laLFkkps oxhZdj.k
f’k{k.kkP;k fofo/k laLFkk
vkSipkfjd

vukSipkfjd

1- ‘kkGk
2- 2- egkfo|ky;
3- 3- ra=f’k{k.k laLFkk

1- dqVqac

2- lekt

3- jktlaLFkk
4- leqgliadZ lk/kus

1- tkrh o /keZlaLFkk

1- lkfgR;

2- o`RrlaLFkk

2- vkdk’kok.kh

3- lektdkj.k

3- nqjfp=ok.kh

4- vFkZdkj.k
vkSipkfjd o vukSipkfjd fp=iV f’k{k.k laLFkke/khy Hksn gs vxnh dkVsdksj
fdaok rarksrar o ik.kcan ukghr R;kaP;k e/;s ifjfLFkrhuqlkj Qsjcny ?kMr vlrkr Eg.kwu rs
lkis{k vlrkr LFky] dkyijRos R;kr xjtsuqlkj cny ?kMwu ;srkr- vkSipkfjd o vukSipkfjd
f’k{k.k laLFkkP;k dk;Zi/nrhrhy ifjfLFkrhtU; cnykrwu vkSipkfjd f’k{k.k laLFkk gk ,d uok
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izdkj mn;kyk vkyk vkgs- T;kauk f’k{k.kkps la/kh feGkyh ukgh fdaok ts f’k{k.k ?ksÅ ‘kdys
ukghr R;kaP;klkBh u vkSipkfjd f’k{k.kk}kjs f’k{k.k lqfo/kk izkIr d#u fnY;k tkrkr- fuj{kjrsps
fuewZyu dj.;klkBh o lk{kjrk izlkj dj.;klkBh u vkSipkfjd f’k{k.kkph xjt vkgs
lewg laidZ ek/;ekaph xjt o egRo

lekt f'k{k.kkps
izHkkoh lkeF;Z

viO;; vFkZ o
osG

yksdizcks/kukps
ek/;e

lkaLd`frd
fodklkps ek/;e

ifjorZukps
ek/;e

nqjn'kZukph dk;Z
1-lektizcks/ku o yksdf’k{k.k

2- ckrE;k ns.ks

3- euksjatu

4- eqyk[krh

5- ‘kS{kf.kd midze

6- fdzMkfo”k;d dk;Zdze

7- lkekU; Kku o Li/kkZ ijh{kkaph r;kjh
9- ‘kkldh; /kksj.kkapk izlkj

8- laxhr dysyk mRrstu ns.kkjs dk;Zdze
10- lektizcks/ku o yksdf’k{k.k

1- lektizcks/ku o yksdf’k{k.k%&
nwjn’kZuoj izlkfjr gks.kkjs fofo/k dk;Zdze lekt izcks/kukps o yksdfk{k.kkps dk;Z djrkrnSuafnu thoukr vko’;d vl.kkÚ;k mi;qDr ckch nqjn’kZu yksdkauk f’kdfor vlrs- izknsf’kd
dk;Zdzekrhy yksdukV;s Hkk#Ms] tkxj.ks yksdkauk dqVqacfu;kstukps egRo] O;lukf/kursps rksVs]
gqaMki/nrhps vfu”V ifj.kke lkaxr vlrkr- lkoZtfud vkjksX;] xzkelQkbZ] f’k{k.kkps egRo]
izkS< f’k{k.k dk;kZpk izlkj] o`{kkjksi.k] ik.kh vkMok ik.kh ftjok] fBcdflpu ;kstuk v’kk
fdrhrjh yksddY;k.kdkjh ckchaps egRo nwjn’kZu tursyk lkaxr vlrs2- ckrE;k ns.ks%&
nwjn’kZuoj ldkGh] nqikjh] o la/;kdkGh ;k rhu osGk fganh o baxzth Hkk”ksrwu ckrE;k fnY;k
tkrkr- R;kpizek.ks izknsf’kd Hkk”ksrgh nksu osGk ckrE;k fnY;k tkrkr- tkxfrd] jk”VÅh; o
LFkkfud ikrGhojhy nSuafnu ?kMkeksMhckcr ckrE;k fnY;k tkrkr- ckrE;ke/;s jktdh;]
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lkekftd] /kkfeZd] oSKkfud] fdzMkfo”k;d o brj {ks=karhy ckrE;kapk lekos’k vlrks- ckrE;k
lfp= vlY;keqGs fo|kF;kZaps Kku vn;kor jkgrs3- euksjatu%&
vkt nqjn’kZudMs loZt.k euksjatukps loksZRd`”V lk/ku Eg.kwup

ikgrkr- nwjn’kZukP;k fofo/k

pWuYloj lnkloZdkG dje.kqdhps dk;Zdze pkyysys vlrkr vls EgVys rj

okoxs Bj.kkj

ukgh- Nk;kxhr] HkfDrlaxhr] vkjk/kuk] fp=gkj] fofo/k ekfydk] fluses] ukVsd] yksdxhrs]
ukV;xhrs] yksdukV;] Hkk#K] tkxj.k] jaxksyh vls fdrhrjh dk;Zdze izs{kdkaph dje.kwd djhr
vlrkr4- ekfgrh iqjfo.ks%&
nwjn’kZu tls euksjatukps lk/ku vkgs] rls rs yksdf’k{k.kkps o lekt izcks/kukps lq/nk lk/ku
vkgs-

nwjn’kZuoj

yksdkaP;k

n`”Vhus

mi;qDr

v’kh

iq”dG

ekfgrh

izR;{k]

vizR;{k]

ukV;kadj.kk}kjs vFkok izlaxk}kkjs iqjfoyh tkrs- vkjksX;kph dkGth d’kh ?;koh] tso.kkiwohZ gkr
LoPN /kqokosr] ckGkyk dks.kR;k ylh o Mksl |kosr] lkFkhps jksx gksm u;s u;sr Eg.kwu dks.krh
dkGth ?;koh] vkgkjkr vk;sMkbZTM ehBp dk okijko] lerksy vkgkj dlk vlkko] v’kh
vkjksX;fo”k;d mi;qDr ekfgrh izs{kdkauk fnyh tkrs5- eqyk[krh%&
dyk] dzhMk] foKku] oS|d] m|ksx] d`”kh jktdkj.k lektdkj.k o f’k{k.k{ks=kr oSf’k”V;iw.kZ
dkefxjh dj.kkÚ;k drZ`RolaiUu yksdkaP;k eqyk[krh nwjn’kZu nk[foY;k tkrkr- R;keqGs R;k
o;DrhaP;k drZ̀Rokpk ifjp; izs{kdkauk gksrsk- R;kuh dsysY;k oSf’k”V;iw.kZ dkefxjhph ekfgrh
feGrs- izs{kdkauh] R;keqGs pkaxY;k dk;kZP;k izsj.kk feGrkr oSf’k”V;iw.kZ dkefxjhph ekfgrh
feGrs- izs{kdkauk] R;keqGs pkaxY;k dk;kZP;k izsj.kk feGrkr- drqZRoku yksdkaps vkn’kZ izs{dkalekjs
BsoY;kus thoukr HkO;] fnO; dj.;kph mehZ fuekZ.k gksrs- R;kpizek.ks dkgh oknxzLr leL;k
vlrhy rj R;k leL;sckcr lacaf/kr] tk.dkj fdaok rK ek.klkaP;k eqyk[krh}kjs R;k fo”k;hp
hers tk.kwu ?ksrhy tkrkr- R;keqGs leL;sph [kjh o okLro ekfgrh feGrs- vkri;Zr nqjn’kZuus
vla[; eqyk[krh izlkjfr dsY;k vkgsr6- ‘kS{kf.kd midze%&
nwjn'kZu vkrk f’k{k.kkps dsoG vukSipkfjd lk/ku jkfgysys ukgh- rs vkSipkfjd o vukSipkfjd
v’kk nksUgh Lo#ikps lk/ku vkgs vls EgVY;kl pwd B# u;s- dkj.k nwjn’kZu vkrk
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fu;feri.ks] tk.khoiwoZd o fu;kstuiwoZd ‘kS{kf.kd dk;Zdze izLrwr djh vkgs- ldkGh ;q-thlh- midzekarxZr daVÅh okbZM Dykl#w] nqikjh izknsf’kd dk;Zdzekr ‘kS{kf.kd txr vls fu;fer
dk;Zdze lknj dsys tkrkr7- dzhMkfo”k;d dk;Zdze%&
lekt gyoukr o f’k{k.k {ks+=kr [ksGkyk vuU;lk/kkj.k egRo vkgs- O;fDreRo fodklkr
[ksGkyk Qkj egRo vkgs- [ksG gh ,d vkuannk;h o vkjksX; j{k.k dj.kkjh d`rh vkgs[ksGk}kjs O;Drhpk ‘kkjhfjd ] ekufld o lkekftd fodkl gksrks-ßlqn`< ‘kjhjkrp l`n`< eu
okLrO; djrsÞ vls Eg.krkr- ns’kkps oSHko R; ns’kkrhy l’kDr] l`n`< o fujksxh r#.k
fi<hojp voyacwu vlrs- l’kDr] cyoku o fujksxh r#.kp ns’kkps HkforO; mTToy d#
’kdrkkr- v’kDr] jksxxzLr o nqcZy fi<h Eg.kts ns’kkP;k fodklrhy vMljp- ns’k cy’kkyh
dj.;klkBh o ns’kkrhy r#.kkauk dzhMk dkS’kY;kaps Kku ns.;klkBh izR;sd jkT;kr dzhMk o
lkaLd`frd dk;Z vls Lora= [kkrs ‘kkLkukr r;kj dj.;kr vkys vkgs- R;keqGs dzhMkfo”k;d
dk;Zdzekauk nwjn’kZuoj izk/kkU; dzekus izfl?nh fnyh tkrs- nwjn’kZuP;k nSuafnu dk;Zdzekar
dzhMkfo”k;d ckrE;k fnY;k tkrkr- R;kpizek.ks nj ‘kfuokjh dzhMk txr gk dk;Zdze nk[kfoyk
tkrks- R;kr fofo/k [ksGkrhy {k.kfp=s] ekfgrh] rKkaP;k eqyk[krh ;kapk lekos’k vlrsk]
ftYgkikrGh iklwu rs jk”VÅikrGhi;ZarP;k egRRokPk lkeU;kaps iz{ks.i.k nwjn’kZu djrs- fo’ks”kr%
fdzdsV] gkWdh] QqVckWy] OgkWyhckWy] Vsful] dzkWldaVªh] vWFksysfVDl ] dqLrh] cqf/ncG bR;knh
[ksGkaph izR;{k /kkorh o.kZus nwjn’kZu izs{ksfir djrs- R;kpizek.ks Hkkjrkr o Hkkjrkckgsj gks.kkÚ;k
vkWfyfEid dzhMkLi/kkZ] ,f’k;u xsE;lq/nk nwjn’kZuoj nk[foY;k tkrkr- Qzsap vksiu Vsful]
foEcYMu] vesfjdu vksiu Li/kkZauklq/nk nwjn’kZuoj izfl/nh fnyh tkrsnwjn'kZukph f’k{k.kkrhy Hkwfedk %&
1- fo|kF;kZauk rK O;fDrpk ykHk nwjn’kZukP;k ek/;ekrwu ,dkposGh vusd fo|kF;kZauk ?ksrk
;srks- fo’ks”kr% xzkeh.k o nqxZe Hkkxkrhy eqykaukns[khy v’kk rK O;DrhaP;k rKrspk ykHk ?ksrk
;srks2- v/;;u&v/;kiu ifj.kkedkjd dj.;klkBh izR;{k@vizR;{k vuqHkokaph vko’;drk vlrs
ijarq nqfeZG oLrqaps n’kZu fdaok fDy”V jpukalkBh nqjn’kZuk}kjs fp=hdj.k d#u lokZai;Zr ikgsprk
;sr-s mnk- bafnz;kaph jpuk] Hkwdai] Tokykew[kh b-
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3- v/;;u vuqHkokae/;s dkgh fdz;k Li”V djrkuk R;k tyn fdaok eanxrhus pky.kkÚ;k
vlrkr fo|kF;kZauk R;kaP;k {kersuqlkj nk[kfo.;klkBh nwjn’kZu egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkors mnkchtkadqj.k] ;a=kps dk;Z] gn;kps Lianu4- dkgh nqfeZg izlax o ?kVukaps n’kZu ?kMfo.;kl nqjn’kZu mi;qDr vkgs- mnk- txkrhy fofo/k
?kMkeksMh] ,sfrgkfld LFkGs] fofo/k fdzMk Li/kkZ b5- egRoiw.kZ o eguh; O;Drhps o izlaxkps n’kZu ?kMfo.;klkBh mnk- ikB;iqLrdkr vl.kkÚ;k
ikBkaP;k ys[kdkaps dohaps n’kZu ?kMfork ;srs- rlsp fofo/k fopkjoarkps lkfgfR;dkaps]
dykdkjkaP;k dyspk vfo”dkj nk[kfork ;srks6- vkiY;k ns’kke/;s oSfo/; o oSfp= Hkjiwj vlwu lk{kjkaps izek.kgh deh vkgs- R;keqGsp
va/kJ/nkgh vkgsr- nqjn’kZukP;k euksjatukRed dk;Zdzekrwu izHkkohi.ks va/kJ/nk fueqZyu lans’k
yksdkai;Zr ikgspw ‘kdrks7- lk{kjrk izlkjklkBh yksdkae/;s f’k{k.kfo”k;d tk.kho fuekZ.k dj.;klkBh nwjn’kZu egRoiw.kZ
vkgs8- jk”VÅh; Hkkouk o jk”VÅh; ,dkRerk fVdfo.;klkBh nqjn’kZu egRRokph Hkwfedk ctkors9- loZlkekU; O;fDrl vkjksX;fo”k;d ekfgrh nqjn’kZu}kjk vR;ar vkd”kZdi.ks yksdkai;Zr
iksgpfork ;sr-s
10- lkekftd izcks/ku nwjn’kZu}kj vR;ar
izo`Rrh o R;kaps nq”ifj.kke

izHkkoh i.ks djrk ;srs- mnk- lektkrhy fo?kkrd

11- f’k{kd izf’k{k.kkrgh nwjn’kZupk mi;ksx d#u ?ksrk ;srkslekjksi%
v’kkjhrhus leqg laidZ lk/ku Eg.kwu nwjn’kZuph f’k{k.kkrhy Hkwfedk vkgs ;k lk/kuke/;s
tjh dkgh mf.kok vlY;k rjh R;kph egRo deh gksr ukgh mf.kok deh d#u ntkZ
ok<fo.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk ikfgts vkiY;k ns’kkyk 21 O;k ‘krdkdMs okVpky djrkuk ns’kkrhy
r#.kfi<h cy’kkyh] uO;k fopkjkaph o foKkufu”B v’kh ?kMfo.;kph vkgs- ns’kkph v[akMrk
dk;e Bsowu ns’k izxrhiFkkoj us.;klkBh Qkj tckcnkjhus dk;Z dsys ikfgtslanHkZ
1- f’k{k.kkps rRRoKku o lekt’kkL=] ,y- th- ns’keq[k] QMds izdk’ku dksYgkiwj
2- vk/kqfud Hkkjrh; f’k{k.kkps lekt’kkL= ds- ds- tk/ko ,u- vkj- dkiM.khl eu izdk’ku]
ukf’kd3-f’k{k.kkrhy

uoizokg

o

uoizorZu]

g-

uk-

txrki

fuR;

uwru

izdk’ku

iq.ks
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ckyd ds fodkl esa nwjn’kZu dh Hkwfedk
izk- MkW- jfojkt vP;qr QqjMs
Lgk;d izk/;kid]
f’k{kk egkfo|ky;] ck’khZ ft- lksykiwj
bZ esy furade.raviraj@rediffmail.com

izkLrkfod%
lekt esa fuR; ifjorZu gksrs jgrs gSaA xhrk dk lans’k Hkh ;gh dgrk gS fd] ifjorZu lalkj
dk fu;e gSA ik’pkR; ns’kksa esa u, u, vuqla/kku gksrs jgrs gSA tcfd orZeku dky esa Hkkjr Hkh
la’kks/ku ds {ks= esa vius vki dks etcwr cukus dh fn’kk esa c< jgk gSA okLro esa ns[kk tk, rks
ckyd ds fodkl dh izfdz;k dks ysdj xgjkbZ ls la’kks/ku dh vko’;drk gSA ckyd ds euksHkko
ds lkFk lkFk O;ogkjdq’kyrk dks ysdj
dkQh gn rd lq/kkj dh vko’;drk utj vk jgh
gSA f’k{kk euq”; esa loksZifj ifjorZu ykrh gSA vr% f’k{kk dks ysdj dsoy mRlkfgr gksus ls dke
ugha pysxk cfYd Bksl fu.kZ; dh vko’;drk gSA foKku dh rjDdh ds rgr lekt esa Hkkjh ek=k
esa cnyko utj vkrs gSA f’k{kk us viuh dsapqyh cny Mkyh gSA ikBÓkdze ls ysdj ewY;kadu rd
dkQh ifjorZu gq, gSaA
ckyd ds fodkl esa ifjokj ls ysdj lekt dh Hkh viuh ftEesnkjh gSA ckyd dk
cgqeq[kh fodkl gksus esa lekt dk ;ksxnku vuU;lk/kkj.k gSA nwjn’kZu ds fofHkUUk pSuy ij fn[kk,
tkusokys fofHkUUk dk;Zdzeksa dk ldkjkRed ,oa udkjkRed izHkko ckyd dh HkkoHkkoukvkZs ij t:j
fn[kkbZ iMrk gSA ckyd fdlh u fdlh ifjokj dk fgLlk gksrk gSA ml ifjokj dh laLd``fr ,oa
lH;rkvksa dk vlj mlij vo’; gksrk gSA ckyd dk fodkl ‘kkjhfjd ,oa ekufld nksuksa vaxksa
ls ldkjkRed gks tk, blfy, ifjokj ls ysdj ljdkj dh Hkwfedk Hkh egRoiw.kZ gksrh gSA
nwjn’kZu dh Hkwfedk%
ns’k ,drk ,oa v[kaMrk dks cuk, j[kus esa Hkkjrh; xkSjoe;h ijaijk dk vuU;lk/kkj.k
;ksxnku jgk gSA ijaijkvksa dh j{kk ,oa lEeku cuk, j[kusa esa izlkj ek/;eksa dks utjvankt ugha
fd;k tk ldrkA nwjn’kZu nwj ls ysdhu tuthou esa dkQh utfndh;kWa c<kus esa fujarj O;Lr jgrk
gSA nwjn’kZu esa vk, fnu u, u, cnyko utj vkrs gSA tcfd u, u, pSuy ‘kq: gks jgs gSaA
ckyd ds cgqeq[kh fodkl ds fy, ‘kSf{kd ,oa euksjatukRed dk;Zdzeksa dk fu;kstu fd;k tkrk
gSA ckyd dks lkeus j[krs gq, fuEuizdkj ds dk;Zdzeksa dk ;ksxnku egRoiw.kZ gks ldrk gSA

izHkkodkjh dk;Zdze%
ckyd dh ‘kkjhfjd ,oa ekufld vk;q dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, izHkkodkjh dk;Zdzeksa
dk iz{ksiu djuk t:jh gSA nwjn’kZu ij izlkfjr gksusokys lHkh dk;Zdze vljnkj gksrs gSa ,slk ge
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dg ugha ldrs mlh izdkj lHkh dk;Zdze csvlj gksrs gSa ,slk Hkh ge nkos ds lkFk dg ugha
ldrsA D;ksafd] nwjn’kZu ds O;kolkf;d pWuy viuk Vhvkjih c<kus gsrq euksjatu ij vf/kd cy
nsrs gSaA euksjatu ds lkFk lkFk Kkuo/kZu Hkh gks tk, bl ckr dh vksj Hkh /;ku nsuk csgn t:jh
gksrk gSA vr% ckydksa dk Hkfo”; mTToy gks bl ckr dh ftEesnkjh gesa ysuh gh pkfg,A
izHkkodkjh dk;Zdze fdls dgk tk, blds fy, dksbZ fo’ks”k fu;e ugha gksrkA ijarq izHkkodkjh
dk;Zdze vkerkSj ij mls dgk tk, ftlls ckyd dh vfHk:fp rFkk Kku lhek foLrkfjr gksus esa
lgk;rk fey tk,A vfHkHkkod dks ;g vo’; le> ysuk pkfg, fd ckyd ds Hkfo”; fuekZ.k esa
euksjatu ls dbZ xquk vf/ku Kkuo/kZu t:jh gksrk gSA
Kku ,oa euksjatu dk mfpr esy%
vktdy ckyd dks ‘kkar j[kus ds fy, vfHkHkkod eksckbZy ;k nwjn’kZu dk lgkjk
ysrs gSaA ijarq mUgsa Hkyh HkkWafr lkspuk pkfg, fd] ckyd ij eksckbZy ;k nwjn’kZu dgha gkfo u gks
tk,A vU;Fkk ckyd eksckbZy ;k nwjn’kZu dk bruk vkfn gks tk, fd og mlds cxSj dksbZ dke
gh u djsaA vr% dk;Zdze vo’; fn[kk,Wa ijarq igys lkspsa fd D;k lgh vkSj D;k xyr gSA Kku
dh dlkSVh ij dk;Zdze fdruh gn rd [kjk mrjrk gSA dsoy Kkuo/kZd dk;Zdze gh fn[kk;k tk,
,slk ge dg ugha ldrsA ijarq Kku ,oa euksjatu dk mfpr esy gksA tSls uW’kuy ftvWxzkWQh pSuy
ij foKku] Hkwxksy] bfrgkl rFkk [ksydwn ,oa lkekU; Kkulaca/kh jkspd dk;Zdze gksrs gSaA lkFk gh
lkFk la’kks/ku dks izkRlkfgr djusokys dqN dk;Zdze gksrs gSaA ckyd dh :fp c<kusokys rFkk mls
f’k{kk ds {ks= esa izxfr djusokys dk;Zdze fn[kk, tk,A

nwjn’kZu ,d fe=%
ckyd vdsyk nwjn’kZu ns[krk jgs rks og mldh ilan ds vuqlkj dk;Zdze dk p;u
dj ldrk gSA ckyd dks D;k ilan gks blij vfHkHkkod dk izHkko gks ;g t:jh ugha gSA ysfdu
ckyd D;k u ns[ksa bl ckr ij vfHkHkkod dk /;ku gksuk csgn t:jh gksrk gSA nwjn’kZu gejh
ftanxh ls bl izdkj tqM x;k gSA mls vyx djuk ekuks nsg ls :g fudkyus ds leku gks x;k gSA
nwjn’kZu dks mfpr fu;kstu gks lgh le; rkfydk gks rks og ,d fe= cu tkrk gSA cky txr ls
tqMh dbZ jkspd tkudkjh ,oa dbZ lkekU; Kku ls tqMh vko’;d tkudkjh nwjn’kZu}kjk izkIr dh
tk ldrh gSA vr% ge iw.kZ fo’okl ds lkFk dg ldrs gSa fd] ;fn mfpr fu;a=.k gks rks nwjn’kZ
ckyd dk mRre fe= gks ldrk gSA

nwjn’kZu ds ykHk%
nwjn’kZu ls rkRi;Z nwjn’kZu ds izkbZosV pSuy tks jkstejkZ ftanxh esa ge jkst ns[krs gSaA
ftlesa lekpkj] [ksy txr] /kkjkokgh] /kkfeZd] flusek] laxhr] lkekU; Kku] fo’o lapkj] la’kks/ku]
O;kikj ,oa LokLF; laca/kh fofHkUu vk’k; ij vk/kkfjr dk;Zdzeksa dk fuR; izlkj.k djrs gSaA ckyd
dh n`f”V ls ns[kk tk, rks nwjn’kZu ds ykHk fuEuizdkj gSsA
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1- Hkk”kk dk fodkl gksus esa lgk;rk feyrh gSA
2- fo’oHkze.k fd, fcuk ?kj cSBdj tkudkjh feyrh gSA
3- f’k{kk laca/kh dk;Zdze ls Kku c< tkrk gSA
4- lkekU; Kku esa c<ksrjh gks tkrh gSA
5- [ksy txr ls tqMh tkudkjh ,oa [ksydwn }kjk euksjatu Hkh gksrk gSA
6- ckyd le; fu;kstu dh dyk lh[k ldrk gSA
7- nSfud v/;;u ls tqMh tkudkjh izkIr gks tkrh gSA
8- ijh{kk dh rS;kjh laca/kh tkudkjh izkIr gks tkrh gSA
9- izfl/n O;fDr;ksa ds lan’kZu }kjk izsj.k fey tkrh gSA
10-lekpkjksa ds tfj, fo’o Hkj dh tkudkjh fey tkrh gSA
blizdkj ykHkksa dh lwph cukbZ tk, rks bldh la[;k dkQh gn rd c< tk,xhA
ysfdu gesa fo’ks”k ckrksa dh vksj /;ku nsuk pkfg,A dqyfeykdj ge dg ldrs gSa fd] nwjn’kZu ds
dbZ ykHk gks ldrs gSaA ldkjkRedrk ls lkspk tk, ,oa mlij vey fd;k tk, rks nwjn’kZu ,d
fugk;r mi;ksxh fl/n gks tkrk gSA

milagkj%
ckyd ds fodkl esa nwjn’kZu dh Hkwfedk bl fo”k; dks vkt dh rkjh[k esa cgqr gh
egRoiw.kZ ekuk tkrk gSA D;ksafd vkt ge vDlu udkjkRed <ax ls lksprs gSaA mlesa lq/kkj dh
vko’;drk gSA tc dksbZ ckr dh tkrh gS rks mlds fofHkUu igywvksaij xkSj djuk pkfg,A gj ckr
dks u, fljs ls ns[kuk pkfg,A ckyd ds fodkl esa nwjn’kZu ;|fi egRiiw.kZ gksrk gS rks mldk
vfrjsd Hkh gkfudkjd gks ldrk gSA blizdkj ykHkksa ds lkFk gkfu;ksa dh vksj utjvankt ughs dj
ldrsA

lanHkZ xzaFk%
1- pkSgku] MkW- jktdqekj¼1999½ nwjn’kZu ,d ojnku] dkuiqj] ok.kh izdk’ku
2- oekZ] MkW- lqchj ¼2001½ f’k{kk ,oa lekt] vkxjk ] fouksn iqLrd eafnj
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The Role of Social Media in Child Development
सोशलमममडयाशमशडयाचीमुला यािशकासातीलभशमका◌ू
Prof. Anil Narayan Nighot
Dr. M. A. Khan B. Ed. Collage, Manchar
Email – anilnighot2012@gmail.com
Abstract
सोशलमममडयास या

लाई ीन याजाद या◌ूमद ातीलरा सा माणेसवकाहीदेत-

घेतरामहलेलामदसतो.

याचाकै फ,

मलंअमण सनाबरोबरच यानेसा याजगा या ान,

मामहतीलाअप या बर

ारअणनूठेलअहे. फे सबक,◌ु मटर, हाइक,

हा स ॅप,
आ टा ाम,◌ंमललकर,
मपकासा,
बदंझालेलेऑकवटु शा नेकअभासीमा यमाचगा◌ुडहे य
सले याममत्◌ापे ांरचढठर
तअहे.मशषतःकु मारय नमला◌ुच ब याचदायातनूफसणकू झालेलीमदसते.
स ानपालकमश कांनीयो यमदशामद याससहकायाव मक,
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सहभागा मक ययनासपरकु र्◌ापरहोउनयातीलम ानातनूम ाथया◌ा◌ं या ान,
मचारातभरचपडेल.
ययनक याव याबौिमकमकासासG.

K.

Gruop,भामनकमानमसकमकासासSchool

Psychology,

मानमसक यैयावसाठीSucide

Awarness,

शारीररकमकासासाठीयोगाि◌मेशडटेि◌न,सामामजकमकासासाठीभारतीयस कां◌त
ृ ी,महारा
ातीलचालूघडामोडी
फ काय?

शाएकापे ाएकगटाच फे सबक,◌ु हा स

मकती यायचेहरे ्◌ापरक यावर

लबनूअहे.

ॅपयाररे लचेलअहे.
कोण याहीगो चेसकार मक-

नकारा मकपररणाम सतातच.
मदशादशवक हणनूभममके तू

सणा यामश कान गावतीलटॅ लेट,

कॉम्◌्यट मकं र्◌ामोबाइलरसदरमामहती,
दस या◌ुमश काम यशे

मला◌ुचमागवदशवकम हडीओ,

दृ येशे रके यास,

ररं ग, मामहतीचेअदान- दान

के यासदसरीकड या◌ुम ाथया◌ा◌ंबरोबरसोशलमीमडया ारे स ेषणंसाध यासपयाव
रणर ण,
◌्लाम टकबदी,◌ंसधरा◌ुर ण,
बेटीबचाओ,
मामहतीचाजादगा
शागटा ारमशषमोमहमाराबनू पेम तपररणामश यहोइल.
िसोधनांपप
े र
सोशलमममडयाचीमला◌ु यांमकासातीलभममका◌ूआटरनेट यांईपल धतेमळेु सोशल
मीमडयातीलफे सबक,◌ुआ टा ाम,◌ं हा स ॅपचाभारतातीलजगातीलर्◌ापर चडंर्◌ाढलाअहे.
ईदा.
येणा या२६जानेर्◌ारी जास ाकमदनाचाअप याम ालयातीलकायव म,
पाररतोमषकमतरण,
न यृ-नामटके तीलअप यापा यमशषयांचासहभाग या यांमोबाइलकॅ मेरा ारे प ालकमश कमटपनू रतसोशलमममडयारटाकू नमाझीमलगी◌ुमलगा,◌ुमाझाम ाथीई फू तवसहभाग,
घघर्◌ीतयश,
feeling
proud
.. सेआतराबरोबरं एका णातअपलाअनदंशे रकरतात.
यातनूआतरा याह अनदातंई साहातअमण ेरणेतभरपडते.मला◌ुचगायन,
सगीतर्◌ादन,◌ंहपा ला,◌ुखेळ- ालटमच कलेतीलकौश यशे रकू न याला,
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आतरांन ा ो साहनममळते.तो तःहीअप याममत्◌ाबरोबरं याबाबीशे रकू न या यांलाआ स,
कॉम सममळत , यातनू ो साहन, मदशादशवन, मागवदशवनममळते.
मुल-े िश ाथीिशकासातसोि◌लमीशडयाचीमदत :
१) बौिशकिशकास : ‘टॅलटेज’चम युकायवकारी मधकारीअमद यममलकयां यामते,
“Live interactive digital learning empowers the learners to receive for
excellence,
quality
education
anytime
and
anywhere.”
हणजेचमला◌ु यांमडमजटल ययन,
शै मणक म याभार्◌ीकरर रसाठी ामीणशहरीम ाथया◌ा◌ंन ासोशलमममडयाचाजोडबौिमकमकासासचालनादेते. ईदा. श दखेळ,
कोडी.
२) शारीरकिशकास : सोशलममडीयारस याममधशारीररकखेळ, यातीलकौश ये,
Live
सामने,
योगा-मेडीटेशन,
डा सचेगवचालू सतात.
यातसहभागीहोउनशारीररक ायामासचालनाममळते.
पर परबाब चेअदानदानहोउनर्◌ैयम कआतराचशारीरकमकासासहातभारलागते.ईदा.
कर्◌ायत,
कसरतीचेम हडीओ, ममधखेळाचlive शो.
३) भाि◌शनकिशकास :स यासर्◌ा◌ा◌ंन ायासोशलममडीयानेजखडू नटाकले सनूजीर्◌ाभार् ◌ाचेममत्, सगड हीक पनाचठरतेयक काय? शीर्◌ेळअलीअहे. यातनू
सहकायव,
सहभार् ,
सहभागाऐज यारचगडु मॉमनांग,
गडनाइटचेुमेसेजमफरतअहे.
कोर ाभानामंळेुअ मीयता,
सहसर्◌ेदनांमदसणे श यहोत सनूयारमश कपालकांनीHappyParenting,
School
Psychology,
Child
Psychology,Psychological
Facts
शाफे सबकु पेजचार् ◌ापरकू नमला◌ुनांसमजनूघेत यासभामनकमकासासमदतहोते.
४) मानशसकिशकास :म ाथा◌ा◌ं यामानमसकस मीकरणासाठीPsychologicalWhatsaap
group,
UPS
Education,
Psychology
online
सारखीफे सबकु पेजेसचार्◌ापरमह ्◌ाचाठरतो.
या ारे मश कपालकमला◌ु यांसम याओळखनू यानां
सहायकहोउनसम येतनूबाहेरकाढ यासमद दशवन
कू शकतात.
यातनू याचमानमसकसश करणश यहोउन यासाठी सग गटआतरपेजेसचीहीमदतघेउन या
चा यनगूड,◌ंएकलक डेप णा,
यासाकडेदलव ुयारमातकू शकतात.
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५)
सामािशकिशकास
:मनषयुसमाजशील ाणी स यानेगणेशो सर् ,
दगावपुजा,◌ुमशजयती,◌ं१५ऑग ट,
आतरधाममवकसणाच मामहतीमचत्◌े,
म हमडओएकमेकानांशे रकरणे,
मनमं णसहभागासाठीसोशलमीमडयाचार्◌ापरमलेुसहजकू शकतात,
यातनू या याम यसामामजकजाणर्◌ाढेलतर्◌ैयम कजबाबदारीघेउनतीपारपाडतील,
यातनूसामामजकमकास-सामामजक करणघडेल.
सोि◌लशमशडयाचेमुला◌ा◌ंि◌रहोणारे पररणामसकारा मकपररणाम :
१) मुला◌ा◌ं यासामािशक, मानशसक, बौिशक, भाि◌शनक, ि◌◌ारीररकिशकास
खरे तरसर् ◌ा◌ा◌ंगीणमकासाससोशलममडीयानेहातभारलागतो.
र्◌ैयम क शसापरं बाब चेअभासी य
सले याममत्,
नातेर्◌ाइकांशीशे ररं गकू नअपलेकायवतव ्◌ृआतरासमोरं ने याचीसध ईपल धहोते.ईदा.
मच कला, संगीतयातील ाम यशे रकरतायेते.

-

२) मोबाईलचाि◌◌ाढताउपयोग : हाताळ याससो्यामोबाइलमळेु फोटो, फोटोर म या,
टंकलेखन,
फॉ ट,
कलर,
रं ग-रे षाच ानहोउन यातीलकौश यर्◌ाढनूकमीतकमीर् ◌ेळेत यातपारं गतहोउन यारअपलीछापईमटतायेते.
३) सदेि◌◌ाचेास
ं ाथषकआदान- दान – फे सबक,◌ु हा स

ॅपरनेमकासदेशंपाठमण,

अले यासदेशांच थव हणकू नस ेषणम यांसहजसा यहोते.ईदा.
अजचेगहकायव,◌ृचाचणीचा यास म,
मह ्◌ाचे
क पासअ यकमामहती यामल स,◌ंयु बूम हडीओदेणे-घेणेसहजश यहोते.

याच ई रे ,

सोि◌लशमशडयाचेनकारा मकपररणाम
१) मोबाईिलापराबाबतमुला◌ा◌ंचह ीपणा : स यामोबाइल हणजेजणूअपला
जीर् ◌ा-भार्◌ाचामम होउनबसलाय.
मलेुमहाग ामोबाइलचीमागणीपालकाकडकरतानामदसतातअमणममळालानाहीत सणे,
अदळ-अपटकरणे,
सग अ मह येसारखेटोकाचेपाउलईचलतानामदसतात.
पालकापंढ या◌ुयासम येने,
ह ाहीमला◌ुमंळेु यानांहोणा यामानमसक,
अमथवकत्◌ासाचीक पनासर्◌ा◌ा◌ंनाअहे.
२)
मुला◌ा◌ंचीऑनलाईनफिसणूक
मला◌ु यांभोळे पणाचागैरफायदाघेणारे काहीजण यानांअमथवक,

:
मानमसक,
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भामनकदृ ा लॅकमेलकू नअप याजा यातओढू न याच फसणकू करतात.
भेट यासबोलण,
गैरकृ यकू नघेणेयापासनूपालक,
मश कांनीमला◌ुचम ासातघेउनसर णंकेलेपामहजे.
मला◌ु यांब या-र्◌ाइटकृ य,
सगातंसतत या यांबरोबर स याचाम ासमला◌ुनांमश कपालकांनीमदलापामहजे, यातनूचागलर्◌ाइटयातीलफरकसमजनूमदलापामहजे.
सन
:सोशलमममडया या मतरे क र् ◌ापरानेस यामला◌ुच खेळयासाकडे चडंदलव ुहीएक लतंसम याबनली सन,◌ूतासनतासकॉम्◌्यटर,◌ुमोबाइलब
रोबरबसणारीमलेुअपलेजेण,
झोप,
शारीररकहालचाल कडेदलव ुकूनअपलेडोळे ,
पोटशारीररकमकासारगभीरं ठेसपोहचतअहे. यातनू कालीमधमेह,◌ु◌ृदय

३)

मकार,
र दाब,
डो याचां धंकपणा,◌ु प या◌ुझोपेतनू पचन,
यासर्◌ा◌ा◌ंतनूमचडमचडेपणा, एकलक डेपणा, यनगूड,◌ं
थतायानांत डदेतअहेत.
उपाय
१)
मुल-े पा यया◌ा◌ं याशम त्ि◌◌ाचीभशमका◌ू
:मश क,
पालकमला◌ुचखरे मम यान यातीलसभा ंधोके नजरे सअणनूद ेणे, र्◌ापरासदभावतं मश ण,
सहायककायव,
काळजी मतबधाचांर्◌ापरकू न मतरे क ्◌ातं यदेणेटाळणेहेमला◌ु यांमहतासाठीगरजेचेअहे.
२)
मुला◌ा◌ं याइटरनेटांि◌◌ापराि◌रल ठे ि◌णे:सोशलमममडयाम ाथीमकासातचागलांमततका
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Ekk/;fed ‘kkGse/;s cgqek/;e mikxekP;k okijkr
;s.kkÚ;k vMp.khapk vH;kl
izk- iqtkjh vf”ouh vkxrjko
MkW- Mh- ok;- ikVhy dkWyst
vkWQ ,sT;qds”ku] vkdqMhZ
lkjka”k %
ekuokP;k bfrgklke/;s d/khgh ukgh- bRkD;k eksB;k izek.kkr uO;k fi<hykizpaM izek.kkr
cny.kkÚ;k ifjfLFkrhyk lkeksjs tkos ykxr vkgs- v”kk ;k cnykapktxkrhy loZp yksdkaP;k
thoukaoj ifj.kke ?kMwu ;sr vkgs- l/;k vfLrRokrvlysyh f”k{k.k i/nrhgh vkSn;ksfxd
Økarhps viR; vkgs- ijarq izpaM izek.kkrgksr vlysY;k cnykeqGs f”k{k.k i/nrhgh cny
>kkysys vkgsr- Eg.kwu f”k{kdkauklq/nk ikjaikfjd v/;kiu i/nrhpk okij deh d#u
v/;kiukph i/nr fon;kFkhZdsanzhr djkoh- ;klkBh f”k{kdkauh cgqek/;e vkxekpk okij
dsY;kl fon;kF;kZaukKku pkaxys feGsy- feGkysys Kku fn?kZdkGki;Zar fon;kF;kZaP;k Lej.kkr
jkgw“kdrs o R;kaP;k Kkukph jpuk pkaxyh gksow “kdrscgqek/;ekapk okij vusd {ks=kae/;s gksr
vkgs- ;keqGs R;k&R;k {ks=ke/;spkaxyh izxrh >kyh vkgs- v”kk ek/;ekapk okij vki.k
f”k{k.kke/;s dsyk rjf”k{k.kke/;s veqykxz cny ?kMsy- euq’; vkiY;k vuqHkokaOnkjs Lor%P;k
Kkukphjpuk djr vlrks- ;keqGs fon;kF;kZaP;k ekul izfreka”kh tqGfo.kkjh izfØ;k
r;kjdj.;klkBh cgqek/;e mikxekapk okij egRokpk vkgs- R;kP;kcjkscj lkeF;Z ;srsvkf.k
;klkBh cgqek/;e mixekarwu fon;kF;kZauk la/kh iqjfo.ks vko”;d vkgs
izLrkouk%
v/;kiukps eq[; gsrw Eg.kts fon;kF;kZauk v/;;uklkBh izo`Rr dj.ks gks;-ts v/;kiu
fon;kF;kZauk v/;;uklkBh izo`Rr djrs rs ;”kLoh v/;kiu gks;-tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k Li/ksZr
fVdwu jkg.;klkBh ukfoU;iw.kZ cnys fLodkj.ks xjtspsvkgs- izR;sd fon;kFkhZ osxosxG;k
i/nrhus o xrhus f”kdr vlrks- fon;kFkhZfujkfujkG;krÚgsph dkS”kY;s] osxosxG;k izdkjps
Kku] fofo/k xks’Vhaps vkdyubR;knh lk/; gks.;klkBh ,dkp ekxkZpk voyac u djrk
fofo/k xq.k/kekZpk rksfLodkj djr vlrksfon;kF;kZauk v/;kiu djrkuk fofo/k ek/;ekapk
okij djkok gs lkaxrkukek”kZy eSdye Eg.krkr- Þek/;e Eg.kts ekuokP;k bafnz;kaps
foLrkjhdj.k ovR;k/kqfud ek/;esgh ekuoh eTTkk laLFksps foLrkjhdj.k vkgs-ß
rlspek/;ekcnny “Medium is the message” vls EgVys vkgs
la”kks/kukph mfn’Vs %
1 cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij dj.;klkBh vko”;d vl.kkÚ;k lkfgR;kphmiyC/krk ikg.ks2 cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij djrkuk ;s.kkÚ;k leL;koj mik; lqpfo.ks-
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3 cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij djrkuk ;s.kkÚ;k leL;k “kks/k.ks4 f”k{kd cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij fdrir djrk gs ikg.ks

la”kks/kukph xjt %
cgqek/;e mikxe gs v/;;u izHkkoh gks.;klkBh vR;ar vko”;d lk/kuvkgs- vkt 21 O;k
“krdkr Kkukpk izLQksV >kyk vkgs- izR;sd fon;kF;kZayk]f”k{kdkayk vkt uohu osxGs
dkghrjh gos vlrs- ;klkBh izR;sdkyk 21 O;k“krdkrhy uohu ra=s] uohu dk;Zuhrh] uohu
la”kks/kus ;k fo’k;h Kku vl.ksxjtsps vkgs- R;kizek.ks lnj la”kks/kuke/;s cgqek/;e mikxekph
ek/;fed“kkGsrhy miyC/krk o R;krhy leL;kpk vH;kl dj.;klkBh lnj la”kks/kukphxjt
vkgs
la”kks/kukps egRo %
1 ek/;fed “kkGsrhy f”k{kdkaph cgqek/;ekadMs ikg.;kpk n`’Vhdksu o okij
dj.;kph {kerk letsy2 f”k{kdkae;s cgqek/;ekafo’k;h tk.kho tkx`rh fuekZ.k gksbZy o R;kauk fuf”pr
fn”kk feGsy3 cgqek/;e mikxe okijrkuk ;s.kkÚ;k vMp.kh lksMfo.;klkBh fn”kk feGsyuequk
fuoM %
lnj la”kks/kuklkBh la”kks/kdkauh lgsrwd i/nrhus iq.ks “kgjkrhy fiaijhok?ksjs ;sFkhy nksu “kkGkaph
fuoM dsysyh vkgs o lnj “kkGsrhy ,dw.k 30f”k{kdkaph o 2 eq[;k/;kidkaph fuoM dsyh
la”kks/ku dk;Zi/nrh %
lnj “kks/kfuca/kklkBh la”kks/kdkaus iz”ukoyh o eqyk[kr gheq[;k/;kidklkBh okij.;kr
vkyhfu’d’kZ%
1 cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij dj.;klkBh vko”;d vl.kkÚ;k lkfgR;kph 75VDds vkgs2 55 VDds f”k{kd cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij dj.kkjs vkgsr3 cgqek/;e mikxekeqGs v/;kiu izHkkoh gksr-s
4 Ckgqek/;e mikxekP;k okijkeqGs ladYiuk Li’V gks.;kl enr gksrs
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f”kQkjlh %
1 cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij dj.;klkBh vk/kqfud lkfgR;kph miyC/krkvlkoh2 loZ fo’k;kP;k v/;kiuke/;s cgqek/;e mikxekpk okij djkok
3 fon;kF;kZaP;k dYiuk “kDrhyk oko feGkok- Eg.kwu cgqek/;e mikxekpkokij izR;sd “kkGse/;s
vfuok;Z djkok
lanHkZxzaFk%
1 ;soys lhek ¼2008½ ß”kS{kf.kd ra=foKku vkf.k ekfgrh ra=KkuÞ iq.ks
fuR;uqru izdk”ku2 f”k[kjs] ikVhy ¼2001½ ß”kS{kf.kd ra=foKku vkf.k ekfgrh laizs’k.kÞ] QMds
izdk”ku
3 ?kksjeksMs ds- ;q- ¼2008½ ß”kS{kf.kd la”kks/kuÞ iq.ks fuR;uqru izdk”ku4 Best J. W. & Khan J. V. (1977) “Research in Education Prentice Hall of
India Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi”.

